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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Demographic and Genetic Consequences of Fragmentation

in Spatially Structured Populations

by

Senanu Mark Spring-Pearson

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Evolution, Ecology, and Organismal Biology

University of California, Riverside, August 2011

Dr. Leonard Nunney, Chairperson

The spatial arrangement of individuals is an important aspect of their biology and 

understanding this arrangement can inform us about their ecology and conservation – 

explored here in three studies. In the first, the population viability analysis that was 

conducted for the habitat conservation plan of the Stephens' kangaroo rat (Dipodomys 

stephensi) was found to be seriously flawed resulting in overly optimistic predictions 

regarding population persistence. Inclusion of spatial structure, as in the original, resulted 

in much shorter persistence times than when it was excluded. Addition of age-structure 

using a model that was unavailable at the time of the original habitat conservation plan 

allowed determination that the model was most sensitive to juvenile mortality and adult  

fertility – parameters for which reliable estimates are not currently known. In the second 

study, a method to utilize genetic differences among subpopulations in order to estimate 

the standardized variance in reproductive success is developed. The method combines 

genetic and ecological effects of polygyny on the effective sizes of mitochondrial and 
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autosomal genomes. The method was tested using the lekking Greater sage-grouse 

(Centrocercus urophasianus), in which it was found that the standardized variance was 

substantially higher than many field estimates, suggesting that such field studies may 

undercount the number of subordinate males in the population. In the third study, the 

ability to genetically detect migrants in populations that are structured by limited  

dispersal was investigated. Using computer simulations, it was found that the genetic 

differences generated by isolation-by-distance allowed quick and reliable detection of 

migrants across a barrier that limited dispersal. This finding was extended to develop a 

method for detecting the presence of such a barrier. The method relies on differences 

between likelihood of assignment within vs. between subpopulations. With structured 

populations, barriers could be statistically detected within approximately 10 generations 

after their construction.
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Introduction

Organisms occupy points in space and have evolved in relation to their 

surroundings. Demographic and genetic processes are affected by, and in turn, affect the 

spatial distribution of individuals and their genotypes and such processes may be highly 

interdependent. For example, the negative genetic consequences of inbreeding has led to 

evolution of mechanisms such as sex-biased dispersal that reduce inbreeding. In turn, 

sex-biased dispersal results in a genetic 'signature' that can be detected at the population 

levels. One of the unifying themes of this dissertation is the recognition that the course of 

evolution and ecology is shaped by organisms' distribution over space. 

In the first chapter, I consider a demographic model of the endangered Stephens' 

kangaroo rat. Previous modeling of the demography had been used as a basis for a habitat 

conservation plan with the goal of setting aside from development an adequate amount of 

space to give the species a good chance at surviving 100 years. The work herein 

demonstrates that the original modeling was highly flawed, leading to overly-optimistic 

assumptions regarding the persistence of the species. I extended the model to consider 

what, if anything is gained by adding age-structure to the model and what may be lost by 

eliminating the spatial structure that was included in the original model. I found that 

including age-structure provided information regarding which life history parameters 

were the most important to estimate accurately and that the inclusion of spatial structure 

in the model significantly reduced persistence time. Finally, I considered the possibility 

of managing the population by translocating individuals among reserves, and found that 
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if there was large-scale spatial heterogeneity in environmental conditions and such 

translocations did not add significant mortality, translocation could be used effectively to 

lengthen the persistence of the species.

In the second chapter, I consider how one can take advantage of the spatial 

arrangements of populations in order to provide information regarding life history traits, 

specifically, the breeding structure. The degree of polygyny of populations has an 

important influence on the effective population size, but the effect differs depending upon 

the type of genetic marker one is considering. For example, polygyny reduces autosomal 

effective size because it reduces the number of males that effectively participate in 

breeding. On the other hand, polygyny has no effect on the mitochondrial effective size 

because mitochondria have strict matrilineal inheritance. I exploited these differences to 

investigate the ratio of autosomal to mitochondrial effective size  (NeAuto/NeMito) calculated 

from estimates of gene frequencies. This ratio can also be determined using ecological 

and life-history parameters, with the degree of polygyny being an important factor. In 

Chapter 2, I show how the two methods of obtaining this ratio can be used in order to 

estimate the degree of polygyny and use Greater sage-grouse as a case example. I found 

that my estimate of polygyny in sage-grouse was not different from the average estimate 

obtained by direct field observations in many studies, but that individual field estimates 

were often much lower, a result that suggests that field observations may undercount the 

number of non-breeding males in the population.

In Chapter 3, I investigate the genetic effects of barriers to gene flow, such as 

roads. Habitat fragmentation has become an important conservation concern, with some 
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countries spending large amounts of money to mitigate the negative effects of road 

construction. Unfortunately, determining whether such mitigation measures are actually 

effective is difficult, due to the long time lag between when a barrier is constructed and 

when  its effects on the genetic composition of populations can be detected. Using 

individual-based simulations, I show that assignment tests can be used to accurately 

detect migrants even shortly (often within 20 generations) after a fragmentation event. 

This is possible if the subpopulations are small (and drift is therefore strong) as well as if 

large populations are genetically structured due to limited dispersal. In populations that 

are structured by isolation-by-distance, the size of the genetic neighborhood, rather than 

the total subpopulation size is the primary determinant of whether migrants can be 

detected. In this chapter, I also show how the effects of barriers and migration through 

them can be detected using assignment tests. Because the efficacy of assignment tests 

responds rapidly to fragmentation events, the effects of barriers can be detected within 

approximately 10 generations when subpopulations are structured due to limited 

dispersal. 
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Chapter 1.  The importance of peer evaluation and updated 

parameterization of population viability models: lessons from 

the Stephens’ kangaroo rat

Abstract

Population viability analysis (PVA) has become an increasingly important aspect of 

designing habitat conservation plans for endangered species. The models used are critical, 

but formal peer review is often lacking. We examined the spatially explicit PVA for 

Stephens’ kangaroo rat (Dipodomys stephensi), which was crucial in establishing the 

legal framework for a habitat conservation plan in 1996. We found that compared to our 

revised model, the original model seriously overestimated median persistence time (251 

vs. 54 years) and the probability of persistence for 100 years (P100: 81% vs. 14%). We 

suggest that the model would have benefited from traditional peer review both to correct 

coding errors and to justify assumptions made. By adding age structure to the revised 

model we showed that population dynamics were highly sensitive to estimates of juvenile 

survival and adult fertility as well as to the degree of environmental stochasticity. 

However, despite the habitat conservation plan being in effect for 15 years, there are still 

no improved estimates of any of these parameters. Our findings suggest that although 

simple models can provide important information for adaptive management provided 

managers focus intensively on estimating the mean population growth rate and its 

variance (among both years and reserves), such models should be used with caution since 
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adding realistic age and spatial structure decreases persistence times and P100. We also 

found a linear relationship between the log of conserved area and persistence time and 

found that yearly translocation of several individuals among reserves increases 

persistence provided it does not introduce significant extra mortality. 

Introduction

Population viability analysis (PVA; Shaffer 1981) has become a important tool for 

assessing the conservation status of species worldwide (Mace and Lande 1991, Mace et 

al., 2008). In the United States PVAs have become increasingly important for defining 

habitat conservation plans (HCPs), which incorporate the designation of critical habitat 

and outline a species recovery plan as required by the Endangered Species Act. PVAs are 

used to predict which management options are most likely to lead to the maintenance of 

minimum viable populations and the long-term persistence of focal species in order to 

meet goals of proposed HCPs (Reed et al. 2002, Traill et al. 2010). Unfortunately, data 

for parameterizing PVAs are often lacking (Beissinger and Westphal 1998, Coulson et al. 

2001) resulting in erroneous conclusions regarding population persistence (Patterson and 

Murray 2008). In the US, permits for development are often issued with little quantitative 

assessment of their impacts (Kareiva et al. 1999). There has been criticism that HCPs 

under-utilize science and the scientific review process (Kareiva et al. 1999, Rahn et al. 

2006) which are useful both for the development of HCPs and in guiding the adaptive 

management of the system once it is established. 

The HCP for the Stephens’ kangaroo rat (SKR, Dipodomys stephensi) provides a 

good example of an HCP that, although developed with the aid of scientists acting as 
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consultants and subjected to the public review period required by the US Fish and 

Wildlife Service (USFWS), has never gained the benefits of rigorous traditional scientific 

peer review (Reed et al. 1998, Calver and King 1999). The HCP has been in place since 

1996 but we are unaware of any attempts to refine the model, estimate critical 

parameters, or use the model as a guide to adaptive management (sensu Walters and 

Hilborn 1978, Wilhere 2002) 

The Stephens’ kangaroo rat is a medium-sized, granivorous, heteromyid rodent 

endemic to 50,000 hectares of inland southern California, USA (Price and Endo 1989) 

which has faced significant population declines. Its preferred habitat includes slightly 

sloping land and sandy soils – land that has been in high demand for human habitation 

and agriculture. Habitat loss led to its listing as a federally endangered species in 1988, 

which required the development of an HCP. 

Gilpin (1995) developed a spatially explicit simulation model which was used to 

conduct a PVA and was pivotal in determining the adequacy of the HCP. The model 

included spatial structure in the form of a 300m x 300m grid, migration to neighboring 

and more distant grid cells, geometric growth, population regulation when the population 

N in cell i (in year t) exceeds the carrying capacity (Nit > Ki), environmental stochasticity 

(correlated among reserves), and demographic stochasticity, but not age structure (for 

details, see Appendix A, Gilpin 1995, and Price and Gilpin 1996). The original model 

predicted that there was an 80% chance of the entire population persisting for 100 years 

(P100) with mean persistence time of 162 (SD=58) years. Individual reserves, however, 

survived fewer years, with the largest having only a 72% chance of surviving 100 years. 
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This led the consulting firm Regional Environmental Consultants (RECON 1995) to 

conclude that conservation goals could be met with additional land acquisition 

(completed in 2003) that was expected to increase persistence. 

The important role that the original model played in management decisions when 

the plan was implemented 15 years ago prompted us to use the example of the SKR HCP 

to consider three general questions relevant to all HCPs. First, would the original model 

have benefited from peer review? Second, what insight is gained in developing a more 

complex age-structured model of the system? Third, how can these models be used to 

improve a long-term adaptive management approach. 

Methods

Evaluation of original model 

We obtained from USFWS the computer code used to conduct the PVA (Gilpin 

1995, RECON 1995) as well as a map showing the density of SKR in each cell based on 

a survey by O'Farrell and Uptain (1989). We modified the model to elucidate how the 

assumptions and implementation of the original model affected persistence. 

We made the following changes (outlined in Table 1.1 with further details given 

in Appendix A), the aggregate of which we refer to as the “revised” model. (1) We 

corrected logarithm arithmetic and changed the sequence of the algorithm to better reflect  

biological reality. (2) We corrected an error that had unintentionally halved the magnitude 

of the environmental stochasticity (σe). (3) Unlike the original model, the revised model 

accounted for the expected reduction in long-run growth rate ( r ) caused by the variance 

around the mean net reproductive rate, λ :
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r=ln λ−
σ

e

2

2
(1.1)

(Lewontin and Cohen 1969, Lande et al. 2003). (4) We ended the simulation when a 

pseudo-extinction threshold of 50 individuals in the entire reserve system was reached. 

(5) The Beverton-Holt function replaced a function in the original that only limited 

growth when Nit>Ki. (6) “No-loss” migration was introduced, which allowed immigration 

only to adjacent cells where Ki>0. 

Each of the above modifications represents what we feel to be an improvement 

over the algorithm used in the original PVA. To determine how such modifications 

individually affect persistence time, we reverted our revised model by one modification at 

a time (where possible) and ran the model 1000 times. Persistence was measured as P100, 

the probability of the species surviving for 100 years, and as the median number of years 

until the pseudo-extinction threshold was reached, up to 1000 years. Distributions of 

persistence times were compared with a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test in which the 

test statistic H is distributed as χ2 (Sokal and Rohlf 1995). 

Age-structured model 

We developed a new model derived from the deterministic, female-based age-

structured demographic model of Price and Kelly (1994), by adding stochasticity, density 

dependence, and the spatial structure of Gilpin’s (1995) model (Table 1.1). Thus, a 

transition matrix, A (a Leslie matrix; Leslie 1945) of Price and Kelly's (1994) model was 

applied to the dynamics of each cell with density dependence determined by the 

Beverton-Holt function. These dynamics were linked by individual movement of 
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juveniles (with rate DISP) according to the no-loss migration scheme described above. 

Allowing older individuals to migrate had no noticeable effect on persistence (data not 

shown). For the age-structured model, we used an extinction threshold for each reserve 

based on a proportion of their carrying capacities. 

To model yearly environmental stochasticity, we assumed that changes in 

environmental conditions affected survival and reproduction of all age classes to the same 

degree, so all non-zero elements were completely positively correlated. We modeled 

environmental stochasticity in fertility as a normal and survival as a beta distribution 

(Doak et al. 1994) such that each element in the matrix has the same standardized 

variance (STVAR=σ2/μ2) resulting in lower variance in survival than fertility, as observed 

by Price and Kelly (1994). Environmental stochasticity was correlated among reserves as 

in the original model. Demographic stochasticity was modeled as a binomial process for 

survival and a Poisson distribution for female births. Beverton-Holt density dependence 

was introduced by multiplying the transition matrix by a scalar (Table 1.1).

Parameterization of models

 Gilpin (1995) estimated λ based on a distribution of uncited growth rates for 

other Dipodomys species with an arithmetic mean of 1.2 and σe=0.80 but to be 

conservative, the value used in the PVA was λ=1.15 (RECON 1995). We explored the 

behavior of the model with the original set of values (λ=1.15, σe=0.80), a set we derived 

from the literature (λ=1.01, σe=0.26; Table 1.2), as well as an intermediate pair (λ=1.07, 

σe=0.40). The last two have very similar long-run growth rates (Eq. 1.1). We used these 
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Table 1.1: Comparison of features and parameters used in the original, revised, and age-

structured models.

Function Original (Gilpin) Revised Age-structured 

Population 

growth

 Ni(t+1)= 

Truncated geometric

 2
σeδit 

λN it
 (Nit < Ki) 

Beverton-Holt 

λ
t
K

i
N

it

λ N it−N itK i

Beverton-Holt 

[A K
it

λ N
it
−N

it
K

i
]N it

Environmental 

stochasticity 
e ~ U  

      a

t ~

      

Fertilityb ~ Λ

survivalb ~ beta 

Demographic 

stochasticity 

δit ~ U(-a, a) 

a={ 0 N
it
50

0.1 25N
it
≤50

0.2 N
it
25

Ni(t+1) ~ Pois(Nit) Ni(t+1) ~ Pois(Nit) 

Dispersal to 

each neighbor

5% 

(total emigration: 25%)

5% (No-loss)c 5% (No-loss)c 

Juveniles only 

Extinction 

threshold 

12.5 per cell 50 range-wide 0.001K each reserve 

Life-history parameters for age-structured model

Stage Age (months) Survival Fertility 

Newborn 0–3 Pnew = 0.40 0 

Juvenile 3–12 Pjuv = 0.62 mjuv = 0.5 

Adult 12–24 & 24–36 Padult = 0.32 madult = 2.6
a This distribution results in a SD of σe/2. The corrected distribution should be U (−σ

e √3, σ
e √3).

b Fertility and survival of each age class distributed as lognormal and beta, respectively, such that each 

matrix element has the same standardized variance (σ2/μ2).
c With no-loss migration, total emigration ≤20% if K=0 for any neighboring cells. No long-distance 

migration. Re-distributing long-distance migrants to neighboring cells does not affect results (data 

not shown).

−e 3/2,e3/ 2  −e

2/ 2, e

2 



values to explore the properties of the model and note that for conservation planning and 

management, it is important these values are empirically derived. 

To parameterize the age-structured model, we used the survival estimates (Pnew,  

Pjuv, Padult for age groups of 0–3 months, 3–12 months, and each year thereafter) of Price 

and Kelly (1994) but modified them to increase λ from 0.82 to 1.07 (Appendix B) 

resulting in the transition matrix 

A=[0.77 0.77 0.77

0.32 0 0

0 0.32 0 ] (1.2)

This matrix combines the effects of juvenile and adult fecundity (mjuv, madult) to allow 

yearly transitions (Price and Kelly 1994). Our use of λ=1.07 was only to assess the 

general performance of the model since an accurate estimate is unavailable even though 

the model depends critically upon it. To test the effects of λ, we obtained matrices with 

eigenvalues of 1.01 and 1.15 by multiplying A by scalars. 

To model stochasticity and density dependence, we generated a new matrix for 

each cell each year by varying matrix elements by a standardized variance (STVAR) of 

0.066, 0.140, or 0.500. These values correspond to σe values in the non-age-structured 

model of 0.26 (λ=1.01), 0.40 (λ=1.07), and 0.80 (λ=1.15), respectively (Appendix C). 

Sensitivity of models

In order to determine how strongly changes in parameter values of the age-

structured model affect population persistence, we conducted a sensitivity analysis 

similar to that described by McCarthy et al. (1995) in which we simultaneously varied 

parameter values (Pnew, Pjuv, Padult, mjuv, madult, STVAR, DISP) using a normal distribution 
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with sd=2.5% of the parameter value. The relative sensitivity of each parameter is given 

by the logistic regression of persistence against standardized parameter values (McCarthy 

et al. 1995). To determine what effect loss or degradation of habitat would have, we 

included parameters which described proportions of habitat cells that were to be 

eliminated as habitat (0%≤ELIM≤10%) and a proportional reduction in K to all cells 

(0%≤QUAL≤10%).

We also tested the effects of including age and spatial structure in the model. We 

removed age structure by collapsing the transition matrix to a single element with a value 

of λ. Similarly, to test the effect of spatial structure, we considered each reserve to be a 

single isolated cell. 

12

Table 1.2: Estimates of λ.
Location Dates of study λa Rainb Source

SWRCMSRc 12/1996–12/1997 0.778 205 Kelt et al. (2005)

SWRCMSR 12/1997–12/1998 1.000 544 Kelt et al. (2005)

SWRCMSR 12/1998–12/1999 1.143 149 Kelt et al. (2005)

SWRCMSR 12/1999–10/2000 1.188 196 Kelt et al. (2005)

San Jacinto Wildlife Area 12/1989–12/1990 0.556 159 McClenaghan and Taylor (1993)

Motte Rimrock Reserve 12/1989–12/1990 0.955 159 McClenaghan and Taylor (1993)

Lake Matthews 12/1989–12/1990 1.407 159 McClenaghan and Taylor (1993)

Motte Rimrock Reserve 1990–1991 1.05 270 Price and Kelly (1994)

Mean 1.01 258d

Standard Deviation 0.26 131d

a Calculated as Nt+1/Nt. Graphs were interpolated when data from a particular month was not given. The 

estimate from Price and Kelly (1994) was calculated by them for seven overlapping 12-month intervals 

excluding first-year individuals and is not part of their demographic model.
b Data (in mm) from Riverside Citrus Experiment Station provided by University of California Integrated 

Pest Management Program (www.ipm.ucdavis.edu). We report rainfall here from the previous August  

to July of the year indicated since rain falls almost exclusively during the winter and spring months.
c South West Riverside County Multi-Species Reserve
d Summary statistics are from 1957 to 2007



Based on the observation by Price and Kelly (1994) that fertility is more 

dependent on environmental conditions than survival, we tested how the variance in 

fertility relative to survival affects the persistence time while keeping the same total  

environmentally-driven variance in λ.

Use of models in management

In addition to exploring properties of the model itself, we investigated the 

behavior of the model under various management scenarios. We investigated how the 

total occupied area and number of individuals affected persistence by regressing the 

persistence time of individual reserves on ln(K) and ln(#cells). Finally, we considered the 

effect of translocating individuals among randomly chosen reserves by moving up to M 

first-year individuals, or fewer in order to maintain the source population at twice the 

extinction threshold. Each translocated individual was assigned an independent 

probability of surviving the translocation. 

Source code for the original and modified models are given in Appendix D. 

Source code for the age-structured model is given in Appendix E.

Results

Comparison of models

Our re-written code of the original model produced results that were unbiased and 

consistent with those obtained by RECON (1995) for the PVA (Appendix F). Comparing 

the original model with our revised version and with our age-structured model using the 

original parameter estimates (λ=1.15, σe=0.8) yields marked differences (Table 1.3). The 
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probability of persisting for 100 years drops from 81% to 14% (revised model) or 12% 

(age-structured model). 

Although the net effect of our changes to the original model reduced persistence 

time, the changes varied in their individual effects (Table 1.3). In particular, including the 

original (incorrect) mathematical formulations in the revised model resulted in median 

persistence times greater than 1000 years (P100=1.0). Compared to the large effects of the 

mathematical corrections, the biological changes had relatively small effects. The original  

14

Table 1.3: Influence of parameter values and model features on median persistence time 

and P100 of 3 models for entire reserve system based on 1000 simulations. 
λ = 1.01 λ = 1.07 λ = 1.15 

σe = 0.26 σe = 0.4 σe = 0.8

Med. P100 Med. P100 Med. P100 

Original model 77 31% 389 90% 251 81% 

Age-structured modela 186 90% 196 85% 50 12% 

Revised model 222 94% 219 88% 54 14% 

Feature of original (vs. revised model)b

Alternative biological assumptions 

    Truncated geometric (vs. Beverton-Holt) 201c 93% 324 94% 64 24% 

    Original migration (vs. no-loss) 169 88% 183 88% 50 12% 

    Per-cell PETd (vs. range-wide PET = 50) 124 70% 119 64% 51 6% 

Alternative mathematical assumptions 

    r=ln λ  (vs. r=ln λ−σ
e
∕ 2 ) 1000 100% 1000 100% 1000 100% 

    σe = (desired σe)/2 (vs. σe = desired σe) 1000 100% 1000 100% 1000 100% 
a For direct comparison with revised model, the pseudo-extinction threshold (=50) was range-wide. Results 

therefore differ from those in Table 3.
b Features of revised model were reverted to their original form to test their influence on persistence time.  

Figures can be directly compared with revised model. All comparisons with revised model have P « 

0.001 (Kruskal-Wallis test) except original migration (P < 0.05) and per-cell PET (P < 0.01) when λ = 

1.15, σe = 0.8.
c The population regulation exerted by the Beverton-Holt function diminishes as λ→1.
d PET = Pseudo-extinction threshold. Due to numerous other changes in the model, particularly those 

involving changes to the logarithmic scaling, it was not possible to fully replicate the threshold used in 

the original model. 



(ceiling) form of density dependence increased persistence and P100 relative to the 

Beverton-Holt function. On the other hand, the original migration scheme and pseudo-

extinction threshold reduced persistence by amounts depending on the parameter set used 

(Table 1.3). 

The age-structured model produced median persistence times 8% shorter than the 

non-age-structured model, a pattern which held for individual reserves where the decline 

in persistence times ranged from 3%–11% (Table 1.4), a reduction that was significant 

when all reserves were considered in a 2x9 ANOVA using ranked persistence times 

(F1,17982=71.29, P«0.001). This pattern of age-structure reducing persistence increased 

with λ (λ=1.01, σe=0.26, F1,17982=4.4, P=0.04; λ=1.15, σe=0.80, F1,17982=426, P«0.001; see 

Fig. 1.1). 
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Table 1.4: Sizes and persistence time of age-structured and non-age-structured models. 
Reserve Median P100

# cellsa K Age-st. No age-st. Pb Age-st. No age-st. 

L. Matthews 523 15388 196 220 0.14 0.85 0.89 

Motte 121 3369 132 138 0.62 0.67 0.68 

Steele Pk. 89 1542 123 131 0.24 0.63 0.68 

San Jacinto 310 12645 197 222 0.11 0.86 0.89 

L. Skinner 342 10284 189 211 0.37 0.84 0.88 

Syc Cyn / MAFB 125 3808 161 171 0.67 0.77 0.80 

Syc Cyn 55 1862 124 128 0.37 0.63 0.64 

MAFB 70 1946 124 136 0.17 0.63 0.69 

All Reserves 1421 45494 243 265 0.07 0.91 0.94 
Parameter values: λ = 1.07, σe = 0.4 for 1000 simulations.
a 1 cell = 9 ha.
b Kruskal-Wallis test.



Increasing λ and decreasing σe is expected to increase persistence time via their 

effects on the long-run growth rate ( r ; see Eq. 1.1). This result is illustrated in Table

1.3 where the persistence times of the revised and age-structured model were very similar 

given λ=1.01, σe=0.26 ( r =–0.02) and λ=1.07, σe=0.40 ( r =–0.01), but much shorter 

when λ=1.15, σe=0.8 ( r =–0.18). This expected pattern was not observed using the 

original model. 

Sensitivity analysis 

We estimated the logistic regression coefficient (b) on standardized parameter 

values to determine to which parameters the model was most sensitive. However, the 

relationship between binned parameter values and P100 was approximately linear over the 

range of values tested, providing an easily interpreted scale and allowing us to estimate 

the decrease in P100 expected with a 5% reduction in parameter values (hereafter, R5). 

Newborn (Pnew) and juvenile survival (Pjuv) and adult fertility (madult) had the largest 

effects on P100, followed distantly in importance by adult survival (Padult), environmental 

stochasticity (STVAR), and juvenile fertility (mjuv; Table 1.5). Over the narrow range 

studied for the sensitivity analysis (but see below), habitat quality (QUAL), quantity 

(ELIM) and dispersal rates (DISP) had negligible effects (Table 1.5). 

Removal of age structure by collapsing the Leslie matrix to a scalar resulted in a 

model equivalent to the revised (non-age-structured) model except that the formulation of 

the pseudo-extinction threshold remained different (Table 1.1). Sensitivity analysis (Table

1.5) of this non-age-structured model showed that the magnitude of λ had the strongest 
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influence on P100 followed by environmental stochasticity. The effects of dispersal rate, 

habitat quality and habitat quantity were small and non-significant (Table 1.5). 

Without age structure, persistence time increased by 13% while P100 increased 

from 93% to 95% (with λ=1.07, σe=0.40; Fig. 1.1). Alternatively, simplification by 

excluding spatial structure (with the same parameter values) had a much larger effect on 

persistence time, increasing it by 65% (and increasing P100 from 93% to 96%). 

Increasing the standardized variance of fertility relative to survival while keeping 

the total environmental variance in λ constant at σe=0.40 increased the persistence times 

by a small but significant amount (STVARm/STVARp=1, 2, 10; persistence time = 242, 

256, 277 yrs, P100 = 93%, 94%, 95% respectively; H=34, df=2, P«0.001). 
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Table 1.5: Sensitivity of models to parameter values (n=100,000)

Parameter Base Valuea Age-structured model Non Age-structured model

ba R5 (%)b ba R5 (%)b

λ 1.07 1.121*** 16

Pnew 0.40 0.714*** 11

Pjuv 0.62 0.631*** 9

madult 2.6 0.619*** 9

Padult 0.32 0.185*** 3

STVAR 0.140 –0.112*** –2 –0.101*** 1

mjuv 0.5 0.106*** 1

QUAL 0–10% –0.023* <1 –0.014 <1

ELIM 0–10% –0.020 <1 –0.004 <1

DISP 5% –0.012 <1 –0.010 <1
a Parameter values for a particular run chosen from normal distribution with sd=2.5% of parameter value 

except QUAL and ELIM which were centered around 5% reduction in habitat quality and quantity, 

respectively.
b Logistic regression coefficient for standardized (z-scored) parameter values. Relative importance of  

parameter values is given by absolute magnitude of b (McCarthy et al. 1995).
c Percent change in P100 caused by a 5% change in parameter value. 



Management

There was a strong positive relationship between the median persistence time and 

both the log-transformed geographic size and carrying capacity of the reserves (r2=0.817, 

b=28.5, P=0.01; and r2=0.967, b=31.9, P<0.001, respectively, Fig. 1.2). The persistence 

time of the whole reserve system behaves in much the same way as one very large single 

reserve even though the 6 reserves are not physically linked (filled circle, Fig. 1.2). This 
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Figure 1.1: Median persistence times (broken lines, log scale) and P100 (solid lines) given 

spatial structure (circles) or panmixis (squares) and age-structure (filled symbols) or no 

age-structure (open symbols). Each point was based on 1000 replicates with a maximum 

run length of 2000 years and σe=0.40. At λ = 1.15, median persistence times for all 

conditions were >2000 years and P100 = 1.0 (data not shown).



effect of increasing persistence with increasing area is illustrated by the finding that the 

largest individual reserve, Lake Matthews, is the last to go extinct less than 30% of the 

time. Indeed, each of the three largest reserves was the last to go extinct (or tied for last) 

in 25%–30% of simulation runs, while Syc/MAFB was last 12% of the time and each of 

Motte and Steele Peak were last fewer than 6% of the runs. Reducing the environmental 

correlation among reserves resulted both in the increased importance of the smaller 

reserves (data not shown) and increased overall persistence. Using λ=1.07 and σe=0.40, 
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Figure 1.2: Median persistence times and P100 (above, on right axes) for the SKR reserves 

as functions of (a) carrying capacity, and (b) number of cells. Regressions only consider 

the individual reserves (open circles) and ignores the entire reserve system (filled circle) 

and Sycamore Canyon and March Air Force Base simulated as though they were separate 

reserves (filled triangles). Error bars show 10th to 90th percentiles. Reserve sizes given 

in Table 4, λ=1.07, and σe=0.40. 



persistence increased from 210 years (correlation=1) to 355 years (correlation=0; 

Fig. 1.3). 

In the sensitivity analysis, the dispersal ability of individuals within reserves did 

not affect persistence time; however translocating individuals among reserves increased 

persistence (particularly with low environmental correlation among reserves), provided 

that the translocations did not increase mortality too much (Fig. 1.3). 

Discussion

Critique of original PVA 

Our first general question was whether or not the original model would have 

benefited from peer review. This is important because PVA models are generally critical 

in determining the amount of habitat included in an HCP, and this was certainly the case 

for SKR (RECON 1995). The P100 estimated in the original PVA was 80% but using the 

same parameter values with the revised model, this estimate declined to 14%, and 

dropped to 12% when age structure was included (Table 3). These extreme differences 

are due to a number of features of the original PVA model that needed to be corrected or 

modified and would probably have been recognized through careful peer review – a 

process that should have included a general review of the code as well as some of the 

assumptions of the model. 

The main determinant of the overly optimistic results derived from the original 

model was an underestimation of the negative effects of environmental stochasticity on 

persistence time (Table 1.3). Other features of the model, which had smaller effects on 

persistence, such as the form of density dependence, the criterion for final extinction, and 
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Figure 1.3: Effect of translocating 0 (lightest surface), 5, (medium surface), or 15 

(darkest surface) first-year individuals among reserves with varying degrees of 

correlation in environmental stochasticity and varying degrees of translocation-induced 

mortality.  Individuals were selected at random from the source reserve and placed into 

cells of the destination reserve in proportion to destination cells’ carrying capacity. 

Survival indicates the proportion of individuals that survive translocation and is 

independent of yearly survival determined by the Leslie matrix. Simulations used Eq. 2 

(λ = 1.07) with σe = 0.40. 



the migration algorithm, would probably have been queried by peer review, not because 

they were incorrect but because there were arguably more appropriate assumptions that 

could be made.

Utility of complex models 

Our second general question concerned what insight was gained by developing 

more complex age-structured models. Including age structure reduced P100 of reserves by 

3–11% (Table 1.4), suggesting that the artificial longevity of individuals created under the 

implicit type 2 survival of models without age structure allows the population to avoid 

extinction following a run of bad years. 

The sensitivity analysis of the age-structured model provided insights not 

available in the simpler model. Consistent with the findings of Price and Kelly (1994), 

survival of newborn and juvenile individuals and adult fecundity are parameters critical 

to population persistence, presumably via their large effect on the overall reproductive 

rate, λ. This suggests that understanding how environmental variables affect these 

parameters would provide a powerful tool in predicting population change and especially 

population crashes. 

Price and Kelly (1994) found that adult survival was relatively invariant 

compared to fertility – a finding that might suggest that population persistence would be 

robust in the face of drought. However, shifting most of the variance from survival to 

fertility resulted in only a 15% increase in persistence. This may reflect the relatively 

short life span of adults: recruitment is needed to replace adults dying of old age. 
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A major feature of the original Gilpin model was the inclusion of spatial structure, 

which reduced persistence time by 65% (for λ=1.07, σe=0.40). This may reflect the local 

nature of demography given the short dispersal distances of the species (Price et al. 

1994).  Although spatial structure had larger effects on persistence time than age 

structure, both reduced P100 by a similar degree (Fig. 1.1). 

Models and adaptive management 

Our third general question concerned how models can be used to improve long-

term adaptive management. Although the HCP has been in effect since 1996, a 

comprehensive framework for monitoring the population was proposed only in 2002 

(Diffendorfer and Deutschman 2002) and only more recently has broad-scale monitoring 

been seriously undertaken. As a result, there has been no attempt to improve parameter 

estimates used in the evaluation of the HCP including basic assessment of total 

population size and occupied area for which the original estimation method by O'Farrell 

and Uptain (1989) has been criticized (Diffendorfer and Deutschman 2002). The original 

model has, to our knowledge, not been revisited to guide adaptive management nor has it 

been used to model persistence for habitat acquired as part of the HCP. 

The sensitivity analysis showed that λ is by far the most influential parameter, 

hence estimating λ should be given the highest priority. The few estimates of λ in the 

literature (Table 1.2) suggest it is highly variable (even among geographically proximate 

sites) and much lower than the value of 1.15 used in the original PVA (Gilpin 1995, 

RECON 1995). It is indeed unfortunate that after 15 years of the HCP we still lack data 
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beyond those shown in Table 1.2 which are clearly inadequate for serious parameter 

estimation.

Although previous studies have linked rainfall with density (Price and Endo 1989, 

Burke et al. 1991), the relationship between rainfall and SKR growth rate is not clear. We 

found no relationship between λ and yearly rainfall (as measured at the Riverside Citrus 

Experiment Station) in published studies (r=0.000, df=6, P=0.96; Table 1.2). More data 

are needed to establish the nature of the relationship between rainfall and population 

growth rate. As expected (Heino et al. 1997, Reed 2004), our models predict that lower 

correlations in growth rate among reserves can result in longer persistence times (Fig. 

1.3). Therefore, if rainfall is found to have a more minor effect on growth rate than 

previously thought, or if the amount or effects of rainfall vary among sites, such 

heterogeneity may help buffer the species from extinction. 

Translocating individuals yearly among reserves can serve to augment population 

sizes (Brown and Kodric-Brown 1977) and genetic diversity (Johnson et al. 2010). Our 

model suggests that if it can be done with minimal increase in mortality, yearly 

translocation of several (i.e. about 5) individuals into each reserve increases persistence, 

particularly if the environmental correlation among reserves is low. We did not consider 

translocating individuals only when the population in a reserve had gone extinct because 

of the rapid loss of genetic diversity that would result from repeated founder effects 

(Hedrick and Gilpin 1997). 

In conclusion, we can ask the question of whether or not the risk of extinction for 

SKR is close to what was predicted by the original PVA (P100=80%). The answer is that 
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we do not know because there has been no attempt to measure the parameters of the 

model in the 15 years of the HCP. If the parameters used in the original model are 

accurate, predicting a long-run growth rate ( r =lnλ–σe
2/2) of –0.18, then P100 is much 

reduced to around 13%. On the other hand, if the parameters define a much higher r  

(> –0.02), then our models suggest that the immediate risk of extinction is lower than 

estimates of the original PVA. We did not include catastrophes (which would reduce 

persistence time) in our models as we have no data on the form such events may take or 

their effects on SKR. The strong relationship between occupied area (or number of 

individuals) and persistence suggests that preservation of occupied habitat is important 

for maintaining populations. Thus, it is the entire reserve system rather than just the 

largest reserve that contributes to species persistence.       
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Chapter 2.  Estimating skew in male breeding success in using 

effective population sizes of autosomal and mitochondrial 

markers in Greater Sage-grouse

Abstract

High variance in reproductive success, particularly among males, is an important factor 

driving sexual selection, but it also can have a major influence on the genetic structure of 

populations by reducing their effective size. This is particularly true in lekking species 

and has led to numerous attempts to quantify the variance. Previous estimates using direct 

observations of mating behavior are subject to biases due to difficulties observing 

lifetime reproductive success of all individuals. We have adopted a different approach of 

estimating the average reproductive variance through its long-term effects on the 

effective population size. Specifically, we estimate the variance using the ratio of 

autosomal effective population size (NeAuto) to mitochondrial effective size (NeMito) 

estimated using molecular data from a number of subpopulations in combination with 

estimates of the same quantity using ecological and life-history data for populations with 

overlapping generations. We show that the ratio NeAuto / NeMito is expected to decrease with 

increasing variance in male mating success. We applied this method to estimate the 

variance in reproductive success for the lekking Greater Sage-grouse (Centrocercus  

urophasianus). We genotyped 255 individuals from 8 subpopulations at 32 mitochondrial 

SNP sites and 13 autosomal loci (microsatellite, SNPs, and indels) and found 
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NeAuto / NeMito = 0.604 ± 0.195 which corresponds to a mating system with a standardized 

variance in male reproductive success of 16.1. This high standardized variance reduces 

the ratio of effective population size to census size (Ne / N) to 0.15.   This estimate of 

standardized variance is higher than the average of estimates from field observations of 

sage-grouse suggesting that such estimates have underestimated the variance by 

undercounting unsuccessful males and/or that dominant males remain dominant for more 

than one season. The method of calculating variance in reproductive success described 

here is broadly applicable, especially to species in which such variance is expected to be 

high. Although here we demonstrate the method's use with mitochondrial and autosomal 

markers, we show how it can be extended to use markers with other inheritance patterns 

to obtain semi-independent estimates. 

Introduction

A characteristic of lekking species is a variance in male mating success that is 

much higher than expected by random mating such that a few males obtain the majority 

of copulations and many males are completely unsuccessful (Bradbury et al. 1985, 

Mackenzie et al. 1995). Such variance can drive the evolution of sexual characteristics 

(Andersson 1989). Although the presence and function of sexually adapted traits are the 

result of past selection which may not be currently active (Grafen 1988), high variance in 

mating success provides an opportunity for sexual selection to act at the present time, 

with high variance potentially leading to greater sexual selection (Arnold and Wade 1984, 

Jones 2009). Interest in sexual selection has led to many proposals for how to quantify 
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the degree of variance in mating success in a variety of species (e.g. Table 2 in  Kokko et 

al. 1999), but the standardized variance in lifetime reproductive success (I = σ2 / μ2) plays 

a direct role in providing the opportunity for selection and places an upper bound on 

selection (Arnold and Wade 1984). For males of many species, there is a direct positive 

relationship between lifetime reproductive success and mating success, resulting in the 

variance of male mating success providing an opportunity for sexual selection (Arnold 

and Duvall 1994, Jones 2009).

High variance in reproductive success, because it increases the number of males 

that do not mate, significantly lowers the effective population size, Ne, relative to the 

population size, N  (Wright 1931, Nunney 1993, Caballero 1994). Populations with small 

Ne are of particular concern in conservation biology for two reasons. First, small 

populations are at risk of the pathological effects of inbreeding (Morton et al. 1956), 

particularly under natural conditions (Crnokrak and Roff 1999, Keller and Waller 2002). 

Second, Ne determines the rate at which genetic variation is lost from a population due to 

drift and therefore determines the ability of populations to adapt to changing 

environments.

Despite the important implications of variance in reproductive success in relation 

to sexual selection and effective population size, measuring such variance, particularly in 

long-lived organisms, is difficult. Most estimates of variance in male reproductive 

success in the wild are based on direct observation of successful copulations by 

individual males over a short period of time such as a breeding season (e.g.  Say et al. 

2003, Widdig et al. 2004). However, such direct observations are problematic for four 
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reasons. First, they are subject to biases caused by an inability to observe sex on the 

periphery of groups or at unobserved times – effects that may be detected by parentage 

analysis with molecular data (Semple et al. 2001, Ryder et al. 2009, Lesobre et al. 2010). 

Failure to observe peripheral sex may cause an overestimation of variance if unobserved 

matings are more likely to involve subordinate males than dominant males, or may cause 

an underestimation of variance if dominant males copulate in more than one breeding 

group, only one of which is under observation. Second, variance can be underestimated if 

non-territorial males (which presumably seldom obtain copulations) are under-counted 

due to their absence among the mating group. Third, short-term (relative to the length of 

time adults are capable of breeding) observations of reproductive success lack a 

consistent relationship with lifetime reproductive success (Clutton-Brock 1983), with 

such observations underestimating true variance if preferred males retain their status 

beyond the observation period and overestimating variance if new males replace them. 

Finally, success in obtaining mates (mating success) is not necessarily proportional to 

reproductive success. However, for males of many species and females of sex-role-

reversed species, there is a strong positive relationship between mating success and 

reproductive success (Bateman 1948, Say et al. 2003, Jones 2009).

Variance in reproductive success is an important feature of natural populations 

that reduces Ne (Nunney 1993). The extent of this reduction depends on the inheritance 

pattern (eg. biparental, sex-linked, maternal) of the genetic markers (Hill 1972, Pollak 

1990, Nunney 1991, Storz et al. 2001). In the present study, we develop a method to 

estimate the variance in reproductive success and apply the method to the lekking Greater 
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Sage-grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus). First, we use molecular data in the form of FST 

derived separately from autosomal and mitochondrial markers to estimate the ratio of 

autosomal to mitochondrial effective population sizes (NeAuto and NeMito, respectively). 

Second, we estimate the same quantity (NeAuto/NeMito) using life-history parameters and 

express it as a function of the variance in mating success. Finally, by equating these 

independently derived ratios, we estimate the variance in reproductive success that would 

be expected to generate such a ratio. Although we use autosomal and mitochondrial 

markers, we demonstrate how the methods can be extended to markers with other 

inheritance patterns. 

Theory

Wright (1951) showed that with the island model of migration,

F S T≈1 ∕  4 N e m1 or 

(2.1)

where the effective size Ne is the size of an ideal diploid population whose rate of 

inbreeding of  autosomal genes is equal to the observed rate of inbreeding. If a proportion 

r of the population is male, male and female migration rates are m♂ and m♀ respectively, 

then the total proportion of autosomes that are immigrant is m=r m♂1−r m♀ .  Thus, 

for autosomal markers, 

(2.2)
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where FSTAuto denotes the probability that autosomes are identical by descent and NeAuto is 

the autosomal effective size. For mitochondrial markers, male migration is irrelevant as 

male migrants do not transmit mitochondria. Therefore, the proportion of mitochondria 

that are immigrants is m♀ and 

(2.3)

In an ideal population, N eAuto=4 N eMito  due to both the haploid and strict maternal 

inheritance of mitochondria (Birky et al. 1983). Given other forms of inheritance, the 

equivalent results are  N eAuto=4NeX /3=4NeY =4NeW=4NeZ /3. Although here we make 

use of only mitochondrial and autosomal markers, those with other inheritance patterns 

can easily be accommodated using the relationships shown in Table 2.6. 

Combining and rearranging equations 2.2 and 2.3, the ratio of the autosomal to 

mitochondrial effective size is 

(2.4)

Unfortunately, the proportion of males and females that migrate is not usually known. 

However, dispersal distances of males and females can be used as follows. We express 

male migration as a multiple of female migration (m♂ = xm♀) so x is the ratio of male to 

female migration (x = m♂/m♀) and the migration term above becomes 1/(rx–r+1). If the 

dispersal distances of males and females are known, then x can be approximated by 

considering the isolation by distance model developed by (Wright 1943) in which the 
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N eMito=
1−FSTMito

4 F STMitom♀

N eAuto

N eMito

=
F STMito(1−FSTAuto )

F STAuto(1−F STMito)
×

m♀

m♂ r+m♀(1−r )



mean distance moved by individuals, d, defines the radius of a circle within which an 

individual’s parents are likely to have originated. The dispersal distance is related to 

migration rate in an island model as d2 = mε2  where ε is the distance between demes 

(Rouhani and Barton 1987). Therefore, the migration rate among populations is 

proportional to the mean squared dispersal distance and x=d♂
2 ∕ d ♀

2 . Thus 

(2.5)
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N eAuto

N eMito

=
F STMito(1−FSTAuto )

F STAuto(1−F STMito)
×

1

r (d−1)+1

Table 2.1: Sex-specific contributions to migration given different inheritance patterns. 
Male and female migration rates are m♂ and m♀, respectively.

Males Females 

Autosomes 2 N e m♂ r

2 N e

=m♂ r  
2 N e m♀1−r 

2 N e

=m♀ 1−r   

Mitochondria 0 N e m♀ 1−r 

N e 1−r 
=m♀  

X-linked N e m♂ r

N e r2 N e 1−r 
=

m♂ r

2−r
 

2 N e m♀1−r 

N e r2 N e 1−r 
=

2 m♀1−r 

2−r
 

Y-linked N e m♂ r

N e r
=m♂  

0 

W-linked 0 N e m♀ 1−r 

N e 1−r 
=m♀  

Z-linked 2 N e m♂ r

2 N e rN 1−r 
=

2m♂ r

r1
 

N e m♀1−r 

2 N e rN e 1−r 
=

m♀ 1−r 

r1
 



FST , or its multiallelic analog GST, can be estimated from allele frequency data from 

autosomal and mitochondrial loci. Thus, equation 2.5 shows how such molecular data can 

be combined with dispersal data to estimate the ratio NeAuto/NeMito.

In addition to estimating NeAuto/NeMito from molecular data (equation 2.5), an 

independent estimate of this ratio is also required and is obtained as follows. Hill (1972) 

derived an equation for Ne that allows for overlapping generations where

(2.6)

describes the autosomal effective size and 

(2.7)

describes the mitochondrial effective size. Equation 2.7 can also be used for W-linked 

loci where females are heterogametic and, by switching the sexes, for Y-linked loci where 

males are heterogametic. A similar formula is given by Pollak (1990) that can be used for 

X and Z-linked loci. In these formulae, N ♂  and N ♀  are the number of males and 

females recruited to the breeding population each season, T  is the generation interval, 

σ ij
2  is the variance in number of surviving offspring of sex j  by parents of sex i , and 

cov  X ♂♀ , X ♂♂  and cov  X ♀♀ , X ♀♂  are the covariance in the number of each sex of 
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1

16 N ♂ T [2+σ♂♂

2 +( N ♂

N ♀
)

2

σ♂♀

2 +2( N ♂

N ♀
)cov ( X ♂♀ , X ♂♂)]

+
1

16 N ♀T [2+σ♀♀

2 +( N ♀

N ♂
)

2

σ ♀♂

2 +2( N ♀

N ♂
)cov( X ♀♀ , X ♀♂ )]

1
N eMito

=
2 σ♀♀

2

N ♀ T



offspring produced by males and females, respectively. Nunney (1991) derived formulae 

that use ecological data to estimate the various parameters of the Hill equation: 

σ ij
2=

[ N j  b j A j−2 
bi

]−A jI bi  N j−A j I Ai Ai N j Ai N j

 A j N i 2
(2.8)

cov ( X i ♀ , X i ♂ )=
( Ai I bi+V Ai ) N ♀ N ♂

A♀ A♂ N i

2      (2.9)

The meaning of these parameters and formulae for estimating them for common life 

history patterns are given by Nunney (1991) and Nunney and Elam (1994) and are listed 

in Table 2.2. The yearly fecundity of individuals of sex i is bi and Ibi is its standardized 

variance. Ib♀ depends on fecundity and the proportion of females that breed and Ib♂ 

depends on the type of mating system. When mating is random with each male 

competing equitably for access to each female gamete (random union of gametes, RUG), 

I bi=1 ∕ bi  and I b♂= I b ♀  (Nunney 1991), but under dominance polygyny, where females 

mate only with a dominant portion (α♂) of all males, Ib♂ is increased to 

r ∕ [n α♀(1−r )]+(1−αm ) ∕ α m  (see Table 2.2 and  Nunney 1993). 

Nunney (1993) showed that dominance polygyny, due to the increased variance in 

mating success, reduces NeAuto. However, NeMito is not affected by male breeding behavior, 

so for a given number of females, NeAuto varies with the proportion of males that breed but 

NeMito does not. The ratio NeAuto/NeMito is then characteristic of a particular breeding 

structure. The relationship between the ratio NeAuto/NeMito and the standardized variance in 

male mating success is shown in Figure 2.1. Note that when all males breed, it is assumed 
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that they all have an equal opportunity to mate, hence the only variance in male 

reproductive success is determined by the Poisson distribution and so the standard result 

of NeAuto = 4NeMitm for an ideal population is obtained. However, as fewer males breed, the 
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Table 2.2: Parameter values. Derivations are given in Nunney (1991), Nunney (1993), 
and Nunney and Elam (1994)

Param Definition ♀  ♂  Derivation or source 

αi  Prop adults breeding 1 Variable 

v i  Adult survival 0.61 0.49 Crawford et al. 2004

Ai  Life span 2.54 1.96 1 ∕ 1−v i  

I A i  Std. var. in life spana 0.61 0.49 v i  

V A i  Variance in life span 3.90 1.87 Ai
2
I A i  

M i  Maturation time 1 2 Wiley 1973

T i  Generation time 2.54 2.96 M i−1Ai  

r  Adult sex ratio ( N ♂ ∕ N ) 0.28 by simulationc

bi  Yearly fecundityb 3.17 8.36 b♀ : see below. 

b♂ r=b♀1−r   

n  No. times females mate 1 Semple et al. 2001

I b ♀  Std. var. in fecunditya 0.32 1 ∕ b♀1−α♀ ∕ α♀  

I b ♂  Std. var. in fecunditya Variable Dominance polygyny 

r / 1−r  n♀1−♂ /♂

RUG 

1/b♂1−♂/♂

σ i  Dispersal distance 8.8km 7.4km Dunn and Braun 1985

x  Relative migration ♂
2

∕ ♀
2 =0.7071  (see text) 

a Standardized variance (I) is calculated as the variance/mean2.
b Yearly fecundity takes into account both first nesting attempt, and renesting if the first fails. It is estimated 

as nehs(1+a(1-s)) where n is the probability of a female initiating a nest (0.808), e the number of 
eggs per clutch (7.5), s the probability of nest success (0.474), a the probability of renesting after a 
failed attempt (0.325) and h  the hatchability (proportion of fertile eggs; 0.943). Figures given in 
meta-analysis by Crawford et al. (2004).

c Adult sex ratio obtained by simulation. If maturation of sexes is synchronous, r can be calculated as A♂/
(2A) where A = (A♂+A♀)/2.



variance in reproductive success increases, causing NeAuto to decline while NeMito is 

unchanged since it is unaffected by male breeding behavior. 

Our method of estimating the variance in breeding success involves equating the 

ratio NeAuto/NeMito obtained from molecular, sex-ratio, and dispersal data according to 

equation 2.5 with the ecological estimate obtained by substituting equations 2.8 and 2.9 

into equations 2.6 and 2.7. Assuming that 4N r≫A♂, 4N (1−r )≫A♀, where N ♂=r N  

and N ♀=(1−r )N  (see appendix of Nunney 1991), the equation can be simplified to

F STMito (1−F STAuto )
F STAuto (1−F STMito ) ( r x−r+1 )

=

8 r T [ A♀−
2
b♀

+I b♀+I A♀ A♀]
T ♀[A♂ (1−r )+A♀ r−

2 r

b♀

+ I b ♂ (1−r )+I b ♀ r+A♂ I A♂ (1−r )+A♀ I A♀ r]

 (2.10)

from which it is easy to solve for I b♂ . Note that this equation is independent of any 

measure of population size, allowing the ratios to be used with no knowledge of the 

census size N, the effective size Ne, nor the number of recruits to the adult breeding pool 

each season (N♂ and N♀).

Methods

Molecular estimate of NeAuto/NeMito 

We made use of previously published mitochondrial (control region I) and 7 

microsatellite loci from sage-grouse (Oyler-McCance et al. 2005) and supplemented 

those data with polymorphic loci in autosomal introns. The full dataset contained 255 

individuals from 8 populations with 14-55 individuals per population (Table 2.3; see Fig 
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5 in Oyler-McCance et al. 2005 for locations of populations) covering most of the 

geographical extent of the species’ range, with the furthest pair of populations 

approximately 1500 km apart. We included only populations for which we had 

mitochondrial, microsatellite, and intron data, and specifically excluded a population 

from California (Mono/Lyon) which had previously been found to be genetically distinct 
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Figure 2.1: Relationship of NeAuto/NeMito to the the proportion of males that compete for 
mates (α♂). The curve shown reflects a large ideal population with a random union of 
gametes (RUG; Nunney 1993) mating system that is ideal except for α♂, (other 
parameters: r = 0.5, v♂ = v♀ = 0, M♀ = M♂ = 1, b♀ = b♂ = large, α♀ = 1; see Table 2.2 for 
parameter definition). 



and geographically isolated from all other populations (Benedict et al. 2003, Oyler-

McCance et al. 2005).

We used a variety of techniques for genotyping individuals at 6 autosomal intron 

loci: a 4 base-pair indel in intron V of ribosomal protein 40 (RP40), a SNP in intron VII 

of ornithine decarboxylase (OD), a SNP in exon II of ornithine transcarbamylase (OTC1), 

2 SNPs in OTC intron II (OTC2 and OTC3), and 1 SNP in intron VI (OTC4). 

PCR was used to amplify RP40 using conditions listed in Table 2.4 and using 

primers RP40-H-D and RP40-L (Table 2.5) located in the adjacent exons. One μl of the 

resulting PCR product was run with 0.5 μl S400 size standard (Beckman Coulter) on a 

CEQ8000 automated sequencer (Beckman-Coulter) using the Frag-3 method (Beckman-
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Table 2.3: Number of individuals genotyped at each locus.

Microsatellitesa Indela SNPsa Mitoa

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Beaverhead, MT 18 18 18 19 18 18 18 19 19 19 19 19 19 22

Bowman, ND 24 23 21 22 22 23 24 24 24 23 23 23 23 22

Cold Springs, CO 29 26 28 26 29 29 29 18 18 18 18 18 17 25

Lassen, CA 55 54 53 54 51 53 54 22 22 18 19 19 21 22

Medicine Lodge, 
ID

39 31 34 26 34 34 36 33 33 31 31 31 32 26

Nye, NV 23 14 22 22 22 23 23 21 21 21 21 21 20 20

Steens, OR 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 18 18 18 22 21

Valley, MT 28 27 27 29 27 29 29 23 21 22 22 22 23 26
a Microsatellite and mitochondrial loci are described by Oyler-McCance et al. (2005). 1=LLST1, 

2=SGCA5, 3=SGCA9, 4=SGCA11, 5=LLSD3, 6=LLSD8, 7=ADL0230, 8=RP40, 9=OD, 
10=OTC1, 11=OTC2, 12=OTC3, 13=OTC4, 14=Mitochondrial control region I.



Coulter). Genotypes were scored for the presence/absence of fragments of 362 base pairs 

(bp) and 366 bp. 

Intron VII of OD was amplified as described in Table 2.5. Following the PCR 

amplification, a series of heteroduplexing steps were conducted in the thermal cycler to 

melt and slowly reanneal complementary strands. The heteroduplexing steps consisted of 

5 minutes at 95 °C followed by cooling to 25 °C at the rate of 0.1 °C/4seconds. Five μl of 

PCR product were run at 50.0 °C on a WAVE (Transgenomic) denaturing high pressure 

liquid chromatography (DHPLC) instrument using buffer concentrations determined by 

Navigator software (Transgenomic). Heterozygotes were determined by the presence of 

two peaks as DNA was eluted from the column and homozygotes were marked by the 
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Table 2.4: PCR conditions used to amplify 4 introns in 3 nuclear genes

Locus RP-40 OD OTC intron II OTC Intron VI 

Primer 1a RP-40-H-D OD-622L OTC-2F OTC-6F 
Primer 2a RP-40-L OD-665H OTC-2R OTC-6R 
Preheat 95 °C for 3 min 95 °C for 10 min 95 °C for 3 min 95 °C for 3 min 
Denature 94 °C for 1 min 94 °C for 1 min 94 °C for 40 s 94 °C for 40 s 
Anneal 67 °C for 1 min 62 °C for 45 s 59 °C for 1 min 59 °C for 1 min 
Extend 72 °C for 1 min 72 °C for 1 min 72 °C for 1 min 72 °C for 1 min 
Postheat 72 °C for 5 min 72 °C for 5 min 72 °C for 5 min 72 °C for 5 min 
Cycles 32 34 34 34 
Enzymeb 0.625 U Taq 1 U Amplitaq Gold 0.3215 U Taq 0.3215 U Taq 
Volume 25 μl 25 μl  12.5 μl  12.5 μl 
[each dNTP] 25 μM 100 μM 25 μM 25 μM

MgCl2 1.5 mM 
a Primer sequences listed in Table Error: Reference source not found.
b Taq buffer consisted of 67 mM Tris HCl (pH 8.8), 6.7mM MgSO4, 16.6mM (NH4)2SO4, and 10mM β-

mercaptoethanol. Amplitaq Gold buffer purchased from Applied Biosystems.



presence of only one peak. DNA was quantified using the height of the eluted peak and 

mixed with DNA from individual CS2 (a known wild-type homozygote) in a 3:1 

(unknown:CS2) ratio. The mixture was heteroduplexed as above and run again on the 

WAVE at 56.3 °C. Wild-type homozygotes eluted as one peak and mutant homozygotes 

as well as heterozygotes eluted as two distinct peaks. Heterozygotes eluted as two peaks 

for both the 50.0 °C and the 56.3 °C run whereas mutant homozygotes eluted as a single 

peak at the former temperature and two peaks at the latter. 

SNPs in OTC were screened using the following single base extension procedure 

in which a primer adjacent to the SNP is extended by a single labeled base as follows. 

Following PCR amplification (Table 2.5), excess primers were degraded with 5 U 

exonuclease I and excess dNTPs were dephosphorylated using 0.5 U shrimp alkaline 

phosphatase (both purchased from USB) for 45 minutes at 37 °C followed by 

deactivation of the enzymes at 80 °C for 15 minutes. Single base extension reactions 

using the CEQ SNP-Primer Extension Kit (Beckman-Coulter) were done using 10 μl 

reactions according to manufacturers instructions and using primers adjacent to the SNP 

listed in Table 2.5. Excess ddNTPs were dephosphorylated by incubating with 0.75 U 

shrimp alkaline phosphatase (USB) at 37 °C for 60 minutes followed by 15 minutes at 80 

°C. One μl was loaded with 0.5 μl S80 size standard (Beckman-Coulter) on a CEQ8000 

automated sequencer (Beckman-Coulter) and run using the SNP-1 method (Beckman-

Coulter). 

For each autosomal locus, we tested that each population was in Hardy-Weinberg 

equilibrium and used sequential Bonferroni correction (Rice 1989)  to correct for multiple 
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tests. We calculated FST as a weighted average over loci using the analysis of variance 

framework (Weir and Cockerham 1984) as implemented in Arlequin 3.5 (Excoffier and 

Lischer 2010). Our molecular data are samples from subpopulations which are 

themselves only a sample of all sage-grouse populations so we estimated the standard 

error generated by the sampling process. To do this, we reassigned genotypes among 

populations and calculated bootstrap confidence intervals in Arlequin. We estimated the 

standard error by considering that ±1.96 standard errors fit within the 95% CI generated 

by the bootstrapping. For mitochondrial loci, we calculated ΦST , an analog of FST , using 

analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA, Excoffier et al. 1992), which considers the 

number of differences among sequences as well as their frequencies in the 

subpopulations. We estimated standard errors as with autosomal loci. Standard errors 
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Table 2.5: Primers used for amplifying introns

Primer Name Primer sequence (5’-3’) Gene Location 

OD-622L GCTATTTCCGATGCCCGCTG OD Exon VII 
OD-655H GAAGCCACCACCAATGTCAAGC OD Exon VIII 
OTC-2Fa TATTTGCTATGGGTGGCCTC OTC Exon II 
OTC-2Ra CTTCTCAAAAATCATGGCCAAGG OTC Exon III 
OTCE2-SNP129b GCCTCAGATTTGAAACAAAGGATAAAGGA OTC Exon II 
OTCI2-SNP147b (T)6CTGTATACCATGCACTGTGGTTTAGTGGG OTC Intron II 
OTCI2-SNP183b (T)8TATTTGTGATAGGGGACAGTTAGACTGGATAAT OTC Intron II 
OTC-6Fa CTCCATCATGACAAGTGCTGC OTC Exon VI 
OTC-6Ra GTAACTGAGCAGTACTCCAAAGAG OTC Exon VII 
OTCI6-SNP319b (T)20GTGAGAGCCATTTCAGGCTGATGGAAG OTC Intron VI 
RP40-H-Dcd GCTTTCTCAGCAGCAGCCTGCTC RP40 Exon VI 

RP40-Lc GGGCCTGATGTGGTGGATGCTGGC RP40 Exon V 
a Designed by Cotter (2001)
b Used for single base extension detection of SNPs.
c Designed by Friesen et al. (1999)
d Labeled at 5’ end with phospho-amidite dye.



associated with our molecular estimate of NeAuto/NeMito were combined, treating standard 

errors as standard deviations (Topping 1962, p.82), using partial derivatives of equation 

2.4 with respect to FSTAuto  and FSTMito 

[s.e. ( N eAuto/ N eMito ) ]
2
=

δ ( N eAuto / N eMito )
δ F STAuto

s.e ( F STAuto )+
δ ( N eAuto/ N eMito)

δ F STMito

s.e ( F STMito)  (2.11)

In addition to FST  values, equation 2.4 also requires estimates of the sex ratio (r) 

and dispersal distances (d) for each sex. The former, which depends on the life span of 

each sex and the age of maturity, was estimated through simulation assuming type 2 

survival for each sex (Table 2.2). Median dispersal distances were from Dunn and Braun 

(1985). 

Ecological estimate of NeAuto /NeMito

Nunney (1991, 1993) and (Nunney and Elam 1994) described how to calculate 

the parameters for equations 2.8 and 2.9 using minimal life-history data, assuming type 2 

survivorship and a dominance polygyny mating system (Nunney 1993). The values used, 

and their derivations are given in Table 2.2. We used these values and equations 2.8 and 

2.9 to estimate  NeAuto/NeMito across all possible values of α♂ (0–1). 

Sensitivity analysis and estimation of confidence interval

Parameters used in the ecological estimate were estimates from other studies or 

were calculated using assumptions about the biology of sage-grouse. To determine the 

influence of each parameter and how errors in estimating parameters might have affected 

our calculations of Ib♂, we calculated the sensitivity, S, for each parameter p as 
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S=
δ I b♂

δ p
 (2.12)

We scaled this to be the proportional change in Ib♂ for a proportional change in parameter 

values by calculating elasticities 

E=
p

I b♂

×
δ I b ♂

δ p
 . (2.13)

E and S are calculated for a particular set of parameter values but due to non-linearities,  

their values change as the parameters change. Because some parameters are dependent on 

others (see Table 2.2), we used the unsimplified form of Eq. 2.10 in order to include all 

parameters regardless of whether they appeared in Eq. 2.10.

In addition to errors in estimates of parameter values, stochastic processes such as 

migration and survival contribute to observed variation. To determine how such processes 

affect our estimate of NeAuto/NeMito, we used an individual-based simulation model that was 

designed to behave according to simplified sage-grouse biology (Appendix G). 

Specifically, individuals were divided into 40 subpopulations (N = 200) with a low level 

of probabilistic migration according to the island model of migration such that Nm = 5 

(with m♀ = m♂). Individuals followed type 2 survivorship with yearly survival values 

given in Table 2.2 and with males maturing at age 2 and females at age 1. All females 

attempted to breed each year, but only a portion (α♂) of randomly chosen males 

attempted. Thus, actual breeding success was distributed as Poisson among those that 

attempted to breed. We simulated molecular markers similar to those used in the sage-

grouse (microsatellites: 7 loci, 10 alleles at start, mutation rate μ = 10–4; SNPs: 6 loci, 2 

alleles at start μ = 10–9; mitochondria: 13 loci, 4 alleles at start, μ = 10–6).  For simplicity, 
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microsatellites and SNPs mutated according to the infinite alleles model (though the low 

mutation rate for SNPs essentially eliminated the possibility of obtaining many alleles)  

and mutations in mitochondria were limited to the four bases. Mitochondrial haplotypes 

were randomly generated at the beginning of the simulation but were completely linked. 

We conducted the simulation 1000 times across the range of α♂ and calculated NeAuto/NeMito 

for a sample of 20 individuals taken from a sample of 8 subpopulations at the end of each 

simulation run. We determined the range of NeAuto/NeMito that encompassed 95% of 

simulations and defined the 95% CI by fitting a Michaelis-Menten curve through the 2.5 th 

and 97.5th percentile.

The magnitude of GST is limited by within-subpopulation heterozygosity, resulting 

in low values of GST when mutation rates are high and subpopulations are diverse, 

regardless of whether  alleles are shared among populations or not (Meirmans and 

Hedrick 2011) . To determine whether this affected our estimate of the ratio NeAuto/NeMito, 

we conducted simulations as above (with high mutation rates of autosomal loci; μ = 10–3 

and μ = 10–2) except that the demographics were of ideal subpopulations (no overlapping 

generations). We compared this with simulations with only 2 alleles at all loci (and 

μ = 0).

To determine whether changes in population size affect our estimate of 

NeAuto/NeMito, we again conducted simulations as above with ideal populations except that 

we forced the subpopulation size to synchronously cycle between N and N/2 from one 

year to the next.
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Results

Our dataset included 255 individuals from 8 populations (14-55 individuals per 

population; Table 2.3), each of which was in of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at all loci 

when correcting for multiple tests with sequential Bonferroni correction (smallest 

p = 0.0008, pcritical = 0.0005, 104 tests). Diversity at microsatellite loci ranged from 2 to 

17 (mean=6.4) alleles in each population, with expected heterozygosity ranging from 

0.25 to 0.90 (mean=0.60). Among the SNP sites, ornithine decarboxylase had 4 alleles, 2 

of which were represented in 1 subpopulation only. All other SNP loci had 2 alleles. 

Expected heterozygosity ranged from 0.10 to 0.51 (mean=0.43).

At the mitochondrial control region, there were 29 SNP sites defining 35 

haplotypes. Two of these sites were tri-allelic, one was an indel, and the remainder were 

bi-allelic. As described by Oyler-McCance et al. (2005), haplotypes could be divided into 

two clades, with each clade represented in each population.

For autosomal loci, we obtained a value of GST = 0.082 ± 0.012 (1 s.e.) and for 

mitochondrial loci GST = 0.047 ±0.013. Using the values of r and x given in Table 2.2 and 

applying them to equation 2.5 results in NeAuto/NeMito = 0.604. Using the ecological data 

given in Table 2.2 in equations 2.6–2.9, we obtained the curve shown in Figure 2.2. The 

molecular estimate of  NeAuto/NeMito = 0.604 corresponds to α♂ = 0.060. From Table 2.2, 

under the assumption of dominance polygyny, this is equal to Ib♂ = 16.10, which can also 

be obtained directly by solving Eq. 2.10 for Ib♂.

Figure 2.2 shows two methods of estimating the 95% confidence region of our 

estimate. The first method involved simulating demography, genetics, and sampling of 
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sage-grouse populations. Fitted curves encompassing 95% of simulations are shown, and 

from these we obtain 95% confidence regions for α♂ (0.025 < α♂ < 0.108). Assuming 

dominance polygyny (Table 2.2), this corresponds to a 95% CI of  8.62 < Ib♂ < 38.77. The 

second method of estimating the 95% CI involved mapping ± 1.96 standard errors of our 

molecular estimate onto the theoretical ecological curve, shown in Figure 2.2b. The 

resulting 95% CIs are 0.019 < α♂ < 0.114 and 8.17 < Ib♂ < 51.46, respectively. Note that 

these two methods both account for the error associated with sampling of populations and 

individuals and are therefore strongly positively correlated and cannot be combined.

Our sensitivity analysis (Table 2.6) showed that in the region of the parameter 

values we used, proportional changes (elasticity) in sex ratio (r), FST estimates, and α♂ 

caused the largest changes in Ib♂. With absolute values of elasticity greater than unity, any 

change in these parameters causes an even greater proportional change in Ib♂. These 

parameters were followed in importance by the generation time (T), survival rates (v) 

particularly for females, the standardized variance in female lifespan (IA♀), and male 

maturation time (M♂) which each had a roughly 0.5-fold effect. Except for IA♀ and FST , 

these parameters all have very direct relationships with the number of each sex present in 

the population. The model is relatively insensitive to other parameters including, notably,  

female fecundity and its standardized variance.

We tested how well our methods work if two of the assumptions of the model 

were relaxed. First, is the method sensitive to changes in the mutation rate? We had 

assumed mutation rates of  μ = 10–4 (4Neμ = 0.08) for microsatellites but high values of 

4Neμ have been shown to artificially depress FST values (Hedrick 1999, Meirmans and 
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Hedrick 2011). Using simulations with moderately high mutation rates for microsatellite 

loci (4Neμ = 0.8) resulted in NeAuto/NeMito ratios indistinguishable from simulations with 

only 2 alleles and  μ = 0. However, increasing the mutation rate such that 4Neμ = 8 

increased the ratio NeAuto/NeMito by approximately 30%. Second, we tested whether the 

method is sensitive to changes in population size. Forcing the population size to cycle 
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Figure 2.2:  Estimation of α♂ and the 95% confidence region using two methods. Solid curves 
show the relationship between NeAuto/NeMito and the proportion of males successfully 
competing for females  (α♂) using parameter values in Table 2.2. The estimate of  NeAuto/NeMito 

from molecular data is shown as the horizontal line segment which intersects the curve at 
the estimate of α♂ (vertical solid line). In (a), 95% of simulations fell between dotted 
curves, which therefore provide 95% confidence interval for α♂ (vertical dotted lines). In 
(b), standard errors were calculated for the molecular estimate by bootstrapping 
individuals within populations. The estimate, ± 1.96 s.e., were mapped to the theoretical 
ecological curve to subsequently estimate α♂.



between N and N/2 each generation produced ratios indistinguishable from simulations 

with constant population size (data not shown).

This method of estimating Ib♂ does not depend on the effective population size 

itself. Due to this independence, the resulting value of Ib♂ can be used to estimate the ratio 

of effective population size to census size (Ne/N). Using the ecological estimate of  NeAuto, 

(Eqs. 2.6, 2.8, and 2.9), we calculated the ratio Ne/N to be 0.15.

Discussion

We have developed a method of estimating variance in male reproductive success 

and used the resulting estimate to calculate the ratio Ne / N. This method can be applied to 

a wide variety of organisms. The power of the method is highest when variance in mating 

success is high, as with low variance the ratio  NeAuto/NeMito is relatively invariant. 

However, species with high variance are usually of more interest due to the extreme 

behaviors that lead to such variance. Because this method uses population genetic 

measurements, it encapsulates the entire population over evolutionary timescales rather 

than only the portions of populations that can be observed at a particular place and time. 

This method of estimating Ib♂ does not depend on the effective population size 

itself. Indeed, our simulations show that the method is completely insensitive to extreme 

changes in population size every year. Given this independence, we were able to use the 

estimated value of Ib♂ to estimate the ratio of effective population size to census size 

(Ne/N), which we calculated to be 0.15. Using Nunney's (1991, 1993) model, Stiver et al. 

(2008) found that breeding failure among females significantly lowered Ne in Gunnison 

Sage-grouse by raising Ib♀ to 4.7. Due to the low sensitivity of the model to Ib♀, including 
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Table 2.6: Sensitivity and elasticities of NeAuto/NeMito and Ib♂ to parameters.

Parameter Value Sensitivity
of Ib♂

Elasticity 
of Ib♂

Ecological estimate 

r 0.28 87.09 1.48

A♀ 2.54 0.30 0.05

A♂ 1.96 –0.99 –0.12

IA♀ 0.61 13.36 0.50

IA♂ 0.49 –0.98 –0.03

T♀ 2.54 3.73 0.59

T♂ 2.96 3.73 0.68

M♀ 1.00 3.73 0.23

M♂ 2.00 3.73 0.46

b♀ 3.17 1.13 0.22

b♂ 8.36 –0.04 –0.02

Ib♀ 0.31 5.05 0.10

v♀ 0.61 16.80 0.61

v♂ 0.49 –8.67 –0.40

α♀ 1.00 –5.05 –0.31

α♂
* 0.06 -277.78 –1.06

Molecular estimate

FSTAuto 0.0823 271.31 1.38

FSTMito 0.0475 –453.26 –1.33

x 0.707 6.13 0.27

a Sensitivity and elasticity of α♂ obtained by differentiating Ib♂ = r/(1-r)nα♀+(1-α♂)/α♂ with respect to α♂.



a value of 4.7 would only decrease our estimate of Ne/N from 0.15 to 0.13. Nunney 

(1996) found that most Ne/N ratios for most species are expected to be in the range 0.25–

0.75. The low value we obtained is comparable to that obtained by Stiver et al. (0.19; 

2008) and is testament to the extreme breeding structure of the species.

Although we use mitochondrial and autosomal data, this method can be extended 

to use sex-linked markers provided differences in migration rates of the different markers 

are accommodated (Table 2.2). Data from different types of markers can be combined in 

ratios analogous to NeAuto/NeMito to generate semi-independent estimates of Ib♂. Figure 2.3 

shows the change in ratios over the range of α♂. The choice of marker types will depend 

on two factors. First, pairs of markers with ratios that cover a wide range will offer higher 

power to determine Ib♂ accurately. Second, the information content of markers varies 

widely. The mitochondria, W, and Y chromosomes are non-recombining and therefore 

should be viewed as a single locus, whereas markers on the autosomes, X, and Z 

chromosomes are inherited independently provided they are not tightly linked on the 

chromosome. Therefore, although the ratio NeMito/NeY covers a large range, any estimate of 

the ratio will involve only one locus of each type. 

We consider 3 potential sources of error: errors in estimating parameter values, 

errors due to sampling individuals and subpopulations from large populations, and errors 

associated with stochastic processes of birth, death, and migration. Our simulations 

simultaneously address the latter two sources by placing confidence limits around 

estimates of NeAuto/NeMito. Errors in estimating parameters are important only if Ib♂ is highly 

sensitive (has high elasticity) to the parameters and our initial estimate of the parameters  
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were biased or inaccurate. Our sensitivity analysis showed that estimates of Ib♂ are most 

sensitive to the observed FST values, adult sex ratio, and generation time suggesting that 

any additional effort in parameter estimation be focused on these.

Adult sex ratio and generation time, to which the model is highly sensitive, 

depend on the survival rate. To reduce the possibility of error caused by the survival 

estimate, the values used here are averages of several studies (5 for males, 6 for females) 

presented by Crawford et al. (2004). Two additional studies (Johnson and Braun 1999 

and, with the ecologically similar Gunnison sage-grouse, C. minimus, Stiver et al. 2008) 

have estimates of adult survival higher and lower than that used here, respectively. 
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Figure 2.3: Effective size ratios for markers with different inheritance in cases in which 
the heterogametic sex is (a) male and (b) female. Note that where females are 
heterogametic, the W chromosome has the same inheritance pattern as the 
mitochondrion, and is therefore not shown.



The adult sex ratio is a function of both survival and recruitment into the adult 

population. In our simulations, approximately 27.5% of the adult population was male. 

Due to differences in behavior of the sexes, particularly during the spring and summer, 

field estimates of the sex ratio are problematic. However, using winter surveys, Beck 

(1977) found the proportion of males to be 0.38 and 0.39 for two years of study. These 

figures include first-year males so, given a survival rate of 0.489, would result in an adult 

sex ratio of 0.19. If, as this would suggest, we overestimated r, we would overerestimate 

both NeAuto/NeMito and Ib♂. Using r = 0.19 results in Ib♂ = 9.36. The value of r has a positive 

effect on the ecological ratio of NeAuto/NeMito and on Ib♂. However, its effect on the 

molecular estimate of the ratio depends on which sex disperses further. If, as is common 

in birds, females disperse further, x < 1, overestimating r results in overestimating 

NeAuto/NeMito. If males disperse further, x > 1, and overestimating r causes and 

underestimation of NeAuto/NeMito (see Eq. 2.5). In general, overestimating NeAuto/NeMito using 

the molecular method will result in underestimating Ib♂ whereas overestimating 

NeAuto/NeMito with the ecological estimate results in overestimating Ib♂.

Generation time, to which the model is moderately sensitive, depends in part on 

maturation time. Nunney and Elam (1994) showed that for a variety of life tables, an 

adequate estimate of M is the earliest age at which significant reproduction occurs. It is 

unlikely that a value of M♂ = 2 is an overestimate (which would upwardly bias Ib♂) as 

yearling males rarely, if ever copulate: Hartzler and Jenni (1988)  did not record any 

copulations by males banded as yearlings, Wiley (1973, and references therein) found 

that yearlings join leks later in the season, occupy peripheral positions, and were never 
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observed mating, and Eng (1963) found that testes volume of yearlings was smaller than 

older birds and the peak in size occurred after the peak breeding period. 

The model is quite insensitive to variance in female reproductive success (Ib♀) and 

the number of times females mate (n), making observations of high nest and female 

mortality in the congener C. minimus (Stiver et al. 2008) and multiple sires per clutch 

(Semple et al. 2001)  largely inconsequential.

 Hedrick (1999, 2000) showed that high heterozygosity resulting from high 

genetic diversity within subpopulations depresses estimates of GST and the degree to 

which it is depressed depends on the scaled mutation rate, 4Neμ, resulting in a bias when 

the subpopulations are very large and/or the mutation rate is high. In our study, this has 

the greatest risk of affecting microsatellites, which would artificially raise our estimate of  

NeAuto/NeMito and cause us to underestimate Ib♂. Our simulations showed that with an ideal 

population, 4Neμ = 8 increased our molecular estimate of NeAuto/NeMito by about 30%, but 

4Neμ = 0.8 had no noticeable effect despite high heterozygosity. Such high values of 

4Neμ are only expected for very mutable markers in very large populations. We mitigated 

any potential effects of this bias by including bi-allelic SNP data. 

Our estimate of the standardized variance in mating success for males 

(Ib♂ = 16.10; 95% CI: 8.62 < Ib♂ < 38.77) is considerably higher than the mean value 

(Ib♂ = 9.56) of published studies for which we were able to calculate Ib♂ (Table 2.7). Such 

estimates of Ib♂ from individual leks show high variability even among leks studied with 

the same methodology by the same researchers. Our method integrates the evolutionary 
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processes across all sampled populations and is therefore independent of idiosyncrasies 

of particular leks at particular times. 

The value of Ib♂ that we calculated has important implications for how mating 

systems are studied. The high value of Ib♂ suggests that females rarely obtain copulations 

from subordinate males at the periphery of the lek. Indeed, using parentage analysis, 

Semple et al. (2001)  found that when territorial males could be eliminated as sires of 

broods, the most likely sires were from another lek (and presumably dominant there) 

rather than low-ranking males at the observed lek. Dominance of individual males at 
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Table 2.7: Standardized variance in mating success of Greater Sage-grouse. Standardized 
variance (Ib♂ = σ2/μ2) calculated for the number of copulations observed for each male 
with values of zero assigned to each male for whom no copulations were recorded.  

Location Year Males  Ib♂ Reference 

Lek 4 Long Valley, CA 1997 5 1.05 Semple et al. 2001

Lek 4 Long Valley, CA 1998 6 2.50 Semple et al. 2001

Lek 4 Long Valley, CA 1999 11 5.90 Semple et al. 2001

Muddy Springs, WY 1967 60 20.29 Wiley 1973

Ford’s Creek, MT 1968 28 8.04 Wiley 1973

Dry Sandy Lek, WY 1969 52 18.88 Wiley 1973

Crowley Lake, CA 1984 27 1.56 Gibson and Bradbury 1985

Ford’s Creek, MT 1969 20 3.89 Hartzler 1972

Ford’s Creek, MT 1970 48 23.46 Hartzler 1972

Ford’s Creek, MT 1971 50 10.05 Hartzler 1972

Rangewide N/A 16.10 This study



more than one site could also raise Ib♂. Although switching leks is unlikely to be common 

among successful males given the energetic demands of obtaining and maintaining 

territories, there is some evidence that it may happen. Wiley (1973) found that the most 

successful male at Muddy Springs lek in 1967 suddenly stopped attending the focal lek 

but was not killed as he appeared at a different lek in 1968. It is possible that the 

individual either ceased lekking for the season or moved to another lek. Given his 

previous success, the former seems less likely.

The two most likely causes of field studies underestimating Ib♂ are under-counting 

subordinate males and dominance of individuals for more than one season. Walsh et al. 

(2004) found that the probability that a male attends a lek on a given day is only 19% for 

yearlings and 42% for older birds. Even for the days in which lek attendance is highest, 

population estimates are routinely increased to account for non-attendance (Walsh et al. 

2004, Stiver et al. 2008). Therefore, a daily turnover of unmarked males at a particular 

lek is likely to cause underestimation of the total male population size and these 

uncounted males are unlikely to be successful at obtaining mates. 

Despite the energetic costs of maintaining dominance at a lek and the low yearly 

survival of males, there are some observations that successful males may be successful 

for more than one season. Hartzler and Jenni (1988) documented two individuals that 

obtained copulations for two successive years, and Wiley (1973) documented another two 

individuals plus a third that had his copulation attempt interrupted. Although such 

observations are few, the number of marked individuals in these studies is small relative 

to the total lek sizes. If good performance across years is relatively common, 
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performance may not be independent from year to year, as assumed by the ecological 

model used here (Nunney 1991, Nunney 1993, Nunney and Elam 1994). Such non-

independence would contribute to the high value of Ib♂. 

The wide range of estimates of Ib♂ calculated from field data (Table 2.7) and the 

fact that such data have a relatively low mean compared to our estimate hints at the 

difficulty of measuring Ib♂ based on observations of behavior and demonstrates the 

importance of obtaining measures that are not subject to peculiarities of particular leks.  

This is particularly true for long-lived species in which membership in the breeding 

group may vary with age and those species in which observing mating is difficult. 

Although heterogeneity in lek size and its relationship to mating inequality is interesting 

from the perspective of female choice (Alatalo et al. 1992, Johnstone and Earn 1999) and 

optimal lek size (Widemo and Owens 1995, Kokko et al. 1998), sexual selection and 

reduction in effective population size are likely to be driven by behavior on a broader 

scale, to which this method of estimating variance in reproductive success is particularly 

well suited. 
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Chapter 3.  Identification of migrants in populations with 

isolation-by-distance genetic structure shortly after 

fragmentation.

Abstract

Average genetic differences among subpopulations can take many generations to 

accumulate, making assessment of gene flow difficult, particularly when anthropogenic 

barriers to gene flow such as roads have been constructed in only the last few dozen 

generations. However, in species with limited dispersal, local genetic differences can 

accumulate much more rapidly. Here, we use individual-based simulations to model 

subpopulations that are structured based on limited dispersal between birth sites and 

breeding sites (isolation by distance), and show that an assignment test can be used to 

detect migrants within fewer than 20 generations. The ability to detect migrants under 

such a model does not depend on the total population size, as it does with panmictic 

populations, but rather on Wright's neighborhood size, with differences accumulating 

among populations faster (resulting in more reliable assignment) in small neighborhoods. 

The homogenizing effects of recurrent migration every generation reduced the ability to 

detect migrants, but this was limited to the region immediately surrounding the barrier,  

where such homogenizing effects are expected to be strongest. Further from the barrier, 

the ability to detect migrants remained high, regardless of recurrent dispersal rates. We 

also tested novel methods of detecting the presence of a barrier to gene flow and 

detecting dispersal across a barrier. These methods use assignment tests to identify 
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differences among pairs of subpopulations which either span or do not span a barrier. 

These methods were able to detect an impermeable barrier within 10 generations and 

detect migration through such a barrier within 15 generations.

Introduction

Habitat loss and fragmentation are increasing concerns for conservation as human 

development encroaches on native habitats. Fragmentation of habitat, prevents or reduces 

migration, defined here as dispersal leading to the movement of individuals among 

habitat patches. This has three important effects on populations. First, migration serves to 

supplement temporarily unproductive but extant patches demographically, reducing any 

Allee effects, and providing a demographic buffer against local extinction (Brown and 

Kodric-Brown 1977). Second, migration is necessary for recolonization of habitat patches 

following local extinction, and is therefore crucial for maintaining populations through 

metapopulation dynamics (Levins 1969, Willis 1974, Hanski 1998). Third, migration of 

individuals is necessarily a movement of genes, a process that reduces the pathological 

effects of inbreeding depression in the near term (Franklin 1980, Saccheri et al. 1998, 

Johnson et al. 2010) and maintains genetic variation upon which natural selection may act 

over the long term (Fisher 1930, Nunney 2000, Edwards 2002). For these reasons, 

maintaining movement of individuals by preserving or creating linkages among habitat 

patches is a primary focus of conservation biology. 

Roadways are perhaps one of the most common structures that cause 

fragmentation, an effect caused by both the physical barrier to movement of terrestrial 

animals as well as modification of animal's behavior (Forman and Alexander 1998). An 
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increasing number of studies have found that roads disrupt natural genetic exchange from 

one side to the other (Reh and Seitz 1990, Gerlach and Musolf 2000, Riley et al. 2006, 

Epps et al. 2007, Kuehn et al. 2007, Clark et al. 2010, Holderegger and Di Giulio 

2010) and it has been increasingly recognized that mitigation measures such as wildlife 

underpasses and overpasses are necessary to preserve genetic continuity and, over the 

long term, genetic diversity (Forman and Alexander 1998). 

Due to the large sums of money necessary to maintain linkage between 

populations divided by roadways, it is important that the utility of such linkages is 

assessed. Direct evidence (using cameras, track plates, etc.) that animals use linkages is 

available for medium to large animals that pass through linkages that are narrow enough 

to be effectively monitored (Ng 2004, Clevenger and Waltho 2005, Ascensão and Mira 

2007, Mata et al. 2008). However, even for these taxa, detecting low levels of migration 

by direct observation can be problematic, given that exchange on the order of 10 

individuals per generation is considered an adequate level of genetic exchange (Mills and 

Allendorf 1996). As a result, genetic measures of movement are generally preferred 

provided they have adequate power. Such methods need to be capable of (a) detecting the 

existence of a barrier soon after its creation, and (b) detecting any migration among 

subpopulations. 

Existing methods of detecting genetic movement can be classified into three 

groups: population-based estimates, clustering methods, and assignment tests. 

Population-based methods, such as estimates of FST, Ne, and population-based Mantel 

tests, can be problematic due to their reliance on particular models of migration and 
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relatively slow approach to equilibrium values (Bossart and Prowell 1998, Whitlock and 

McCauley 1999, Neigel 2002; but see also England et al. 2010, Landguth et al. 2010). 

More recent developments include clustering methods exemplified by the programs 

STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000, Falush et al. 2003) and GENELAND (Guillot et al. 

2005), which attempt to determine population structure by identifying clusters of 

populations or individuals that maximize the fit to Hardy-Weinberg ratios and linkage 

equilibrium. Such methods are particularly suited to determining genetic boundaries 

between subpopulations.

A third group, population assignment tests, use multilocus genotypic data to 

determine the (pre-defined) subpopulation from which individuals (or their ancestors) are 

most likely to have originated. A number of statistical methodologies have been 

developed to accomplish this (Paetkau et al. 1995, Rannala and Mountain 1997, Wilson 

and Rannala 2003, Baudouin et al. 2004).

Assignment tests rely on differences developing among subpopulations. 

Therefore, one expects that accurate assignment will increase with time following a 

fragmentation event. Indeed, Cornuet et al. (1999) found that individuals could be 

assigned with greater than 50% accuracy (to the correct subpopulation out of 11 

subpopulations) only if populations became completely isolated more than 200 

generations ago (with scaled population size 4Neμ = 2, Ne = 1000, and 10 loci). After 

2000 generations, assignment to the correct population was possible with 100% accuracy. 

Given this time lag between the fragmentation event and when assignment tests can be 

used with reasonable accuracy, it would seem that their use for detecting fragmentation in 
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conservation applications would be limited due to the recent (ie. within the last few dozen 

years) construction of many roads. However, there are three important considerations that 

are likely to improve the utility of such tests in conservation. First, conserved populations 

are often small with high rates of genetic drift that differentiate populations rapidly (on 

the order of Ne generations; Wright 1931). Second, in conservation applications, accurate 

assignment is likely to be necessary to only a few possible subpopulations (usually just 2) 

rather than the 11 considered by Cornuet et al. (1999). Finally, natural subpopulations are 

often not panmictic, and the existing structure may facilitate assignment due to natural  

cryptic genetic separation coincident with the barrier and/or an isolation by distance 

breeding structure whereby individuals are limited in their choice of mates to nearby 

individuals (Wright 1943, 1951). 

There have been several recent studies that attempt to detect barriers to gene flow 

shortly after they become established. By using linkage disequilibrium to detect changes 

in effective population size, England et al. (2010) found that fragmentation events could 

be detected in a single generation. Such an approach could be very useful to evaluate a 

new barrier, but the method requires estimates of effective population size before the 

barrier is established, which significantly reduces its utility in conservation. Furthermore, 

such an approach assumes panmixis and is inappropriate for structured populations. 

Landguth et al. (2010) investigated recent fragmentation in panmictic populations as well 

as those structured as isolation by distance. They found that a barrier in a panmictic 

population could also be detected in a single generation using an individual-based partial 

Mantel test. In addition, they found that moving from panmixis to shorter dispersal 
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distances within subpopulations weakened the genetic signal caused by the barrier. In the 

present study we re-examined this result using assignment tests. 

Identifying new anthropogenic barriers to gene flow is important in confirming 

suspected fragmentation; however, a more difficult issue is confirming whether or not 

corridors that may have been created to cross the barrier are functional. This same 

question arises in the context of natural landscape barriers such as rivers. In order to 

maintain genetic continuity among population fragments the question becomes whether 

the barrier is permeable enough to support a low level of genetic exchange of at least one 

effective migrant per generation (see Mills and Allendorf 1996, Wang 2004). To address 

this issue, we used a simulation study to investigate both how quickly after a 

fragmentation event assignment tests can be used to accurately assign individuals to their 

population of origin and whether or not the genetic effect of a functioning corridor can be 

detected. 

Methods

Population model

We considered a population model with non-overlapping generations of 1 

generation in which each individual was located at any point on a 40x40 Cartesian grid 

(Fig. 3.1) with an average density of 2 individuals per unit area (ie. N = 3200). 

Successive generations of 3200 offspring were placed at randomly selected locations in 

the habitat, and the identity of parents was chosen by locating the nearest parent (of the 

appropriate sex) to a random point whose distance from the offspring was determined by 

a normal distribution with mean = 0 and sd = σ.  Although dispersal distances are 
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frequently leptokurtic (Waser and Elliot 1991, Price et al. 1994, Rousset 1997, Rousset 

2000), Wright (1943) showed that the exact shape of dispersal distances was largely 

inconsequential for the establishment of isolation by distance genetic structure. In 

selecting parents, if the random point was outside the boundary of the habitat, another 

would be chosen. Thus, there was an inevitable edge effect in that individuals in close 

proximity to the edge had a mating advantage as there were fewer potential parents 

within such regions.

Felsenstein (1975) found that in isolation by distance models, breeding of 

individuals and dispersal of offspring generate increasingly large 'clumps' of individuals 

so that, after a number of generations, individuals are no longer spaced randomly through 

the environment, as required by the model. Although this can be resolved (Lalouel 1977), 

we avoided the problem by randomly distributing the 3200 offspring throughout the 

environment prior to assigning their genotypes. Their genotypes were determined by 

subsequently identifying their parents as described above.

We simulated Mendelian inheritance of 10 autosomal loci with j = 10 alleles per 

locus and frequency pj = 0.1 at the beginning of each simulation. Natural populations 

have been found to exhibit microsatellite allele frequencies such that most alleles are rare  

but a moderate number have high frequencies (Fornage et al. 1992, Garza et al. 1995, 

Luikart et al. 1998). Mutation occurred according to the infinite alleles model with a rate 

of 10-4 mutations per locus per generation, a realistic rate for microsatellite loci (Weber 

and Wong 1993).
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Figure 3.1: Simulated habitat showing individuals (small dots), barrier (vertical line), 

sampling sites (A1, A2, B1, B2) and dimensionless corridor (dark square between A1 and 

A2). Sampling sites on alternate sides of barrier were always adjacent but the distance 

between the sampling locations A and B was varied (“Separation”). Semicircular arcs 

show half of a circular neighborhood (radius σ) and represent regions from which 

individuals were likely to be chosen to test for the detection of hypothetical “migrants” 

(between pairs linked by curved arrows), as well as for recurrent migration through the 

corridor linking A1 and A2. See text for details. For clarity, only the central portion of the 

entire population is shown here.



The simulations were run in two phases. First, the isolation-by-distance breeding 

structure was allowed to build for 40 generations before the habitat was subdivided into 

two 20x40 subpopulations. This period of 40 generations was enough time for the 

detectability of migration (see below) to plateau (see Results). Following fragmentation, 

the simulation was continued for another 50 generations as before fragmentation except 

that individuals' parents could not originate from the opposite side of the barrier. For 

simulations that included “recurrent migration” each generation, M individuals were 

transferred in both directions through the corridor (see Fig. 3.1) as described below.

Dispersal through the habitat corridor (recurrent migration) was simulated by 

randomly choosing a point some distance (normal distribution with mean = 0, sd = σ) and 

angle (uniformly distributed between 0 and 180 degrees) from a corridor and the closest 

individual to that point was removed from its natal habitat and placed on the other side of 

the barrier at a point chosen in an identical fashion (Fig 3.1). This method allowed us to 

control the total number of migrants each generation. 

We also investigated the fragmentation of a panmictic population. In this model, 

the randomly distributed offspring were assigned parents from the entire subpopulation, 

regardless of distance, provided that both parents and offspring were on the same side of 

the barrier when the barrier was in place or from the entire population in the absence of 

any barrier. Migration through the barrier was handled in the same way as with the 

structured subpopulations, but because individuals were assigned to random locations 

throughout the subpopulation and obtained their alleles from parents selected at random 

from all parents in the subpopulation, the selection of migrants was effectively random.
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We investigated the effects of drift by comparing a large population (where each 

subpopulation was 1600 individuals) with a small population where each subpopulation 

had N = 64.

Detection of migrants

Every 5 generations of the simulation, the efficacy of the assignment test 

implemented in the software IMMANC (Rannala and Mountain 1997) in detecting 

migrants was evaluated.  We sampled all individuals from 4 sampling locations (A1, A2, 

B1, B2; Fig. 3.1) of size 4σ x 4σ. Such a square is 27% larger than the geographic size of 

a circular neighborhood (with diameter = 4σ) as defined by Wright (1943). For the 

purpose of testing the assignment test only, we connected the closest edge of adjacent 

sampling locations (as shown by curved arrows in Fig. 3.1) with an imaginary corridor 

and performed a hypothetical swapping of a single migrant in each direction as 

previously described for recurrent migration. This was done both across the barrier and 

among sampling locations on the same side of the barrier, ignoring any intervening space 

that separated sampling sites. Individuals that were “swapped” in this way therefore 

originated from within or very near to the regions marked with semicircles in Fig. 3.1.

Once individuals had been swapped and sampled from the sampling locations, we 

used IMMANC to attempt to detect which individuals were migrants. Using a Bayesian 

framework, IMMANC calculates gene frequencies for each sampling site and calculates 

the likelihood that randomly generated multilocus genotypes originated from each of the 

sites (Rannala and Mountain 1997). The test statistic lnΛi,j = ln(Li  / Lj) was then 

calculated for each individual where  Li and Lj are the likelihoods of drawing the 
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individual's genotype from the site from which it was sampled (i) and each other site (j) 

(Rannala and Mountain 1997). To evaluate the possibility that an individual is a migrant 

from j to i, IMMANC uses observed gene frequencies to simulate a large set of 

multilocus genotypes for each sampling site, i and j, and calculates lnΛ for each, thus 

forming a distribution of lnΛ values. The critical region of the distribution of lnΛ values 

is determined by finding the value below which a proportion α of lnΛ values from the 

simulated genotypes fall. For example, a genotype that is much more likely to be found in 

sampling site j than the site from which it was actually sampled (i) would have a negative 

value of lnΛ and if this genotype is more likely to be found in site j than a proportion α of 

all possible genotypes, then it will be assigned to site j. In our tests, we used α = 0.001 

and therefore considered IMMANC to have made a correct designation of migrant status 

if p < 0.001. The null hypothesis for each individual is that it originated in the site from 

which it was sampled and it was assigned one of the other 3 sites only if the genotype is 

much more likely to have been found in that alternate site. In some rare cases, IMMANC 

correctly identified an individual as a migrant but assigned it to the wrong sampling site 

of origin. We considered such cases to be correct assignments as they usually correctly 

identified cross-barrier migrants even if the assignment to sampling location was 

incorrect. 

We calculated the proportion of residents that were assigned by IMMANC as 

migrants (Type I errors) and the proportion of migrants that were assigned as residents 

(Type II errors). We also calculated the false discovery rate (the proportion of those 

individuals classified as migrants that were in fact residents) as described by Benjamini 
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and Hochberg (1995) and the false non-discovery rate (the proportion of those individuals 

classified as residents that were in fact migrants) as described by Verhoeven et al. (2005). 

The former measure attempts to control the proportion of significant results that are type I 

errors rather than controlling the chance of making a single type I error when multiple 

tests are performed (Verhoeven et al. 2005). As with the sequential Bonferroni, the 

critical value α was adjusted according to the number of tests performed. Unfortunately, 

IMMANC only calculates p-values to 4 decimal places, so we considered 0.0000 to be 

significant regardless of the threshold set by the procedure of the false discovery rate.

We set IMMANC to only detect first-generation migrants (ie. those that are 

migrants themselves) rather than offspring of migrants (Rannala and Mountain 1997). 

Other methods are possible (Cornuet et al. 1999, Pritchard et al. 2000, Wilson and 

Rannala 2003, Falush et al. 2003, Baudouin et al. 2004, Paetkau et al. 2004), but Cornuet 

et al. (1999) found the Bayesian approach used in IMMANC to be among the best. 

Furthermore, the output produced by IMMANC is relatively easily parsed by computer. 

We define the measure “detectability” to be the proportion of hypothetical 

migrants that are correctly identified as migrants. When investigating the detectability  

between pairs of sampling sites that were functionally identical (eg. between the pairs 

A1:B1 and A2:B2), there were a total of 4 migrants (1 in each direction between each 

pair of sites). When the pairs of sites were not functionally identical (eg. between A1:A2, 

linked by a corridor and B1:B2, unlinked), there were a total of 2 migrants for each pair 

of sites. 
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We measured FST  for pairs of sampling sites using the method described by Weir 

and Cockerham (1984) as implemented in the software Genepop (Rousset 2008). 

Detection of barriers

To distinguish between the genetic effects of a barrier and the effects of internal 

structure we compare the probability of assignment to sampling sites on the same side of 

the corridor to those on the other side. Specifically, if there is no barrier to dispersal, we 

expect that lnΛi,j = lnΛi,k where sites j and k are on the same and opposite sides of the 

barrier, respectively. If a barrier to gene flow does separate i and j from k, then the 

expectation is that lnΛi,j < lnΛi,k. We tested this by calculating (in IMMANC) lnΛi,j and 

lnΛi,k for each individual and comparing the lnΛ values with a paired t-test. In evaluating 

significance, we used the one-tailed alternative hypothesis that  lnΛ i,j < lnΛi,k rather than 

the two-tailed  lnΛi,j ≠ lnΛi,k. In the simulation model, there was no hypothetical 

migration as was used for detecting migrants.

Detecting recurrent migration

We tested for recurrent migration by comparing lnΛA1,A2 and lnΛA2,A1 with lnΛB1,B2 

and lnΛB2,B1 (hereafter combined to lnΛA and lnΛB, respectively). We used a null 

hypothesis of no recurrent migration, which is expected to result in lnΛA = lnΛB. 

Recurrent migration through the corridor between A1 and A2 is expected to reduce 

differences between A1 and A2, resulting in lnΛA < lnΛB. For each individual, we 

calculated either lnΛA or lnΛB, depending on from which site it was sampled. We 

compared these values with a t-test, as above, with the alternative hypothesis that 

lnΛA < lnΛB.
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Parameters

For each set of parameters, we ran the model 48 times. The baseline parameters 

used a dispersal distance of σ = 1 and average density of individuals d = 2, giving a 

neighborhood size of  approximately 25 individuals (= 4πσ2d). Neighborhood sizes of 

approximately this size are not uncommon in both plants (Bos and Harmens 1986, 

Fernández-Manjarrés et al. 2006, Gonzales et al. 2006)  and animals (Waser and Elliot 

1991, Lodé and Peltier 2005). 

We varied the average density of the population so that the neighborhood size 

varied from 12.5 – 75 individuals. We tested the model with three rates of recurrent 

migration through the corridor between sampling locations A1 and A2 (Nm = {0, 1, 5}). 

Additionally, we varied the distance between paired sampling locations A and B 

(separation = {0, 1, 5}) using the number of intervening neighborhoods as the unit of 

measurement (ie. 4σ grid units). Thus, the paired sampling units A and B were considered 

to be separated by 0 neighborhoods when they were adjacent. We also compared the 

behavior of the isolation by distance model to a panmictic population.

Results

Use of “detectability”

We use “detectability” as a measure of the proportion of hypothetical migrants 

that were correctly identified by IMMANC. The tradeoff between the number of type I 

errors (residents incorrectly classified as migrants) and type II errors (migrants 

incorrectly classified as residents) is controlled by α. We  assessed the choice of α value 

(= 0.001) using  a scenario in which we expected correct assignment to be moderately 
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difficult (sampling sites A and B separated by a single neighborhood and sampled only a 

single generation after barrier construction). We found that decreasing α by an order of 

magnitude (to 0.0001) increased the type II error rate while increasing type I errors (Table 

3.1). Increasing α to 0.01 increased detectability (ie. decreased type II errors) but at the 

cost of a large increase in type I errors. We found that false discovery rate increased with 

increasing α, but did not decrease between α = 0.001 and α = 0.0001. This was likely a 

result of the rounding of p-values by IMMANC (see methods). Increasing α from 0.001 

to 0.01 did not result in a large increase in the false non-discovery rate, indicating that 

few individuals classified as residents were in fact migrants and that further reduction of 

α had minimal effect on these errors.

Model with no recurrent migration

With a panmictic population structure and no recurrent migration across the 

barrier, the assignment test was able to detect migrants if the subpopulations were small 

(Fig. 3.2). When this was the case, detectability reached about 100% within 20 

generations. Detectability developed even faster in structured populations, both large and 

small, where almost all migrants were successfully detected within 10 generations and all 

were detected within 15 generations. Thus, the combination of population structure and a 

barrier to movement generates differences among subpopulations that can be expoited by 

assignment tests to accurately identify migrants.

In structured populations, assignment is somewhat complicated by the genetic 

differentiation of neighborhoods, even when there is no barrier. Given a neighborhood 

size (Nb) of 25, sampling sites adjacent to one another (separation = 0) became 
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differentiated enough (in the absence of any barrier) for detectability to reach 

approximately 0.27 (N = 1600) to 0.35 (N = 64; Fig. 3.2) whereas sites separated by 1 and 

5 neighborhoods, with greater differentiation, became different enough for detectability 

to reach 0.77 and 0.98, respectively (N = 1600; Fig. 3.5). Larger neighborhood size 

reduced this effect for adjacent sites (Fig. 3.3a).

When a barrier was added between neighborhoods, the lag time until detectability 

reached high levels was also considerably longer when neighborhoods were large, with 

detectability surpassing 95% after about 10 generations for Nb = 12.5 or 25, but taking 45 

generations when Nb = 45 (Fig. 3.3b). However, even with the larger neighborhoods, after 

some 10-20 generations, there was a clear difference between the detectability of 

migrants in the presence and absence of the barrier (Fig.  3.3a vs. 3.3b). 
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Table 3.1: Error rates associated with assigning individuals to populations. Sampling sites 

A and B were separated by a single neighborhood (separation = 1) and the assignment 

test was evaluated a single generation after construction of the barrier. 

α = 0.01 α = 0.001 α = 0.0001

Type I error rate

(Proportion of residents classified as migrants)

0.0395 0.0092 0.0014

Type II error rate

(Proportion of migrants classified as residents)

0.2120 0.4063 0.6172

False discovery rate

(Proportion of residents among those classified as migrants)

0.1137 0.0510 0.0510

False non-discovery rate

(Proportion of migrants among those classified as residents)

0.0331 0.0412 0.0412
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Figure 3.2: Detecting fragmentation. Proportion of individuals correctly classified as 

migrants before and after fragmentation.  There was no migration across the barrier. Four 

individuals were chosen as hypothetical “migrants”, one from each sampling region, for 

comparison across the fragmentation barrier (ie. A1 to/from A2 and B1 to/from B2; see 

Fig 3.1), as described in the text. “Structured” populations were structured by isolation 

by distance (Nb = 25). “Small” and “large” subpopulations had N = 64 and N = 1600, 

respectively, in each of two subpopulations. For clarity, error bars (±1 sd) are shown only 

for the large populations.



The internal genetic structure resulting from limited dispersal can be measured 

using the traditional measure of population differentiation, FST (Fig. 3.4a). Following 

fragmentation, FST across the barrier (A1:A2 and B1:B2; see Fig. 3.1) rapidly increased in 

the small, panmictic population (Fig. 3.4b) but very slowly in the large panmictic 

population. As expected, FST built up more rapidly in the structured populations due to the 

local effects of genetic drift with FST building up much more slowly in the large 

population compared to the small population (Fig. 3.4b). This size-related pattern seen in 

detectability which was associated primarily with local neighborhood structure (compare 
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Figure 3.3: Effects of neighborhood size on detectability. Detectability of migrants on (a) 

the same side and (b) across the barrier. Recurrent migration = 0, N = 1600. Separation of 

A and B sites was 0.

(a) (b)



Figs. 3.2 and 3.4b), demonstrating that the internal genetic structure itself plays a 

disproportionate role. 

As the possibility of detecting migrants increases following fragmentation, so too 

does the possibility of statistically detecting the presence of the barrier itself. Before the 

populations were fragmented, individuals had genotypes that could be assigned to 

adjacent sites on the same side of the non-existent barrier or the opposite side, with equal 

likelihood (e.g. individuals sampled from A1 could be assigned with equal likelihood to 
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Figure 3.4: FST among sampling sites. Pairwise FST measured (a) between sampling 

units  on the same side of barrier (A1,B1; A2,B2; see Fig 3.1) and (b) between sampling 

units separated by the barrier (A1,A2; B1,B2). Sampling sites on the same side of the 

barrier were adjacent to one another (separation = 0). Recurrent migration = 0, 

N = 1600. For clarity, error bars (±1 sd) shown on selected traces only. 

(a) (b)



B1 or A2; see Fig. 3.1). In a large, panmictic population, comparing these likelihoods 

across individuals using a paired t-test resulted in the expected level of type I errors, but 

in structured populations, the non-independence of genotypes resulted in too many 

significant results (Table 3.2). Shifting the significance level of the test to α = 0.0001 
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Figure 3.5: Detecting intra-population genetic structure. Detectability is of hypothetical 

migrants between sampling sites on the same side of the barrier when the sites were 

separated to varying degrees. Recurrent migration = 0, N = 1600. For clarity, error bars 

(±1 sd) not shown when separation = 1. 



gave a 5% significance level in the structured populations (Table 3.2). Shortly after 

fragmentation, individuals' genotypes were much more likely to be assigned to an 

adjacent site on the side of the barrier from which the individual was sampled than from 

the other side, resulting in statistically significant values for the paired t-test, even using 

the increased sringency of α = 0.0001.

Type I errors (detecting a barrier when none were present) could also be reduced 

by increasing the separation between the paired sampling sites on the same side of the 
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Table 3.2: Detecting a barrier. Percentage of simulations (out of 48) in which a barrier 

could be detected with p < 0.05 and with p < 0.0001.

Gen large, structured small, structured large, panmictic small, panmictic

0.05 0.0001 0.05 0.0001 0.05 0.0001 0.05 0.0001

-40 22.9 2.1 12.5 2.1 6.2 0.0 14.6 2.1

-35 12.5 0.0 29.2 2.1 10.4 0.0 16.7 0.0

-30 29.2 4.2 18.8 4.2 12.5 0.0 10.4 0.0

-25 33.3 6.2 20.8 8.3 6.2 0.0 6.2 0.0

-20 29.2 12.5 33.3 6.2 8.3 0.0 10.4 2.1

-15 27.1 4.2 29.2 10.4 14.6 0.0 14.6 0.0

-10 20.8 6.2 20.8 8.3 6.2 0.0 8.3 0.0

-5 14.6 0.0 22.9 8.3 10.4 0.0 4.2 0.0

0 16.7 2.1 37.5 10.4 4.2 0.0 4.2 0.0

5 91.7 64.6 87.5 66.7 43.8 8.3 100.0 100.0

10 100.0 91.7 100.0 95.8 75.0 14.6 100.0 100.0

15 100.0 97.9 100.0 100.0 89.6 39.6 100.0 100.0

20 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 95.8 62.5 100.0 100.0

25 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 81.2 100.0 100.0

30 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 95.8 100.0 100.0

35 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 97.9 91.7 100.0 100.0

40 100.0 97.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 95.8 100.0 100.0

45 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

50 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Figure 3.6: Detectability with recurrent migration with structured subpopulations. (a) 

Proportion of migrants detected in sites linked by a corridor between A1 and A2. (b) The 

proportion of migrants detected across the barrier when the sites are adjacent (i.e. 

separation = 0) or within 1 or 5 neighborhoods of the corridor site (i.e. separation = 1 or 

5). (c) Proportion detected within subpopulations (A1:B1 and A2:B2). Recurrent 

migration of M individuals per generation between sites A1 and A2. In each graph, the 

separation traces form 3 groups representing different recurrent migration rates of M = 0, 

1 or 5 individuals per generation through the corridor linking sites A1 and A2, but in (b) 

and (c) they are all approximately equivalent. Error bars (±1 sd) shown only for traces 

with M = {0,1} and separation = 0.

(c)

(a) (b)



barrier. Increasing the separation biased the result against detecting the barrier, reducing 

the number of type I errors to 0 with a t-test with α = 0.05 and with a separation between 

sampling sites of only 1 neighborhood (Table 3.3). However, this came at the cost of 

increasing the time until barriers could be reliably detected to approximately 35 

generations. 
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Table 3.3: Detecting a barrier with varying distance between paired sampling units in 

large structured populations. Percentage of simulations (out of 48) in which a barrier 

could be detected with p < 0.05 and with p < 0.0001. Recurrent migration = 0 and 

Nb = 1600 in all simulations.

Generation Separation=0 Separation=1 Separation=5

0.05 0.0001 0.05 0.0001 0.05 0.0001

-40 18.8 0.0 8.3 0.0 6.2 0.0

-35 27.1 6.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-30 18.8 4.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-25 25.0 4.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-20 25.0 6.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-15 18.8 6.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-10 27.1 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-5 18.8 6.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0 25.0 4.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

5 93.8 83.3 8.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

10 100.0 100.0 29.2 12.5 0.0 0.0

15 100.0 100.0 58.3 43.8 0.0 0.0

20 100.0 100.0 79.2 43.8 0.0 0.0

25 100.0 100.0 81.2 70.8 0.0 0.0

30 100.0 100.0 91.7 75.0 6.2 2.1

35 100.0 100.0 95.8 83.3 6.2 2.1

40 100.0 100.0 97.9 93.8 8.3 4.2

45 100.0 100.0 97.9 97.9 10.4 6.2

50 100.0 100.0 95.8 93.8 22.9 6.2



Model with recurrent migration

Recurrent migration reduced the ability of the assignment test to detect migrants 

near the corridor, and this reduction persisted for the duration of the simulation (Fig. 

3.6a). After 10 or more generations of fragmentation, detectability was very close to 

perfect in the absence of migration (Nm = 0), but when Nm = 1 or Nm = 5, detectability 

was reduced to approximately 0.75 and 0.57, respectively (Fig. 3.6a). However, away 

from the corridor, the detectability of migrants remained high (near 100%; Fig. 3.6b), 

even when the sampling sites were adjacent to the site containing the corridor (ie. B1:B2 

with separation = 0; see Fig. 3.1).

Migration through the corridor had a negligible effect on genetic structure as little 

as a single neighborhood away from the corridor, so that assignment within the 

subpopulations (i.e. between A1 and B1 and between A2 and B2) was independent of 

migration rate between A1 and A2 (Fig. 3.6c).

The difference between simulation runs with and without migration could be 

detected using a t-test to evaluate the difference between lnΛ values across the barrier and 

across the corridor. With no migration, median p-values indicated that the null hypothesis 

of no migration was generally met, however about 25% of simulations showed significant 

effects of migration (type I error, Table 3.4). this was ameliorated by increasing the 

critical t-value such that p < 0.0001 rather than p < 0.05. Increasing the migration rate 

allowed migration to be detected in most simulation runs where M > 0. The buildup of 

differences between the A sites and the B sites allowed migration to be detected fairly 
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reliably within 15 generations, however even after 50 generations, there were a number 

of simulations in which migration could not be detected (type II errors).

Discussion

We found that following the construction of a physical barrier to movement, the 

assignment test used (IMMANC) was able to detect essentially all hypothetical migrants 

within 20 generations and most within 10 generations (Fig. 3.2). When the separation 

involved a pair of small subpopulations (N1 = N2 = 64), where drift was relatively strong, 

detectability of migrants was high, regardless of whether or not the subpopulations 
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Table 3.4: Detection of migration. Percent of simulations (out of 48) with p < 0.05 and 

p < 0.0001. Populations were structured with N1 = N2 =1600 and separation = 0.

Gen M = 0 M = 1 M = 5

0.05 0.0001 0.05 0.0001 0.05 0.0001

-40 16.7 4.2 12.5 4.2 14.6 0.0

-35 25.0 4.2 29.2 4.2 14.6 0.0

-30 20.8 2.1 25.0 12.5 20.8 2.1

-25 14.6 0.0 20.8 4.2 31.2 2.1

-20 20.8 2.1 18.8 2.1 25.0 4.2

-15 20.8 0.0 27.1 6.2 27.1 2.1

-10 20.8 2.1 29.2 4.2 18.8 4.2

-5 12.5 0.0 14.6 0.0 20.8 0.0

0 22.9 4.2 20.8 2.1 22.9 0.0

5 20.8 10.4 54.2 18.8 56.2 18.8

10 20.8 6.2 64.6 33.3 81.2 50.0

15 27.1 8.3 75.0 39.6 81.2 50.0

20 35.4 14.6 79.2 43.8 79.2 68.8

25 29.2 8.3 83.3 60.4 85.4 56.2

30 31.2 16.7 85.4 43.8 89.6 62.5

35 33.3 16.7 85.4 56.2 95.8 70.8

40 27.1 10.4 81.2 62.5 93.8 85.4

45 41.7 16.7 77.1 43.8 91.7 83.3

50 29.2 12.5 87.5 66.7 95.8 81.2



exhibited genetic structure. Migrants between two large (N1 = N2  = 1600) subpopulations 

were only detectable within a short timeframe (<50 generations) when they exhibited 

genetic structure since panmictic subpopulations remained genetically similar to one 

another. In the simulation model used, genetic structure was created by isolation by 

distance where the scale of the structure is defined by the genetic neighborhood (Wright 

1946, 1951) and the neighborhood size (Nb) defined the size of the sampling units (see 

Fig. 3.1). Using this approach, the size of the subpopulations did not affect detectability 

of migrants, but increasing neighborhood size increased the lag time between 

fragmentation and when detectability of migrants reached a high level. This result is 

expected based on the slower rate of local genetic drift in larger neighborhoods; however, 

the results indicated that detectability of immigrants increased to nearly 100% within 

about Nb/2 generations.

These results are essentially the opposite of those of Landguth et al. (2010) who 

found that increasing the dispersal distance (and therefore the neighborhood size) 

decreased the time until a barrier could be detected using Mantel's test. The reason for 

this reversal is not clear. Furthermore, they found a second potentially important but 

counter-intuitive result, that Mantel tests could be used to identify the presence of a 

barrier between two large, panmictic subpopulations within a single generation. Their 

approach did not appear to exploit the randomly generated linkage disequilibrium that 

builds up rapidly in panmictic populations once they are subdivided. This feature has 

been shown to be effective in detecting fragmentation in small populations (England et al. 

2010). 
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We did most tests with subpopulations large enough (N = 1600) that drift at the 

level of the entire subpopulation would be relatively insignificant over the short time 

range considered (up to 50 generations). As expected, higher pairwise FST values, which 

measure genetic structure both between and within subpopulations, increased the 

detectability of migrants. Thus, we found that neighborhood size rather than the size of 

the entire subpopulation determined how readily migrants could be detected.

We found that the homogenizing effects of recurrent migration through the 

corridor reduced the ability of the assignment test to identify migrants (Fig. 3.6a). Under 

the isolation by distance model, this reduced ability was felt only in very close proximity 

to the corridor. The slow rate of gene flow within subpopulations, coupled with low 

migration between subpopulations, resulted in high detectability of migrants even short 

distances from the corridor, and this was essentially unaffected by the rate of recurrent 

migration through the corridor (Fig. 3.6b), at least within the range tested (up to Nm = 5).

We have introduced a novel method of detecting the presence of a barrier to gene 

flow. The method relies on the difference in likelihood of assigning a genotype to another 

sampling site within the subpopulation vs between subpopulations. In structured 

populations, individuals within a sampling site, or neighborhood have assignment 

likelihoods that are not independent of one another, increasing the type I error rate of 

detecting a barrier to approximately 20%. We were able to reduce this error rate to 

approximately 5% by increasing the critical t-value such that p < 0.0001 rather than 

p < 0.05. In doing so, the lag time between construction of the barrier and the ability to 

detect it statistically was increased only slightly (Tables 3.2). Furthermore, separation of 
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the sampling sites by even a single neighborhood, biased the results against detection of a 

barrier enough that the type I error rate dropped to 0. However, this method increased (to 

about 35 generations) the lag time between when the barrier was constructed and when it 

could be detected (Table 3.3).

Detecting migration using the methods outlined here proved less successful than 

detecting the barrier. As with detecting barriers, type I errors were high, though these 

could be reduced by increasing the critical t-value. Type II errors (migration failed to be 

detected) remained high, even after 50 generations. Thus, a test that is more sensitive to 

migration is required.

Throughout the preceding analysis, we have assumed that genotypes for all 

individuals within a sampling site can be obtained and therefore the sample gene 

frequencies can be estimated with low error. While this is unlikely to be strictly true in 

any empirical study, the number of individuals we considered sampling from each 

sampling site (12–75, depending on density) is certainly within reason. Increased power 

of assignment tests can be obtained by increasing the number of loci, particularly ones 

with high diversity. We only used data from 10 loci, however diminishing returns are 

obtained above 10 loci and 6 alleles per locus (Bernatchez and Duchesne 2000). Similar 

findings were obtained by Paetkau et al. (2004) who also found diminishing returns in 

terms of statistical power for samples over about 50 individuals. 

Due to the importance of maintaining diversity within and among subpopulations 

of species of conservation concern, inferring the rate of migration across barriers is 

common in conservation genetic studies (e.g. Meldgaard et al. 2003, Clark et al. 2010). 
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However, because only low levels of migration (1 to 10 individuals per generation; 

Wright 1931, Mills and Allendorf 1996)  are thought to be necessary for maintaining 

genetic diversity, a precise estimate of migration rate, though desirable, is often not 

possible. More important is a binary assessment of whether a barrier to gene flow is 

complete or porous. To this end, the method we have described can be very useful for 

demonstrating whether or not a potential barrier completely blocks gene flow, and, as 

demonstrated here, this can be done within a short time after the construction of the 

barrier. 
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Appendix A.  Original SKR model and changes made to 

formulate “revised” model.

Original Model

Gilpin's (1995) model was spatially explicit with each grid cell of 300m x 300m 

being a panmictic population with semi-independent dynamics. Population dynamics for 

t years were modeled for each of i cells assuming geometric growth (for Nit < Ki) with 

population regulation for Nit > Ki. The carrying capacity (K) of each cell was set at 20% 

greater than survey estimates (using burrow counts) of O'Farrell and Uptain (1989). 

Dispersal was modeled as a fixed proportion of individuals emigrating to each of the four 

bordering cells and a single cell chosen randomly from the 5x5 square centered around 

the focal cell (“long-distance” dispersal). Additional density-dependent dispersal 

increased dispersal rates when Nit > Ki. No migration between reserves was included in 

the model since there are no habitat linkages. 

Yearly environmental stochasticity in growth rate (assumed to be primarily driven 

by rainfall; Price and Endo 1989) was correlated among the reserves (pairwise 

correlations 0.8 ≤ r ≤ 0.95 depending on geographic distance) and identical for every cell 

within a particular reserve, but with no annual autocorrelation. Demographic 

stochasticity, the randomness associated with the birth and death processes, affected each 

cell independently and was ignored when Nit > 50. Cells were considered extinct if they 

had fewer than 12.5 individuals. For additional details of the original model, see Fig. A1 

and Price and Gilpin (1996).
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Revised model

The following list gives additional details of how the original model was changed 

to the “revised” model.

1. Correction of logarithm arithmetic and a change in the sequence of the algorithm. The 

changed sequence resulted in population regulation affecting all individuals rather than 

only those which did not disperse and linked emigration with immigration so that all 

individuals which dispersed arrived in a destination cell and were fully accounted for.

2. Magnitude of environmental stochasticity. The empirically derived standard deviation 

determining environmental stochasticity was halved in the original implementation.  

This was corrected. 

3. Environmental stochasticity. The original model, operating on a logarithmic scale,  

introduced environmental stochasticity as symmetrical deviations from the mean 

growth rate ( ln λ ), but without accounting for the expected reduction in long-run 

growth rate ( r ) caused by the variance in the net reproductive rate, λ: 

r= ln λ−
σ

e

2

2
(A1)

(Lewontin and Cohen 1969, Lande et al. 2003).

4. Extinction threshold. The original model reduced to 0 the population of any cell falling 

below the per-cell threshold of 12.5 but elevated the population of an extinct cell to 

12.5 if any immigration occurred. Our modification was to end the simulation when a 

pseudo-extinction threshold of 50 individuals in the entire reserve system was 
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reached. 

5. Density dependence. The Beverton-Holt function replaced a function in the original 

that only limited growth when Nit > Ki. 

6. Migration. “No-loss” migration was introduced, which prevented immigration into 

unsuitable cells where Ki=0. Long-distance migration was eliminated since females 

rarely move more than the size of a cell (300m; Price and Endo 1989). 
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Figure A1: Flow chart of Gilpin's model for each reserve. Formulae are presented 

here for illustrative purposes and are, in some cases, simplified from those actually 

used in the model. Stepwise changes to the value of N are denoted with a prime (') 

such that N' in one step becomes N in the next.
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Appendix B.  Modifications made to age-structured model of 

Price and Kelly (1994)

The model of Price and Kelly (1994) described survival probabilities from 0-3 

months (Pnew = 0.35) and from 3-12 months (Pjuv = 0.59), followed by intervals of one 

year (Padult = 0.18). Taking into account offspring born to the first cohort of juveniles each 

year (mjuv = 0.5), survival through the first year (Pnew and Pjuv), offspring born to adults 

(madult = 0.26), and the fact that numbers were based on pre-breeding censuses, adult 

fertility was calculated as madult(1 + Pnew mjuv)Pnew Pjuv (Price and Kelly 1994). This resulted 

in the transition matrix with λ = 0.82, which Price and Kelly (1994) acknowledged was 

an underestimate since the population on their study grid did not decline during the 

course of the study. We increased λ in the following ways to obtain matrix A (Eq. 1.2 in 

text).

First, we increased Padult from 0.18 to 0.32. This value is the mean of the estimates 

by Price and Kelly (1994) and Kelt et al. (2005) and is within the 95% CI of third year 

individuals as estimated by Price and Kelly (1994), though outside the 95% CI of second 

year animals. The estimates by Price and Kelly (1994) and McClenaghan and 

Taylor(1993; 0.18 and 0.12 respectively) involved the use of small trapping grids and 

likely confounded survival with dispersal. Second, we increased Price and Kelly’s (1994) 

estimates of Pnew from 0.35 to 0.40 and Pjuv from 0.59 to 0.62. Price and Kelly (1994) 

suggested that their estimate of these parameters may be low. Such changes represent an 

increase in one standard deviation for each of these two measurements.
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Appendix C.  Stochastic population growth 

In the age-structured model, we modeled environmental stochasticity by 

generating a new transition matrix each year for each reserve. Elements of the matrix 

were varied such that the standardized variance (STVAR = σ2/μ2) was the same for each 

element, resulting in higher variances for fertility (whose means were higher) than for 

survival. The matrix was further modified to take Beverton-Holt dynamics into account 

by multiplying the matrix by a scalar. Thus, cells within a reserve all experienced the 

same environmental stochasticity but, due to different values of N and K in each cell, 

experienced different growth rates for a given year.
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Figure C1: Relationship of σe in revised model with STVAR in age-structured model.



Values of STVAR were chosen such that the resulting matrices had dominant 

eigenvalues (λ) whose standard deviation matched σe of the non-age-structured model. 

This was done separately for the base matrix A (text eq. 2) as well as base matrices with 

other λ values obtained by multiplying A by scalars. For example, Fig. C1 shows the 

relationship between STVAR and σe in the case of λ=1.07 and σe=0.40. Fig. C2 shows the 

frequency with which simulated matrix values were generated and the relationship 
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Figure C2: Values of fertility and survival determine λ of the transition matrix. The 

frequency with which matrices with given λ were generated is shown on the right.



between simulated matrix values and simulated λ values. Note that the non-linear 

relationship between fertility and survival along the x-axis is due to the random variates 

being based on lognormal and beta distributions, respectively. For a given value of σe, the 

relationship in Fig. C1 varied slightly depending on the value of λ used, with relevant 

values given in Table C1.
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Table C1: Values of STVAR used in age-structured model to emulate σe in revised model.

λ σe STVAR

1.01 0.26 0.066

1.02 0.40 0.122

1.05 0.40 0.133

1.07 0.40 0.140

1.10 0.40 0.146

1.15 0.40 0.154

1.15 0.80 0.500



Appendix D. Source code for original SKR population viability 

analysis

The following code is based on Gilpin's model. It can be run in the original form 

or with modification specified in Chapter 1. The program requires the following open 

source libraries:

• boost program options

• octave++

• gnu scientific library

• magick++

The following files, included here, are part of this program.

• main.cpp

• functions.h
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/// \file 
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <sstream>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <vector>
#include <ImageMagick/Magick++.h>

#include <gsl/gsl_cdf.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_statistics_double.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_randist.h>
#include <boost/numeric/ublas/matrix.hpp>
#include <boost/numeric/ublas/io.hpp>
#include <boost/program_options.hpp>
#include <octave/oct.h>

using namespace boost;
namespace po = boost::program_options;
using namespace std;
using namespace Magick;

//$Rev: 336 $ 

///typedef from boost to simplify coding of 2−dimensional matrices
typedef boost::numeric::ublas::matrix<double> matrix_d;
///typedef from boost to simplify coding of 2−dimensional matrices of ints
typedef boost::numeric::ublas::matrix<int> matrix_i;
///typedef from boost to simplify coding of 1−dimensional vectors
typedef boost::numeric::ublas::vector<double> vector_d;
///a boost map object that will hold all of the program options and be available
 both to main() as well as any function because it is a global variable.
po::variables_map vm; 
int fn_rnd_zone(const int x_coord, 

const int y_coord, 
const bool use_reserve_file,
const matrix_i& reserves);

void var_covar_set(matrix_d &l);
void rand_get(vector_d &c,

      const matrix_d &l, 
      const double lambda, 
      const double EV);

void get_parameters(int argc, char *argv[], po::variables_map &vm);
void GIS_get(matrix_d &state, const string &mapfile);
void omitRegion(const vector<int>& omit,

matrix_d &state,
const matrix_i& reserves);

void spread(const int &row, 
    const int &col, 
    const matrix_d &state, 
    const matrix_d &k,
    const double disp,
    matrix_d &delta);

void spreadSimultaneousAddLoss(const int &row, 
       const int &col, 
       matrix_d &state, 
       const matrix_d &k_linear,
       const double disp,
       matrix_d &delta); 

Page 1/12main.cpp
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int calc_extant_cells(const matrix_d &state);
double calc_pop_index(const matrix_d &state);
void printMatrix(const matrix_d &state, const bool log);
int print_stats(const matrix_d &state, const int year, const int revision,

ofstream& fout);
bool fileExists(const string& filename); 
Image drawMap(const matrix_d &state);
double norm2norm(const double& original,

 const double& original_mean,
 const double& original_var,
 const double& new_mean,
 const double& new_var);

double norm2lognorm(const double& original,
    const double& lognormal_mean,
    const double& lognormal_var);

/**Random number generators
   We use two distinct generators so that we can seed them separately. The 
   one that is labelled with EV is used exclusively for generating randomness
   in environmental stochasticity.*/
gsl_rng* RNG = gsl_rng_alloc(gsl_rng_mt19937);
/**Random number generator for environmental stochasticity. Can be seeded 
   separately from the general generator in order to maintain uniformity
   across runs (if desired) so that other parameters can be compared more 
   directly. This is the same as is done by Gilpin.*/
gsl_rng* EV_RNG = gsl_rng_alloc(gsl_rng_ranlxs0);

int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
  //Notes prefixed by "G:" appeared in Gilpin’s original code and are included
  // here because they are useful or help determine the intent of the original
  // code.
  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  // Declare variables necessary for get_parameters() //
  // See function get_parameters() for details        //
  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //Get the revision number
  char rev[] = "$Rev: 336 $"; // quoted text is for substitution by subversion
  char *rev_num;
  char delim[] = " ";
  rev_num = strtok(rev,delim);
  rev_num = strtok(NULL, " ");
  int revision = atoi(rev_num);
  
  get_parameters(argc, argv, vm);
  const int ORIGINAL_GILPIN_ORDER = vm["orig_gil_order"].as<int>();
  const bool visualize = vm.count("Visualize");
  const string outfile = vm["outfile"].as<string>();
  const string mapfile = vm["mapfile"].as<string>();
  const string animationfile = vm["animationfile"].as<string>();
  const string corfile = vm["corfile"].as<string>();
  const int years_of_sim = vm["years_of_sim"].as<int>();
  const double EV = vm["EV"].as<double>(); 
  const double DS = vm["DS"].as<double>();
  const double lambda = vm["lambda"].as<double>();
  const double disp = vm["disp"].as<double>() / 100.0;  //divide by 100
  const int seed = vm["seed"].as<int>();
  const int ev_seed = vm["ev_seed"].as<int>();
  //Omit is special because several areas may be omitted and 
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  // boost::program_options is difficult here by not providing for the 
  // possibility of either the option having either zero or many ’tokens’
  vector<int> omit;
  if(vm.count("Omit")) { 
    omit = vm["Omit"].as<vector<int> > ();
  }
  //We need to decrease the value of each omitted region because this program
  // has zero−based matrices, whereas BASIC (Gilpin’s program) is based on one
  for(unsigned int i = 0 ; i < omit.size(); i++ ){
    omit[i] = omit[i] − 1;
  } 
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //initiate random number generator
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  gsl_rng_set(RNG,seed);
  gsl_rng_set(EV_RNG, ev_seed); 
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  // Read correlation file and set the covariance matrix for 
  // random number generation
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  ifstream cor_in;
  cor_in.open(corfile.c_str()); 
  if(cor_in.fail())
    {
      cout << "Opening correlation file " << corfile << " failed. Exiting\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  matrix_d l;
  cor_in >> l;
  cor_in.close();
  vector_d c(l.size1());
  var_covar_set(l);
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////  
  //Set up the habitat and carrying capacity
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //Get the sizes from the map file
  ifstream fin;
  fin.open(mapfile.c_str());
  if(fin.fail())
    {
      cout << "Opening mapfile " << mapfile << " failed. Exiting\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  matrix_d temp_mat;
  fin >> temp_mat;
  int x_max = temp_mat.size2();
  int y_max = temp_mat.size1();
  fin.close();
  //unlike in Gilpin’s program, this program leaves the matrix in it’s 
  //geographical order (though y values are reversed, so it can easily
  //be plotted
  matrix_d state(y_max+4,x_max+4);
  state.clear();
  matrix_d predisp(y_max+4,x_max+4);//To hold state in midst of dispersal
  //predisp will be on the log scale
  predisp.clear();
  matrix_i reserves(y_max+4, x_max+4);
  reserves.clear();
  GIS_get(state, mapfile); 
  //Set up the reserve file if needed
  //This mirrors code in gis_get() by Gilpin
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  if(vm.count("useReservefile")) 
    {
      ifstream fin;
      fin.open(vm["reservefile"].as<string>().c_str());
      if(fin.fail())

{
  cout << "Failed to open file " << mapfile << ". Exiting\n";
  exit(1);
}

      matrix_d small;
      fin >> small;
      for(unsigned int row = 0; row < small.size1(); row++)

{
  for(unsigned int col = 0; col < small.size2(); col++)
    {
      reserves(row+2,col+2) = small(row,col);
    }
}

      fin.close();
      matrix_d temp(reserves.size1(), reserves.size2()); // same as reserves
      for(unsigned int row = 0; row < reserves.size1(); row++)

{
  for(unsigned int col = 0; col < reserves.size2(); col++)
    {
      temp((temp.size1() − 1 − row), col) = reserves(row,col);
    }
}

      reserves = temp;
    }
  // Omit regions that are specified to be omitted
  omitRegion(omit,state,reserves);
  //set up carrying capacity to be 20% greater than n
  matrix_d k_gilpin(state.size1(), state.size2());
  matrix_d k(state.size1(), state.size2());
  matrix_d k_linear(state.size1(), state.size2());
  if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {
    k_gilpin = state * 1.2;
  }  
  else {
    //Need to properly set up carrying capacity to be 1.2x the state matrix.
    for(unsigned int i = 0; i < state.size1(); i++) {
      for(unsigned int j = 0; j < state.size2(); j++) {

k(i,j) = state(i,j) + log2(1.2);
k_linear(i,j) = floor(pow(2,k(i,j))+0.5);

      }
    }
  }
  /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  // Variables for classifying cells as occupied or not and for setting
  // them to zero if necessary. They vary because whether we use Gilpin’s 
  // approximation or a true value of log2(N).
  /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  double minimal_pop = 0.0;
  double zero = 0.0;
  if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {
    minimal_pop = 0.02; //  0.2 / 10 (this is Gilpin’s original)
    zero = 0.0;
  }
  else {
    //Minimum is needed otherwise individuals could materialize out of thin
    // air so long as log(x) != −Inf. This way, there needs to be immigration
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    // to recover if pop drops below the minimal.
    minimal_pop = log2(vm["PET"].as<int>()); //  lowest possible integer
    zero = log2(0);
  }

  //////////////REPLICATION LOOP ////////////////////
  //
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //G: dispersal to 4 sides and one long−dist.
  // This is the proportion of individuals staying in the original cell.
  double disp_factor = 0;
  if(vm["longmigration"].as<int>() == 1) {
    disp_factor = (1−(5*disp));
  }
  else { //no long distance migration
    disp_factor = (1−(4*disp));
  }
  //G: works for growth of logarithm
  /**@gilpin_log Gilpin calculates \f$ grow\_delta = \lambda − 1 \f$ and claims 
     that this works for the growth of logarithms. This would be reasonable
     if he were operating in log_e, but log2(1.15) = 0.2, not 0.15
     Here, we correct it to take
     the true value of \f$ \log(\lambda) \f$ */
  double grow_delta = 0;
  if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {
    grow_delta = lambda − 1;
  }
  else { 
    grow_delta = log2(lambda);
  }
  double DS2 = DS * 0.5; 
  //DS2 = Demographic stochasticity with moderate pop sizes
  //G: DS declines with N, by 50%
  //delta will hold the number of immigrants into cells
  matrix_d delta(state.size1(), state.size2()); 
  std::vector<Image> images; /////For recording image if −v option is set
  images.push_back(drawMap(state));
  int iyear = 0;
  //   if( ! vm.count("Quiet") ) {
  //     cout << "Year " << iyear 
  //  << "\tExtant cells: " << calc_extant_cells(state) 
  //  << "\tPop index: " << calc_pop_index(state) 
  //  << "\tlambda: " << lambda << endl;
  //   }  

  //If a time series printout is requested, open the necessary files
  ofstream time_series_outstream;
  if(vm["time_series"].as<int>() == 1)
    {
      string time_series_outfile = vm["outfile"].as<string>();
      time_series_outfile += ".timeseries.txt";
      time_series_outstream.open(time_series_outfile.c_str());
    }
  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  // Start the yearly loop
  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  double stochasticity[years_of_sim];
  while(calc_extant_cells(state) > 0       &&

iyear < years_of_sim               && 
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calc_pop_index(state) > vm["globalPET"].as<int>() )
    { 
      iyear++;
      delta.clear();
      //reset predisp (needs to be done carefully since it’s on log scale
      for(int row = 0; row < predisp.size1(); row++)

{
  for(int col = 0; col < predisp.size2(); col++)
    {
      predisp(row,col) = log2(0);
    }
}

      //c gets a new set of correlated random numbers that will apply 
      // for the current year
      rand_get(c, l, lambda, EV);
       
      // Year_stoch is for collecting stats as the program runs
      double year_stoch[c.size()];
      for(int i = 0; i < c.size(); i++)
  { 

  year_stoch[i] = EV*c(i); 
}

      stochasticity[iyear] = gsl_stats_mean(year_stoch,1,c.size());
      stochasticity[iyear] = EV*c(0); //Stochasticity for one region
      ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
      //Iterate through each cell. There are two possible sequences, 
      // controlled by the parameter orig_gil_order (which becomes
      // ORIGINAL_GILPIN_ORDER (1=original, 0=modified)
      // In each loop, we:
      //_____________________________________________________________________
      // Original Gilpin_order == 1       | Modified (Gilpin_order == 0
      //  Population growth               |  Population growth
      //                                  |  Reduce towards K
      //  Reduction of cell by dispersal  | 
      //  Demographic stochasticity       |  Demographic stochasticity
      //  Reduce towards K                |
      //  Round to nearest integer        |  Round to nearest integer
      //                                  |  Reduce cell by dispersal
      //  Store migrants in delta matrix  |  Store migrants in delta matrix
      //  End loop for individual cells   |  End loop for individual cells
      //  Add delta matrix to main matrix |  Add delta matrix to main matrix
      ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
      for(unsigned int row = 2; row < state.size1()−2; row++) {

for(unsigned int col = 2; col < state.size2()−2; col++) {
  if(state(row,col) > zero ) { //no dynamics if extinct
    int region = fn_rnd_zone(col, 

     row, 
     vm.count("useReservefile"),
     reserves);  

    //st is the same as Gilpin’s st1
     /* Calculations of the next generation’s population occur in 
        st and are then placed back into state*/
     //Gilpin says the following "works as if state=log(density)" 

    double st = state(row,col);
    //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
    //Growth of cell
    //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
    /**@gilpin_log Since Gilpin uses (pseudo) logarithms, he adds 
       the growth from a generation to the current generation. 
       This conforms to the equation 
       \f[ \log_2(N_{(t+1)}) = \log_2(N_{(t)}) + \log_2 \lambda \f]
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       but Gilpin simply adds the environmental variance to this
       without reducing the mean (see Lande et al).
       (this behavior is retained in Env_method=0, 1, or 2). 
       Instead, \f$ \lambda \f$ itself should be a lognormally 
       distributed variate with mean \f$ \bar\lambda \f$. In this way, 
       \f$ \lambda \f$ doesn’t need to be decremented by 
       \f$ \sigma_{\lambda}^{2} / 2 \f$ as Gilpin should have done 
       (where 
       \f$ \sigma_{\lambda}^{2} = 
       \sigma_{e}^{2}+\frac{\sigma_{d}^{2}}{N_{t}}\f$)
       This is implemented using −−Env_method >= 3 which also accounts
       for the reduction in \f$\ln\bar\lambda\f$ by stochasticity.
       The similar logistic form is implemented using −−Env_method=4
       and Beverton−Holt by −−Env_method=5.
    */
    if((vm.count("Gilpin")) || 
       ((vm["Env_method"].as<int>() != 3) &&

(vm["Env_method"].as<int>() != 4) &&
(vm["Env_method"].as<int>() != 5)))

      {
 st = st + grow_delta + EV*c(region);   

      }
    else if((vm["Env_method"].as<int>() == 3) ||

    (vm["Env_method"].as<int>() == 4) ||
    (vm["Env_method"].as<int>() == 5)) {

      double num_inds = floor(pow(2,st)+0.5);
      //double var_lambda = pow(EV,2) + pow(DS,2)/num_inds;
      // Demographic stochasticity automatically adds variance 
      // essentially adjusting the mean so shouldn’t add additonal
      // variance beyond that. Demographic stochasticity is modeled
      // as a poisson process in the non−Gilpin versions where
      // Env_method >= 3.
      double var_lambda = pow(EV,2); 
      // Get the random number
      // It comes from rand_get with a mean of 0 and var=1
      double env = c(region);
      if(vm["Env_method"].as<int>() == 3) //Exponential growth

{
  //N’ = N * lambda
  num_inds = num_inds * 
    norm2lognorm(env, lambda, var_lambda);
}

      else if(vm["Env_method"].as<int>() == 4) // Logistic growth
{
  // N’ = N * lambda * exp(−rN/K)   or

   // ln(N’) = lnN + (ln(lambda) − (rN))/K
  num_inds = num_inds *
    norm2lognorm(env, lambda, var_lambda) *
    exp((−1 * log(lambda) * num_inds) / k_linear(row,col));
}

       else if(vm["Env_method"].as<int>() == 5) // Beverton−Holt
 {

  // N’ = (lambda * K * N) / (lambda * N − N + K)
   num_inds = (norm2lognorm(env, lambda, var_lambda) *

      k_linear(row,col) * num_inds ) /
     (lambda * num_inds − num_inds + k_linear(row,col));
 }

      //Demographic stoch
      num_inds = gsl_ran_poisson(RNG, num_inds);
      //Change back to log2 scale
      st = log2(floor(num_inds + 0.5));//and round
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    }
    
    if(ORIGINAL_GILPIN_ORDER==0)
      {

// Reduction towards carrying capacity
// Note that this section has moved from the original
if(vm.count("Gilpin") && (st > k_gilpin(row,col)))
  {
    st = ((k_gilpin(row,col) * 3) + st) * 0.25; 
  }
else if((vm["Env_method"].as<int>() <= 3) && (st > k(row,col)))
  {
    st = ((k(row,col) * 3) + st) * 0.25; 
  }
st = log2(floor(pow(2,st) + 0.5));//round

      }//endif ORIGINAL_GILPIN_ORDER==0
  
    if(ORIGINAL_GILPIN_ORDER==1)
      {

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Reduction of cell by dispersion
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/**@gilpin_log The number of emigrants should be 
   \f[ emigrants = N * \sum{PerCellDispersalRate}\f] for all 
   cells that emigrants might disperse into. There are 5 
   cells into which they can go so the proportion remaining in
   the original cell is 
   \f[propStaying = 1−5*DispersalRate \f]
   so the size of the next generation should be 
   \f[ N_{(t+1)} = N_t * propStaying \f] 
   and taking logs of both sides leads to
   \f[ \ln(N_{(t+1)})=\ln(N_t*propStaying) \f]
   which can be rewritten 
   \f[ \ln(N_{(t+1)})=\ln(N_t) + \ln(propStaying) \f]
   Which is different from Gilpin’s original:
   \f[ \ln(N_{(t+1)}) = propStaying * \ln(N_t) \f]
*/
if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {
  st = disp_factor * st; //decreases by the amount emigrating
  //Note that disp_factor is the proportion staying (1−5*Disp)
}
else {   //Not Gilpin 
  //if there is a reflecting boundary, don’t lose as many 
  //individuals from border cells as you would if the boundary
  //was absorbing all individuals that might migrate
  if(vm["mig_mode"].as<int>() == 1) { // if reflecting
    //figure out how many of the 4 neighoring cells 
    // have a k of zero
    int suitable_cells = 1;
    if(vm["longmigration"].as<int>() == 0)
      {

suitable_cells = 0; 
      }
    //if the long−distance migration happens: start@1 since 
    //there is at least one possible place for it to go (or at 
    //least to lose it to since long−distance migrants will be 
    //lost if they don’t land in a suitable place even with 
    //reflecting boundaries.
    if(k(row−1,col) > 0.001)
      suitable_cells++;
    if(k(row+1,col) > 0.001)
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      suitable_cells++;
    if(k(row,col−1) > 0.001)
      suitable_cells++;
    if(k(row,col+1) > 0.001)
      suitable_cells++;
    st = log2(1 − (static_cast<double>(suitable_cells) 

   * disp))+st;
  }//if reflecting
  else { //absorbing boundary as with Gilpin except 
    // with proper log
    // and this condition is also true for the decrease 
    // due with habitat selection a la Price and Gilpin
    st = log2(disp_factor) + st;
  } 
  st = log2(floor(pow(2,st)+0.5));//round
} //Not Gilpin

      } //endif ORIGINAL_GILPIN_ORDER==1
    
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
    // Demographic Stochasticity
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
    //magnitude of Demographic stoch depends on population size
    /**@gilpin_log Gilpin uses full−strength demographic stochasticity
       at \f$ \ln(N) < 1 \f$ and half−strength stochasticity
       at \f$ 1 < \ln(N) < 2 \f$. In the new version, since we
       use natural logarithms, we use the same values but on a log
       scale. Thus (and since Gilpin’s \f$\ln(N)=N/10\f$)
       we use the values of \f$ \ln(10) \f$ and \f$ \ln(20) \f$ as 
       cutoffs.*/
    if((vm["Env_method"].as<int>() != 3) &&
       (vm["Env_method"].as<int>() != 4) &&
       (vm["Env_method"].as<int>() != 5))
      //Demographic stochasticity is implemented along with EV in
      //the Env_method=3, 4, or 5 options
      {

if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {
  if(( st < 1 ) && (st > 0)) { 
    //for small pops size, larger DS
    st = st + DS * (gsl_rng_uniform(RNG) − 0.5);
  }
  else if(( st >= 1) && (st < 2)) { 
    //for larger pops, smaller DS
    st = st + DS2 *(gsl_rng_uniform(RNG) − 0.5);
  }
}//if gilpin
else { //not Gilpin
  if(( st < 4.643856 ) && (st > zero)) { // < log2(25)
    //st = st + DS * (gsl_rng_uniform(RNG) − 0.5);
    st = st + (DS * (gsl_rng_uniform(RNG)−0.5)*3.4641016);//2rt3
  }
  else if(( st >= 4.643856) && (st < 5.643856)) { //log2(50)
    //log(10)−log(20)
    //st = st + DS2 *(gsl_rng_uniform(RNG) − 0.5);
    st = st + (DS2 * (gsl_rng_uniform(RNG)−0.5)*3.4641016);
  }
  st = log2(floor(pow(2,st)+0.5));//round
}//if not gilpin

      }//if not method 3 or 4 or 5
       /**Gilpin encorporates Demographic stochasticity

  wrong as he uses simple if statements rather than else−if
  statements. In his version, st could be modified first by DS
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  and then by DS2. This is corrected in all versions here, 
  including the −−Gilpin (−G) version. */

    if(st > zero) 
      {

if(ORIGINAL_GILPIN_ORDER==1)
  {
    ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
    // Reduction of cell if it exceeds carrying capacity k
    // Or if it is close to zero
    ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
    /**If the next size of the cell is greater than the carrying
       capacity (k) then apply the weird formula (which comes 
       from Gilpin) \f$N=\frac{3\ln(K)+\ln(N)}{4} \f$ . 
       With the logistic growth equation, no capping is done 
       since the equation itself takes care of this.*/
    //If the next size is between zero and k then assign it
    //If the next size is less than zero, then assign zero*/
    /**Note that by reducing the cells to carrying capacity here

,
       we essentially have too many individuals at the end. 
       This is because the function spread() below only adds 
       in individuals rather than really moving them around. 
       Individuals were removed from the cells above and 
       so only need to be replaced. 
       However, if the population is growing stongly, it gets 
       limited to k only after individuals are removed. Then 
       they are put back by spread().*/
    if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {
      if(st > k_gilpin(row,col)) {

st = ((k_gilpin(row,col) * 3) + st) * 0.25; 
      }
    }
    else if(vm["Env_method"].as<int>() <= 3) {
      if (st > k(row,col)) {

st = ((k(row,col) * 3) + st) * 0.25; 
      }
      st = log2(floor(pow(2,st)+0.5));//round
    }
  }//endif(ORIGINAL_GILPIN_ORDER==1)
//if(st>log(k(row,col)))
//Round to nearest integer
if(!vm.count("Gilpin"))
  {
    st = log2(floor(pow(2,st) + 0.5));
  }
// Problem: Dispersal reduces the population size but only 
// puts back a portion that is based on the reduced size. 
// Instead, we need to make sure that what is put back
// is based on the pre−reduction size. 
// Use predisp to hold the state matrix so that it doesn’t get 
// changed by reduction by dispersal. 

predisp(row,col) = st;
state(row,col) = st;
if(ORIGINAL_GILPIN_ORDER==0)
  {
    //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
    // Reduction of cell by dispersion
    //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
    // When not using the original Gilpin order,
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    // do the loss and gain of migrants simultaneously.
    spreadSimultaneousAddLoss(row,

       col,
       state,
       k_linear,
       disp,
       delta);

  }//endif ORIGINAL_GILPIN_ORDER==0
      }//if(st > zero)
  else 
    { //in this case st < 0 
      state(row,col) = zero; 
    }
  //   printMatrix(state, true);
  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  // Set aside migrants.
  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  if(vm.count("Gilpin"))
    {
      spread(row, col, state, k_gilpin, disp, delta);
    }
  else
    {
      if(ORIGINAL_GILPIN_ORDER==1)

{
  spread(row,col,state,k_linear,disp,delta);
}

      else 
{
  //Nothing to be done here as it was already taken care of
  //above
  //spread(row,col,predisp,k_linear,disp,delta);
}

    }
 

}//if state > 0
      }//for cols
    }//for rows
  //this ends the looping for individual cells
  //Add the state and delta matrices together to add migrants to state
  /**@gilpin_log Gilpin treats the matrix of migrants on the log scale. We 
     keep it as raw numbers and so need to transform it before combining
     it with \f$ \ln(N) \f$. Thus, in the new version, 
     \f[ \ln(N_{(t+1)}) = \ln(e^{\ln(N_t)} + immigrants) \f]
  */      
  for(unsigned int row = 0; row < state.size1(); row++) {
    for(unsigned int col = 0; col < state.size2(); col++) {
      //Add immigrants to residents, rounding for non−gilpin
      if(delta(row,col) > zero) { //If immigration into this cell

if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {
  state(row,col) = state(row,col) + delta(row,col);
}
else {
  state(row,col) = log2(pow(2,state(row,col)) + delta(row,col));
}

      } 
    }
  }
  //printMatrix(state);
  /**@bug Gilpin reduces to zero any cell that is < 0.02. This seems like it
     would make recolonizing an extinct cell particularly difficult
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     @gilpin_log Gilpin reduces to zero any cell that is < 0.02. In his 
     program, 0.02 is equal to a N of 0.2, so we simply convert this 
     to the log scale we are using. \f$ \ln(0.2) = −1.6094 \f$ and rather 
     than reduce such cells to zero, we reduce them to \f$ \ln(0) \f$. */
  for(unsigned int row = 0; row < state.size1(); row++) {
    for(unsigned int col = 0; col < state.size2(); col++) {
      if(state(row,col) <= minimal_pop) {

state(row,col) = zero;
      }
    }
  }
  if(visualize) 
    {
      images.push_back(drawMap(state));///For recording image
    }
  if( ! vm.count("Quiet") ) {
    cout.precision(5);
    cout << "Yr " << iyear 

 << "   Stoch: " << stochasticity[iyear]
 << "\tExtant cells: " << calc_extant_cells(state) 
 << "\tPop index: " << calc_pop_index(state) << endl;

  }
  if(vm["time_series"].as<int>() == 1)
    {
      time_series_outstream << iyear << "\t" 

    << calc_pop_index(state) << "\t"
    << c(0) << endl;

    }
  if(!vm.count("Gilpin")) {
    for(unsigned int row = 0; row < state.size1(); row++) {
      for(unsigned int col = 0; col < state.size2(); col++) {

state(row,col) = log2(floor(pow(2,state(row,col)) + 0.5));
      }
    }
  }
}//this ends the iyear loop
//Once we have either reached the end of the simulation time or there are
//no more extant cells, print results
//Open file for output, write column headings if new or append if it exists
ofstream fout;
print_stats(state, iyear, revision, fout);
//make animation
//In order to make animation, uncomment these as well as the two places above.
if(visualize)
  {
    std::vector<Image>::const_iterator begin_iter = images.begin();
    std::vector<Image>::const_iterator end_iter = images.end();
    vector<Image> animation;
    //morphImages(&animation, images.begin(), images.end(), 0);
    // writeImages(animation.begin(), animation.end(), animationfile);
  }
return 0; 
}
#include "functions.h"
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/// \file
#ifndef __FUNCTIONS_H__
#define __FUNCTIONS_H__
using namespace std;

///Return an integer signifying the habitat patch. 
/**The integer is one less than that given on Gilpin’s map, because C++ uses 
   zero−based vectors and matrices whereas BASIC uses 1−based. This function 
   uses the coordinates given as parameters to figure out which habitat patch 
   that location is in. It comes straight from Gilpin’s program.
   @note The x−coord is first even though for matrices row is usually first. 
   This means that this function should usually be called 
   as fn_rnd_zone(col,row).
   @return The index of the habitat patch in which x_coord and y_coord are 
   located. This is one less than the number in Gilpin’s program because 
   C++ matrices are zero−based.
   @param x_coord The x−coordinate of interest.
   @param y_coord The y−coordinate of interest.
   @param use_reserve_file Boolean for whether a reserve file should be used
   or whether the hard−coded reserves set by Gilpin should be used.
   @param reserves A matrix describing the reserves. Each element of the map
   should be represented by an element in reserves, the value of which 
   describes which reserve the cell belongs to. This is 1−based, not 0−based.
*/
int fn_rnd_zone(const int x_coord, 

const int y_coord,
const bool use_reserve_file,
const matrix_i& reserves)

{
  if(use_reserve_file)
    {
      return reserves(y_coord,x_coord) − 1 ;
    }
  //uses x_coord and y_coord because they are more explicit, but i and j are 
  //easier and the same as Gilpin’s program. 
  //Thus, this will often be called as fn_rnd_zone(col,row)
  int i = x_coord; //need to subtract two because we have added a border of two
  int j = y_coord; //but add one back because C++ is zero−based (basic is 1)
  i = i − 1;
  j = j − 1;
  int rnd_index = 0;
  if(i < 39) {
    rnd_index = 1;
  }
  if((i >= 39) && (i < 76)) { // Gilpin says i < 77 but I think this is wrong 
    //based on locations in the gis file. Plus, he draws lines at 76, not 77.
    if(j > 48) {
      rnd_index = 5; 
    }
    else if((j <= 48) && (j > (static_cast<double>(i) − 37.0) * 0.8)) {
      rnd_index = 2;
    } 
    else {
      rnd_index = 3;
    }
  }
  if(i >= 76) { //see above for why this isn’t 77
    if(j > 49) { 
      //Gilpin has this at 48 but experimentation shows that it should be 
      //at 49, otherwise some cells get put in the wrong region This may be 
      //due to the ’flipping over of matrices that I do to try to keep it in
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      // accordance with Gilpin’s
      rnd_index = 4;
    }
    else if ((j <= 49) && (j > 33)) { 
      //see above for why not j<=48 Also same reason for j>33 
      //(Gilpin has it at j>32)
      rnd_index = 6;
    }
    else {
      rnd_index = 7; }
  }
  return rnd_index − 1; //subtract one because C++ vectors are zero−based
}
       

///Sets up the covariance matrix for generating covarying random numbers
/**@param l A matrix (of type double) called ’l’ (the letter).
   The matrix ’l’ should be 7x7.
   @post The matrix ’l’ can now be used for rand_get for 
   obtaining correlated numbers.*/
void var_covar_set(matrix_d &l)
{
  //Convert from a boost matrix to an Octave matrix
  Matrix C(l.size1(), l.size2());
  for(int rows = 0; rows < l.size1(); rows++)
    {
      for(int cols = 0; cols < l.size2(); cols++)

{
  C(rows,cols) = l(rows,cols);
}

    }
  EIG eig = EIG(C);
  ColumnVector eigvalues = real(eig.eigenvalues());
  //put the eigenvalues on the diagonal 
  Matrix diag_eigvalues(eigvalues.length(), eigvalues.length());
  diag_eigvalues.fill(0);
  for(int i = 0; i < eigvalues.length(); i++)
    {
      diag_eigvalues(i,i) = eigvalues(i);
    }
  
  //get the element−wise square root of the eigenvalues
  Matrix sqrt_eigval(diag_eigvalues.rows(), diag_eigvalues.columns());
  sqrt_eigval.fill(0);
  for(int i = 0; i < diag_eigvalues.rows(); i++)
    {
      sqrt_eigval(i,i) = sqrt(diag_eigvalues(i,i));
    }

  //get square root of C (see page 286)
  Matrix square_root_of_C = real(eig.eigenvectors()) *
    sqrt_eigval *
    real(eig.eigenvectors()).transpose();

  //convert back to boost matrix  
  for(int rows = 0; rows < l.size1(); rows++)
    {
      for(int cols = 0; cols < l.size2(); cols++)

{
  l(rows,cols) = square_root_of_C(rows,cols);
}
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    }
  return;
}

///Gets a set of correlated raondom variates
/**The correlation between the random variates is determined by the ’l’ matrix
   which is defined in var_covar_set()
   @post The vector of random numbers (’c’) is changed
   @param c A gsl ublas vector to hold the generated random deviates.
   @param l A gsl ublas matrix (7x7) that has already been passed 
   through var_covar_set().
   @param lambda The multiplicative growth rate around which the random
   number is based.
   @param EV The standard deviation of environmental stochasticity. Actually,
   it is the st.dev. of growth rates observed by Gilpin.
   @bug Gilpin’s method multiplies by sqrt(3) instead of 2*sqrt(3) to get a 
   variance of 1 across a uniform distribution.*/
void rand_get(vector_d &c, 

      const matrix_d &l,
      const double lambda,
      const double EV)

{
  vector_d r(c.size()); //make vector r the same size as vector c
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < c.size(); i++)
    {
      //r’s should be a mean of 0 and var of 1
      //The variance is the (interval of the uniform)^2 / 12 so 
      //we should multiply by 2*sqrt(3) but Gilpin multiplies
      //by just sqrt(3)
      /**@Env_method Gilpin applies environmental stochasticity (EV) 

 according to
 \f[ \ln(N_{(t+1)})=\ln(N_{(t)})+r+(EV*RCN) \f]
 where \f$ r=\ln \lambda \f$ and RCN is the random correlated numbers
 that are correlated across patches, but not across years. \n
 \b Env_method=0 This is the default and calculates RCN as 
 Gilpin did. Namely, he draws random numbers from a uniform 
 distribution with a variance of 1/4. \n
 \b Env_method=1 This method calculates RCN as Gilpin did, except that 
 it correctly calculates the interval of uniformly distributed random 
 numbers as \f$ (ran−0.5)*2\sqrt{3} \f$. This gives a variance for the 
 random numbers of 1 as Gilpin states it should be.\n
 \b Env_method=2, 3, 4, 5. This method calculates RCN by drawing from a 
 normal distribution with a variance of 1 rather than a uniform 
 distribution. \n

      */
      if(vm["Env_method"].as<int>() == 0) {

//Gilpin’s method −− this is the default
//Gilpin’s method uses a uniform distribution with var=1/4
r(i) = ((gsl_rng_uniform(EV_RNG) − 0.5) * 1.732); //sqrt(3)

      }
      else if(vm["Env_method"].as<int>() == 1) {

//uniform distribution (as with Gilpin) but with var=1
r(i) = ((gsl_rng_uniform(EV_RNG) − 0.5) * 3.4641016); //2*sqrt(3)

      }
      else if(vm["Env_method"].as<int>() == 2) {
      r(i) = gsl_ran_gaussian(EV_RNG, 1);
      }
      else if(vm["Env_method"].as<int>() == 3 ||

      vm["Env_method"].as<int>() == 4 ||
      vm["Env_method"].as<int>() == 5) {
r(i) = gsl_ran_gaussian(EV_RNG, 1);
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      }
    }
  c = prod(l,r); //c gets changed
  //With only one pop, c=r
  //Note that the correlation in vector c works regardless of the method or
  // the variation. It also has the same variance across years as does r.
  return;
}
      
///Get all parameters either from the command line or from a file "parameters.tx
t" or accept default
/**The command line takes precedence over the input file "parameters.txt" which 
   takes precedence over the default.
   To see what program options are available and what the defaults are, 
   type −h or −−help on the command line. 
   @param argc Just pass in argc from main.
   @param argv[] Just pass in argv from main.
   @param vm An empty boost::program_options variables map
   @post All of the variables are assigned to the variables map*/
void get_parameters(int argc, char *argv[], po::variables_map &vm) 
{
  vector<int> omitted;
  po::options_description generic("Generic");
  generic.add_options()
    ("help,h", "Produce this help message")
    ("Visualize,V", "Make gif animation of simulation")
    ("Quiet,Q", "Don’t print any information to the screen")
 
    ;

  po::options_description accessory_files("Files");
  accessory_files.add_options()
    ("outfile,o",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("outfile.txt"),
     "File to which results are written")
    ("mapfile,m",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("10x10x4.map.matrix"),
     "File containing initial habitat information")
    ("animationfile,a",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("outfile.gif"),
     "File to which to animation is stored")
    ("reservefile,r",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("10x10x4.reserves.matrix"),
     "File containing info on reserve membership")
    ("corfile,c",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("10x10x4.cor.matrix"),
     "File containing the square correlation of reserves")
    ;

  po::options_description flow_of_control("Options to control how sim is run");
  flow_of_control.add_options()
    ("run",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(1),
     "Run number")
    ("Gilpin,G", 
     "Run the simulation as designed by Gilpin.\n"
     "  The following are changes made from the Gilpin design and therefore used
 by default unless −G is specified. They are also documented in more detail in t
he manual documented by doxygen\n"
     "**\tln(N) is true natural log rather than the N / 10\n"
     "**\tPost−emigration size is calculated properly for logs\n"
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     "**\tDemographic stochasticity is drawn from uniform random numbers with va
riance of 1 rather than Gilpin’s 1/12")
    ("orig_gil_order",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Run the simulation using Gilpin’s original ordering of events (1) or new, 
more appropriate order (0). The new order puts Reduction to K immediately after 
Pop Growth and Reduction by Dispersal right before migrants are added")
    ("useReservefile,R",
     "Run using a separate reserve file (remember to include −r filename).\n"
     "If not given, will default to using Gilpin’s hard−coded system")
    ("mig_mode",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Migration mode. \n"
     "**\t0: Default. Gilpin’s original migration where individuals go to nearby
 cells regardless of their carrying capacity\n"
     "**\t1: Reflecting boundaries. Individuals go at set rate to any cell with 
K>0. Fewer destination cells means that fewer leave cell of origin. If longmigra
tion=1, long dispersers may be lost\n"
     "**\t2: Habitat selection (see Price and Gilpin 1996). A set number leaves 
the cell, destination determined by relative carrying capacity. If there are few
 available destinations, they get all the migrants.\n")
    ("DD_emigrate,D",
     "Should there be density dependent emigration as well as normal dispersal? 
(true or false (default))")
    ("longmigration",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(1),
     "Should there be long−distance migration? (1(default)=yes, 0=no). There mus
t be longmigration with Gilpin model")
    ("Env_method,N",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Method of determining how environmental stochasticity is calculated.\n"
     "Note that all methods are compatible with the −−Gilpin flag in which case 
Gilpin’s method will be used for all but the drawing of random numbers and popul
ation growth. Options 0, 1, and 2 all use Gilpin’s growth equation.\n"
     "**\t0: Default. EV is calculated as done by Gilpin. It is uniformly distri
buted with a variance of 1/4.\n"
     "**\t1: EV is uniformly distributed with Var=1.\n"
     "**\t2: EV is normally distributed with Var=1.\n"
     "**\t3: EV is normally distributed with Var=1 but the stochasticity modifie
s lambda, not r. See additional documentation for details.\n"
     "**\t4: Logistic growth with EV similar to that in option 3.\n"
     "**\t5: Beverton−Holt growth\n")
    ("lc_decrement",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(1),
     "Decrease lambda by var(lambda)/2 as prescribed by Lande et al 2003. See al
so Lewontin and Cohen 1969. This should usually be 1.\nThis will only have an ef
fect for the modified models (Env_method=3,4,5)")
    ("Omit,O",
     po::value<vector<int> >(),
     "The number (according to Gilpin’s map) of regions to be eliminated from th
e simulation. This can be entered multiple times, but each must be preceded by t
he −O flag.")
    ;
  
  po::options_description parameters("Simulation Parameters");
  parameters.add_options()
    ("years_of_sim,y",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(200),
     "Number of years to run simulation")
    ("ds_factor",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(1.00),
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     "BROKEN: THIS HAS NO EFFECT. Factor by which to multiply the poisson varian
ce for demographic stochasticity. Factors 0 to 1 will decrease the variance. Fac
tors above 1 increase it. 1 gives poisson variance. This is only used when Env_m
ethod is 3, 4, or 5 and when in non−Gilpin mode.")
    ("DS,d",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0.80),
     "Demographic stochasticity (0−1)")
    ("EV,e",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0.80),
     "Environmental stochasticity (0−1)")
    ("lambda,l",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(1.2),
     "Growth rate of population (0.9−1.3)")
    ("disp,s",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(static_cast<double>(5.0)),
     "Percent dispersal to each adjacent (and 1 long−distance) cell")
    ("PET",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(1),
     "Pseudo−extinction threshold on a per−cell basis")
    ("globalPET",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Pseudo−extinction threshold for entire reserve system. Defaults to 0 becau
se Gilpin’s model did not include this. GlobalPET is essentially the same as PET
 for the age−structured model.")
    ("seed,S",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(time(0)),
     " Seed for the gsl random number generator dealing with demographic stochas
ticity. Default is a number based on the clock time (time(0)) and will change fr
om run to run if not otherwise set.")
    ("ev_seed,E",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(time(0)),
     "Seed for the random number generator dealing with environmental stochastic
ity. Using the same seed from run to run will keep the environmental stochastici
ty the same for making closer comparisons between runs with different parameters
. Default is a number based on the clock time (time(0)) and will change from run
 to run if not otherwise set.")
    ("note",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value(""),
     "Note to print out at end of results string. Should be single word.")
    ("time_series",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Print a time series for the entire population? Yes=1, No=0")
    ;
  po::options_description all_options("All available options");
  all_options.add(generic)
    .add(accessory_files)
    .add(flow_of_control)
    .add(parameters);
  po::store(po::command_line_parser(argc, argv).options(all_options).run(), vm);
  ifstream ifs("parameters.txt");
  po::store(po::parse_config_file(ifs, all_options), vm);
  po::notify(vm);
  //print options if −−help is on command line
  if (vm.count("help"))
    {
      cout << all_options << "\n";
      exit(0);
    }
  if (vm["longmigration"].as<int>() == 0 && vm.count("Gilpin"))
    {
      cout << "You cannot run the Gilpin version with no long distance migration
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.\nExiting.\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  if(vm.count("Visualize"))
    {
      cout << "Warning: you have selected to visualize results with the −v optio
n."

   << "\nThis may significantly slow down the simulation.\n";
    }
  return;
}

///Read in the GIS file to be used.
/**Reads in and checks the content of the GIS file, reverses the rows
   so that the regions correspond properly to the regions on the map and
   are in a coordinate system, and divides each value by 10 (as in the 
   Gilpin program) or takes it’s log(base2) (in the current version of the 
   program). Content checking is done simply by checking that the 
   correct number of cells are present. If not, it will not be read properly 
   and the program will exit with status 1.
   @param state A matrix filled with zeros that is larger (by 4 rows and 4 
   columns) than the GIS matrix.
   @param mapfile The filename of the GIS data file.
   @pre The matrix ’state’ should contain only zeros and be four cells 
   larger in each direction (a border of 2 cells) than the matrix in the 
   GIS file .
   @post The matrix ’state’ is changed to reflect the contents of the GIS 
   file, a border of 2 cells is added on each edge, and the values of each 
   cell is divided by 10 (Gilpin) or the log2 is taken.*/
void GIS_get(matrix_d &state, const string &mapfile) 
{
  ifstream fin;
  fin.open(mapfile.c_str());
  if(fin.fail())
    {
      cout << "Failed to open file " << mapfile << ". Exiting\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  matrix_d small; 
  //small holds the minimum matrix. We then add a border to it by putting
  //it into the middle of a bigger matrix (state)
  fin >> small;
  for(unsigned int row = 0; row < small.size1(); row++)
    {
      for(unsigned int col = 0; col < small.size2(); col++)

{
  state(row+2,col+2) = small(row,col);
}

    }
  //check that the matrix was read properly. It seems that if anything is wrong
  //then everything will remain zero. So we can check that there is something 
  //that isn’t zero to confirm correctness.
  double max = 0.0;
  for(unsigned int row = 0; row < state.size1(); row++)
    {
      for(unsigned int col = 0; col < state.size2(); col++)

{
  if(state(row,col) > max)
    {
      max = state(row,col);
    }
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}
    }
  //if nothing is > 0, then print message and exit.
  if(max < 0.01 ) //max is type double so can’t compare equality with zero
    {
      cout << "It seems the GIS file \"" 

   << mapfile 
   << "\" was not read correctly. Exiting..." << endl;

      exit(1);
    }
  //reverse the order of the rows to make it comparable to Gilpin’s and to be
  //able to use fn_rnd_get() to determine region
  matrix_d temp(state.size1(), state.size2()); // temp is same size as state
  for(unsigned int row = 0; row < state.size1(); row++)
    {
      for(unsigned int col = 0; col < state.size2(); col++)

{
   temp((temp.size1() − 1 − row), col) = state(row,col);

}
    }
  state = temp;
  /**@gilpin_log Gilpin divided the values in the GIS file by 10.
     This is maintained if the −G flag is set.
     Otherwise, the value is transformed to the log2. This presents
     a problem as @f$ \log_2(0)=−\infty \f$ and \f$ \log_2(1)=0 \f$ so that 
     many values may be below zero, where in Gilpin’s program the minimum 
     value was zero. We solve this by making a minimum population size
     and if it falls below, we assign it a very low value. 
     ie. if x<log2(1) then x=log2(0.000001) or so.\n */
  if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {
    state = state / 10;
  }
  else {
    for(unsigned int row = 0; row < state.size1(); row++) {
      for(unsigned int col = 0; col < state.size2(); col++) {

/*The following steps stansform the GRID coding in the input file
  to the arc/INFO vector coding, then to SKRs per acre, then SKRs per
  10 hectare cell. See Gilpin’s report (p22 + 24) in Vol II of HCP*/
double temp = (state(row,col) / 10) − 1;
state(row,col) = pow(2,temp) * 25;
if(state(row,col) <= 12.51 ) {
  //If less than 12 per cell, call it 0 (need to do this because
  //log scale never goes to zero but coding for 12.5 per cell is really
  //zero
  state(row,col) = 0;
}
state(row,col) = log2(state(row,col));

      }
    }
  }
  return;
}

/**Reduce the state variable and carrying capacity to zero for regions that have
 been omitted.
   @note This function should be called before the carrying capacity matrix k 
   is established because k should incorporate this information*/
void omitRegion(const vector<int>& omit,

matrix_d &state,
const matrix_i& reserves)

{
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  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < omit.size(); i++)
    {
      //go through all the cells and make the state matrix zero if that cell
      //falls in zone i
      for(unsigned int row = 0; row < state.size1(); row++) {

for(unsigned int col = 0; col < state.size2(); col++) {
  if(fn_rnd_zone(col, 

 row,
 vm.count("useReservefile"),
 reserves)

     == omit[i] ) {
    /**@gilpin_log Need to correct logarithm problem here by setting
       unused cells to 0 in Gilpin’s method or ln(0) otherwise.*/
    if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {
      state(row,col) = 0;
    }
    else {
      state(row,col) = log2(0);
    }
  }
}

      }
    }
  return;
}
  

///Handle the migration from a single cell both to nearby cells and long−distanc
e.
/**Calculates the migration and places the migrants into the matrix "delta". 
   Short−distance migrants only go to the four cells that share a border with
   the cell in question, but long−distance migrants can go to any of the 25
   cells in the vicinity of the cell, but they all go to that one chosen cell.
   Note that 1/25 times, the target cell for migrants will be the cell from 
   which they originate.
   This function should be called on each cell that has any individuals.
   Because of the possibility of moving migrants beyond the range of the
   matrix, it is important that the matrices (carrying capacity, state, and
   delta) have a border of at least 2 empty cells in each direction.
   @param row The row number of the cell
   @param col The column number of the cell
   @param state The matrix of population size
   @param k The matrix of carrying capacities (on the raw (linear) scale)
   @param disp The proportion that disperses to each of four neighboring cells
   when the carrying capacity of the cell is exceeded
   @param delta The matrix that holds the migrants
   @post The only parameter changed by this function is delta.
 */
void spread(const int &row,

    const int &col,
    const matrix_d &state,
    const matrix_d &k,
    const double disp,
    matrix_d &delta)

{
/**@gilpin_log Gilpin skips this function if the state variable 
     (\f$ \log_2(N) \f$) is zero. In changing the definition of the state
     variable to really be \f$ \log_2(N) \f$ rather than Gilpin’s 
     \f$ N/10 \f$, we can skip 
     cells in which \f$ \log_2(N) == \log_2(0) \f$ by changing the value of 
     ’zero’ according to which method we use. Thereafter, although we change 
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     the definition of the state variable much of the following code is the same
     for each method.*/
  double zero = 0.0;
  if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {
      zero = 0.000001;   //need this zero for comparing doubles 
    }
    else {
      zero = log2(0.000001);
    }
  if(state(row,col) <= zero) // if no individuals in cell
    {
      return;
    }
  /**@gilpin_log Gilpin calculates the number of non−density dependent 
     dispersers as \f$ \ln(dispersers) = disp * \ln(N) \f$ but this 
     is equivalent to \f$ \ln(dispersers) = \ln(N^{disp}) \f$ which 
     can’t be correct.
     To correct this, we should have \f$ dispersers = disp * N \f$ or
     \f$ \ln(dispersers) = \ln(disp) + \ln(N) \f$ or keep it on the raw 
     scale (as we do here) with \f$ dispersers = disp * \exp(\ln N) \f$ */
  /**@note Gilpin’s disp_amnt is on the log scale (I think) but my 
     disp_amnt is on the raw scale. This is to reduce computation time 
     since things are added on the raw scale.*/
  double disp_amnt = 0.0; //number of dispersers
  if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {
    disp_amnt = disp * state(row,col);
  }
  else {
    disp_amnt = disp * pow(2,(state(row,col)));
    disp_amnt = floor(disp_amnt + 0.5);
  }
  //  cout << "Disp amnt: " << disp_amnt << "\tfrom (row,col)= (" << row << "," 
<< col << ")  size:" << pow(2,(state(row,col))) <<  endl;
  
  if(vm.count("DD_emigrate"))
    {
      /**@gilpin_log Gilpin calculates the number of density−dependent 

 emigrants by 
 \f$ \ln(emigrants) = \ln(N) − \ln(carryingCapacity) \f$
 which is equivalent to  \f$ \ln(N/carryingCapacity) \f$ 
 which is wrong. To correct it, we use
 \f$ emigrants = N − carryingCapacity \f$ 
 but since the latter are only in log form, 
 \f$ emigrants = e^{\ln(N)} − e^{\ln(carryingCapacity)} \f$ 
 We keep these extra density−dependent emigrants on the 
 raw scale so that it’s similar to disp_amount (the non−DD dispersers 
 and can thus be added to them easily.)

      */
      double extra = 0.0;
      if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {

extra = state(row,col) − log2(k(row,col)); //log scale as done by Gil.
      }
      else {

extra = pow(2,state(row,col)) − k(row,col); //raw scale
      }
      if(extra > zero)

{
  /**@gilpin_log Gilpin adds the density−dependent migrants to the 
     non density−dependent migrants. This is wrong because both are 
     on a log scale. This addition is correct if the migrants are 
     kept on a raw scale, which they are in non−Gilpin methods*/
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  disp_amnt = disp_amnt + (extra/4.0);
  //why divide by 4 rather than 5?
  /**@bug Why divide the density−dependent extras by 4 rather than 5? 
     This implies that density dependent dispersal isn’t long−distance*/
}

    }
  //figure out where long migrants will go 
  //pick a number between −2 and +2 for both x and y coordinates
  int x_jump = static_cast<int>(5.0 * gsl_rng_uniform(RNG)) − 2;
  int y_jump = static_cast<int>(5.0 * gsl_rng_uniform(RNG)) − 2;
  //Do the migration within the delta matrix
  ////////////
  //If habitat selection
  ////////////
  if(vm["mig_mode"].as<int>() == 2) 
    {
      //count up the carrying capacities
      double total_k = 0;
      int target_cells = 4;
      if(vm["longmigration"].as<int>() == 1) {

total_k = total_k + k(row+y_jump,col+x_jump);
target_cells = 5;

      }
      //Normally, the number dispersing is per cell.
      //With the Price/Gilpin habitat selection, we need to pool them all
      //together and then divide them up based on the carrying capacities
      disp_amnt = disp_amnt * target_cells; //all dispersers to all cells
      total_k = total_k +

k(row−1,col) +
k(row+1,col) +
k(row,col−1) +
k(row,col+1);

      if(k(row,col+1) > 0.001) {
delta(row,col+1) = delta(row,col+1) + (disp_amnt*k(row,col+1)/total_k);

      }
      if(k(row,col−1) > 0.001) {

delta(row,col−1) = delta(row,col−1) + (disp_amnt*k(row,col−1)/total_k);
      }
      if(k(row+1,col) > 0.001) {

delta(row+1,col) = delta(row+1,col) + (disp_amnt*k(row+1,col)/total_k);
      }
      if(k(row−1,col) > 0.001) {

delta(row−1,col) = delta(row−1,col) + (disp_amnt*k(row−1,col)/total_k);
      }
      if(vm["longmigration"].as<int>() == 1)

{
  if(k(row+y_jump,col+x_jump) > 0.001) {
    delta(row+y_jump,col+x_jump)
      = delta(row+y_jump,col+x_jump) +
      (disp_amnt*k(row+y_jump,col+x_jump)/total_k);
  }
}

    }
  /////////
  //If "reflecting" or Gilpin (ie. not habitat selection)
  /////////
  else {    //if not habitatselection
    //If there is a reflecting boundary, we can treat things here as Gilpin
    //did, because we already prevented their loss from the cell in main.
    //So, the following is good for both Gilpin’s absorbing boundary as well
    //as the new "reflecting" boundary.
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    /*In each case add disp_amnt to the cells above, below, left and right but
      only if their carrying capacity (k) is > zero (0.000001 for Gilpin and 
      ln(0.000001 for the new version.*/
    if(vm.count("Gilpin"))
      {

if(k(row,col+1) >= 0.001) {
  delta(row,col+1) = delta(row,col+1) + disp_amnt;
}
if(k(row,col−1) >= 0.001) {
  delta(row,col−1) = delta(row,col−1) + disp_amnt;
}
if(k(row+1,col) >= 0.001) {
  delta(row+1,col) = delta(row+1,col) + disp_amnt;
}
if(k(row−1,col) >= 0.001) {
  delta(row−1,col) = delta(row−1,col) + disp_amnt;
}

      }
    else
      {

int num_cells = 0;
if(k(row,col+1) >= 1) {
  delta(row,col+1) = delta(row,col+1) + disp_amnt;
  num_cells++;
}
if(k(row,col−1) >= 1) {
  delta(row,col−1) = delta(row,col−1) + disp_amnt;
  num_cells++;
}
if(k(row+1,col) >= 1) {
  delta(row+1,col) = delta(row+1,col) + disp_amnt;
  num_cells++;
}
if(k(row−1,col) >= 1) {
  delta(row−1,col) = delta(row−1,col) + disp_amnt;
  num_cells++;
}

      }
    //long−distance migration.
    //Note that long distance 
    //migrants may actually end up back in the cell they started in.
    if(vm["longmigration"].as<int>() == 1)
      {

if(vm.count("Gilpin"))
  {
    if(k(row+y_jump,col+x_jump) >= 0.001) {
      delta(row+y_jump,col+x_jump)

= delta(row+y_jump,col+x_jump) + disp_amnt;
    } 
  }
else
  {
    if(k(row+y_jump,col+x_jump) >= 1) {
      delta(row+y_jump,col+x_jump)

= delta(row+y_jump,col+x_jump) + disp_amnt;
    }
  }

      }
  }
  return;
}
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///Handle migration from a single cell to nearby and long−distance cells by doin
g emigration and immigration essentially simultaneously
/**This function is similar to spread() except that it ensures that the correct
   number of individuals arrive in cells based on how many leave cells.
   This function should be called on each cell that has any individuals.
   Because of the possibility of moving migrants beyond the range of the
   matrix, it is important that the matrices (carrying capacity, state, and
   delta) have a border of at least 2 empty cells in each direction.
   @param row The row number of the cell
   @param col The column number of the cell
   @param state The matrix of population size
   @param k_linear The matrix of carrying capacities (on the raw (linear) scale)
   @param disp The proportion that disperses to each of four neighboring cells
   when the carrying capacity of the cell is exceeded
   @param delta The matrix that holds the migrants
   @post The only parameter changed by this function is delta.
*/
void spreadSimultaneousAddLoss(const int &row,

       const int &col,
       matrix_d &state,
       const matrix_d &k_linear,
       const double disp,
       matrix_d &delta)

{
  //Make all directions receive the same number of migrants
  int north= floor((disp*pow(2,state(row,col))) + 0.5);
  int south = north;
  int east = north;
  int west = north;
  int lm = north; //long migration
  if(vm["mig_mode"].as<int>() == 1) 
    { // if reflecting
      if(k_linear(row+1, col) >= 0.5)

{
  delta(row+1, col) = delta(row+1,col) + north;
  state(row, col) = log2(pow(2,state(row, col)) − north);
}

      if(k_linear(row−1, col) >= 0.5)
{
  delta(row−1, col) = delta(row−1,col) + south;
  state(row, col) = log2(pow(2,state(row, col)) − south);
}

      if(k_linear(row, col+1) >= 0.5)
{
  delta(row, col+1) = delta(row,col+1) + east;
  state(row, col) = log2(pow(2,state(row, col)) − east);
}

      if(k_linear(row, col−1) >= 0.5)
{
  delta(row, col−1) = delta(row,col−1) + west;
  state(row, col) = log2(pow(2,state(row, col)) − west);
}

      //Figure out where long−distance migrants will go
      //pick a number between −2 and +2 for both x and y coordinates
      if(vm["longmigration"].as<int>() == 1)

{
  int x_jump = static_cast<int>(5.0 * gsl_rng_uniform(RNG)) − 2;
  int y_jump = static_cast<int>(5.0 * gsl_rng_uniform(RNG)) − 2;
  if(k_linear(row+x_jump, col+y_jump) >= 0.5)
    {
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      delta(row+x_jump,col+y_jump) = delta(row+x_jump,col+y_jump)+lm;
      state(row, col) = log2(pow(2,state(row,col)) − lm);
    }
}

    }
  else //mig mode = 0 (Gilpin−style migration)
    {
      if(k_linear(row+1, col) >= 0.5)

{
  delta(row+1, col) = delta(row+1,col) + north;
}

      if(k_linear(row−1, col) >= 0.5)
{
  delta(row−1, col) = delta(row−1,col) + south;
}

      if(k_linear(row, col+1) >= 0.5)
{
  delta(row, col+1) = delta(row,col+1) + east;
}

      if(k_linear(row, col−1) >= 0.5)
{
  delta(row, col−1) = delta(row,col−1) + west;
}

      state(row, col) = log2(pow(2,state(row, col)) − north);
      state(row, col) = log2(pow(2,state(row, col)) − south);
      state(row, col) = log2(pow(2,state(row, col)) − east);
      state(row, col) = log2(pow(2,state(row, col)) − west);
      //Figure out where long−distance migrants will go
      //pick a number between −2 and +2 for both x and y coordinates
      if(vm["longmigration"].as<int>() == 1)

{
  int x_jump = static_cast<int>(5.0 * gsl_rng_uniform(RNG)) − 2;
  int y_jump = static_cast<int>(5.0 * gsl_rng_uniform(RNG)) − 2;
  if(k_linear(row+x_jump, col+y_jump) >= 0.5)
    {
      delta(row+x_jump,col+y_jump) = delta(row+x_jump,col+y_jump) + lm;
    }
  state(row, col) = log2(pow(2,state(row,col)) − lm);
}

    }
  return;
}
  
///Calculate the number of extant cells
/**@param state The matrix of population sizes
   @return The number of cells > 0.01*/
int calc_extant_cells(const matrix_d &state)
{
  int extant_cells = 0;
  for(unsigned int row = 2; row < state.size1()−2; row++) {
    for(unsigned int col = 2; col < state.size2()−2; col++) {
      if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {

if(state(row,col) > 0.01) { /*this should be an ok approx since those
      less than 0.02 were reduced to zero*/

extant_cells++;
}

      }
      else {

// if(state(row,col) >= log2(vm["PET"].as<int>())) {
if(floor(pow(2,state(row,col))+0.5) > vm["PET"].as<int>())
  {
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  extant_cells++;
}

      }
    }
  }
  return extant_cells;
}

///Calculates the pop_index which is a measure of the total population size.
/**The pop_index is calculated by Gilpin and used in the RECON 
   habitat assessment. If run under the −−gilpin flag, it formula is 
   \f$ \sum 10*\log_2N \f$ and otherwise
   \f$ \sum 2^{log_2N} \f$
   @param state The matrix of population sizes
   @return The sum of all cell sizes on a linear scale.*/
double calc_pop_index(const matrix_d &state)
{
  double pop_index = 0.0;
  for(unsigned int row = 2; row < state.size1()−2; row++) {
    for(unsigned int col = 2; col < state.size2()−2 ; col++) {
      if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {

pop_index = pop_index + (10*state(row,col));
      }
      else { //not gilpin

if(state(row,col) > log2(0.001)) {
  pop_index = pop_index + floor(pow(2, state(row,col))+0.5);
}

      }
    }
  }
  return pop_index;
}

///Print a boost ublas matrix of double precision numbers
/**This is a convenience function for troubleshooting.
   @param matrix A matrix of type boost::numeric::ublas::matrix<double>
   @param log Boolean value indicating whether the values given in matrix are
   log values (log base 2) and should be converted to linear values (log==true)
   or if they are already linear values and no conversion is necessary.
 */
void printMatrix(const matrix_d &matrix, const bool log)
{
  for(int row=matrix.size1()−3; row >=2 ; row−−)
    {
      for(int col=2; col<matrix.size2()−2; col++)

{
  if(log == true)
    {
      cout << pow(2,matrix(row,col)) << "\t" ;
    }
  else
    {
      cout << matrix(row,col) << "\t";
    }
}

      cout << endl;
    }
  return;
}
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///Print the stats (extant cells and total density) as well as many parameter va
lues to the output stream specified and return the number of extant cells
/**@param state The matrix of population size
   @param year The current year. This figure is not used in any and is 
   just printed.
   @param fout An established ofstream object attached to an open file.
   @param revision The revision number of main.cpp. Can be generated with
   subversion substitution and then parsed with strtok().
   @return The number of extant cells.*/
int print_stats(const matrix_d &state, const int year, const int revision,

ofstream& fout)
{
  if( ! fileExists(vm["outfile"].as<string>().c_str()))
    {
      fout.open(vm["outfile"].as<string>().c_str(), std::ios_base::app);
      //append to file
      fout << "run\t"

   << "year\t"
   << "cells\t"
   << "index\t"
   << "Gilpin\t"
   << "MigMode\t"
   << "long\t"
   << "DD_emigrate\t"
   << "Env_method\t"
   << "years\t"
   << "ds_f\t"
   << "DS\t"
   << "EV\t"
   << "lambda\t"
   << "disp\t"
   << "PET\t"
   << "gPET\t"
   << "seed\t"
   << "ev_seed\t"
   << "mapfile\t"
   << "resfile\t"
   << "corfile\t"
   << "rev\t"
   << "gil_order\t"
   << "note\n";

    }
  else
    {
      fout.open(vm["outfile"].as<string>().c_str(), std::ios_base::app);
      //append to file
    }
  int extant_cells = calc_extant_cells(state);
  double pop_index = calc_pop_index(state);
  fout << vm["run"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << year
       << "\t" << extant_cells
       << "\t" << pop_index
       << "\t" << static_cast<bool>(vm.count("Gilpin"))
       << "\t" << vm["mig_mode"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["longmigration"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << static_cast<bool>(vm.count("DD_emigrate"))
       << "\t" << vm["Env_method"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["years_of_sim"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["ds_factor"].as<double>()
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       << "\t" << vm["DS"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["EV"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["lambda"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["disp"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["PET"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["globalPET"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["seed"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["ev_seed"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["mapfile"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << vm["reservefile"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << vm["corfile"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << revision
       << "\t" << vm["orig_gil_order"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["note"].as<string>()
       << endl;
  fout.close();
  return extant_cells;
} 

///Figure out if a file exists or not
/**@param filename The file to check
   @return True (1) if the file exists, False (0) if it does not exist.*/
bool fileExists(const string& filename)
{
  fstream fin;
  fin.open(filename.c_str(), std::ios::in);
  if( fin.is_open() )
    {
      fin.close();
      return true;
    }
  fin.close();
  return false;
}

///Return a single image of the matrix state at the present time
/**This uses the imagemagick Magick++ library to draw an image which can then
   be saved to a file or displayed. Additionally, it can be called repeatedly
   in order to create an animation. The background is black, low densities
   (< 1.0) are blue, medium densities (< 2.0) are red, and high densities 
   (> 2.0) are yellow.
   @param state The boost ublas matrix with the density information.
   @return A Magick++ Image object.*/
Image drawMap(const matrix_d &state)
{
  Image image( Geometry(state.size2(),state.size1()), "black" ); 
  //imagemagick geometry is x,y rather than row,col as it is for matrix_d
  //Need to flip over the state matrix again since imagemagick draws down 
  //rather than up (Gilpin’s program drew up and we kept it this way in order
  //to keep fn_rnd_zone() intact
  matrix_d matrix(state.size1(), state.size2());
  matrix = state;
  //Iterate through the matrix, assigning colors for the value ranges
  //Black = Background (<0.001)
  //Blue = low density (0−1)
  //Red = med density (1−2)
  //Yellow = high density (>2)
  string color;
  for(unsigned int row = 0; row < matrix.size1(); row++) {
    for(unsigned int col = 0; col < matrix.size2(); col++) {
      if(matrix(row,col) < 0.001) {
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color = "white";
    }
      if(vm.count("Gilpin")) {

if(matrix(row,col) >= 0.01 && matrix(row,col) < 1.0)
  color = "blue";
if(matrix(row,col) >= 1.0 && matrix(row,col) < 2.0)
  color = "red";
if(matrix(row,col) >= 2.0)
  color = "yellow";

      }
      else {//not Gilpin

if(matrix(row,col) > log(0.000001) && matrix(row,col) < 3.21887)//log(25
)

  color = "blue";
if(matrix(row,col) >= 3.21887 && matrix(row,col) < 3.9120) //log(50)
  color = "red";
if(matrix(row,col) >= 3.9120)
  color = "yellow";

      }
      image.pixelColor( col,row, color ); 
    }
  }
  image.resolutionUnits(PixelsPerInchResolution);
  //   image.scale(Geometry(1000,1000));   //Enlarge the image (takes time)
  image.flip();
  //   image.display();                      //Display the image
  return image;
}

///Convert a normally distributed variable from one distribution to another dist
ribution.
/**Takes a random variate from a known normal distribution (known in the 
   sense that the variance and mean are known) and transforms it onto another
   distribution with a new mean and variance.
   @param original The original variate to be transformed.
   @param original_mean The mean of the distribution from which the original 
   variate was drawn.
   @param original_var The variance of the distribution from which the original 
   variate was drawn.
   @param new_mean The mean of the distribution for which a variate is saught.
   @param new_var The variance of the distribution for which a variate is sought
 */
double norm2norm(const double& original,

 const double& original_mean,
 const double& original_var,
 const double& new_mean,
 const double& new_var)

{
  // Figure out where we are on the normal distribution
  // taking into account the possibility of having a distribution not 
  // centered on zero
  double pos = gsl_cdf_gaussian_P(original − original_mean,sqrt(original_var));
  // get the new position
  return (gsl_cdf_gaussian_Pinv(pos, sqrt(new_var)) + new_mean);
}

///Convert a standard (mean=0, sd=var=1) normal variate to a lognormal with the 
specified mean and variance.
/**Although the lognormal distribution comes from the normal, the mean and
   variance are not related in the same way. For population simulatios,
   it is desirable to generate normal variates for stochasticity if operating
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   on the log scale, but lognormal variates on the linear scale.
   If r is the long−term growth rate, 
   \f[ \bar{r} = \ln{\bar{\lambda}} − \frac{\sigma^2_r}{2} \f]
   where
   \f[ \sigma^2_r = \ln(1+\frac{\sigma^2_{\lambda}}{\bar{\lambda}^2}) \f]
   This function calculates the mean and variance required of a normal 
   distribution such that when it is exponentiated, the resulting lognormal 
   distribution has the mean and variance specified. 
   @note In population simulations, we want to use the normal distribution 
   if the population is growing on the log scale. On the linear scale, we
   use a lognormal. This function can be used for that purpose and does not 
   need to be altered further to account for the difference in mean values
   between the normal and lognormal.
*/
double norm2lognorm(const double& original,

    const double& lognormal_mean,
    const double& lognormal_var)

{
  // We already have a standard normally distributed varaiate (original)
  // Need to change the mean and variance so that when the it is exponentiated
  // the final distribution has the correct mean and variance
  // let n_ be the normal distribution and ln_ be the lognormal
  // n_var = log(1 + (sqrt(ln_var)/ln_mean)^2)  #Lande 1.5a
  double n_var = log(1 + pow((sqrt(lognormal_var) / lognormal_mean),2));
  double n_mean = log(lognormal_mean) − n_var / 2;
  if(vm["lc_decrement"].as<int>() == 0)
    {
      n_mean = log(lognormal_mean);
    }
  // Change the normal distribution to have the new mean and var
  double new_norm = original * sqrt(n_var) + n_mean;
  return (exp(new_norm));
}

#endif
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Appendix E. Source code for age-structured model

The following code is for the age-structured model described in Chapter 1. The 

program requires the following open source libraries:

• boost program options

• octave++

• gnu scientific library

The following files, included here, are part of this program.

• main.cpp

• functions.h
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/// \file
/**
@mainpage SKR documentation
@author Senanu M. Spring−Pearson
*/

#include <iostream>
#include <iomanip>
#include <fstream>
#include <sstream>
#include <stdio.h> //needed to read vectors and remove files
#include <stdarg.h>             //needed for functions with var # args
#include <math.h>
#include <vector>
#include <string>
#include <algorithm>            //needed for random_shuffle
#include <unistd.h>

#include <gsl/gsl_cdf.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_statistics_double.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_randist.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_permutation.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_sort_vector.h>
#include <boost/program_options.hpp>
#include <octave/oct.h>

//using namespace std;
using namespace boost;
namespace po = boost::program_options;
using namespace std;

///a boost map object that will hold all of the program options and be available
/// both to main() as well as any function because it is a global variable.
po::variables_map vm;
/**Random number generators
   We use two distinct generators so that we can seed them separately. The
   one that is labelled with EV is used exclusively for generating randomness
   in environmental stochasticity.*/
gsl_rng* RNG = gsl_rng_alloc(gsl_rng_mt19937);

/**Random number generator for environmental stochasticity. Can be seeded
   separately from the general generator in order to maintain uniformity
   across runs (if desired) so that other parameters can be compared more
   directly. This is the same as is done by Gilpin.*/
gsl_rng* EV_RNG = gsl_rng_alloc(gsl_rng_ranlxs0);

void countPeripheralCells(const Matrix& reserves,
  Matrix& peripherals_map,
  int& num_peripheral,
  int& total_occupied_cells);

#include "functions.h"

int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
  srand(time(0));  unsigned int truncated_fert = 0;
  unsigned int truncated_surv = 0;

  /**********************************
  Get and parse subversion revision number
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  **********************************/
  char rev[] = "$Rev: 336 $";
  char *rev_num;
  char delim[] = " ";
  rev_num = strtok(rev,delim);
  rev_num = strtok(NULL, " ");
  int revision = atoi(rev_num);

   /*********************************
  Get options from command line and parameter file and assign variables
  **********************************/
  get_parameters(argc, argv, vm);
  const string mapfile         = vm["mapfile"].as<string>();
  const string reservefile     = vm["reservefile"].as<string>();
  const string correlationfile = vm["correlationfile"].as<string>();
  const string outfile         = vm["outfile"].as<string>();
  const int gens               = vm["generations"].as<int>();
  const int seed               = vm["seed"].as<int>();
  const int evseed             = vm["evseed"].as<int>();
  const double disp            = vm["disp"].as<double>();
  const double st_var          = vm["st_var"].as<double>();
  vector<int> omitted  ;
  if(vm.count("omit")) {
    omitted = vm["omit"].as<vector<int> > ();
  }

  /**********************************
  Initialize random number generator
  ***********************************/
  gsl_rng_set(RNG,seed);
  gsl_rng_set(EV_RNG, evseed);
  /**********************************
  Get info from files, as appropriate, and initialize other variables
  ***********************************/
  Matrix map = readMap(mapfile);
  Matrix reserves = readMap(reservefile);

  //figure out how many reserves there are
  int  num_reserves = 0;
  for(int row = 0; row < reserves.rows(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < reserves.cols(); col++)

{
  if(reserves(row,col) >= num_reserves)
    {
      num_reserves = reserves(row,col);
    }

 }
    }

  // Omit reserves, if necessary
  if(omitted.size() > 0)
    {
      omitReserves(omitted, map, reserves);
    }

  Matrix mask = makeMask(map);

  convertScale(map, mask);
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  // Reduce the number of cells, if asked to
  if(vm["eliminate_cells"].as<double>() > 0.00000001 )
    {
      eliminateCells(vm["eliminate_cells"].as<double>(), map, reserves);
      //eliminateCellsFromPeriphery(vm["eliminate_cells"].as<double>(),
      //   map, reserves);
      mask = makeMask(map);
    }
  if(vm["reduce_cells"].as<double>() > 0.000000001)
    {
      reduceAllCells(vm["reduce_cells"].as<double>(), map);
    }

  // Declare the Leslie matrix (different depending on whether age−structured)
  Matrix leslie(3,3);
  if(vm["age_struct"].as<int>() == 0)
    { //non−age−structured population
      leslie.resize(1,1);
    }

  //Create two values that populate the pre−breeding Leslie matrix
  // as in Price and Kelly:
  //   / fert  fert  fert \
  //   | surv  0     0    |
  //   \ 0     surv  0    /
  // where fert = m(1+p0*m)p0*p3
  // surv = adult survival
  double leslie_fert = 0;
  double leslie_p_ad = 0;
  if(vm["age_struct"].as<int>() == 1)
    {
      leslie_fert = vm["vital_m_ad"].as<double>() *

(1 + (vm["vital_m_juv"].as<double>() * vm["vital_p0"].as<double>())) *
(vm["vital_p0"].as<double>() * vm["vital_p3"].as<double>());

      leslie_p_ad = vm["vital_p_ad"].as<double>();
    }
  else //no age structure
    {
      leslie_fert = vm["lambda"].as<double>();
      leslie_p_ad = 0.1; // This is irrelevant without age structure
    }

  //Calculate the variances from st_var supplied to program
  // Use st_var_fert and st_var_surv if supplied. Otherwise use st_var
  //St_var = var / mean^2
  // Therefore var = St_var * mean^2
  double var_leslie_fert = 0;
  double var_leslie_p_ad = 0;
  if(vm["st_var_fert"].as<double>() > 0.0000001)
    {
      var_leslie_fert = vm["st_var_fert"].as<double>() * pow(leslie_fert,2);
    }
  else
    {
      var_leslie_fert = vm["st_var"].as<double>() * pow(leslie_fert,2);
    }
  if(vm["st_var_surv"].as<double>() > 0.0000001)
    {
      var_leslie_p_ad = vm["st_var_surv"].as<double>() * pow(leslie_p_ad,2);
    }
  else
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    {
      var_leslie_p_ad = vm["st_var"].as<double>() * pow(leslie_p_ad,2);
    }

  //Create matrix
  // Declare the Leslie matrix (different depending on whether age−structured)
  if(vm["age_struct"].as<int>() == 1)
    {
      leslie(0,0)=leslie_fert; leslie(0,1)=leslie_fert; leslie(0,2)=leslie_fert;
      leslie(1,0)=leslie_p_ad; leslie(1,1)=0;           leslie(1,2)=0;
      leslie(2,0)=0;           leslie(2,1)=leslie_p_ad; leslie(2,2)=0;
    }
  else
    { //non−age−structured population
      leslie(0,0) = vm["lambda"].as<double>();
    }

  //Multiply leslie matrix to adjust lambda for testing different lambda vals
  leslie = leslie * vm["lambda_multiplier"].as<double>();
  if(getLambda(leslie) < 1.0)
    {
      cout << "The Leslie matrix has lambda < 1 perhaps because of the \n"

   <<  "lambda_multiplier parameter. This will generate errors in "
   <<  "the density \n"
   <<  "dependence function which multiplies the matrix "
   <<  "by K/(K+(lambda−1)N).\nIf N ever exceeds K and lambda<1, "
   <<  "this function will exceed 1 and will\nlead to runaway growth "
   <<  "in that cell.\nNote that RAMAS solves this problem by using "
   <<  "R_max which is always \ngreater than 1 (see section 4.5 "
   << "of RAMAS 4.0 manual).\nProgram will exit if using "
   << "density_dependence but will continue for\nceiling model.\n";

      if(vm["density_dependence"].as<int>() == 0)
{
  cout << "Exiting\n" ;
  exit(1);
}

    }

  //Set up correlation matrix. Read from file if the value given is 0 or 1
  // Otherwise create the correlation matrix
  Matrix correlation;
  if(vm["correlation"].as<double>() > 0.99999 ||
     vm["correlation"].as<double>() < 0.00001)
    {
      correlation = readMatrix(vm["correlationfile"].as<string>());
    }
  else
    {
      correlation = makeCorrelationMatrix(vm["correlation"].as<double>(),

 num_reserves);
    }

  // Set up cumulative dispersion probability vector for within−reserve disp.
  ColumnVector cum_disp_prob = makeCumulativeDispersionProbabilityVector(disp);

#ifdef VERBOSE
  cout << "Map file:\t\t" << mapfile
       << "\nReserve file:\t\t" << reservefile
       << "\nCorrelation file:\t" << correlationfile
       << "\nNumber of reserves:\t " << num_reserves << endl;
#endif
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  //Make sure the number of reserves is the same as the size of the
  //correlation matrix. If not, exit.
  if(num_reserves != correlation.rows() ||
     num_reserves != correlation.cols() )
    {
      cout << "The number of reserves listed in the reserve file \n"

   << reservefile << " does not match the number of rows or \n"
   << "columns in the correlation matrix "
   << correlationfile << ". Exiting.\n";

      exit(1);
    }

  //Make a map with the carrying capacity and then round to nearest integer
  Matrix K = map * 1.2;
  for(int row = 0; row < K.rows(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < K.cols(); col++)

{
  K(row,col) = floor(K(row,col)+0.5);
}

    }

  //make a vector of the reserve−wide pseudo−extinction thresholds based on
  // the carrying capacity of the reserve.
  vector<int> reserve_K = getReserveTotal(K, reserves, num_reserves);
  vector<int> reserve_PET;
  reserve_PET.resize(num_reserves, 0);
  for(int i = 0; i < reserve_K.size(); i++)
    {
      reserve_PET[i] = floor(reserve_K[i] * vm["rPET"].as<double>() + 0.5);
    }
  vector<int> reserve_extinction_year;
  reserve_extinction_year.resize(num_reserves, 0);

  //make a 2D vector that holds a ColumnVector with age distributions
  // and an identically−sized vector that is just zeros (this can be fed into
  // functions such as migrate() to avoid having to reserve space each time).
  //Also make a vector to hold the previous generation so that lambda can
  // be calculated each generation for each cell. This can just be a simple
  // 2D vector without age classes
  vector<vector<ColumnVector> > m(map.rows(),

  vector<ColumnVector>(map.cols()));
  vector<vector<ColumnVector> > newgen(map.rows(),

       vector<ColumnVector>(map.cols()));
  vector<vector<int> > prevgen(map.rows(), vector<int>(map.cols())) ;
  for(int row = 0; row < map.rows(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < map.cols(); col++)

{
  m[row][col] = getStableAgeDist(leslie, map(row,col));
  newgen[row][col] = getStableAgeDist(leslie, 0); //all zeros
  prevgen[row][col] = 0;
}

    }

  // Make 2 matrices that can be used to efficiently decompose the leslie
  // matrix into A = T + F where A is the leslie matrix, T is the matrix
  // of transitions, and F is the matrix of fertilities. See Caswell(2001)
  // p 454.
  // T_mask and F_mask can then be multiplied (element−wise) to the leslie
  // matrix in order to decompose it.
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  Matrix T_mask = Matrix(leslie.rows(), leslie.cols());
  Matrix F_mask = Matrix(leslie.rows(), leslie.cols());
  for(int row = 0; row < T_mask.rows(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < T_mask.cols(); col++)

{
  if(row == 0)
    {
      T_mask(row,col) = 0;
      F_mask(row,col) = 1;
    }
  else
    {
      T_mask(row,col) = 1;
      F_mask(row,col) = 0;
    }
}

    }

  /***************************************
  BEGIN SIMULATION
  ****************************************/
#ifdef VERBOSE
  cout << "Initial sizes: \t" << getTotal(m)
       << "\tReserves: " << num_reserves << endl;
#endif
  // Get filename for yearly statistics.
  string yearly_stats_outfile = vm["outfile"].as<string>() + ".yearly.txt";
  //Remove old yearly_stats data file so that each run has a new one.
  remove(yearly_stats_outfile.c_str());

  int total_pop = 0;
  int final_gen = 0;
  vector<double> yearly_lambda;     //Collection of lambdas from 0th reserve
  vector<double> yearly_ave_lambda;
  double leslie_lambda = getLambda(leslie);

  // filestream for writing out yearly lambda data for individual cells
  //Comment out under normal circumstances!
  ofstream lambda_out;
  lambda_out.open("outfile_yearlyLambda.txt", ios_base::out);

  for(int gen = 0; gen < gens; gen++)
    {
      //Make sure we start with an empty recipient habitat
      reZero(newgen);
      //Make several stochastic leslie matrices (one for each reserve) that
      // are correlated according to the correlation file. These will only
      // be used for the ceiling model for which the stochastic matrix doesn’t
      // need to be recalculated for each cell. This speeds things up compared
      // to the density dependent model for which they need to be calculated
      // for each cell.
      ColumnVector env_stoch = getRandomNumbers(num_reserves, EV_RNG);

      env_stoch = correlateNumbers(correlation, env_stoch);

      vector<Matrix> stoch_matrices;
      if(vm["density_dependence"].as<int>() == 1 )

{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < num_reserves; i++)
    {
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      stoch_matrices.push_back(getStochasticMatrix(leslie,
   env_stoch(i),
   0,
   1,
   var_leslie_fert,
   var_leslie_p_ad));

    }
}

#ifdef VERBOSE
      cout << "Gen: " << gen << "\tInds: " << getTotal(m)

   << "\tStoch: " << env_stoch ;
#endif

      //Set up matrices that can be re−used so they don’t need to be
      // initialized for each cell, each generation.
      Matrix dd_matrix(leslie.rows(), leslie.cols());
      Matrix stoch(leslie.rows(), leslie.cols());
      ComplexColumnVector e_vals; //to store eigenvalues of projection matrix
      double dom_e_val; // to store dominant eigenvalue of projection matrix

      //Population growth and demographic stochasticity
      for(int row = 0; row < m.size(); row++)
 {

  for(int col = 0; col < m[row].size(); col++)
    {
      if(mask(row,col) != 0)

{
  if (vm["density_dependence"].as<int>() == 0) // logistic
    {
      ////////////////////////////////////////////////////
      // First calculate the matrix that would produce
      // density dependence in a deterministic environment
      ////////////////////////////////////////////////////
      // Calculate Beverton−Holt decrement part (q)
      // q = K / (K + (lambda−1)*N)
      double decrement = K(row,col) /

(static_cast<double>(K(row,col)) +
 ((leslie_lambda−1.0) *
  static_cast<double>(vectorSum(m[row][col]))));

      ////////////////////////////////////////////////////
      // Next add random values to each matrix
      //   This is done diffently depending on whether
      //   the simulation ia age−structured or not. See func.
      ////////////////////////////////////////////////////
      stoch = getStochasticMatrix(leslie,

  env_stoch(reserves
    (row,col)−1),

  0,
  1,
  var_leslie_fert,
  var_leslie_p_ad);

      EIG stoch_eiga = EIG(stoch);
      ComplexColumnVector e_valsa = stoch_eiga.eigenvalues();
      double dom_e_vala = e_valsa(0).real();
      
      //Uncomment the following for no environmental stoch.
      //stoch = leslie;

      //By multiplying the decrement after the stochastic
      // matrix is chosen, we avoid decreasing the variance
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      // that would happen as N −> K. When that happens,
      // the ’density dependent’ matrix would be smaller and
      // then that would be fed into getStochasticMatrix,
      // which would use those smaller numbers to calculate
      // the variance on the elements. Since it’s a st.var,
      // the variance would be smaller as N−>K.
      //Multiplying by the decrement after the stochastich
      // matrix is generated makes it so that the variance on
      // the stochastic matrix is the same, regardless of
      // population size. In fact, it does decrease slightly
      // at high N because the whole matrix is reduced, but 
      // is less of a reduction in variance than
      // the alternative.
      stoch = stoch * decrement;
      //Calculate Eigenvalue of stochastic matrix
      EIG stoch_eig = EIG(stoch);
      e_vals = stoch_eig.eigenvalues();
      dom_e_val = e_vals(0).real();

      //Check to see if random values get truncated at zero
      if(stoch(0,0) < 0.0001)

{
  truncated_fert++;
}

      if(stoch(1,0) < 0.0001)
{
  truncated_surv++;
}

      // Project population and store in newgen
       projectPopWithDemStoch(stoch,
      T_mask,
        F_mask,
        m[row][col],
         newgen[row][col]);
       roundVector(newgen[row][col]);

    }
  else if(vm["density_dependence"].as<int>() == 1) //Ceiling
    {
      //Calculate Eigenvalue of stochastic matrix
      EIG stoch_eig = EIG(stoch_matrices[reserves(row,col)−1]);
      e_vals = stoch_eig.eigenvalues();
      dom_e_val = e_vals(0).real();

        //Make the next generation using Demographic stochasticity
      projectPopWithDemStoch(stoch_matrices[reserves(row,col)−1]

,
     T_mask,
     F_mask,
     m[row][col],
     newgen[row][col]);

      roundVector(newgen[row][col]);
    }
}

    }
}

      //clean out m in preparation for it being a holding cell for migrants
      for(int row = 0; row < m.size(); row++)

{
  for(int col = 0; col < m[row].size(); col++)
    {
      m[row][col].fill(0);
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    }
}

      //Migration
      //newgen will hold the population − emigrants
      //m will hold the new post−migration population
      if(vm["migGil"].as<int>() == 0)

{
  migrate(newgen, m, mask, cum_disp_prob);
  //migratePoisson(newgen, m, mask);
}

      else
{
  migrateGilpin(newgen, m, mask, cum_disp_prob);
}

      
      //Move individuals among reserves
      moveNIndsAmongReserves(m, K, reserves, reserve_PET, num_reserves,

     vm["move"].as<int>());

      //Impose carrying capacity if using ceiling function for density dep.
      //Carrying capacities are all integers, so will remain integer
      if(vm["density_dependence"].as<int>() == 1) //Ceiling

{
  applyCarryingCapacity(K, m);
}

      //Print out some data
      double total_stoch = 0;
      for(int i = 0; i < env_stoch.length(); i++)

{
  total_stoch = total_stoch + env_stoch(i);
}

      double average_stoch = total_stoch / env_stoch.length();

      double total_lambda = 0;
      for(int i = 0; i < stoch_matrices.size(); i++)

{
  total_lambda = total_lambda + getLambda(stoch_matrices[i]);
}

      double average_lambda = total_lambda / stoch_matrices.size();
      yearly_ave_lambda.push_back(average_lambda);

      total_pop = getTotal(m);
      // Print time series, if requested
      if(vm["yearly_stats"].as<int>() == 1)

{
  printStats(yearly_stats_outfile.c_str(),

     "gen\ttot\tstoch\teig",
     "iiff", gen, total_pop, env_stoch(0), dom_e_val);

}

      // Make any cells with fewer than PET individuals go to zero
      //NOTE that this can cause a reduction of the cost of migration
      // when PET > 0 in which case eliminating cells actually increases
      // persistence time.
      if(vm["PET"].as<int>() >= 1)
      {

  for(int row = 0; row < m.size(); row++)
    {
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      for(int col = 0; col < m[row].size(); col++)
{
  if(floor(vectorSum(m[row][col])+0.5) <= vm["PET"].as<int>())
    {
      m[row][col].fill(0);
    }
}

    }
}

      final_gen = gen + 1;
      vector<int> res_tot = getReserveTotal(m, reserves, num_reserves);
      int num_extant_reserves = 0;
      for(int i = 0; i < res_tot.size(); i++)

{
  if(vm["rPET"].as<double>() > 0.0000001)
    {
      if(res_tot[i] > reserve_PET[i])

{
  reserve_extinction_year[i] = gen + 2;
  // Need to add 2: 1 for the zero−based gen counter
  // and 1 for the fact that this only got updated
  // during the last generation, when the cell was still
  // alive. Now that it’s dead, it doesn’t get updated but
  // we still want this year to be the extinction year.
  num_extant_reserves++;
}

    }
  else //rPET == 0
    {
      if(res_tot[i] >= 1)

{
  reserve_extinction_year[i] = gen + 2;
  num_extant_reserves++;
}

    }
}

      if(num_extant_reserves == 0)
      {

gen = gens; // ending conditions
      }

      //Conditions to end the simulation.
      // Either globalPET is reached or occupied_cells == 0
      total_pop = getTotal(m);

      if((total_pop <= vm["globalPET"].as<int>()) )
{
  gen = gens;
}

    }
  //  convert yearly_lambda to an array so it can be used by gsl_stats
  double* yearly_lambda_array;
  yearly_lambda_array = new double [yearly_lambda.size()];
  copy(yearly_lambda.begin(), yearly_lambda.end(), yearly_lambda_array);
  double* yearly_ave_lambda_array;
  yearly_ave_lambda_array = new double [yearly_ave_lambda.size()];
  copy(yearly_ave_lambda.begin(), yearly_ave_lambda.end(),
       yearly_ave_lambda_array);

  //Print results to outfile
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  // make string out of −−omit parameter
  std::string omit_string = "0";
  char single_omit[2];
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < omitted.size(); i++)
    {
      // If there are omits, get rid of the zero
      if(i == 0)

{
  omit_string = "";
}

      // If more tha one omit, list them, separated by "_"
      if(i >= 1)

{
  omit_string = omit_string + "_";
}

      sprintf(single_omit, "%d", omitted[i]);
      omit_string = omit_string + single_omit;
    }

  //Make string out of reserve numbers. These will be used for printing
  // the extinction times of each reserve
  std::string res_names;
  std::string res_ext;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < num_reserves; i++)
    {
      // Names for header in outfile
      res_names = res_names + "r";
      char res_num[1];
      sprintf(res_num, "%d", i+1);
      res_names = res_names + res_num + "\t";
      // And the extinction times
      char ext[5];
      sprintf(ext, "%d", reserve_extinction_year[i]);
      res_ext = res_ext + ext + "\t";
    }

  ofstream fout;
  if(! fileExists(vm["outfile"].as<string>().c_str()))
    {
      fout.open(vm["outfile"].as<string>().c_str(), std::ios_base::app);
      //append to file
      fout << "run\t"

   << "year\t"
   << "inds\t"
   << "lambdabase\t"
   << "lambdamult\t"
   << "seed\t"
   << "ev_seed\t"
   << "st_var\t"
   << "st_var_fert\t"
   << "st_var_surv\t"
   << "m_ad\t"
   << "m_juv\t"
   << "p0\t"
   << "p3\t"
   << "p_ad\t"
   << "disp\t"
   << "migGil\t"
   << "probMig\t"
   << "corners\t"
   << "dens_dep\t"
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   << "PET\t"
   << "rPET\t"
   << "gPET\t"
   << "eliminate\t"
   << "reduce\t"
   << "move\t"
   << "move_surv\t"
   << "age_st\t"
   << "lambda\t"
   << "omit\t"
   << "mapfile\t"
   << "resfile\t"
   << "corfile\t"
   << "cor\t"
   << "rev\t"
   << "note\t"
   << res_names
   << endl;

    }
  else
    {
      fout.open(vm["outfile"].as<string>().c_str(), std::ios_base::app);
      //append to file
    }
  fout << vm["run"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << final_gen
       << "\t" << total_pop
       << "\t" << getLambda(leslie)
       << "\t" << vm["lambda_multiplier"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["seed"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["evseed"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["st_var"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["st_var_fert"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["st_var_surv"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["vital_m_ad"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["vital_m_juv"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["vital_p0"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["vital_p3"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["vital_p_ad"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["disp"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["migGil"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["probMig"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["corners"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["density_dependence"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["PET"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["rPET"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["globalPET"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["eliminate_cells"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["reduce_cells"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["move"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["move_surv"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["age_struct"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["lambda"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << omit_string
       << "\t" << vm["mapfile"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << vm["reservefile"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << vm["correlationfile"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << vm["correlation"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << revision
       << "\t" << vm["note"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << res_ext
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       << endl;
  fout.close();

#ifdef NO_STOCH
  cout << "***The build was done with the NO_STOCH flag set to ON***\n";
#endif

  return 0;
}
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/// \file

///Read a raster file and return it as a 2−D vector
/**Read a raster file. Data is checked to make sure the file can be opened and
   then simply by counting the number of elements read and comparing that to 
   the product rows*cols. Exits with status 1 if either of these steps fails.
   @param rasterfile The raster file to read.
   @param rows The number of rows in the file.
   @param cols The number of columns of data.
   @returns A 2−D vector of doubles (vector<vector<double> >.
*/
vector<vector<double> > readRasterMatrix(const string& rasterfile, 

 const int& rows,
 const int& cols)

{
  vector<double> vec_1d;
  vector<vector<double> > vec_2d;
  double val = 0;
  //open file
  ifstream fin;
  fin.open(rasterfile.c_str()); 
  if(fin.fail())
    {
      cout << "Failed to open raster file " << rasterfile << ". Exiting\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  //read file
  int count = 0;
  for(int r = 0; r < rows; r++)
    {
      for(int c = 0; c < cols; c++)

{
  fin >> val;
  count++;
  vec_1d.push_back(val);
}

      vec_2d.push_back(vec_1d);
      vec_1d.clear();
   }
  if(count != (rows*cols))
    {
      cout << "The raster file " << rasterfile

   << " was not read properly. Exiting\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  return vec_2d;
}

///Print out a 2−D vector
/**@param vec A 2−D vector to be printed row−wise.
   @param fout A valid ostream object. This can be cout for output to terminal.
*/
template <class T>
void print2DVector(T vec, ostream& fout){
  for(unsigned int row = 0; row < vec.size(); row++)
    {
      for(unsigned int col = 0; col < vec[row].size(); col++)

{
  fout << vec[row][col] << "\t" ;
}

      fout << endl;
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    }
  return;
}

///Convert the scale of SKR numbers to that given by Gilpin
/**This is done by:\n
   Divide by 10 to get Arc/INFO coding\n
   Subtract 1\n
   Raise 2 to the power of the resulting number\n
   Multiply by 25 to scale up to 25 acre (10ha) cells\n
   @note This function should be called immediately after a GIS file is read in.
   @post The matrix ’state’ is changed to reflect the contents of the GIS 
   file.
   @note Cells that are GRID coded as 0 will remain 0  because they are 
   completely extinct in the cell.
   @note No rounding is done in this function
   @param state The GRID matrix to convert.
   @param mask A mask (with ones for good cells, zeros for non−habitat) 
   that is exactly the same dimensions as state. This can be created 
   with the function makeMask().*/
void convertScale(Matrix &state, const Matrix& mask)
{
  state = state / 10;
  state = state − 1;
  //The following should work but the linker doesn’t like it
  //Matrix state2 = xpow(2, state).matrix_value();
  //Instead do an element by element translation
  for(int rows = 0; rows < state.rows(); rows++)
    {
      for(int cols = 0; cols < state.columns(); cols++)

{
  state(rows, cols) = pow(2, state(rows, cols));
}

    }
  state = state * 25;
  state = product(state, mask); // only have values in live cells
  return;
}

///Reads in and checks the contents of a matrix 
/**For details, see readMap() which uses this function*/
Matrix readMatrix(const string& matrix_file)
{
  ifstream fin;
  fin.open(matrix_file.c_str());
  if(fin.fail())
    {
      cout << "Failed to open file \"" << matrix_file << "\". Exiting.\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  /* Determine the dimensions of the matrix assuming it is properly square*/
  //Rows are difficult because of the possibility of having empty rows
  // Count columns and total elements. Then divide total by columns
  //Go to top of file
  fin.clear();
  fin.seekg(0, ios_base::beg);
  int nWords = 0;
  int nLines = 0;
  int nCols = 0;
  string word;
  string line;;
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  char ch[255];
  //Count the number of words in the entire file
  while(!fin.eof())
    {
      if(fin >> word)

{
  nWords++;
}

    }
  //Go back to the beginning and count words on the first line
  fin.clear();
  fin.seekg(0, ios_base::beg);
  getline(fin, line);
  strcpy(ch, line.c_str()); //change to a c−string for use with strtok
  char delimiters[] = " \t\n";
  char *token;
  token = strtok(ch, delimiters);
  nCols++;
  while((token = strtok(NULL, delimiters))!=NULL)
    {
      nCols++;
    }
  //Check to make sure that the matrix is square by making sure there is no
  // remainder when dividing words by columns
  nLines = nWords / nCols;
  if(nWords % nCols != 0)
    {
      cout << "ERROR\nThe matrix in file " << matrix_file 

   << " is not rectangular\n";
    }
  //Now that we know the dimensions, we can actually read the matrix
  Matrix map(nLines,nCols);
  fin.clear();
  fin.seekg(0, ios_base::beg);
  fin >> map;
  fin.close();
  return map;
}

///Read in the GIS file to be used.
/**Reads in and checks the content of a raster matrix file and adds a 
   border of 2 cells in each direction.\n
   @param mapfile The filename of the raster data file.
   @return The matrix in octave format as read from the file plus 
   a border of 2 cells in each direction.
   @note When this function is used to read in the GIS data file with numbers
   of individuals, it should probably be post−processed by convertScale().*/
Matrix readMap(const string& mapfile)
{
  Matrix map = readMatrix(mapfile);
  //Put the matrix in the middle of a larger matrix
  Matrix bigMap(map.rows()+4, map.cols()+4, 0);
  bigMap.insert(map, 2, 2);
  return bigMap;
}

///Make a correlation matrix that controls the environmental stochasticity
/**The matrix has a form in which the diagonals are all 1 (unity) and all 
   other elements are cor.
   @param cor The correlation coefficient applied to all cells except the
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   diagonal.
   @param num_reserves The number of reserves. Determines the size of the 
   matrix.*/
Matrix makeCorrelationMatrix(const double& cor, const int& num_reserves)
{
  Matrix cor_mat(num_reserves, num_reserves);
  cor_mat.fill(cor);
  for(int i = 0; i < num_reserves; i++)
    {
      cor_mat(i,i) = 1;
    }
  return cor_mat;
}

///Reset an entire population to zero
void reZero(vector<vector<ColumnVector> >& pop)
{
  for(int row = 0; row < pop.size(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < pop[row].size(); col++)

{
  pop[row][col].fill(0);
}

    }
  return;
}

///Make a mask of zeros and ones equal in size to the map Matrix
/**The mask is a matrix the same size as the map. It consists of zeros
   where the original map had zeros, and one where the original map was
   greater than zero. The mask can be used to multiply (element by element)
   against the map to prevent migration into cells outside the reserves.
   @param map The 2−D map with cell population sizes
   @returns A matrix of zeros and ones.*/
Matrix makeMask(const Matrix& map)
{
  Matrix mask(map.rows(), map.cols());
  for(int row = 0; row < map.rows(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < map.cols(); col++)

{
  mask(row, col) = map(row,col) > 0;
}

    }
  return mask;
}

///Get a stable age distribution, rounded to the individual. From Doak p222
/**Turns a single number into a stable age distribution for the cell based
   on the Leslie transition matrix. This is calculated from the dominant right 
   eigenvector of the transition matrix. 
   @param A The transition matrix
   @param N The number of individuals in the population
   @returns inds The octave ColumnVector object with the number of individuals
   in each age class.*/
ColumnVector getStableAgeDist(const Matrix& A, const double& N)
{
  EIG eig = EIG(A);
  ComplexMatrix evectors = eig.eigenvectors();
  ColumnVector evec = real(evectors.column(0));
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  //rescale evec to sum to 1
  double total = 0;
  for(int i = 0; i < evec.length(); i++)
    {
      total = total + evec(i);
    }
  evec = evec / total;
  evec = evec * N;
  ColumnVector rounded_evec(evec.length());
  for(int i = 0; i < rounded_evec.length(); i++)
    {
      rounded_evec(i) = static_cast<int>(evec(i) + 0.5);
    }
  return rounded_evec;
}

///Correlate a set of numbers according to a correlation matrix
/**Use a set of random deviates to get random deviates that are correlated
   according to a specified correlation matrix. This can also be done using a 
   Cholesky decomposition, but this does it according to the procedure in 
   Morris & Doak pp 285−286.
   @param C A square matrix that has ones on the diagonal and is symmetrical.
   This matrix is a correlation matrix and should include both upper and lower
   triangles.
   @param m A column vector of random uncorrelated deviates. 
   These deviates will be modified to be correlated.
   @returns A column vector of correlated random deviates.*/
ColumnVector correlateNumbers(const Matrix& C, const ColumnVector& m)
{
  EIG eig = EIG(C);
  ColumnVector eigvalues = real(eig.eigenvalues());
  //put the eigenvalues on the diagonal 
  Matrix diag_eigvalues(eigvalues.length(), eigvalues.length());
  diag_eigvalues.fill(0);
  for(int i = 0; i < eigvalues.length(); i++)
    {
      diag_eigvalues(i,i) = eigvalues(i);
    }
  
  //get the element−wise square root of the eigenvalues
  Matrix sqrt_eigval(diag_eigvalues.rows(), diag_eigvalues.columns());
  sqrt_eigval.fill(0);
  for(int i = 0; i < diag_eigvalues.rows(); i++)
    {
      sqrt_eigval(i,i) = sqrt(diag_eigvalues(i,i));
    }

  //get square root of C (see page 286)
  Matrix square_root_of_C = real(eig.eigenvectors()) *
    sqrt_eigval *
    real(eig.eigenvectors()).transpose();
  
  //get y (see page 286)
  ColumnVector y = square_root_of_C * m;
  return y;
}

///Return the dominant eigenvalue (lambda) for a matrix
/**@param A The matrix for which an eigenvalue is sought
   @return The dominant eigenvalue. This is also the population growth rate, 
   lambda.*/
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double getLambda(const Matrix& A)
{
  EIG eig = EIG(A);
  ColumnVector eigvalues = real(eig.eigenvalues());
  double max = 0;
  for(int i = 0; i < eigvalues.length(); i++)
    {
      if (eigvalues(i) > max)

{
  max = eigvalues(i);
} 

    }
  return max;
}

///Get a vector of random normally distributed numbers with mean=0 and var=1.
/**Returns an octave ColumnVector of length N random numbers generated using
   the initialized random number generator RNG
   @param N The number of random deviates. Also the size of the ColumnVector.
   @param RNG A pointer to an initialized gsl random number generator.
   @returns An octave ColumnVector with random numbers.*/
ColumnVector getRandomNumbers(const int& N,

      const gsl_rng* RNG )
{
  ColumnVector ran_vec(N);
  for(int i = 0; i < N; i++)
    {
      ran_vec(i) = gsl_ran_gaussian(RNG, 1) ;
    }
  return ran_vec;
}

///Convert a random variate drawn from a normal distribution to beta
/**This follows the example given in Morris and Doak pp 286−287.
   This is accomplished by finding the position of the normal variate
   on the cumulative density function (cdf) and then finding an
   equivalent value on the beta cdf.
   @param normal A random deviate drawn from a normal distribution
   @param norm_mean The mean of the distribution from which the random variate
   was drawn.
   @param norm_var The variance of the distribution from which the random 
   variate was drawn.
   @param beta_mean The mean of the beta distribution for which you want a 
   variate. This should be 0.5 for a symmetrical distribution.
   @param beta_var The variance of the beta distribution for which you want a 
   variate. This must be < 0.25 and even smaller if the mean is not 0.5. If 
   This value is too high, the distribution cannot be calculated and an exit
   status of 1 will be returned.*/
double convertNormalToBeta(const double& normal,

   const double& norm_mean,
   const double& norm_var,
   const double& beta_mean,
   const double& beta_var)

{
  //figure out where we are on the normal distribution
  // taking into account the possibility of having a distribution not 
  // centered on zero. 
  double pos_on_normal = gsl_cdf_gaussian_P(normal − norm_mean,sqrt(norm_var));
  // Calculate the parameters a and b for the beta distribution
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  // This comes from equation 8.5 (p 265) in Morris and Doak
  double a = beta_mean * (((beta_mean * (1−beta_mean)) / beta_var) − 1);
  double b = (1−beta_mean) * (((beta_mean * (1−beta_mean)) / beta_var) − 1);
  
  // Get the position on the beta distribution using calculated parameters   
  double beta = gsl_cdf_beta_Pinv(pos_on_normal, a, b);
  
  return beta;
  
}

///Convert a normally distributed variable from one distribution to another 
/**Takes a random variate from a known normal distribution (known in the 
   sense that the variance and mean are known) and transforms it onto another
   distribution with a new mean and variance.
   @param original The original variate to be transformed.
   @param original_mean The mean of the distribution from which the original 
   variate was drawn.
   @param original_var The variance of the distribution from which the original 
   variate was drawn.
   @param new_mean The mean of the distribution for which a variate is saught.
   @param new_var The variance of the distribution for which a variate is sought
 */
double convertNormalToNormal(const double& original,

     const double& original_mean,
     const double& original_var,
     const double& new_mean,
     const double& new_var)

{
  
  // Figure out where we are on the normal distribution
  // taking into account the possibility of having a distribution not 
  // centered on zero
  double pos = gsl_cdf_gaussian_P(original − original_mean,sqrt(original_var));
  // get the new position
  return gsl_cdf_gaussian_Pinv(pos, sqrt(new_var)) + new_mean;
}

///Convert a standard (mean=0, sd=var=1) normal variate to a lognormal 
/**Although the lognormal distribution comes from the normal, the mean and
   variance are not related in the same way. For population simulatios,
   it is desirable to generate normal variates for stochasticity if operating
   on the log scale, but lognormal variates on the linear scale.
   If r is the long−term growth rate, 
   \f[ \bar{r} = \ln{\bar{\lambda}} − \frac{\sigma^2_r}{2} \f]
   where
   \f[ \sigma^2_r = \ln(1+\frac{\sigma^2_{\lambda}}{\bar{\lambda}^2}) \f]
   This function calculates the mean and variance required of a normal 
   distribution such that when it is exponentiated, the resulting lognormal 
   distribution has the mean and variance specified. 
   @note In population simulations, we want to use the normal distribution 
   if the population is growing on the log scale. On the linear scale, we
   use a lognormal. This function can be used for that purpose and does not 
   need to be altered further to account for the difference in mean values
   between the normal and lognormal.
*/
double convertNormalToLogNormal(const double& original,

const double& lognormal_mean,
const double& lognormal_var)

{
  // We already have a standard normally distributed varaiate (original)
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  // Need to change the mean and variance so that when the it is exponentiated
  // the final distribution has the correct mean and variance
  // let n_ be the normal distribution and ln_ be the lognormal
  // n_var = log(1 + (sqrt(ln_var)/ln_mean)^2)  #Gilpin 1.5a
  double n_var = log(1 + pow((sqrt(lognormal_var) / lognormal_mean),2));
  double n_mean = log(lognormal_mean) − n_var / 2;
  // Change the normal distribution to have the new mean and var
  double new_norm = original * sqrt(n_var) + n_mean;
  return exp(new_norm);
}

///Adjust a stochastically generated transition matrix so that no cells are 
// less than 0 and no transitions are greater than 1.
/**In a Leslie matrix, all cells should be positive or zero. Additionally,
   Transitions from one age class to the next should be between zero and one.
   It is possible, in generating random matrices, that these limits get 
   violated. This function adjusts such matrices by increasing negative values
   to zero and setting a maximum transition probability of 1.
   @param A A Leslie transition matrix which may or may not violate the above
   rules. 
   @post Changes the Leslie transition matrix A to make it legal. */
void confirmLegalMatrix(Matrix& A)
{
  for(int rows = 0; rows < A.rows(); rows++)
    {
      for(int cols = 0; cols < A.columns(); cols++)

{
  if(A(rows,cols) < 0) 
    {
      A(rows,cols) = 0.0;
    }
  if(rows >= 1)
    {
      if(A(rows,cols) > 1)

{
  A(rows,cols) = 1.0;
}

    }
}

    }
  return;
}

///Project the population forward one generation with demographic stochasticity
/**This function follows recommendations by Caswell 2001 p.458) \n
   Demographic stochasticity is incorporated as a multinomial distribution
   for survival (transitions) with the probability of attaining each fate
   described by second and subsequent rows of the projection (Leslie) matrix. 
   For births, a Poisson distribution is used with means for each stage given
   by the first row of the projection matrix. As recommended by Caswell, both
   transitions and births are determined by a single random variate rather 
   than having to evaluate each individual.
   @param leslie The projection matrix. This is likely to be a matrix that has
   already been altered to include environmental stochasticity.
   @param T_mask A matrix that can be used as a mask for transitions. It should
   have zeros in the top row, and ones everywhere else. When multiplied
   element−wise with the Leslie matrix, it should yield a matrix that is
   the same as the Leslie matrix except with zeros in the first row. It is 
   passed into the function in order to avoid having to create it for every 
   cell every generation. I think it is probably a faster way generate the
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   necessary matrices compared to manipulating matrices directly.
   @param F_mask A matrix that can be used a s a mask for births. It should 
   have ones in the top row, and zeros elsewhere. This behaves similarly to
   T_mask.
   @param n_t An octave ColumnVector describing the age structure of the 
   population at time t.
   @param n_next An octave ColumnVector to receive individuals that are born
   into the population or transition from n_t.
 */
void projectPopWithDemStoch(const Matrix& leslie,

    const Matrix& T_mask,
    const Matrix& F_mask,
    const ColumnVector& n_t,
    ColumnVector& n_next)

{
  /* This comes from Caswell 2001 p458 */
  // Make t_tilde from leslie matrix
  Matrix t_tilde(leslie.rows(), leslie.cols());
  Matrix extra_row(1, leslie.cols());
  //Make an extra row (deaths) by taking the cumulative sum of each column
  t_tilde = product(leslie, T_mask);
  extra_row = 1 − t_tilde.sum(0);
  //Then stack the original matrix on top of the extra row.
  t_tilde = t_tilde.stack(extra_row);
  // Make F
  Matrix F = product(leslie, F_mask);

  // Ensure that the vector that will receive individuals (n_next) starts at 0
  n_next.fill(0);
  
  //This follows Caswell 2001 p 458 steps 1 and 2
  for(int stage = 0; stage < t_tilde.cols(); stage++)
    {
      //Multinomial generator in gsl can’t accept octave structures.
      // Therefore need to change them to and from C++ arrays
      //Change the relevant column of t_tilde to an array (p)
      double p[t_tilde.rows()];
      for(int row = 0; row < t_tilde.rows(); row++)

{
  p[row] = t_tilde(row, stage);
}

      //Initialize a space to put the ’answer’ to the multinomial call below
      unsigned int n[t_tilde.rows()];
      //Arguments for gsl_ran_multinomial are:
      // RNG = random number generator
      // K = the number of possible outcomes (types of outcomes) (t_tilde.rows)
      // N = the number of events (individuals) (n_t(stage))
      // p = probabilities of each outcome (p)
      // n = the randomly generated numbers
      gsl_ran_multinomial(RNG, t_tilde.rows(), n_t(stage), p, n);
      //Change the array n into the columnvector n_next, adding as we go
      // Note that columnvector should be shorter than the number of rows
      // in t_tilde since t_tilde has the deaths row stacked on bottom
      for(int i = 0; i < t_tilde.rows()−1; i++)

{
  n_next(i) =  n_next(i) + n[i] ;
}

    }
  
  //This follows Caswell 2001 p 459 steps 3 and 4
  int births = 0;
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  for(int stage = 0; stage < F.cols(); stage++)
    {
        births = births + gsl_ran_poisson(RNG, n_t(stage)*F(0,stage));
    }
  n_next(0) = births;
  
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //The following line eliminates stochasticity when compiled with NO_STOCH
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#ifdef NO_STOCH
  n_next = leslie * n_t;  
#endif
  //  n_next = leslie * n_t;  // Uncomment to eliminate stochasticity
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  return;
} 

///Make a square identity matrix
/**Octave doesn’t seem to have a function that works easily, so this works.
   @param dim Number of rows and columns of the matrix*/
Matrix makeIdentityMatrix(const int dim)
{
  Matrix a = Matrix(dim,dim);
  a.fill(0);
  for(int i = 0; i < dim; i++)
    {
      a(i,i) = 1;
    }
  return a;
}

///Reduce the population size to carrying capacity
/**Imposes a hard limit to the size of the population. Individuals are chosen
   randomly, without regard to age class.
   @param K The matrix describing the carrying capacity of each cell
   @param N The population which will be reduced to carrying capacity
   @note At present, the size of the population is strictly limited to the
   carrying capacity. This may be changed to allow for N>K as would be 
   expected for a population overshooting it’s capacity.
*/
void applyCarryingCapacity(const Matrix& K,

   vector<vector<ColumnVector> >& N)
{
  for(unsigned int row = 0; row < N.size(); row++)
    { 
      for(unsigned int col = 0; col < N[row].size(); col++)

{
  //Figure out how many individuals of all ages there are
  int total = 0;
  for(int age = 0; age < N[row][col].length(); age++)
    {
      total = total + N[row][col](age);
    }
  //Pick a random individual to die
  while(total > K(row,col))
    {
      //Get a random number from 0 − (total−1)
      int num = gsl_rng_uniform_int(RNG, total);
      //find which age class the individual is in
      int cum_num = 0; //cumulative number of individuals evaluated
      int age_class = −1; //cumulative number of age classes evaluated
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      while(num >= cum_num)
{
  age_class++;
  cum_num = cum_num + N[row][col](age_class);
}

      //Subtract one from the class
      N[row][col](age_class) = N[row][col](age_class) − 1;
      total−−;
    }
}

    }
  return;
}  
  

///Make a Leslie matrix that differs from a given matrix stochastically
/**In order to implement environmental stochasticity, we need to vary the
   Leslie transition matrix in such a way that reflects the environmental 
   stochasticity of a given year. This does just that for a the following 
   Leslie matrix:
   \f[ \left[\begin{array}{ccc}
   Fertility & Fertility & Fertility\\
   AdultSurvival & 0 & 0\\
   0 & AdultSurvival & 0\end{array}\right] \f]   
   where \f[ Fertility = m_{adult}(1+m_{juv}P_0)P_0 P_3 \f]
   based on Price and Kelly 1994.\n
   Using this function, stochasticity is generated
   by using the standardized variance of each matrix element. This first 
   combines all the vital rates into a matrix and then applies stochasticity.
   Since all elements of the matrix will be correlated, a 
   negative year for reproduction will also be a negative year for survival.
   @note Stochasticity in fertility is based on a lognormal distribution while
   stochasticity in survival is based on a beta distribution. 
   This function can be easily changed to incorporate a Gaussian distribution 
   for fertility.
   @note If this function is changed to incorporate a Gaussian distribution, 
   the variances specified here dictate the shape of the curves from
   which the random numbers are drawn. However, for normal variates, 
   they are usually not realized because values are truncated at zero for 
   all values. Thus, realized variances are lower, and this
   depends on how far the mean values are away from zero as well as the 
   target variances. For the beta and lognormal distributions, no truncation
   is done.
   @note Since survival probabilities are drawn from a Beta distribution which
   is likely to be asymmetrical, the mean value is not the mode. Therefore, 
   in an environment which produces "average" values for the matrix elements,
   the fertility values will be the target values but the survival values will
   be the mode, not the mean, due to the way random deviates are converted
   to a beta distribution.
   @note I considered adding variability to the vital rates themselves and
   then combining them into the matrix elements. This doesn’t work, however,
   because the density−dependence first needs to have them combined in a 
   matrix which is then reduced in order to comply with density dependence. 
   In order to have each vital rate vary, I would need to extract the vital
   rates from the matrix elements, which isn’t really possible.
   @param leslie The leslie matrix upon which the stochastic matrix is based.
   @param random A random normal variate which can be generated as
   \verbatim gsl_ran_gaussian(RNG, sqrt(var)) \endverbatim
   @param random_mean The mean of the distribution from which the normal 
   variate was selected.
   @param random_var The variance of the distribution from which the 
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   normal variate was selected.
   @param vm A boost variables map that includes the following vital rates:
   \li \b vital_m_ad Adult maternity value defined in Price and Kelly
   \li \b vital_m_juv Juvenile maternity. Offspring of young−of−year
   \li \b vital_p0 Persistence from 0−3 months
   \li \b vital_p3 Persistence from 3−9 months
   \li \b vital_ad Adult persistence
   \li \b st_var Standardized variance of all vital rates or matrix elements
   \li \b apply_var_to Apply stochasticity to vital rates (0) or matrix 
   elements (1).
   Note that survival is based on a beta distribution, so the variance must 
   always be less than 0.25, and usually much smaller than that. 
   Higher variances make the beta distribution "U" shaped,
   a variance of 1/12 (0.0833) makes it uniform, and 
   smaller variances make it progressively narrower.
   @return A Leslie transition matrix that is different from the inputted 
   matrix due to stochasticity.
*/

Matrix getStochasticMatrix(const Matrix& leslie,
   const double& random,
   const double& random_mean,
   const double& random_var,
   const double& var_fert,
   const double& var_surv)

{
  //Fertilities are the same for all age classes and are equal to:
  // m_ad(1+m_juv*P0)P0*P3 (see Price and Kelly)
  Matrix stoch = leslie; //model stochastic matrix on original matrix
  double fert = leslie(0,0);
  double p_ad = leslie(1,0);
  
  //Generate stochasticity for each element
#ifndef NO_STOCH
  //The following can be used if a normal variate is desired for fertility
  /*   fert = convertNormalToNormal(random, */
  /*        random_mean, */
  /*        random_var, */
  /*        fert, */
  /*        var_fert); */
  // Usually we will want a lognormal variate
  // The conversion function depends on the normal variate being standard
  // ie. with a mean of 0 and sd=1
  double norm = convertNormalToNormal(random, random_mean, random_var, 0, 1);
  double f;
  if(var_fert > 0.0001)
    {
      f = convertNormalToLogNormal(norm, fert, var_fert); 
    }
  else
    {
      f=fert;
    }
  //If the variance is too low, the gsl subroutine won’t work. 
  // So if the variance is supposed to be low, make it zero and just return 
  // the target value.
  if(vm["age_struct"].as<int>() == 1)
    {
      if(var_surv > 0.0001)

{
  p_ad = convertNormalToBeta(random, random_mean, random_var,
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     p_ad, var_surv);
  //p_ad = convertNormalToNormal(random,
  //  random_mean,
  //  random_var,
  //  p_ad,
  //  var_surv);
}

      else //var_surv < 0.0001
{
  p_ad = p_ad;
}

    }//don’t need p_ad if no age−structure
  
  //Create matrix
  if(vm["age_struct"].as<int>() == 1)
    {
      stoch(0,0)=f;      stoch(0,1)=f;      stoch(0,2)=f;
      stoch(1,0)=p_ad;   stoch(1,1)=0;      stoch(1,2)=0;
      stoch(2,0)=0;      stoch(2,1)=p_ad;   stoch(2,2)=0;
    }
  else
    {
      stoch(0,0)=f;
    }
  //confirmLegalMatrix(stoch);
#endif //NO_STOCH not defined

  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //The following line eliminates stochasticity when compiled with NO_STOCH
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#ifdef NO_STOCH
  stoch = leslie;
#endif
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  return stoch;
}
///Print a line of statistics to a file
/**Prints a combination of strings, chars, ints and doubles to a file.
   If the file alredy exists, the header is not printed and the data
   elements are simply appended to the bottom of the file. If the data file
   does not exist, the file is created, the header is printed, and the data
   elements are appended.
   @param file Name of the file to which things should be printed.
   @param header_string String for column names. An example of this would be:\n
   \verbatim "Col1\nCol2\nCol3" \endverbatim \n
   The header_string should not be followed by a newline.
   @param format A string of the same length as there are data fields. For 
   example, this could be \verbatim "scif" \endverbatim where 
   \li s=string in double quotes 
   \li c=char in single quotes
   \li i=int
   \li f=float (or double).

   Each letter stands in for a single data element of that type.
   */
void printStats(const string& file, 

const string& header_string,
const char* format, ... )

{
  va_list args;
  va_start(args, format);
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  //Types of arguments this function can handle
  double farg;
  int iarg;
  char carg;
  char* sarg;

  //check if file exists by opening it as an infile and then checking fin.fail
  ifstream fin;
  fin.open(file.c_str(), ifstream::in);
  fin.close();
  //set up output file stream
  ofstream fout; 
  fout.open(file.c_str(), std::ios_base::app);
  //print the header if fin.fail() is true (file did not previously exist)
  if(fin.fail())
    {
      fout << header_string << endl;
    }
  for(int i = 0; format[i] != ’\0’; i++)
    {
      if (format[i] == ’f’)

{
  farg=va_arg(args, double);
  fout << farg;
}

      else if (format[i] == ’i’)
{
  iarg=va_arg(args, int);
  fout << iarg;
}

      else if (format[i] == ’c’)
{
  carg=va_arg(args, int);
  fout << carg;
}

      else if (format[i] == ’s’)
{
  sarg=va_arg(args, char*);
  fout << sarg;
}

      fout << "\t";
    }
  fout << endl;
  va_end(args);
  return;
}

///Print the map with the sum of all ages of a cell
/**@param map The map to print*/
void printMap(const vector<vector<ColumnVector> >& map)
{
  for(unsigned int row = 0; row < map.size(); row++)
    {
      for(unsigned int col = 0; col < map[row].size(); col++)

{
  double total = 0;
  for(int age = 0; age < map[row][col].length(); age++)
    {
      total = total + map[row][col](age);
    }
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  cout << setw(3) << total << " ";
}

      cout << endl;
    }
  return;
}

///Print a std::vector on one row with no newlines
/**@param vec Vector of ints to print on one row.*/
void printVector(const vector<int>& vec)
{
  for(int i = 0; i < vec.size(); i++)
    {
      cout << " " << vec[i] << " " ;
    }
  return;
}

///Print a std::vector on one row with no newlines
/**@param vec Vector of doubles to print on one row.*/
void printVector(const vector<double>& vec)
{
  for(int i = 0; i < vec.size(); i++)
    {
      cout << " " << vec[i] << " " ;
    }
  return;
}

///Round the values of an octave ColumnVector to the nearest whole number or 0
/**Anything < 0.5 will be rounded to 0.
   @param vec The Vector to round*/
void roundVector(ColumnVector& vec)
{
  //The C++ classes for octave don’t seem to include floor() or ceil()
  // so need to do it manually. Oddly, this needs to be done on cols, not rows.
  for(int i = 0; i < vec.cols(); i++)
    {
      vec(i) = floor(vec(i) + 0.5);
      if(vec(i) < 0) //can be vague since it’s already rounded

{
  vec(i) = 0;
}

    }
  return;
}

///Calculate the total number of individuals that exist
/**@param map The map from which to calculate the number of individuals*/
int getTotal(const vector<vector<ColumnVector> >& map)
{
  int total = 0;
  for(int row = 0; row < map.size(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < map[row].size(); col++)

{
  for(int age = 0; age < map[row][col].length(); age++)
    {
      total = total + map[row][col](age);
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    }
} 

    }
  return total;
}

///Get the total number of individuals within each reserve
/**There are two similar functions. They differ in the type of map that is 
   required as a parameter. 
   @param map The matrix from which to calculate the number of individuals
   @param reserves The matrix that describes which reserve each cell is in.
   @param num_reserves The number of reserves in th simulation.
 */
vector<int> getReserveTotal(const Matrix& map,

const Matrix& reserves,
const int num_reserves)

{
  vector<int> K;
  K.resize(num_reserves, 0);
  for(int row = 0; row < map.rows(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < map.cols(); col++)

{
  K[reserves(row,col)−1] = K[reserves(row,col)−1] + map(row,col); 
}

    }
  return(K);
}

///Get the total number of individuals within each reserve
/**There are two similar functions. They differ in the type of map that is 
   required as a parameter. 
   @param map The map from which to calculate the number of individuals
   @param reserves The matrix that describes which reserve each cell is in.
   @param num_reserves The number of reserves in th simulation.
*/
vector<int> getReserveTotal(const vector<vector<ColumnVector> >& map,

    const Matrix& reserves,
    const int num_reserves) 

{
  vector<int> totals;
  totals.resize(num_reserves, 0);
  for(int row = 0; row < map.size(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < map[row].size(); col++)

{
  for(int age = 0; age < map[row][col].length(); age++)
    {
      totals[reserves(row,col)−1] = totals[reserves(row,col)−1]

+ map[row][col](age);
    }
} 

    }
  return(totals);
}

///Get the total number of individuals of age 0 within each reserve
/**@param map The map from which to calculate the number of individuals
   @param reserves The matrix that describes which reserve each cell is in.
   @param num_reserves The number of reserves in th simulation.
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*/
vector<int> getReserveTotalAge0(const vector<vector<ColumnVector> >& map,

const Matrix& reserves,
const int num_reserves) 

{
  vector<int> totals;
  totals.resize(num_reserves, 0);
  for(int row = 0; row < map.size(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < map[row].size(); col++)

{
  totals[reserves(row,col)−1] = totals[reserves(row,col)−1]
    + map[row][col](0);
} 

    }
  return(totals);
}
  
///Delete N individuals of age 0 from random cells in each reserve
/** This simulates moving individuals from each reserve. N Individuals 
    will only be chosen from the reserve if there are at least N+1 
    individuals of age 0 in the reserve. Individuals are chosen randomly 
    from the reserve so that each individual has the same chance of being 
    ’caught’. Individuals are placed into cells with a probability depending 
    on the cell’s carrying capacity, with higher carrying capacity 
    ’attracting’ more immigrants. This is designed to mimic capturing 
    individuals randomly in the reserve and placing them primarily in 
    locations with the best habitat. The destination reserve is chosen 
    randomly each year from the list of all reserves other than the source 
    reserve.
    @param map Map showing current state 
    @param K Matrix showing the carrying capacity of each cell
    @param reserves Matrix showing which reserve each cell is in
    @param num_reserves Number of reserves in system
    @param num_to_move Number of individuals to move. 
    This number will only be moved if there are at least that many 
    individuals in the entire reserve.
 */  
void moveNIndsAmongReserves(vector<vector<ColumnVector> >& map,

    const Matrix& K,
    const Matrix& reserves,
    const vector<int>& reserve_PET,
    const int num_reserves, 
    const int num_to_move)

{
  if(num_reserves == 1)
    {
      return;
    }
  //printMap(map);
  vector<int> reserve_tots = getReserveTotalAge0(map, reserves, num_reserves);
  vector<int> num_deleted;
  num_deleted.resize(num_reserves, 0);

  // Randomize the order of reserves so that the random order can serve as 
  // the order of recipient reserves. In other words, reserve 1 may go to 
  // reserve 2 one year, then reserve 5 the next, etc.
  // Also make sure that it is impossible for movers to go back to the same 
  // reserve. This is done by reshuffling the whole sequence if any source and
  // destination are found to be the same.
  vector<double> dest_reserves;
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  for(int i = 0; i < num_reserves; i++)
    {
      dest_reserves.push_back(i+1);
    }
  bool reshuffle = true; // make sure they don’t go back to source pop.
  while(reshuffle == true)
    {
      reshuffle = false;
      random_shuffle(dest_reserves.begin(), dest_reserves.end());
      for(int i = 0; i < dest_reserves.size(); i++)

{
  if(dest_reserves[i] == i+1)
    {
      reshuffle = true;
    }
}

    }

  // Make 2 parallel vectors that, together, hold the row and col locations of 
  // all individuals in each reserve
  for(unsigned int res = 0; res < reserve_tots.size(); res++)
    {
      vector<int> r;
      vector<int> c;
      r.reserve(reserve_tots[res]);
      c.reserve(reserve_tots[res]);
     for(int row = 0; row < map.size(); row++)

{
  for(int col = 0; col < map[row].size(); col++)
    {
      if(reserves(row,col)−1 == res)

{
  for(int ind = 0; ind < map[row][col](0); ind++)
    {
      r.push_back(row);
      c.push_back(col);
    }
}

    }
}

      
      //select N individuals and delete them from map
      //cout << "From:\n";
      for(int i = 0; i < num_to_move; i++)

{
  if(reserve_tots[res] > 2 * reserve_PET[res])
    {
      int individ = gsl_rng_uniform_int(RNG, r.size());
      map[r[individ]][c[individ]](0)−−;
      r.erase(r.begin() + individ); //make sure inds don’t get used
      c.erase(c.begin() + individ); // more than once in case the
                                    // cell doesn’t have that 
                                    // many inds to move. This is slow
                                    // but necessary.
      reserve_tots[res]−−;
      //cout << "(" << r[individ] << "," << c[individ] << ")\n";
      num_deleted[res]++;
    }
}
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      //find all potential destination cells (they have a reserves number
      // one greater than the one from which they were taken)
      vector<int> go_r;  //row of cells available for immigration
      vector<int> go_c;  //col of cells available for immigration
      vector<double> cum_K; //cumulative total of carrying capacity for the res.
      int prev_cum_K = 0;
      for(int row = 0; row < reserves.rows(); row++)

{
  for(int col = 0; col < reserves.cols(); col++)
    {
      if(res < num_reserves)

{
  if(reserves(row,col) == dest_reserves[res])
    { //these are legitimate destination cells
      go_r.push_back(row);
      go_c.push_back(col);
      cum_K.push_back(prev_cum_K + K(row,col));
      prev_cum_K = cum_K[cum_K.size()−1];
    }
}

    }
}

      //make cumulative total a proportion
      for(int i = 0; i < cum_K.size(); i++)

{
  cum_K[i] = cum_K[i] / prev_cum_K;
}

      //Add individuals of age 0 to randomly chosen cells of the dest. reserve.
      // Cells are chosen based on their carrying capacity
      //cout << "To:\n";
      for(int i = 0; i < num_deleted[res]; i++)

{
  double rand = gsl_rng_uniform(RNG);
  bool survives_move = gsl_rng_uniform(RNG) <
    vm["move_surv"].as<double>();
  if(survives_move)
    {
      for(int cell = 0; cell < go_r.size(); cell++)

{
  if(rand < cum_K[cell])
    {
      map[go_r[cell]][go_c[cell]](0)++; //choose this cell
      //cout << "(" << go_r[cell] << "," << go_c[cell] << ")\n";
      cell = go_r.size(); //break out. Find cell for next ind.
    }
}

    }
}      

    }
  //cout << K << endl;
  //printMap(map);

  return;
}

///Return the sum of all elements of a Columnvector
/**@param vec The Octave ColumnVector*/
double vectorSum(const ColumnVector& vec)
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{
  double total = 0;
  for(int i = 0; i < vec.rows(); i++)
    {
      total = total + vec(i);
    }
  return total;
}

///Make a cumulative dispersion vector for use in the function migrate().
/**The vector will have the cumulative probability of migrating to the north,
   east, south, west, northeast, southeast, southwest, northwest, 
   and staying (not migrating), respectively. This depends, however, on 
   whether dispersal includes corners and long−distance dispersers (via migGil),
   and this ultimately affects the size of the vector returned from the 
   function.
   @param disp_prob The probability of dispersing to each of the four adjacent
   cells. Migration to corner cells is 1/10 of this. If m is the migration
   to each edge cell, total number of dispersers will be
   4m + 4m/10 */
ColumnVector makeCumulativeDispersionProbabilityVector(const double& disp_prob)
{
  int destinations = 0;
  if(vm["corners"].as<int>() == 0)
    {
      destinations = 5;
    }
  if(vm["migGil"].as<int>() == 1)
    {
      if(vm["corners"].as<int>() == 1)

{
  cout << "You specified for migration to be according to Gilpin’s \n"
       << "original model as well as for migration to be to corner "
       << "cells. \nThese are incompatible. \nExiting.\n";
  exit(1);
} 

      destinations = 6; // 4 sides plus long−distance + stay
    }
  if(vm["corners"].as<int>() == 1)
    {
      destinations = 9;
    }
  ColumnVector cum_disp_probs(destinations);
  cum_disp_probs.fill(0);
  cum_disp_probs(0) = disp_prob; //North
  cum_disp_probs(1) = cum_disp_probs(0) + disp_prob; //East
  cum_disp_probs(2) = cum_disp_probs(1) + disp_prob; //South
  cum_disp_probs(3) = cum_disp_probs(2) + disp_prob; //West
  if(vm["corners"].as<int>() == 1)
    {
      cum_disp_probs(4) = cum_disp_probs(3) + disp_prob/10; //Northeast
      cum_disp_probs(5) = cum_disp_probs(4) + disp_prob/10; //Southeast
      cum_disp_probs(6) = cum_disp_probs(5) + disp_prob/10; //Southwest
      cum_disp_probs(7) = cum_disp_probs(6) + disp_prob/10; //NorthWest
    }
  if(vm["migGil"].as<int>() == 1)
    {
      cum_disp_probs(4) = cum_disp_probs(3) + disp_prob; // long distance
    }
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  cum_disp_probs(destinations−1) = 1; //stay
  return cum_disp_probs;
}

///Allow first−year individuals to migrate accoring to Monte−Carlo simulations.
/**Migration is allowed from the central cell to each of the 4 adjacent 
   cells (or to the 8 surrounding cells if −−corners = 1) 
   with probabilities specified. Migration is for first−year individuals
   only. 
   Each individual gets a random number. 
   If the random number is less than the cumulative dispersion probability 
   described by the parameter cum_disp_prob, then that individual will have 
   that ’fate’ and migrate to that location (or stay). When all individuals 
   have a ’fate’, the mask is checked to see whether their proposed destination 
   cell is legitimate. If the mask is 1, then allow migration in which the 
   number of individuals is subtracted from the source cell and added to the 
   destination cell. If the mask is 0, then no migration is allowed and the 
   cell does not lose the individuals but no cell gains them either. Thus, 
   with this algorithm, there is no net loss or gain of individuals.
   Furthermore, all cells have an equal possibility of gaining or losing
   individuals. There are no net gainers and no net losers.
   @param src The main map. This will be changed by this function to reflect
   the new (post−migration) population size which is the old size − migrants..
   @note src will be changed by this function.
   @param migs An empty space that is exactly the same dimensions as src. 
   At the end of the function, it holds the post−migration population size
   which is a total of the residents and immigrants.
   @note migs must be exactly the same size in all dimensions as src or there
   will be a bus error or seg fault.
   @param mask The mask which shows whether a cell can sustain any population
   (value = 1) or no population (value = 0)
   @param cum_disp_prob The cumulative distribution probability. This should
   be a vector of size 5, or 9, depending on whether there is migration to 
   corners or not with cumulative probabilities of dispersing to 
   the north, east, south, and west or staying in the same cell. Thus, the last
   value should be 1. This vector can be generated by 
   makeCumulativeDispersionProbabilityVector()*/
void migrate(vector<vector<ColumnVector> >& src,

     vector<vector<ColumnVector> >& migs,
     const Matrix& mask,
     const ColumnVector& cum_disp_prob)

{
  double random;
  for(int row = 2; row < src.size()−2; row++)//for each row
    {
      for(int col = 2; col < src[row].size()−2; col++)//for each column

{
  if(mask(row,col) == 1)
    {
      ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
      // To test whether all individuals or just juveniles dispersing
      // makes a difference, comment out the following two lines 
      // and replace them with the third line (int age = 0)
      // as well as the end brace toward the end of the function
      //      for(int age = 0; age < src[row][col].length(); age++)
      // {
      int age = 0;

              ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //a fate for each of N,S,E,W , NE,SE,SW,NW and Stay
  ColumnVector fates(cum_disp_prob.length());
  fates.fill(0);
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  if(vm["probMig"].as<int>() == 1)//probabilistic migration
    {
      for(int ind = 0; ind < src[row][col](age); ind++)// ind

{
  //get random number for each ind
  random = gsl_rng_uniform(RNG);
  //Check each direction to see how many individuals go 
  //in that direction
  for(int cdp = 0; cdp < cum_disp_prob.length(); cdp++)
    {
      if ( random < cum_disp_prob(cdp))

{
  fates(cdp)++;
  cdp = cum_disp_prob.length();//break from loop
}

    }
}

    }
  else // not probabilistic migration
    {
      for(int fate = 0; fate < fates.rows(); fate++)

{
  fates(fate) = floor((cum_disp_prob(0) * 

       src[row][col](age)) + 0.5);
}

    }
  
  
  

#ifdef NO_STOCH
  fates.fill(0);

#endif
  
  //Check the mask for each destination
  // If the mask is 1, allow migration
  // If the mask is 0, don’t extract migrants
  //In each case, only first−years migrate
  //Migrate to the north
  if(mask(row−1,col) == 1)
    {
      migs[row−1][col](age) = migs[row−1][col](age) + fates(0);
      src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − fates(0);
    }
  //Migrate to the east
  if(mask(row,col+1) == 1)
    {
      migs[row][col+1](age) = migs[row][col+1](age) + fates(1);
      src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − fates(1);
    }
  //Migrate to the south
  if(mask(row+1,col) == 1)
    {
      migs[row+1][col](age) = migs[row+1][col](age) + fates(2);
      src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − fates(2);
    }
  //Migrate to the west
  if(mask(row,col−1) == 1)
    {
      migs[row][col−1](age) = migs[row][col−1](age) + fates(3);
      src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − fates(3);
    }
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  if(vm["corners"].as<int>() == 1)
    {
      //Migrate to the North−east
      if(mask(row−1,col+1) == 1)

{
  migs[row−1][col+1](age) = 
    migs[row−1][col+1](age) + fates(4);
  src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − fates(4);
}

      //Migrate to the South−east
      if(mask(row+1,col+1) == 1)

{
  migs[row+1][col+1](age) = 
    migs[row+1][col+1](age) + fates(5);
  src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − fates(5);
}

      //Migrate to the South−west
      if(mask(row+1,col−1) == 1)

{
  migs[row+1][col−1](age) = 
    migs[row+1][col−1](age) + fates(6);
  src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − fates(6);
}

      //Migrate to the North−west
      if(mask(row−1,col−1) == 1)

{
  migs[row−1][col−1](age) = 
    migs[row−1][col−1](age) + fates(7);
  src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − fates(7);
}

    } // end if corners
  //Remain in cell
  migs[row][col](age) = 
    migs[row][col](age) + fates(fates.length()−1); //last fate
  src[row][col](age) = 
    src[row][col](age) − fates(fates.length()−1); //last fate

    }
}

    }
  
  //Add migs and src. This still needs to be done since migrants might not
  //actually migrate due to the boundaries of the reserves
  for(int row = 2; row < src.size()−2; row++)//for each row
    {
      for(int col = 2; col < src[row].size()−2; col++)//for each column

{
  migs[row][col] = src[row][col] + migs[row][col];
}

    }
  return;
}

///Allow a poisson number of individuals to migrate.
/**The number migrating to each of the 4 adjacent cells is a Poisson number
   with mean disp*N where N is the number of each age group. Migrants are added
   to the migs matrix and subtracted from the src matrix.
   @param src The population before migration starts
   @param migs The migrants.
   @param mask A matrix showing whether particular cells have K>=1.
*/
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void migratePoisson(vector<vector<ColumnVector> >& src,
    vector<vector<ColumnVector> >& migs,
    const Matrix& mask)

{
  for(int row = 2; row < src.size()−2; row++)//for each row
    {
      for(int col = 2; col < src[row].size()−2; col++)//for each column

{
  if(mask(row,col) == 1) 
    {
      double disp = vm["disp"].as<double>();
      for(int age = 0; age < src[row][col].length(); age++)

{
  int north;
  int south;
  int east;
  int west;

    north = gsl_ran_poisson(RNG, disp*src[row][col](age));
    south = gsl_ran_poisson(RNG, disp*src[row][col](age));
    east = gsl_ran_poisson(RNG, disp*src[row][col](age));
    west = gsl_ran_poisson(RNG, disp*src[row][col](age));

   
  if(mask(row+1,col) == 1)
    {

       migs[row+1][col](age) = migs[row+1][col](age) + north;
      src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − north;
    }
  if(mask(row−1,col) == 1)
    {
      migs[row−1][col](age) = migs[row−1][col](age) + south;
      src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − south;
    }
  if(mask(row,col+1) == 1)
    {
      migs[row][col+1](age) = migs[row][col+1](age) + east;
      src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − east;
    }
  if(mask(row,col−1) == 1)
    {
      migs[row][col−1](age) = migs[row][col−1](age) + west;
      src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − west;
    }
}

    }
}

    }
  //  printMap(migs);
  for(int row = 2; row < src.size()−2; row++)//for each row
    {
      for(int col = 2; col < src[row].size()−2; col++)//for each column

{
  for(int age = 0; age < src[row][col].length(); age++)
    {
      migs[row][col](age) = migs[row][col](age) + src[row][col](age);
    }
}

    }
  return;
}

/// This function mimics the migration algorithm in original model. 
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/** Individuals may migrate to unsuitable habitat, and individuals of all
    ages migrate, so a particular individual may migrate more than once.
    This function is incompatible with the ’corners’ option as it was not 
    used by Gilpin.
    @param src The matrix of the population before migration starts
    @param migs The matrix to hold migrants
    @param mask A matrix showing whether particular cells have K>=1.
    @param cum_disp_prob Cumulative probability of dispersal to each destination
*/
void migrateGilpin(vector<vector<ColumnVector> >& src,

   vector<vector<ColumnVector> >& migs,
   const Matrix& mask,
   const ColumnVector& cum_disp_prob)

{  

  if(vm["corners"].as<int>() == 1)
    {
      cout << "You specified for migration to be according to Gilpin’s \n"

   <<"original model as well as for migration to be to corner cells. \n"
   <<"These are incompatible. \nExiting.";

      exit(1);
    } 
  if(cum_disp_prob.length() != 6)
    {
      cout << "There is a bug in migrateGilpin. There should be 6 places an\n"

   <<"individual can go (4 sides, long distance, and stay). \n"
   <<"This is not the case\n";

    }
  ColumnVector static_disp_prob = cum_disp_prob; //Don’t change static vector
  double random;
  for(int row = 2; row < src.size()−2; row++)//for each row
    {
      for(int col = 2; col < src[row].size()−2; col++)//for each column

{
  if(mask(row,col) == 1)
    {
      for(int age = 0; age < src[row][col].length(); age++)

{
  //a fate for each of N,S,E,W , long dist,  and Stay
  ColumnVector fates(cum_disp_prob.length());
  fates.fill(0);
  if(vm["probMig"].as<int>() == 1)//probabilistic migration
    {
      for(int ind = 0; ind < src[row][col](age); ind++)// ind

{
  //get random number for each ind
  random = gsl_rng_uniform(RNG);
  //Check each direction to see how many individuals go 
  //in that direction
  for(int cdp = 0; cdp < cum_disp_prob.length(); cdp++)
    {
      if ( random < cum_disp_prob(cdp))

{
  fates(cdp)++;
  cdp = cum_disp_prob.length();//break from loop
}

    }
}

    }
  else // not probabilistic migration
    {
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      for(int fate = 0; fate < fates.rows(); fate++)
{
  fates(fate) = floor((cum_disp_prob(0) * 

       src[row][col](age)) + 0.5);
}

    }
  //Migrate to the north
  migs[row−1][col](age) = migs[row−1][col](age) + fates(0);
  src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − fates(0);
  //Migrate to the east
  migs[row][col+1](age) = migs[row][col+1](age) + fates(1);
  src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − fates(1);
  //Migrate to the south
  migs[row+1][col](age) = migs[row+1][col](age) + fates(2);
  src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − fates(2);
  //Migrate to the west
  migs[row][col−1](age) = migs[row][col−1](age) + fates(3);
  src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − fates(3);
  
  //Long distance migration
  // Pick two ints (−2 − 2) and use them for the row and c dirs
  int delta_c = gsl_rng_uniform_int(RNG, 5) − 2;
  int delta_r = gsl_rng_uniform_int(RNG, 5) − 2;
  migs[row+delta_r][col+delta_c](age) =
    migs[row+delta_r][col+delta_c](age) + fates(4);
  src[row][col](age) = src[row][col](age) − fates(4);
  
  //Remain in cell
  migs[row][col](age) = 
    migs[row][col](age) + fates(fates.length()−1); //last fate
  src[row][col](age) = 
    src[row][col](age) − fates(fates.length()−1); //last fate
}

    }
}

    }
  //No need to add migs and src since all of src has gone into migs
  return;
}

 
///Figure out if a file exists or not
/**@param filename The file to check
   @return True (1) if the file exists, False (0) if it does not exist.*/
bool fileExists(const string& filename)
{
  fstream fin;
  fin.open(filename.c_str(), std::ios::in);
  if( fin.is_open() )
    {
      fin.close();
      return true;
    }
  fin.close();
  return false;
}

///Omit a reserve from the simulation.
/**Run the simulation without a particular reserve or reserves. This function
   should be called immediately after the map and reserves matrices have been
   read in, after the number of reserves has been counted, but before anything 
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   is done with the numbers such as converting their scale.
   @par omit A std::vector of the reserves that should be omitted.
   @par map The habitat map.
   @par reserves The map showing the reserves.
@note It would be faster to run simulations without*/
void omitReserves(const vector<int>& omit,

  Matrix& map,
  Matrix& reserves)

{
  /* Run through entire map, zeroing out any cells that should be omitted 
     from both map and reserves matrices. */
  for(int row = 0; row < map.rows(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < map.columns(); col++)

{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < omit.size(); i++)
    {
      if(static_cast<int>(reserves(row,col)) == omit[i])

{
  map(row,col) = 0;
  reserves(row,col) = 0;
}

    }
}

    }
  return;
}

///Count the number of neighboring cells with K>=1 (max=8)
/**@param mask The matrix of cells indicating if K>=1
   @param row Row
   @param col Column
*/
int countNeighboringValidCells(const Matrix& mask, int row, int col)
{
  int count = 0;
  count = mask(row+1, col) + //north
    mask(row+1, col+1) + // northeast
    mask(row  , col+1) + // east
    mask(row−1, col+1) + // southeast
    mask(row−1, col  ) + // south
    mask(row−1, col−1) + // southwest
    mask(row  , col−1) + // west
    mask(row+1, col−1); // northwest
  return count;
}

///Eliminate a proportion of the cells, as if they were being develooped.
/**Completely eliminate a proportion of the cells from the simulation. 
   The cells are chosen randomly and are given a starting value and carrying
   capacity of zero.
   @param proportion The proportion of cells to eliminate. Given as a 
   proportion, not a percent.
   @param map The map of population densities (sizes)
   @param reserves The map describing the reserves.*/
void eliminateCells(const double& proportion,

 Matrix& map,
 Matrix& reserves)

{
  // Make a matrix with the same dimensions, then make all cells zero
  Matrix mask = map;
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  mask.fill(0);
  for(int row = 0; row < mask.rows(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < mask.columns(); col++)

{
  // Assign true/false as to whether random number is > or < cell
  mask(row,col) = gsl_rng_uniform(RNG) > proportion;
}

    }
  // Octave element−wise multiplication
  map = product(map, mask);
  reserves = product(reserves, mask);
  return;
}

///Eliminate cells from the periphery of the reserves as if they were developed.
/**Cells are considered peripheral if  6 or fewer of the 8 cells surrounding
   a focal cell have K>=1. 
   @param proportion The proportion of peripheral cells to eliminate.
   @param map Map
   @param reserves Map showing which reserve each cell belongs to.
*/
void eliminateCellsFromPeriphery(const double& proportion,

 Matrix& map,
 Matrix& reserves)

{
  int num_peripherals = 0;
  int total_cells = 0;
  Matrix peripherals_map = reserves;
  peripherals_map.fill(0);
  countPeripheralCells(reserves, peripherals_map, num_peripherals, total_cells);
  int num_cells_to_delete = floor((static_cast<double>(total_cells) *

   proportion) + 0.5);
  // Confirm that we don’t need to delete more peripheral cells than exist
  if(num_cells_to_delete > num_peripherals)
    {
      cout << "You have requested the elimination of more peripheral cells\n"

   << "than exist. This map contains " << total_cells << " total\n "
   << "cells and " << num_peripherals << " peripheral cells.\n";

      cout << "You requested deletion of " << num_cells_to_delete << endl;
      cout << "This message comes from the function "

   << "eliminateCellsFromPeriphery\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  // Make parallel vectors of row and column numbers for each peripheral cell
  vector<int> row_nums;
  vector<int> col_nums;
  for(int row = 0; row < peripherals_map.rows(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < peripherals_map.columns(); col++)

{
  if(peripherals_map(row,col) == 1)
    {
      row_nums.push_back(row);
      col_nums.push_back(col);
    }
}

    }
  // Make a permutation of 1..n as indices for which elements to keep/drop
  const size_t N = num_peripherals;
  gsl_permutation * p = gsl_permutation_alloc(N);
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  gsl_permutation_init(p);
  gsl_ran_shuffle(RNG, p−>data, num_peripherals, sizeof(size_t));
  vector<int> indices;
  for(int i = 0; i < gsl_permutation_size(p); i++)
    {
      indices.push_back(gsl_permutation_get(p,i));
    }
 
  // Eliminate the cells from both the map and reserves matrices
  for(int i = 0; i < num_cells_to_delete; i++)
    {
      map(row_nums[indices[i] ], col_nums[indices[i] ]) = 0;
      reserves(row_nums[indices[i] ], col_nums[indices[i] ]) = 0;
    }  
  return;
}

///Reduce all cells by a certain proportion as if habitat were universally degra
ded.
/**@param proportion The proportion by which to reduce the population size. A va
lue of 0.1 represents a 10% reduction with the final size being 90% of the origi
nal. If 0, the cell will not be changed.
   @param map The map of population sizes (densities)*/
void reduceAllCells(const double& proportion,

    Matrix& map)
{
  map = map * (1−proportion);
  return;
}

  

///Get parameters from parameter file, command line, or accept defaults
/**Default parameters are overwritten by parameters defined in the parameter fil
e which are in turn overwritten by those on the command line. For a list of avai
lable parameters, call the program with the −h flag. The values are available as
 vm.count["variable"] for flags or vm["variable"].as<type> for variables with va
lues where type can be string, int, double etc. 
   @param vm The variables map should be a global variable declared above main()
 and therefore accessible to all functions. */
 void get_parameters(int argc, char *argv[], boost::program_options::variables_m
ap &vm) 
{

   namespace po = boost::program_options;
  po::options_description generic("Generic");
  generic.add_options()
    ("help,h", "Produce help message")
    ;
  po::options_description accessory_files("Files");
  accessory_files.add_options()
    ("mapfile,m",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("map.mat"),
     "File containing initial cell sizes")
    ("reservefile,r",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("reserves.mat"),
     "File containing reserve identity of each cell. This should be 1−based. I.e
. the first reserve should be labeled 1 rather than 0 and all non−habitat should
 be zero.")
    ("correlationfile,c",
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     po::value<string>()−>default_value("cor.mat"),
     "File containing correlations of stochasticity for reserves. This file will
 be used if the correlation parameter is either 0 or 1. Otherwise, a correlation
 matrix will be set up with all the same values.")
    ("outfile,o",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("outfile.txt"),
     "File into which data is written")
    ;
  po::options_description parameters("Simulation Parameters");
  parameters.add_options()
    ("run",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(1),
     "Run number")
    ("generations,g",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(1),
     "Number of generations to run simulation")
    ("seed,s",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(time(0)),
     "Seed for all non−EV generators. Default is based on clock time (time(0)) a
nd will change from run to run")
    ("evseed,S",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(time(0)),
     "Seed for the gsl random number generator that controls environmental stoch
asticity. Default is a number based on the clock time (time(0)) and will change 
from run to run")
    ("lambda_multiplier",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(1),
     "Value with which to multiply the entire Leslie matrix in order to get high
er or lower lambda values")
    ("st_var",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0),
     "Standardized variance to use on all matrix elements.")
    ("st_var_fert",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0),
     "Standardized variance to use on fertilities. If not given (or if zero), th
is will be replaced by st_var. If given or not zero, this will override st_var")
    ("st_var_surv",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0),
     "Standardized variance to use on survival. If not given (or if zero), this 
will be replaced by st_var. If given or not zero, this will override st_var")
    ("vital_m_ad",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(2.6),
     "Value for adult maternity. Given as ’m’ in Caswell")
    ("vital_m_juv",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0.5),
     "value for juvenile maternity.")
    ("vital_p0",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0.4),
     "Survival from 0−3 months, as defined by Price and Kelly 1994")
    ("vital_p3",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0.62),
     "Survival from 3−6 months, as defined by Price and Kelly 1994")
    ("vital_p_ad",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0.32),
     "Adult survival, as defined by Price and Kelly 1994")
    ("correlation",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(1.0),
     "Inter−reserve correlation for controlling environmental variance. If this 
value is 0 or 1, the correlation file will be used. For intermediate values, thi
s value will be used.")
    ("age_struct",
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     po::value<int>()−>default_value(1),
     "Run the sim with Price’s age−structured model (1) or as a non−age−structur
ed model (0). If non−age−structured, the value of lambda can be given. The value
 of lambda is ignored if run with age−structure. Age−structure (and lambda) basi
cally mean that all the life history vital rates do not get used.")
    ("lambda",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(1.07325),
     "Reproductive rate for non−ge−structured population. This is becomes the on
ly cell in the Leslie matrix, and is ignored if age_struct is 1. See also the no
te for age_struct.")
    ("disp",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0.05), 
     "Proportion of individuals that disperse to each adjacent cell")
    ("corners",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Allow migration to corner cells (1) or not (0). Migration to corner cells 
is 1/10th that of migration to edge cells. This was determined by simulation wit
h migration distances based on a geometric distribution")
    ("migGil",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Do migration according to Gilpin’s algorithm (1). Individuals migrate rega
rdless of the destination cell’s ability to accomodate them and it includes long
−distance migration. This is incompatible with the ’corners’ option.")
    ("probMig",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(1),
     "Choose migrants probabilistically (1). If probabilistically, a random numb
er is assigned to each individual to determine if it migrates. If not probabilis
tically, a set proportion migrate to each neighboring cell. This reduces variati
on in the number of migrants and is how Gilpin’s original program works.")
    ("density_dependence",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Form of density dependence.\n"
     "  0: Logistic based on Beverton−Holt. This is the default.\n"
     "  1: Ceiling")
    ("PET",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Pseudo−extinction threshold for a single cell. When a cell has fewer than 
or equal to PET, those individuals die and the cell is temporarily extinct.")
    ("rPET",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0.001),
     "Extinction threshold for each reserve, as a proportion of the carrying cap
acity of the reserve. Defaults to 0.1%.")
    ("globalPET",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Pseudo−extinction threshold for the entire reserve system. If the entire r
eserve has fewer than or equal to globalPET individuals, the simulation stops.")
    ("omit",
     po::value<vector<int> >(),
     "The number of the reserves to be eliminated from the simulation. This can 
be entered multiple times, but each must be preceded by the −−omit flag.")
    ("eliminate_cells",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0),
     "Proportion of cells to eliminate. They are selected randomly.")
    ("reduce_cells",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0),
     "Proportion by which to reduce every cell’s population size.")
    ("move",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Number of individuals to move among reserves.")
    ("move_surv",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(1),
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     "Probability that an individual moved among reserves survives the move.")
    ("note",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("NoNote"),
     "Note to print with results")
    ("yearly_stats",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Print a time series of a single run? 1=Yes, 0=No")
    ;
  po::options_description all_options("All available options");
  all_options.add(generic).add(accessory_files).add(parameters);
  po::store(po::command_line_parser(argc, argv).options(all_options).run(), vm);
  ifstream ifs("parameters.txt");
  po::store(po::parse_config_file(ifs, all_options), vm);
  po::notify(vm);
  //print options if −−help is on command line
  if (vm.count("help"))
    {
      cout << all_options << "\n";
      exit(0);
    }
   return;
}

///Count the number of cells on the periphery of the reserves
/**Cells are considered peripheral if there are 6 or fewer occupiable cells
   out of the 8 cells surrounding the focal cell.
   @param reserves Reserves map
   @param peripherals_map Map that will mark the cells considered peripheral
   with a 1 or 0 otherwise.
   @param num_peripheral Integer to hold outcome of calculations of the number
   of peripheral cells.
   @param total_occupied_cells Number of cells with K>=1
*/
void countPeripheralCells(const Matrix& reserves,

  Matrix& peripherals_map,
  int& num_peripheral,
  int& total_occupied_cells)

{
  // The following section can be used to calculate the number of peripheral
  // cells and the number of occupied cells. It only really works when
  // eliminate_cells = 0
  // With the GIS file, there are 637 peripheral cells out of 1419 (44.8)
  Matrix neighbors = reserves;
  Matrix n_mask = reserves;
  n_mask = mx_el_ge(n_mask, 1); //n_mask >= 1 (elementwise)
  neighbors.fill(0);
  for(int row = 0; row < neighbors.rows(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < neighbors.columns(); col++)     
  {
    if(n_mask(row,col) != 0)
      {
        neighbors(row,col) = countNeighboringValidCells(n_mask, row, col);
      }
  }
    }
  // Peripheral cells have 6 or fewer valid neighbors. Count them as a 
  // proportion of all occupied cells
  num_peripheral = 0;
  total_occupied_cells = 0;
  peripherals_map.fill(0);
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  for(int row = 0; row < neighbors.rows(); row++)
    {
      for(int col = 0; col < neighbors.columns(); col++)     
  {
    if(neighbors(row,col) <= 6 && neighbors(row,col) > 0)
      {
        num_peripheral++;

      peripherals_map(row,col) = 1;
      }
    if(neighbors(row,col) >= 1)
      {
        total_occupied_cells++;
      }
  }
    }
  double proportion_peripheral = static_cast<double>(num_peripheral) /
    static_cast<double>(total_occupied_cells);
/*   cout << neighbors; */
/*   cout << "Peripheral cells: " << num_peripheral  */
/*        << "\tTotal cells: " << total_occupied_cells  */
/*        << "\tProportion peripheral: " << proportion_peripheral << endl; */
  return;
}
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Appendix F.  Similarity of original PVA model with re-written 

version

Table F1: Comparison of persistence times and 100 year survival probability (P100) from 

the original PVA with the equivalent re-written version. 

Mean St. Dev. P100

Reserve Orig. Re-

write

Orig. Re-

write 

Orig. Re-write

L. Matthews 140 > 136 65 65 72% 67%

Motte 68 < 86 50 60 24% 35%

San Jacinto 141 < 148 70 63 66% 74%

L. Skinner 124 > 115 66 67 60% 53%

Syc 

Cyn/MAFB

97 > 88 64 62 42% 38%

All Reserves 162 < 165 58 54 80% 83%

Parameter values as used in original PVA (RECON 1995): λ=1.07, σe=0.80. As in 

original, simulations were truncated at 200 years. Data from PVA model: n=50; for re-

written version n=1000. All differences between means were non-significant using 

sequential Bonferroni correction.
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Appendix G. Source code for geosim.

The following code is for the program geosim, which was used for both the sage-

grouse (Chapter 2) and spatially structured (Chapter 3) simulations. For use with the 

sage-grouse simulations, the program should be compiled with grouse.cpp rather than 

main.cpp. The following open-source libraries are necessary to compile:

• boost program options

• gnu scientific library

• Qt

• Computational geometry algorithm library (CGAL)

The following files, included here, are part of this program. An asterisk (*) indicates 

both .h and .cpp files.

• grouse.cpp

• main.cpp

• general_functions.h

• allele*

• fitness*

• genotype*

• globalLocus*

• habitat*

• individual*
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• leslie*

• locus*

• metapop*

• point*

• pop*

• spatialpop*

• tree*
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 //#if HAVE_CONFIG_H
//#include <config.h>
//#endif
#ifndef NONSPATIAL
#include <CGAL/Cartesian.h>
#include <CGAL/Point_set_2.h>
#include <CGAL/point_generators_2.h>
#include <CGAL/copy_n.h>
#include <CGAL/random_selection.h>
#include <CGAL/Bbox_2.h>
#include <CGAL/Bbox_3.h>
#include <qapplication.h>
#endif //NONSPATIAL
 
#include <iostream>
#include <map>
#include <string>
#include <sstream>
#include <vector>
#include <fstream>
#include <iterator>
#include <unistd.h>  //Required for getcwd (get current working directory)

#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_randist.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_statistics_double.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_statistics_int.h>
#include <boost/program_options.hpp>

/************************************
Global variable map used to collect command−line parameters
should be available to any function without having to be passed
*************************************/
boost::program_options::variables_map vm;

#include "fitness.h"
#include "leslie.h"
#include "allele.h"
#include "genotype.h"
#include "individual.h"
#include "globalLocus.h"
#include "pop.h"
#include "locus.h"
#include "tools.h"
#include "tree.h"
#include "regulation.h"

#ifdef NONSPATIAL
#include "point.h"
#include "metapop.h"
#endif

#ifndef NONSPATIAL
#include "habitat.h"
#include "spatialpop.h"
#endif

using namespace boost;
namespace po = boost::program_options;
using namespace std;
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#ifndef NONSPATIAL
typedef CGAL::Point_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Point;
typedef CGAL::Polygon_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Polygon;
#endif

/************************************
Set up random number generator and pass them to all classes
Will seed the generator below, after reading in parameters
*************************************/
gsl_rng* RNG = gsl_rng_alloc(gsl_rng_mt19937);
gsl_rng* Leslie::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* Fitness::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* Individual::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* GlobalLocus::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* Allele::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* Genotype::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* Pop::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* Regulation::generator =RNG;
gsl_rng* Tree::generator = RNG;
#ifndef NONSPATIAL
gsl_rng* Habitat::generator = RNG;
#endif
gsl_rng* Metapop::generator = RNG;

 
/************************************
Other static variables
************************************/
int GlobalLocus::num_a_loci = 0;
int GlobalLocus::num_x_loci = 0;
int GlobalLocus::num_y_loci = 0;
int GlobalLocus::num_w_loci = 0;
int GlobalLocus::num_z_loci = 0;
int GlobalLocus::num_m_loci = 0;
vector<GlobalLocus> Pop::freqs;
int Pop::pop_count = 0;
unsigned int Allele::allele_count = 0;
int Individual::ind_count = 0;
int Individual::next_sex = 0;//!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
vector<Leslie> Individual::leslie;
vector<Fitness> Individual::fitness_function;
int clocktime = time(0);

#include "general_functions.h"

int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
  /**********************************
  Get and parse subversion revision number
  **********************************/
  char rev[] = "$Rev: 18 $"; //This should only be changed by subversion
  char *rev_num;
  char delim[] = " ";
  rev_num = strtok(rev,delim);
  rev_num = strtok(NULL, " ");
  int svn_revision = atoi(rev_num);

  /*********************************
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  Get options from command line and parameter file and assign variables
  **********************************/
  get_parameters(argc, argv, vm);  
  string abs_path = getBinDir(string(*argv)); 
      
  const string allele_file    = vm["allele_file"].as<string>();
  const string boundary_file  = vm["boundary_file"].as<string>();
  const string leslie_file_m  = vm["leslie_file_m"].as<string>();
  const string leslie_file_f  = vm["leslie_file_f"].as<string>();
  const string migration_file_m=vm["migration_file_m"].as<string>();
  const string migration_file_f=vm["migration_file_f"].as<string>();
  const string outfile_prefix = vm["outfile_prefix"].as<string>();

  const int gens                  = vm["generations"].as<int>();
  const int popsize               = vm["popsize"].as<int>();
  const double prop_males_lekking = vm["prop_males_lekking"].as<double>();
  const int num_pops              = vm["num_pops"].as<int>();
  const double sigma              = vm["sigma"].as<double>();
  const double mig_rate_m         = vm["migration_rate_m"].as<double>();
  const double mig_rate_f         = vm["migration_rate_f"].as<double>();
  const int seed                  = vm["seed"].as<int>();
  const int run                   = vm["run"].as<int>();
  const string note               = vm["note"].as<string>();
  std::stringstream ss; //make seed into a string
  ss << vm["seed"].as<int>();
  string seed_string = ss.str();
  std::stringstream rs; //make run into a string
  rs << vm["run"].as<int>();
  string run_string = rs.str();
   /*********************************
  Seed the random number generator
  *********************************/
  gsl_rng_set(RNG, seed);
  /********************************
  read in globallocus data
  *********************************/
  vector<GlobalLocus> initial_freqs;
  ifstream fin;
  char text[256]; //something to hold data read in
  fin.open(allele_file.c_str());
  if(fin.fail())
    {
      cout << "Could not open allele file called " << allele_file << ".\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  while(! fin.eof())
    {
      fin.getline(text, 256); 
      string text_string = text;
      if( ! text_string.find_first_not_of(" \t\v\r\n"))

{
  GlobalLocus loc(text);
  initial_freqs.push_back(loc);
}

    }  
  Pop::freqs = initial_freqs; //Pop::freqs is static
  /********************************
  read in leslie file information for females and males
  then make individuals
  *********************************/
  Leslie leslie_females(leslie_file_f);
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  Leslie leslie_males(leslie_file_m);
  Individual::leslie.push_back(leslie_females);
  Individual::leslie.push_back(leslie_males);
  //Set fitnesses
  Fitness fit_females("CONSTANT", 1, 1.0, −1.0);//all females have fitness=1
  
  Fitness fit_males("STEP", 1, prop_males_lekking, −1.0);//males
  //Fitness fit_males("CONSTANT", 1, 1.0, −1.0);//males
  Individual::fitness_function.push_back(fit_females);
  Individual::fitness_function.push_back(fit_males);
  
  /********************************
  Set up population regulation
  *********************************/
 
 

  Regulation *regulation_ptr;
  regulation_ptr = new Regulation (vm["lambda"].as<double>(),

   vm["env_var"].as<double>(),
   vm["reg_type"].as<string>(),
   vm["correlation"].as<double>(),
   vm["num_pops"].as<int>(),
   vm["popsize"].as<int>());

  
  
  /************************************************************
  Set up metapop and run through generations and migration
  *************************************************************/
  Metapop m(mig_rate_m, mig_rate_f, num_pops, popsize, false, regulation_ptr);
  
  
  for(int i = 0; i < gens; i++)
    {
      regulation_ptr−>calcNextGenSize();
      m.advanceGeneration();//advanceGeneration now includes migrate()
    }
  
  
  /************************************************************
  // Make new populations that are samples from the old
  // Sample individuals and populations.
  // Print out the metapop stats in their own file
  // For each, print out the full metapop genotypes for processing
  //First print the full metapop
  ************************************************************/
  Metapop sampInd = m.sampleInds(vm["sample_inds"].as<int>());
  Metapop samp = sampInd.samplePops(vm["sample_pops"].as<int>());

  string base_outfile_prefix = outfile_prefix;
  printMetapopStats(svn_revision, gens, m, base_outfile_prefix, 0);
  string samp_outfile_prefix = outfile_prefix + "_s";
  printMetapopStats(svn_revision, gens, samp, samp_outfile_prefix, 0);

  ofstream arl_auto;
  ofstream arl_mito;
  ofstream arl_auto_s;
  ofstream arl_mito_s;
  string base_arlequin_auto = base_outfile_prefix + run_string + "auto.arp";
  string base_arlequin_mito = base_outfile_prefix + run_string + "mito.arp";
  string base_arlequin_auto_s = base_outfile_prefix + run_string + "auto_s.arp";
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  string base_arlequin_mito_s = base_outfile_prefix + run_string + "mito_s.arp";
  
  arl_auto.open(base_arlequin_auto.c_str());
  arl_mito.open(base_arlequin_mito.c_str());
  arl_auto_s.open(base_arlequin_auto_s.c_str());
  arl_mito_s.open(base_arlequin_mito_s.c_str());
  m.printForArlequin(arl_auto, 0); //1 for mitochondrial loci, 0 otherwise
  m.printForArlequin(arl_mito, 1);
  samp.printForArlequin(arl_auto_s, 0);
  samp.printForArlequin(arl_mito_s, 1);
  
  arl_auto.close();
  arl_mito.close();
  arl_auto_s.close();
  arl_mito_s.close();

  delete regulation_ptr;
  
return 0;  
} 
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//#if HAVE_CONFIG_H
//#include <config.h>
//#endif
#ifndef NONSPATIAL
#include <CGAL/Cartesian.h>
#include <CGAL/Point_set_2.h>
#include <CGAL/point_generators_2.h>
#include <CGAL/copy_n.h>
#include <CGAL/random_selection.h>
#include <CGAL/Bbox_2.h>
#include <CGAL/Bbox_3.h>
#include <QtGui>
#include <CGAL/Qt/GraphicsViewNavigation.h>
#include <CGAL/Qt/TriangulationGraphicsItem.h>
#include <QLineF>
#include <QRectF>
#include <boost/format.hpp>
//#include <QApplication>
//#include <QMainWindow>
#endif //NONSPATIAL
 
#include <iostream>
#include <map>
#include <string>
#include <sstream>
#include <vector>
#include <fstream>
#include <iterator>
#include <unistd.h>  //Required for getcwd (get current working directory)

#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_randist.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_statistics_double.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_statistics_int.h>
#include <boost/program_options.hpp>

#include "fitness.h"
#include "leslie.h"
#include "allele.h"
#include "genotype.h"
#include "individual.h"
#include "globalLocus.h"
#include "pop.h"
#include "locus.h"
#include "tools.h"
#include "tree.h"
#include "regulation.h"
#include "graphics.h"

#ifdef NONSPATIAL
#include "point.h"
#endif
#include "metapop.h"

#ifndef NONSPATIAL
#include "habitat.h"
#include "spatialpop.h"
#endif

using namespace boost;
namespace po = boost::program_options;
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using namespace std;

#ifndef NONSPATIAL
typedef CGAL::Point_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Point;
typedef CGAL::Polygon_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Polygon;

#endif

/************************************
Global variable map used to collect command−line parameters
should be available to any function without having to be passed
*************************************/
boost::program_options::variables_map vm;

/************************************
Set up random number generator and pass them to all classes
Will seed the generator below, after reading in parameters
*************************************/
gsl_rng* RNG = gsl_rng_alloc(gsl_rng_mt19937);
gsl_rng* Leslie::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* Fitness::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* Individual::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* GlobalLocus::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* Allele::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* Genotype::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* Pop::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* Regulation::generator = RNG;
gsl_rng* Tree::generator = RNG;
#ifndef NONSPATIAL
gsl_rng* Habitat::generator = RNG;
#endif
gsl_rng* Metapop::generator = RNG;
 
/************************************
Other static variables
************************************/
int GlobalLocus::num_a_loci = 0;
int GlobalLocus::num_x_loci = 0;
int GlobalLocus::num_y_loci = 0;
int GlobalLocus::num_w_loci = 0;
int GlobalLocus::num_z_loci = 0;
int GlobalLocus::num_m_loci = 0;
vector<GlobalLocus> Pop::freqs;
int Pop::pop_count = 0;
unsigned int Allele::allele_count = 0;
int Individual::ind_count = 0;
vector<Leslie> Individual::leslie;
vector<Fitness> Individual::fitness_function;
int clocktime = time(0);

#include "general_functions.h"

int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
  /**********************************
  Get and parse subversion revision number
  **********************************/
  char rev[] = "$Rev: 43 $"; //This should only be changed by subversion
  char *rev_num;
  char delim[] = " ";
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  rev_num = strtok(rev,delim);
  rev_num = strtok(NULL, " ");
  int svn_revision = atoi(rev_num);
  
  /*********************************
  Get options from command line and parameter file and assign variables
  **********************************/
  get_parameters(argc, argv, vm);  
  string abs_path = getBinDir(string(*argv)); 
  
  const string allele_file    = abs_path + vm["allele_file"].as<string>();
  const string boundary_file  = abs_path + vm["boundary_file"].as<string>();
  const string leslie_file_m  = abs_path + vm["leslie_file_m"].as<string>();
  const string leslie_file_f  = abs_path + vm["leslie_file_f"].as<string>();
  const string migration_file_m=abs_path + vm["migration_file_m"].as<string>();
  const string migration_file_f=abs_path + vm["migration_file_f"].as<string>();
  const string outfile_prefix = abs_path + vm["outfile_prefix"].as<string>();
  const int gens                  = vm["generations"].as<int>();
  const int popsize               = vm["popsize"].as<int>();
  const double prop_males_lekking = vm["prop_males_lekking"].as<double>();
  const int num_pops              = vm["num_pops"].as<int>();
  const double sigma              = vm["sigma"].as<double>();
  const double mig_rate_m         = vm["migration_rate_m"].as<double>();
  const double mig_rate_f         = vm["migration_rate_f"].as<double>();
  const int seed                  = vm["seed"].as<int>();
  const int run                   = vm["run"].as<int>();
  const string note               = vm["note"].as<string>();

  std::stringstream ss; //make seed into a string
  ss << vm["seed"].as<int>();
  string seed_string = ss.str();
  std::stringstream rs; //make run into a string
  rs << vm["run"].as<int>();
  string run_string = rs.str();
  /*********************************
  Seed the random number generator
  *********************************/
  gsl_rng_set(RNG, seed);
  
  /********************************
  read in globallocus data
  *********************************/
  vector<GlobalLocus> initial_freqs;
  ifstream fin;
  char text[256]; //something to hold data read in
  fin.open(allele_file.c_str());
  if(fin.fail())
    {
      cout << "Could not open allele file called " << allele_file << ".\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  while(! fin.eof())
    {
      fin.getline(text, 256); 
      string text_string = text;
      if( ! text_string.find_first_not_of(" \t\v\r\n"))

{  
  GlobalLocus loc(text);
  initial_freqs.push_back(loc);
}

    }  
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  Pop::freqs = initial_freqs; //Pop::freqs is static

  
  /********************************
  read in leslie file information for females and males
  then make individuals
  *********************************/
  Leslie leslie_females(abs_path + vm["leslie_file_f"].as<string>());
  Leslie leslie_males(abs_path + vm["leslie_file_m"].as<string>());
  
  Individual::leslie.push_back(leslie_females);
  Individual::leslie.push_back(leslie_males);
  //Set fitnesses
  Fitness fit_females("CONSTANT", 1, 1.0, −1.0);//all females have fitness=1
  Fitness fit_males("STEP", 1, prop_males_lekking, −1.0);//males
  
  Individual::fitness_function.push_back(fit_females);
  Individual::fitness_function.push_back(fit_males);
 
  /********************************
  Set up the habitat area
  *********************************/
  Habitat hab(vm["boundary_file"].as<string>());
  hab.setPermeability(0, 1.0); //vertical 
  hab.setPermeability(1, 1.0); //horizontal
  vector<Polygon> vec_poly; //to hold polygons created by sample4neighborhoods()
  //so they can be printed

  /********************************
  Set up population regulation
  *********************************/
  Regulation regulation(vm["lambda"].as<double>(),

vm["env_var"].as<double>(),
vm["reg_type"].as<string>(),
vm["correlation"].as<double>(),
vm["num_pops"].as<int>(),
hab.getArea() * vm["density"].as<double>());

  /********************************
  Set up spatial population
  *********************************/
  SpatialPop spop(vm["density"].as<double>(),
   vm["hermaphrodite"].as<bool>(),

  &regulation,
   hab,
   vm["sigma"].as<double>());

  /********************************
  Run through generations
  *********************************/
  for(int i = 0; i < vm["generations"].as<int>()+1; i++)
    {
      if(i > vm["burnin"].as<int>())

{
  //set permeability of the vertical uncrossable line
  hab.setPermeability(0, vm["permeability"].as<double>());
  spop.setHabitatPermeability(0, vm["permeability"].as<double>());
}

      cout << "Gen: "  << i << endl;
      spop.passNThruCorridors(false); //false says that it is not final mig 
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      spop.survive(0);
      spop.breed(0);
   
      if(((vm["sample_int"].as<int>() >= 1) && //if sample interval positive
        (i % vm["sample_int"].as<int>() == 0)) || //and i i== sample int

 (i == vm["generations"].as<int>()))   // __OR__ last generation
{
  SpatialPop s2 = spop;
  s2.makeTriangulation();
  
  /***************************************

           Swap N individuals through each corridor
  ****************************************/
  s2.passNThruCorridors(true); //true says that it is final generation
  
  /***************************************

           Separate out 4 small pops from center of habitat
  ****************************************/
  vector<SpatialPop> vec = s2.sample4Neighborhoods(vm["separation"].as<i

nt>());
  vector<SpatialPop> vec_spop;
  //take a sample of the neighborhoods
  if(vm["sample_inds"].as<int>() > 0)
    {
      for(int i = 0; i < vec.size(); i++)

{
  vec_spop.push_back(vec[i].sample(vm["sample_inds"].as<int>()))

;
}

    }
  else
    {
      vec_spop = vec;
    }
  //the following gets used much later for drawing 4neighborhoods 
  for(int sp = 0; sp < vec_spop.size(); sp++)
    {
      vec_poly.push_back(vec_spop[sp].getHabitat().getOutsideBoundary())

;
    }
  /***************************************

           Print 4 neighborhoods
  ****************************************/
  std::stringstream is; //make i into a string
  is << i;
  string i_string = is.str();
  string filename = vm["outfile_prefix"].as<string>() + "_" + i_string;
  //Print to Bayesass
  ofstream ba_out;
  string ba_file = filename + ".ba";
  ba_out.open(ba_file.c_str());
  //Print to Geneland
  ofstream gl_out1;
  ofstream gl_out2;
  string gl_file1 = filename + ".gl";
  string gl_file2 = filename + "_coord.gl";
  gl_out1.open(gl_file1.c_str());
  gl_out2.open(gl_file2.c_str());
  //Print to Structure 
  ofstream str_out;
  string str_file = filename + ".str";
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  str_out.open(str_file.c_str());
  //Print to genepop
  ofstream gp_out;
  string gp_file = filename + "_gp.txt";
  gp_out.open(gp_file.c_str());
  //sequentially print pops
  for(int i = 0; i < vec_spop.size(); i++)
    {
      vec_spop[i].printForBayesass(ba_out, i+1);
      vec_spop[i].printForGeneland(gl_out1, gl_out2);
      vec_spop[i].printForStructure(str_out, i+1);
      vec_spop[i].printForGenepop(gp_out, !i); // i opposite of bool fir

st
    }
  ba_out.close();
  gl_out1.close();
  gl_out2.close();
  str_out.close(); 
  gp_out.close();
  //Print full spatialpop as a metapop
  Metapop m(s2);
  ofstream metapop_out;
  string full_gp = filename + "_fullgp.txt";
  metapop_out.open(full_gp.c_str());
  m.printForGenepop(metapop_out);
  metapop_out.close();

}
      

      /***************************************
       Visualize each step of each generation
      ****************************************/
//       if(i >= vm["burnin"].as<int>()+1)
// {
//   for(int j = 0; j < spop.getNumInds(); j++)
//     {
//       Individual offspring = *spop.getInds()[j];
//       //cout << "Offspring has location (" << offspring.getLocation().x(
) 
//       //<< "," << offspring.getLocation().y() << ")\n";
//       Individual p1;
//       Individual p2;
//       bool found1 = false;
//       bool found2 = false;
//       for(int k = 0; k < spop.getPrevGen().size(); k++)
// {
//   if(spop.getPrevGen()[k]−>getIndID() == offspring.getFParentID(
))
//     {
//       p1 = *spop.getPrevGen()[k];
//       //cout << "P1 has location (" << p1.getLocation().x() << "
," 
//       //<< p1.getLocation().y() << ")\n";
//       found1 = true;
//     }
//   if(spop.getPrevGen()[k]−>getIndID() == offspring.getMParentID(
))
//     {
//       p2 = *spop.getPrevGen()[k];
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//       //cout << "P2 has location (" << p2.getLocation().x() << "
," 
//       //<< p2.getLocation().y() << ")\n";
//       found2 = true;
//     }    
//   if(found1 && found2)
//     {
//       QApplication app(argc, argv);
//       Graphics g(spop, 20);
//       g.printParentsOffspring(p1, p2, offspring);
//       app.exec();
//       found1 = false;
//       found2 = false;
//       k = spop.getPrevGen().size();
//     }
// }
//     }
// }      
//      cout << "Popsize: " << spop.getNumInds() << endl;
      
       

 

      if(vm["track_alleles"].as<bool>())
{
 SpatialPop::freqs[0].getTree().pruneTree();
}

    }
  
  /********************************
  Print run statistics to file
  *********************************/
  printSpatialpopStats(svn_revision, gens, spop, outfile_prefix, 0);

  /********************************
  View population in final state
  *********************************/
  if(vm["graphics"].as<bool>())
    {
      QApplication app(argc, argv);
      Graphics g(spop, 20);
      for(int i = 0; i < vec_poly.size(); i++)

{
  g.printPolygon(vec_poly[i]);
}

      app.exec();
    }  

  /********************************
  Manipulate coalescence tree 
  *********************************/
  if(vm["track_alleles"].as<bool>())
    {
      Pop::freqs[0].getTree().shortenTree();
      Pop::freqs[0].getTree().printTree("temp.dot");
      system("dot −Tps temp.dot −o temp.pdf");
      double Fst = SpatialPop::freqs[0].getTree().calcSlatkinFst();

      ofstream tout;
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      tout.open("fst.txt", ios::app);
      tout << Fst << endl;
      tout.close();
    }  

   return 0;
} 
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/// \file
#ifndef __GENERAL_FUNCTIONS_H__
#define __GENERAL_FUNCTIONS_H__

using namespace std;

///Prints a vector of doubles to a single line
void printVector(vector<double> v, ostream& fout);

void printVector(vector<double> v, ostream& fout)
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < v.size(); i++)
    {
      fout << v[i] << "\t";
    }
  //  fout << endl;
  return;
}

///Prints a vector of integers to a single line
void printVector(vector<int> v, ostream& fout);

void printVector(vector<int> v, ostream& fout)
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < v.size(); i++)
    {
      fout << v[i] << "\t";
    }
  //  fout << endl;
  return;
}

///Prints a vector of strings to a single line
void printVector(vector<string> v, ostream& fout);

void printVector(vector<string> v, ostream& fout)
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < v.size(); i++)
    {
      fout << v[i] << "\t";
    }
  //  fout << endl;
  return;
}

///Figure out if a file exists or not
bool fileExists(const string& filename);

bool fileExists(const string& filename)
{
  fstream fin;
  fin.open(filename.c_str(), std::ios::in);
  if( fin.is_open() )
    {
      fin.close();
      return true;
    }
  fin.close();
  return false;
}
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void printSpatialpopStats(const int& revision, const int& time, SpatialPop s,
  const string& outfile, const bool print_to_stdout);

void printSpatialpopStats(const int& revision, const int& time, SpatialPop s,
  const string& outfile, const bool print_to_stdout)

{
  //check if file exists
  //if not, print headers
  //if so, just print data
  string outfile_name = outfile + ".data";
  ofstream fout;
  if( ! fileExists(outfile_name.c_str()))
    {
      fout.open(outfile_name.c_str(), std::ios_base::app);//append to file
      fout << "run"

   << "\tclocktime"
   << "\ttime"
   << "\tdensity"
   << "\treg"
   << "\tlattice"
   << "\tnpop"
   << "\tpanmictic"
   << "\tpermeability"
   << "\tsigma"
   << "\tlekking"
   << "\tsampInt"
   << "\tseed"
   << "\trev"
   << "\tnote"
   << "\thabitat";

      fout << endl;
    }
  else
    {
      fout.open(outfile_name.c_str(), std::ios_base::app);//append to file
    }
  fout << vm["run"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << clocktime
       << "\t" << time
       << "\t" << vm["density"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["reg_type"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << vm["lattice"].as<bool>()
       << "\t" << vm["num_pops"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["panmictic"].as<bool>()
       << "\t" << vm["permeability"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["sigma"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["prop_males_lekking"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["sample_int"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["seed"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << revision
       << "\t" << vm["note"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << vm["boundary_file"].as<string>()
       << endl;
  fout.close();

}
  
///Prints current metapop statistics to a file
void printMetapopStats(const int& revision, const int& time, Metapop& M,

       const string& outfile, const bool print_to_stdout);
void printMetapopStats(const int& revision, const int& time, Metapop& M,
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       const string& outfile, const bool print_to_stdout)
{
  // Calculate F−statistics
  vector<vector<double> > w = M.calcNeiW();
  vector<double> hs = M.calcHs(w);
  vector<double> ht = M.calcHt(w);
  double gstA = M.GST(’A’, hs, ht);
  double gstZ = 0.0;
  double gstM = 0.0; 
  if( ! M.getPop(0).getHermaphrodite())
    {
      gstZ = M.GST(’Z’, hs, ht);
      gstM = M.GST(’M’, hs, ht);
    }
  double Fst2A = M.calcFst2Alleles(’A’);
  double Fst2M = M.calcFst2Alleles(’M’);
  vector<double> sexRat = M.calcAdultSexRatio();
  double sex_ratio = 0;
  double sexRatTot = 0;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < sexRat.size(); i++)
    {
      sexRatTot = sexRatTot + sexRat[i];
    }
  sex_ratio = sexRatTot / sexRat.size();
  
  //check if file exists
  //if not, print headers
  //if so, just print data
  string outfile_name = outfile + ".data";
  ofstream fout;
  if( ! fileExists(outfile_name.c_str()))
    {
      fout.open(outfile_name.c_str(), std::ios_base::app);//append to file
      fout << "run"

   << "\tclocktime"
   << "\ttime"
   << "\tpsize"
   << "\tnpop"
   << "\tmigm"
   << "\tmigf"
   << "\tsexrat"
   << "\tsigma"
   << "\tlekking"
   << "\tGSTA"
   << "\tGSTZ"
   << "\tGSTM"
   << "\tFst2A"
   << "\tFst2M"
   << "\tsampInd"
   << "\tsampPop"
   << "\tseed"
   << "\trev"
   << "\tnote"
   << "\tfst";

      fout << endl;
    }
  else
    {
      fout.open(outfile_name.c_str(), std::ios_base::app);//append to file
    }
  fout << vm["run"].as<int>()
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       << "\t" << clocktime
       << "\t" << time
       << "\t" << vm["popsize"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["num_pops"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["migration_rate_m"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["migration_rate_f"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << sex_ratio
       << "\t" << vm["sigma"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << vm["prop_males_lekking"].as<double>()
       << "\t" << gstA
       << "\t" << gstZ
       << "\t" << gstM
       << "\t" << Fst2A
       << "\t" << Fst2M
       << "\t" << vm["sample_inds"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["sample_pops"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << vm["seed"].as<int>()
       << "\t" << revision
       << "\t" << vm["note"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << M.calcFst2Alleles(’A’)
       << endl;
  fout.close();
  if(print_to_stdout == 1)
    {
      cout << "Time: " << time

   << "\tA: " << gstA
   << "\tZ: " << gstZ
   << "\tM: " << gstM << endl;

    }
  return;
}

///Prints information about the files used.
/**This is primarily for referencing runs done in the past. To this end, it
   includes */
void printFiles(const string& outfile);
void printFiles(const string& outfile)
{
  //check if file exists
  //if not, print headers
  //if so, just print data
  string outfile_name = outfile + ".files";
  ofstream fout;
  if( ! fileExists(outfile_name.c_str()))
    {
      fout.open(outfile_name.c_str(), std::ios_base::app);//append to file
      fout << "clocktime"

   << "\tallele_file"
   << "\tboundary_file"
   << "\tleslie_file_m"
   << "\tleslie_file_f"
   << "\tmigration_file_m"
   << "\tmigration_file_f"
   << "\toutfile_prefix"
   << endl;

    }
  else
    {
      fout.open(outfile_name.c_str(), std::ios_base::app);//append to file
    }
  fout << clocktime 
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       << "\t" << vm["allele_file"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << vm["boundary_file"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << vm["leslie_file_m"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << vm["leslie_file_f"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << vm["migration_file_m"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << vm["migration_file_f"].as<string>()
       << "\t" << vm["outfile_prefix"].as<string>()
       << endl;
  fout.close();
  return;
}

  

///Get absolute path to directory that houses the binary (and associated files)
/**Returns the directory in which the binary resides. This deals with 
   calls to the binary from outside the directory so that the associated 
   files can be properly referred to without causing a bus error.
   Accounts for various calls to the binary including with an absolute path
   (ie. one starting with a ’/’), calls that begin with a ’./’ or 
   ’./path/to/dir/prog’. */
string getBinDir(const string calling_command);

string getBinDir(const string calling_command)
{
  char call_dir[250];
  getcwd(call_dir, sizeof(call_dir));  //directory from which command issued
  string calling_dir = call_dir;       //same directory, in string form
  string relative_path = calling_command; 
  string absolute_path;
  string absolute_dir;
  if(relative_path.at(0) == ’/’ )
     {
       absolute_path = relative_path;
     }
  else
    {
      if(relative_path.at(0) == ’.’ )

{
  relative_path.erase(0, 2); //knock off the ./ 
}

      absolute_path = calling_dir + ("/") + relative_path;
    }
  //get rid of the actual program name so that it’s just a path to the dir.
  absolute_path = absolute_path.erase( absolute_path.find_last_of("/")+1);
  return absolute_path;
}

  

///Return a list of allele frequencies at a given locus
/** \param group A vector of individuals (a population or subpop) for which the 
allele frequency is desired.
    \param loc The GlobalLocus object for which the frequency is desired 
    \param print_starting_conditions Boolean as to whether to print the globallo
cus object with the target frequencies used in the creation of the population. U
seful primarily for testing that alleles appear in the desired frequency.
    \param print_GlobalLocus_info Boolean as to whether to print the locus #, th
e locus type, and the number of copies of all alleles in the population
    \param print_freq_data Boolean as to whether to print the frequency data at 
the time of the calculation. This will usually be true for debugging
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    \return A vector of the allele frequencies at this locus. This is the same a
s is printed by print_GlobalLocus_info.
*/
vector<double> calcAlleleFreqs(const vector<Individual>& group, const GlobalLocu
s& loc, const bool print_starting_conditions, const bool print_GlobalLocus_info,
 const bool print_freq_data);

vector<double> calcAlleleFreqs(const vector<Individual>& group, const GlobalLocu
s& loc, const bool print_starting_conditions, const bool print_GlobalLocus_info,
 const bool print_freq_data)
{
  //vector to return with the frequency of alleles
  vector<double> frequencies;
  //vector to hold count of the number of copies of each allele
  vector<int> total_count; 
  //number of alleles at the locus
  int num_alleles = loc.getNumAlleles();
  //Initialize total_count and frequencies with zeros
  for(int i = 0; i < num_alleles; i++)
    {
      total_count.push_back(0);
      frequencies.push_back(0);
    }

  //for each individual, get the number of alleles at the locus
  //Then add them together
  //Finally divide by the total
  for(unsigned int num_ind = 0; num_ind < group.size(); num_ind++)
    {
      vector<int> ind_count = group[num_ind].getAlleleCount(loc);
      //for each element in the vector, add it to the total count
      for(unsigned int i = 0; i < ind_count.size(); i++)

{
  total_count[i] = total_count[i] + ind_count[i];
}

    }
  //Calculate total number of copies of all alleles
  int copies = 0;
  for(unsigned int a = 0; a < total_count.size(); a++)
    {
      copies = copies + total_count[a];
    }
  //Chenge number of copies to frequencies
  for(unsigned int b = 0; b < total_count.size(); b++)
    {
      frequencies[b] = static_cast<double>(total_count[b]) / 

static_cast<double>(copies);
    }

  if(print_starting_conditions == true)
    {
      loc.printGlobalLocus();
    }
  if(print_GlobalLocus_info == true)
    {
      cout << "Loc #: " << loc.getGlobalLocusNum()

   << " Type: " << loc.getGlobalLocusType()
   << " Copies: " << copies << "\t";

    }
  if(print_freq_data == true)
    {
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      cout.precision(4);
      cout.setf(ios::fixed);
      printVector(frequencies, cout);
    }

  return frequencies;
}

///This function is designed to check the mutation rates at all loci, though it 
only works properly at autosomal loci. 
/**This function should be changed on an ad hoc basis as needed, as it depends o
n the function called in Pop that advances generations. Places that might need c
hanging to suit a particular test are highlighted. It prints a file mutation_rat
e.txt that gives the actual mutation rate at all the loci (though note that only
 autosomal loci are accurate). It appends to the file, so many runs can be done 
for more detailed analysis.
   @note This only works well for non−overlapping generations because of the
   way that the total number of individuals born is calculated.*/

void checkMutationRate(Pop& p, int gens);
void checkMutationRate(Pop& p, int gens)
{
  vector<double> target_rate;
  vector<int> start_alleles;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < p.getGlobalLocus().size(); i++)
    {
      start_alleles.push_back(p.getGlobalLocus()[i].getNumAlleles());
      target_rate.push_back(p.getGlobalLocus()[i].getMutProb());
    }

  for(int i = 0; i < gens; i++)
    {
      if(i%10 == 0){
        cout << "Generation " << i << endl;}
         ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
         //Edit the following line for different ways of advancing generations//
         ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
        p.survive(0);

p.breed(0);
cout << "WARNING: This does not do population regulation properly since\

n"
     << "populations are not arranged in a metapopulation or spatial pop

\n"
     << "This message was generated in checkMutationRate()]n";

    }
  vector<int> end_alleles;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < p.getGlobalLocus().size(); i++)
    {
      end_alleles.push_back(p.getGlobalLocus()[i].getNumAlleles());
    }
  //calculate the difference between the number of alleles at the start and end
  vector<int> difference;
  vector<double> mut_rate;

  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < start_alleles.size(); i++)
    {
      difference.push_back(end_alleles[i] − start_alleles[i]);
      mut_rate.push_back(static_cast<double>(difference[i]) / 

( static_cast<double>(p.numNextGen(0)) * 
  static_cast<double>(gens)  * 2));//multiply by two for 2 alleles/loc
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    }
  cout << "There were " << p.numNextGen(0) << " individuals\n";
  cout << "X " << gens << " generations\n";
  cout << "X two alleles per locus\n";
  cout << "for the following number of mutations by locus\n";
  printVector(difference, cout);
  cout << "And a mutation rate (only valid for autosomal loci) of: " << endl;
  printVector(mut_rate, cout);
  cout << "With a target mutation rate of: " << endl;
  printVector(target_rate, cout);
  ofstream fout;
  fout.setf(ios::fixed);
  fout.setf(ios::showpoint);
  fout.precision(8);
  fout.open("mutation_rate.txt", ios::app);
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < mut_rate.size(); i++)
    {
      fout << mut_rate[i] << "\t";
    }
  fout << endl;
  fout.close();
  return;
}

///Get parameters from parameter file, command line, or accept defaults
/**Default parameters are overwritten by parameters defined in the parameter fil
e which are in turn overwritten by those on the command line. For a list of avai
lable parameters, call the program with the −h flag. The values are available as
 vm.count["variable"] for flags or vm["variable"].as<type> for variables with va
lues where type can be string, int, double etc. 
   @param vm The variables map should be a global variable declared above main()
 and therefore accessible to all functions. */
void get_parameters(int argc, char *argv[], boost::program_options::variables_ma
p &vm); 
void get_parameters(int argc, char *argv[], boost::program_options::variables_ma
p &vm) 
{
  namespace po = boost::program_options;
  po::options_description generic("Generic");
  generic.add_options()
    ("help,h", "Produce help message")
    ("graphics",
     po::value<bool>()−>default_value("false"),
     "View graphics at end of simulation?")
    ;
  po::options_description accessory_files("Files");
  accessory_files.add_options()
    ("allele_file,A", 
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("alleles.txt"), 
     "File containing initial allele frequency information")
    ("boundary_file,B", 
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("boundary.txt"), 
     "File containing initial habitat boundary information")
    ("leslie_file_m,L", 
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("leslie_m.txt"),
     "File containing Leslie matrix for males")
    ("leslie_file_f,F",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("leslie_f.txt"),
     "File containing Leslie matrix for females")
    ("migration_file_m", 
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("migration_m.txt"), 
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     "File containing male migration matrix")
    ("migration_file_f",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("migration_f.txt"),
     "File containing female migration matrix")
    ("outfile_prefix,O", 
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("outfile"),
     "Prefix of file to write results in. Suffix will depend on which data are w
ritten")
    ;
  po::options_description parameters("Simulation Parameters");
  parameters.add_options()
    ("generations,g", 
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(1),
     "Number of generations to run simulation")
    ("burnin",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(100),
     "Number of generations before barrier is placed. More accurately, it is the
 number of generations for which the barrier is fully permeable.")
    ("popsize,N",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(50),
     "Size of the population (for spatial models) or each subpopulation (for non
−spatial models")
    ("permeability",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0),
     "Permeability of uncrossable boundaries. (1=fully permeable as though the b
oundary was not there")
    ("hermaphrodite",
     po::value<bool>()−>default_value(0),
     "Are individuals hermaphrodites (1=true)? Or do offspring have a single mal
e and single female parent (0=false)?")
    ("density",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0.1),
     "Density of individuals for spatial populations")
    ("lattice",
     po::value<bool>()−>default_value(0),
     "Should points for spatialpop be placed on a lattice (true, 1) or placed at
 random in the habitat (false, 0).")
    ("panmictic", 
     po::value<bool>()−>default_value(0),
     "Should breeding be among all individuals in population (true) or should it
 be limited to those geographically proximate (isolation by distance; false). Th
is is only relevant for spatialpops as metapops are by definition panmictic.")
    ("prop_males_lekking",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(1),
     "Proportion of males that engage in lekking. Some might be unsuccessful")
    ("num_pops,n",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(2),
     "Number of populations in a metapop, when metapop is used")
    ("lambda",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(1.0),
     "Population growth rate")
    ("env_var",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0.0),
     "Variance in environmental stochasticity")
    ("reg_type",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("CONSTANT"),
     "Type of population regulation. Possible values are CONSTANT, NONE, CEILING
, BH, LOGISTIC, CYCLICHALF. CYCLICHALF fluctuates between k and k/2 with one yea
r of each. Not all may be implemented")
    ("correlation",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(0.99999),
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     "Correlation in environmental stochasticity among reserves")
    ("sigma,s", 
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(static_cast<double>(1)), 
     "Dispersion parameter for isolation by distance (spatial) model")
    ("separation",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(static_cast<int>(0)),
     "How many neighborhoods should separate (on y axis) the 4 sampled neighboro
ods? 0=adjacent")
    ("migration_rate_m",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(static_cast<double>(0)),
     "Migration rate for males according to the island model. This is equivalent
 to Nm and allows for migration from one population to itself (the first model d
escribed by Takahata and Nei 1984).\nThis gets adjusted depending on the value o
f N to get a desired target value of m.")
    ("migration_rate_f",
     po::value<double>()−>default_value(static_cast<double>(0)),
     "Female migration rate. See migration_rate_m.")
    ("sample_inds", 
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Number of individuals taken from each pop for genotyping")
    ("sample_pops",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(0),
     "Number of populations taken from the metapop for genotyping")
    ("sample_int",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(−1),
     "Sampling interval for sampling after burn−in period. Negative values indic
ate no sampling is done")
    ("track_alleles",
     po::value<bool>()−>default_value(false),
     "Should the alleles be tracked in a tree structure? true=yes, false=No. Tra
cking takes lots of extra time.")
    ("seed,S", 
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(time(0)),
     "Seed for the gsl random number generators. Default is a number based on th
e clock time (time(0)) and will change from run to run")
    ("note",
     po::value<string>()−>default_value("note"),
     "String with no spaces to be printed in output file")
    ("run",
     po::value<int>()−>default_value(1),
     "Run number just as an identifier")
    ;
  po::options_description all_options("All available options");
  all_options.add(generic).add(accessory_files).add(parameters);
  po::store(po::command_line_parser(argc, argv).options(all_options).run(), vm);
  //Get the full path of the parameters file
  string path = getBinDir(string(*argv)) + "parameters.txt";
  const char *pathname(path.c_str());
  ifstream ifs(pathname);

  po::store(po::parse_config_file(ifs, all_options), vm);
  po::notify(vm);

  //print options if −−help is on command line
  if (vm.count("help")) 
    {
      cout << all_options << "\n";
      exit(0);
    }
  return;
}
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#endif //__GENERAL_FUNCTIONS_H__
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/// \file
#ifndef __ALLELE_H__
#define __ALLELE_H__

#include <iostream>
#include <cassert>
#include <boost/program_options.hpp>
#include <fstream>
#include "globalLocus.h"
#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h>
#include "tree.h"

using namespace std;
///Class to hold information on each allele
/**Information on each allele (beyond it’s state) needs to be
   maintained so that it’s ancestry can be followed*/
class Allele
{
 public:
  Allele(); 
  ///Dummy constructor for bullding and testing purposes
  /**Constructor that takes all member variables as arguments
     \param allele_name The state of the allele. 
     \param allele_parent The allele_id of the allele that gave rise to this all
ele.
     @param allele_parent_gen The generation of the allele that gave rise to thi
s allele.
     \param generation The generation number that this appears in.
     @param pop The population in which this allele was created
     @param global_locus_number The global_locus number.\n
     Increments the allele_count static variable by one*/
  Allele(int allele_name, int allele_parent, int allele_parent_gen, int generati
on, int pop_id, int global_locus_number);
  ///Constructor for new alleles made when the population is being generated
  /**Makes a new allele based on frequencies specified in GlobalLocus object and
 sets other member variables to −1.
     \param loc GlobalLocus object of frequencies which determine the probabilit
y that an allele is of a given state.\n
     Increments allele_count static variable by one.*/
  Allele(GlobalLocus& loc, int pop_id);
  ///Constructor to make an offspring allele from a parent
  /**Makes a new allele based on the parent’s allele
     \param parent_allele The allele whose information will be passed on to the 
offspring allele.
     \param loc A valid GlobalLocus object */
  Allele(const Allele& parent_allele, GlobalLocus& loc, int pop_id);
  ///Prints allele information in a single row ending in a newline
  void printAllele(ostream& fout) const;
  ///Prints only the state of the allele. Does not end in newline
  void printAlleleSummary(ostream& fout) const;
  ///Get the state of an allele
  /** \returns The state of the allele i.e. the allele’s name*/
  int getAlleleState() const;
  ///Returns the id of the allele. An ID is unique to that copy of that allele.
  int getAlleleID() const;
  ///Returns the generation in which the allele is located
  int getAlleleGeneration() const;
  ///Returns the Global Locus Number for this allele
  int getGlobalLocusNumber() const;
  node* getNodePtr() const;
  ///Returns true if the allele is of state state
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  /**\param state The state of the allele that you are querying − ie. Is this al
lele’s state 5?*/
  bool isState(unsigned short int state) const;
  static gsl_rng* generator;
 private:
  ///A unique integer given to all alleles
  /**An allel_id is unique regardless of generation or locus\n
     Calculated from static variable allele_count.*/
  int allele_id;
  ///The state of the allele.
  /**Necessary for F−statistics etc. When there is a mutation event, new alleles
 can be assigned new names by adding 1 to GlobalLocus::num_alleles or similar.*/
  unsigned short int allele_state;
  ///The id of the parent allele
  unsigned int allele_parent;
  ///The generation of the parent allele
  unsigned int allele_parent_gen;
  ///The generation that this allele belongs to
  unsigned int generation;
  ///The population in which this allele was created
  unsigned int pop_id;
  ///The number of the GlobalLocus object that the allele belongs to
  unsigned short int global_locus_number;
  node* node_ptr;
  ///A running total of the number of alleles that have been created so that no 
two allele_ids are the same.
  static  unsigned int allele_count;
};

#endif //__ALLELE_H__
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#include "allele.h"

using namespace std;

Allele::Allele()
{
  return;
}

Allele::Allele(int allele_state, 
       int allele_parent,
       int allele_parent_gen, 
       int generation, 
       int pop_id, 
       int global_locus_number)

{
  allele_count++;
  this−>allele_id = allele_count;
  this−>allele_state = allele_state;
  this−>allele_parent = allele_parent;
  this−>allele_parent_gen = allele_parent_gen;
  this−>generation = generation;
  this−>pop_id = pop_id;
  this−>global_locus_number = global_locus_number;
  return;
}

Allele::Allele(GlobalLocus& loc, int pop_id)
{
  /*Initialize an allele with a GlobalLocus object.*/
  allele_count++;
  //  assert(allele_count < INT_MAX);
  this−>allele_id = allele_count;
  this−>allele_state = loc.chooseAllele();
  if(loc.getGlobalLocusType() == ’M’)
    {
      this−>allele_state = this−>allele_state % 4;
    }
  this−>allele_parent = 0;
  this−>allele_parent_gen = 0;
  this−>generation = 0;
  this−>pop_id = pop_id;
  this−>global_locus_number = loc.getGlobalLocusNum();
  extern boost::program_options::variables_map vm;
  if(vm["track_alleles"].as<bool>()) 
    {
      this−>node_ptr = loc.getTree().addNode(allele_id, generation, 0, pop_id,

     NULL);
    }
  return;
}

Allele::Allele(const Allele& parent_allele, GlobalLocus& loc, int pop_id)
{
  allele_count++;
  this−>allele_id = allele_count;
  this−>pop_id = pop_id;
  /* incorporates mutation rate*/
  double random_number = gsl_rng_uniform(generator);
  if(random_number < loc.getMutProb())
    {
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      loc.incrementNumAlleles();
      //If it is a mitochondrial locus, the possible values should be 0−3
      //so any mutation should take it to any state (Jukes Cantor?)
      if(loc.getGlobalLocusType() == ’M’)

{
  this−>allele_state = gsl_rng_uniform_int(generator, 4);
}

      else
{
  this−>allele_state = loc.getNumAlleles() − 1; 
  //subtract 1 because of allele count starts at 1 but first allele at 0
}

    }
  else
    {
      this−>allele_state = parent_allele.getAlleleState();
    }
  this−>allele_parent = parent_allele.getAlleleID();
  this−>allele_parent_gen = parent_allele.getAlleleGeneration();
  this−>generation = parent_allele.getAlleleGeneration() + 1;
  this−>global_locus_number = parent_allele.getGlobalLocusNumber();
  extern boost::program_options::variables_map vm;
  if(vm["track_alleles"].as<bool>()) 
    {
      this−>node_ptr = loc.getTree().addNode(this−>allele_id, 

     this−>generation, 
     0,
     this−>pop_id,
     parent_allele.getNodePtr());

    }
  return;
}

void Allele::printAllele(ostream& fout) const
{
  fout << "ID: " << allele_id
       << ",  name: " << allele_state + 1
       << ",  parent: " << allele_parent
       << ",  gen: " << generation
       << ",  count: " << allele_count << endl;
  return;
}

void Allele::printAlleleSummary(ostream& fout) const
{
  fout << allele_state + 1 << " ";
  return;
}

node* Allele::getNodePtr() const
{
  return node_ptr;
}

int Allele::getAlleleState() const
{
  return allele_state;
}

bool Allele::isState(unsigned short int state) const
{
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  return allele_state == state;
}

int Allele::getAlleleID() const
{
  return allele_id;
}

int Allele::getAlleleGeneration() const
{ 
  return generation;
}

int Allele::getGlobalLocusNumber() const
{
  return global_locus_number;
}
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/// \file
#ifndef __FITNESS_H__
#define __FITNESS_H__

#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_randist.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_statistics_double.h>
#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
#include <string>
#include <stdarg.h>
#include <math.h>
 
using namespace std;
///Class to calculate fitness values
class Fitness
{
 public:
  Fitness();
  ///Constructor for Fitness class
  /**@param method The method by which to generate the fitness. See below.
     @param num_params The number of parameters which are being passed to the fu
nction beyond this second parameter. The last parameter must be a double that is
 < −0.5 (−1.0 works well, but −1 does not!). The last parameter does not count a
s one in the num_params list. Therefore, if num_params == 1, there should be one
 number between num_params and −1.

     @note If method == "CONSTANT", num_params MUST equal 1\n
     @param F The fitness value that will be assigned to each individual

     @note If method == "NORMAL", num_params MUST equal 1\n
     The returned value will be positive with a standard deviation of sigma
     @param Sigma The standard deviation of the fitness

     @note If method == "EXPONENTIAL", num_params MUST equal 1\n
     The exponential function is the continuous analog of the geometric dist.
     @param mu The mean value of the distribution. This is the same as 1/lambda.
 A higher value for mu makes the function flatter (decreases less rapidly).]

     @note If method == "GEOMETRIC", num_params MUST equal 1\n
     The geometric function is the discrete analog of the exponential function
     @param P The probability until the first success. 
     
     @note If method == "BETA", num_params MUST equal 2\n
     The beta function can have a variety of shapes depending on the two shape
     parameters. Both shape1 and shape2 must be > 0.\n
     If shape1 == shape2 == 1, it is a straight line (uniform distribution).\n
     If shape1 and shape2 are both < 1, it is U−shaped.\n
     If they are both > 1 it is unimodal. \N
     If shape1 < 1 and shape2 == 1, it slopes down, more quickly as shape1−>0.
     @param shape1
     @param shape2
 
     @note If method == "STEP", num_params MUST equal 1. \n
     The step function returns a fitness of 1 for a proportion of individuals
     and returns zero for the rest. This is how Nunney imagined the various
     mating systems: A proportion of individuals participate in the ’lek’ and
     have an equal chance of mating whereas the rest do not even participate.
     Therefore as the number that participate decreases, the number of 
     matings for those that do increases, reducing the poisson number of 
     individuals that try to mate and fail.
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     @param Proportion The proportion of indiviuals that participate in the lek.
     Note that if many individuals participate (RUG if proportion = 1.0) then 
     there will be some poisson number of individuals that do not actually mate.
  */
  Fitness(const string method, const int num_params, ...);
  ///Generate a number for fitness, based on the methods specified
  double assignFitness() const;
  string getMethod() const;
  static gsl_rng* generator;
 private:
  ///Returns the method used to calculate the fitness 
  string method;
  ///The number of parameters being passed to control the method of assigning fi
tness.
  int num_params;
  vector<double> parameters;

};

#endif //__FITNESS_H__
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#include "fitness.h"

using namespace std;

Fitness::Fitness()
{
  return;
}

Fitness::Fitness(const string method, const int num_params, ...)
{
  this−>method = method;
  this−>num_params = num_params;

  va_list param_ptr;
  va_start(param_ptr, num_params);
  do
    {
     parameters.push_back( va_arg(param_ptr, double) );
    }
  while(parameters.back() > −0.5);
  va_end(param_ptr);
  parameters.pop_back();
  //verify number of parameters is correct for the given method
  if(parameters.size() != static_cast<unsigned int>(num_params))
    {
      cout << "The number of parameters in the fitness function is wrong.\n"

   << "  There should be 1 additional parameter for NORMAL, GEOMETRIC,"
   << "\n  EXPONENTIAL and CONSTANT distributions and two for BETA."
   << "\n  Additionally, the last parameter should be −1."
   << "\n  This error message generated in Fitness::Fitness().\n";

      exit(1);
    }
  return;
}

double Fitness::assignFitness() const
{
  if(method=="CONSTANT")
    {
      //cout << "p0= " << parameters[0] << endl;
      return parameters[0];
    }
  else if(method=="NORMAL")
    {
      //parameters[0] will be the standard deviation sigma
      bool found = false;
      double fit = 0.0;
      while(found == false)

{
  fit = pow(fabs(gsl_ran_gaussian(generator, parameters[0])),1);
  if(fit < 1.0)
    {
      found = true;
    }
}

      return fit;
    }
  else if(method=="EXPONENTIAL")
    {
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      //parameters[0] will be the mean (also 1/lambda)
      return gsl_ran_exponential(generator, parameters[0]);
    }
  else if(method=="GEOMETRIC")
    {
      //parameters[0] will be the probability of the event occuring
      return gsl_ran_geometric(generator, parameters[0]);
    }
  else if(method=="BETA")
    {
      //parameters[0] will be the shape parameter alpha.
      //parameters[1] will be the shape parameter beta.
      return gsl_ran_beta(generator, parameters[0], parameters[1]);
    }
  else if(method=="STEP")
    {
      //parameters[0] will be the proportion of individuals at which the 
      //step function declines from 1 to 0
      return(static_cast<double>(gsl_rng_uniform(generator) <= 

 static_cast<double>(parameters[0])));
    }
  else
    {
      cout << "The type of fitness function specified is invalid\n";
      exit(1);
    }
}

string Fitness::getMethod() const
{
  return method;
}
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/// \file
#ifndef __GENOTYPE_H__
#define __GENOTYPE_H__

#include <vector>
#include <iostream>
#include <iomanip>
#include <fstream>
#include "globalLocus.h"
#include "locus.h"
#include "allele.h"
#include "tools.h"

using namespace std;
///Class for holding full genotypes
/**Full genotypes are held at any number of loci of any type (Autosomal, W−inked
, Mitochondrial, etc). The genotype will depend on the sex of the individual.*/
class Genotype
{
 public:
  Genotype();
  ///Copy constructor
  /**Uses vector assign function to assign the vector of loci to the new object*
/
  //   Genotype(const Genotype& g);
  ///Full genotypes constructed probabilistically from scratch
  /**Use this constructor for creating new individuals at the beginning of a sim
ulation.
     \param freqs A vector of GlobalLocus objects with as many loci as necessary
 and of as many types as necessary from which to choose alleles for the genotype
.
     \param sex A char either ’M’ or ’F’. Will determine how many sex−linked all
eles the genotype has.
\note If a genotype only has one allele (e.g. males at x−linked loci) then a sep
arate allele but it is not assigned an allele state and is thus not seen by func
tions that count the number of particular alleles. Because an allele is actually
 created, the allele count still increments. This is not true for mitochondrial 
genes as all individuals only have one allele, regardless of sex.*/
  Genotype(vector<GlobalLocus>& freqs, int sex, const int pop_id);
  ///Make a new genotype from a mated pair.
  Genotype(vector<GlobalLocus>& freqs,

   const int& sex,
   const int& pop_id,
   const Genotype& mother, 
   const Genotype& father);

  ///Print the genotype in all it’s details
  /**Prints one allele per line. The first two lines are for the first locus, li
nes 3−4 are the second locus etc. */
  void printGenotype(ostream& fout) const;
  ///Print a summary of the genotype all on one line
  void printGenotypeSummary(ostream& fout) const;
  ///Print genotype for Arlequin
  void printForArlequin(ofstream& fout, const bool mito) const;
  ///Print genotype for Structure
  void printForStructure(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Print genotype for nexus file format
  void printForNexus(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Print genotype in Genepop format.
  /**In order to avoid allele numbers above 1000, the modulo is taken. Therefore
, there is a possibility of homoplasy. However, each individual allele is unlike
ly to become established in the population, so the chance of getting past the or
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iginal numbers is high in cases where there is enough mutation and large popuati
on size to get to 1000 alleles in the first place.*/
  void printForGenepop(ofstream& fout, const int sex) const;
  ///Print genotype for my PopGen format
  void printForPopGen(ofstream& fout, const int sex) const;
  ///Get a count of the number of each allele at a given locus
  /** \param loc The globalLocus object of interest
      \return A vector with length indicated by the number of alleles that are o
r have been present at the locus. The values indicate how many alleles of a part
icular state are present. For example, 0 0 1 0 1 indicates that alleles number 2
 and 4 each have a copy in this indiviual genotype. The total across the vector 
should equal the ploidy level for this locus. */
  vector<int> getAlleleCount(const GlobalLocus& loc) const;
  ///Returns a vector of Locus objects that is the genotype for the individual.
  vector<Locus> getLoci() const;
  static gsl_rng* generator;
 private:
  ///Get the number of alleles of a particular state at a particular locus
  /** \param locus_number The locus of interest.
      \param allele_state The allelic state of interest
      \return Values range from 0 to 2 depending on homozygosity and hemizygosit
y */
  int getNumAlleles(int locus_number, int allele_state) const;
  ///Figure out which allele to use in creation of new genotype
  /**Calculate, based on recombination frequency for the locus, whether recombin
ation will happen or not. 
\param loc The GlobalLocus object describing the locus of interest.
\param use_first_allele A boolean object that will be toggled depending on wheth
er there is recombination or not. If there is recombination, it will be toggled,
 and if no recombination, it will remain the same.
\note This is has a void return type, but the use_first_allele parameter will ch
ange according to whether there is recombination or not. */
  void recombine(GlobalLocus& loc, bool& use_first_allele) const;
  ///The population in which this genotype was created
  int pop_id;
  ///A vector of all loci that make up this genotype.
  vector<Locus> loci;
};
#endif //__GENOTYPE_H__
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#include "genotype.h"
#include "tools.h"
//#define DEBUG

using namespace std;

Genotype::Genotype()
{
  return;
}

// Genotype::Genotype(const Genotype& g)
// {
//   this−>loci = g.loci;
// }

Genotype::Genotype(vector<GlobalLocus>& freqs, int sex, const int pop_id)
{
  loci.reserve(freqs.size());//reserve space for correct number of loci
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < freqs.size(); i++)
    {  
      
      Locus loc(freqs[i], sex, pop_id);
      loci.push_back(loc);
    }
  return;
}

Genotype::Genotype(vector<GlobalLocus>& freqs,
   const int& sex,
   const int& pop_id,
   const Genotype& mother, 
   const Genotype& father)

{
  //use_first_allele will be either 0 (false) or 1 (true)
  bool female_use_first_allele = gsl_rng_uniform_int(generator, 2);
  bool male_use_first_allele = gsl_rng_uniform_int(generator, 2);;
  //reserve space in the loci vector
  loci.reserve(freqs.size());
  //for the first locus, choose an allele from the mother and one from the 
  //father.
  //Then go through the rest of the loci, choosing, but each time,
  //figure out whether there is recombination or not. 
  if(sex == 0) //female
    {
      for(unsigned i = 0; i < freqs.size(); i++) //for each locus

{
  if(freqs[i].getGlobalLocusType() == ’A’) //If locus is autosomal
    {
      recombine(freqs[i], female_use_first_allele);
      recombine(freqs[i], male_use_first_allele);
      Locus L(freqs[i], 

      mother.getLoci()[i].getAllele(female_use_first_allele), 
      father.getLoci()[i].getAllele(male_use_first_allele),
      pop_id);

      loci.push_back(L);
    }
  if(freqs[i].getGlobalLocusType() == ’X’)
    {
      recombine(freqs[i], female_use_first_allele);
      //no need to randomize (recombine) X allele from father
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      Locus L(freqs[i],
      mother.getLoci()[i].getAllele(female_use_first_allele),
      father.getLoci()[i].getAllele(0),
      pop_id);

      loci.push_back(L);
    }
  if(freqs[i].getGlobalLocusType() == ’Y’)
    {
      ///BUG bug Bug −− should this select father’s allele? Does this
      ///simply make a new allele.
      Locus L(freqs[i], pop_id);
      loci.push_back(L);
    }
  if(freqs[i].getGlobalLocusType() == ’W’)
    {
      //no need to recombine for W allele from mother
      //father has no W allele
      Locus L(freqs[i], 

      mother.getLoci()[i].getAllele(0),
      pop_id);

      loci.push_back(L);
    }
  if(freqs[i].getGlobalLocusType() == ’Z’)
    {
      //No need to recombine for Z allele from mother
      //females do not inherit Z from mother
      recombine(freqs[i], male_use_first_allele);
      Locus L(freqs[i],

      father.getLoci()[i].getAllele(male_use_first_allele),
      pop_id);

      loci.push_back(L);
    }
  if(freqs[i].getGlobalLocusType() == ’M’)
    {
      //Gets M alleles from mother only 
      Locus L(freqs[i],

      mother.getLoci()[i].getAllele(0),
      pop_id);

      loci.push_back(L);
    }
}

    }

  if(sex == 1) //male
    {
      for(unsigned i = 0; i < freqs.size(); i++) //for each locus

{
  if(freqs[i].getGlobalLocusType() == ’A’) //If locus is autosomal
    {
      recombine(freqs[i], female_use_first_allele);
      recombine(freqs[i], male_use_first_allele);
      Locus L(freqs[i],

      mother.getLoci()[i].getAllele(female_use_first_allele),
      father.getLoci()[i].getAllele(male_use_first_allele),
      pop_id);

      loci.push_back(L);
    }
  if(freqs[i].getGlobalLocusType() == ’X’)
    {
      recombine(freqs[i], female_use_first_allele);
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      //no X chromosome from father to son
      Locus L(freqs[i],

      mother.getLoci()[i].getAllele(female_use_first_allele),
      pop_id);

      loci.push_back(L);
    }
  if(freqs[i].getGlobalLocusType() == ’Y’)
    {
      //no Y alleles from mother, and those from father don’t recombine
      Locus L(freqs[i],

      father.getLoci()[i].getAllele(0),
      pop_id);

      loci.push_back(L);
    }
  if(freqs[i].getGlobalLocusType() == ’W’)
    {
      //no W loci inherited by males. Use dummy constructor
      Locus L(freqs[i], pop_id);
      loci.push_back(L);
    }
  if(freqs[i].getGlobalLocusType() == ’Z’)
    {
      //sons get the only copy from mother, and one of the two from fath

er
      recombine(freqs[i], male_use_first_allele);
      Locus L(freqs[i],

      mother.getLoci()[i].getAllele(0),
      father.getLoci()[i].getAllele(male_use_first_allele),
      pop_id);

      loci.push_back(L);
    }
  if(freqs[i].getGlobalLocusType() == ’M’)
    {
      //sons get only maternal copy, which does not recombine
      Locus L(freqs[i],

      mother.getLoci()[i].getAllele(0),
      pop_id);

      loci.push_back(L);
    }
}

    }
  return;
}

void Genotype::printGenotype(ostream& fout) const
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < loci.size(); i++)
    {
      loci[i].printLocus(fout);
    }
  return;
}

void Genotype::printGenotypeSummary(ostream& fout) const
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < loci.size(); i++)
    {
      fout << loci[i].getLocusType() << i << ":";
      loci[i].printLocusSummary(fout);
    }
  cout << endl;
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  return;
}

void Genotype::printForArlequin(ofstream& fout, const bool mito) const
{
  if(mito)
    {
      for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>loci.size(); i++)

{
  if(getLoci()[i].getLocusType() == ’M’)
    {
      int num = loci[i].getAllele(0).getAlleleState() % 4 + 1;
      char base;
      if(num==0)

base=’A’;
      else if(num==1)

base=’T’;
      else if(num==2)

base=’G’;
      else

base=’C’;   
      fout << base;
    }
}

      fout << endl;
    }
  else
    {
      for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>loci.size(); i++)

{
  if(getLoci()[i].getLocusType() != ’M’)
    {
      fout << loci[i].getAllele(0).getAlleleState() << "\t";
    }
}

      fout << endl << "\t\t";
      for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>loci.size(); i++)

{
  if(getLoci()[i].getLocusType() != ’M’)
    {
      fout << loci[i].getAllele(1).getAlleleState() << "\t";
    }
}

      fout << endl;
    }
  return;
}

void Genotype::printForStructure(ofstream& fout) const
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>loci.size(); i++)
    {
      fout << loci[i].getAllele(0).getAlleleState();
      fout << "\t";
      fout << loci[i].getAllele(1).getAlleleState();
      fout << "\t";
    }
  return;
}

void Genotype::printForNexus(ofstream& fout) const
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{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>loci.size(); i++)
    {
      fout << loci[i].getAllele(0).getAlleleState();
      fout << "/";
      fout << loci[i].getAllele(1).getAlleleState();
      fout << "\t";
    }
  fout << "\n";
  return;
}

void Genotype::printForGenepop(ofstream& fout, const int sex) const
{
  //need to add one to allele state because of zero−based C++. If not, 
  // alleles with state=0 will be read by Genepop as missing data
    for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>loci.size(); i++)
    {
      if(loci[i].getLocusType() == ’A’)

{
  fout << setw(3) << setfill(’0’) 
       << loci[i].getAllele(0).getAlleleState() % 999 + 1;
  fout << setw(3) << setfill(’0’) 
       << loci[i].getAllele(1).getAlleleState() % 999 + 1 << "\t";
}

      else if(loci[i].getLocusType() == ’M’ &&
      sex == 0) //print the first allele twice for females, NA
{               // for males (to hold place)
  fout << setw(3) << setfill(’0’) 
       << loci[i].getAllele(0).getAlleleState() % 999 + 1;  
  fout << setw(3) << setfill(’0’) 
       << loci[i].getAllele(0).getAlleleState() % 999 + 1 << "\t";
}

      else if(loci[i].getLocusType() == ’M’ &&
      sex == 1) //print the first allele twice for females, NA
{               // for males (to hold place)
  fout << "000000\t";
}

      
      else if(loci[i].getLocusType() == ’X’ ||

      loci[i].getLocusType() == ’Y’ ||
      loci[i].getLocusType() == ’W’ ||
      loci[i].getLocusType() == ’Z’)
{
  cout << "The function Genotype::printForPopGen() should not be \n"
       << "used for sex−linked loci\nEXITING\n";
  exit(1);
}

    }
  fout << endl;
  return;
}

void Genotype::printForPopGen(ofstream& fout, const int sex) const
{
  //This is very similar to printForGenePop() except with a slash
    for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>loci.size(); i++)
    {
      if(loci[i].getLocusType() == ’A’)

{
  fout << setw(3) << setfill(’0’) 
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       << loci[i].getAllele(0).getAlleleState() + 1
       << "/";
  fout << setw(3) << setfill(’0’) 
       << loci[i].getAllele(1).getAlleleState() + 1
       << "\t";
}

      else if(loci[i].getLocusType() == ’M’ &&
      sex == 0) //print the first allele twice for females, NA
{               // for males (to hold place)
  fout << setw(3) << setfill(’0’) 
       << loci[i].getAllele(0).getAlleleState() + 1
       << "/";  
  fout << setw(3) << setfill(’0’) 
       << loci[i].getAllele(0).getAlleleState() + 1
       << "\t";
}

      else if(loci[i].getLocusType() == ’M’ &&
      sex == 1) //print the first allele twice for females, NA
{               // for males (to hold place)
  fout << "000/000\t";
}

      
      else if(loci[i].getLocusType() == ’X’ ||

      loci[i].getLocusType() == ’Y’ ||
      loci[i].getLocusType() == ’W’ ||
      loci[i].getLocusType() == ’Z’)
{
  cout << "The function Genotype::printForPopGen() should not be \n"
       << "used for sex−linked loci\nEXITING\n";
  exit(1);
}

    }
  fout << endl;
  return;
}

int Genotype::getNumAlleles(int locus_number, int allele_state) const
{
  return loci[locus_number].getNumAlleles(allele_state);
}

vector<int> Genotype::getAlleleCount(const GlobalLocus& loc) const
{
  vector<int> count;
  count.reserve(loc.getNumAlleles());
  //for each allele, see how many the individual has and push that into vector.
  for(int i = 0; i < loc.getNumAlleles(); i++)
    {
      count.push_back( loci[loc.getGlobalLocusNum()].getNumAlleles(i) );
    }
  return count;
}

vector<Locus> Genotype::getLoci() const
{
  return this−>loci;
}

void Genotype::recombine(GlobalLocus& loc, bool& use_first_allele) const
{
  double random = gsl_rng_uniform(generator);
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  if(random < loc.getRecombProb())
    {
      toggleBool(use_first_allele);
    }
  return;
}
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/// \file
#ifndef __GLOBALLOCUS_H__
#define __GLOBALLOCUS_H__

#include<iostream>
#include<vector>
#include<string>
#include<cstring>
#include<gsl/gsl_rng.h>
#include "tree.h"

using namespace std;

///A class to hold frequency data for a single locus
/**GlobalLocus class is primarily for the generation of individuals using
   set gene frequencies. */
class GlobalLocus
{
 public:
  ///Constructs a GlobalLocus object consisting of the locus type and cumulative
 allele frequencies.
  /**\param numbers A string of values in the following (space or tab −separated
) format:\n
     Sequential numbers (the locus numbers)\n
     Mutation probability (probability of mutation in a single transmission even
t)\n
     Recombination probability (probability that this locus will recombine with 
the next). This should be 0.5 for unlinked loci and less than 0.5 for linked loc
i.\n
     Locus Type A, X, Y, W, Z, M (Autosomal, X−linked, Y−linked, W−linked, Z−lin
ked, Mitochondrial)\n
     Allele frequencies at that locus. Allele frequencies should be cumulative s
uch that the first number is the frequency of the first allele, the second numbe
r is the combined frequency of the first and second allele etc. and the last num
ber should be 1 and followed by a newline.\n
     The following is an example of a valid line for an _A_utosomal locus:\n
     1 0.00001 0.5 A 0.3 0.5 0.95 1\n
     Must also declare the static variables num_a_loci, num_x_loci in main() and
 set them to 0.\n
     \post Assigns A, X, Y, W, Z or M to GlobalLocus::type
     \post Assigns the number of alleles to GlobalLocus::num_alleles
     \post Assigns the cumulative frequencies to num_?_loci
     \post Assigns the mutation probabilities to GlobalLocus::mut_prob
     \post Assigns the recombination probability to GlobalLocus::recomb_prob*/
  GlobalLocus(char numbers[]);
  ///Return an allele based on allele frequencies
  /**Selection of allele based on allele frequencies in this GlobalLocus object 
using gsl random number generator*/
  int chooseAllele() const;
  ///Prints the locus type followed by the vector of allele frequencies.
  void printGlobalLocus() const;
  ///Returns the char (capitalized) designating the locus type
  char getGlobalLocusType() const;
  ///Returns the number (identifier) of the locus
  int getGlobalLocusNum() const;
  ///Returns the number of alleles that are possible.
  int getNumAlleles() const;
  ///Returns the mutation probability as read from global locus file
  double getMutProb() const;
  ///Returns the recombination probability as read from global locus file
  double getRecombProb() const;
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  Tree getTree();
  ///Increments the number of alleles at this locus by 1.
  void incrementNumAlleles();
  ///Print a summary of the number of loci of each type
  /**The printout of number of loci of each type is particularly useful for diag
nostic purposes and to make sure the alleles file is read and processed properly
*/
  void printNumLoci() const;
  ///Generator type needed by GSL
  /**Make sure generator is initialized in main.cpp e.g.
     \code gsl_rng* RNG = gsl_rng_alloc(gsl_rng_mt19937);
     gsl_rng* GlobalLocus::generator = RNG; \endcode
     above main() and then with:
     \code gsl_rng_set(RNG, seed); \endcode
     within main*/
  static gsl_rng* generator;
  static int num_a_loci;
  static int num_x_loci;
  static int num_y_loci;
  static int num_w_loci;
  static int num_z_loci;
  static int num_m_loci; 
  Tree tree;

 private:
  ///Add 1 to static variables depending on the type of locus
  void incrementNumLoci();
  ///The type of locus. Allowed values are A, X, Y, W, Z, M
  char type;
  ///The number of alleles that are, or have ever been, at this locus
  int num_alleles;
  ///The target (cumulative) frequency for alleles when simulation is started
  vector<double> freq;
  ///The number assigned to the locus from the alleles file.
  int loc_num;
  ///The probability that an allele mutates during transmission
  double mut_prob;
  ///The probability of recombination between the previous locus and this locus
  /**Unlinked loci should have a value of 0.5, linked loci will have a value les
s than that. No values should be greater than 0.5.*/
  double recomb_prob;
  ///Tree structure to track the fate of alleles
 
};

#endif //__GLOBALLOCUS_H__
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/// \file globalLocus.cpp
#include "globalLocus.h"
//#define DEBUG
using namespace std;

GlobalLocus::GlobalLocus(char numbers[])
{
  double freq;
  vector<double> single_locus_freq;
  char* charPtr;
  charPtr = strtok(numbers, " \t");
  /*strtok breaks up string by delimiters specified by second argument
    see strtok documentation for model of this code*/
  //get the number of the locus from the first characer on the line
  this−>loc_num = atoi(charPtr);
  //get the mutation probability from the second character on the line
  charPtr = strtok(NULL, " \t");
  this−>mut_prob = atof(charPtr);
  //get the recombination probability from the third character on the line
  charPtr = strtok(NULL, " \t");
  this−>recomb_prob = atof(charPtr);
  //get the type of locus from the fourth character on the line
  charPtr = strtok(NULL, " \t");
  this−>type = *charPtr;
  charPtr = strtok(NULL, " \n");
  //while there are still numbers from getline...
  while(charPtr != NULL)
    {
      freq = atof(charPtr);//change type to double
      single_locus_freq.push_back(freq);
      charPtr = strtok(NULL, " \n");
    }

  /*check to make sure allele frequencies add to one*/
  //add up the frequencies
  for(unsigned int i = 1; i < single_locus_freq.size(); i++)
    {
      if((single_locus_freq[i] < single_locus_freq[i−1]) ||

 ((single_locus_freq.back() < 0.999 ||
   single_locus_freq.back() > 1.001)))
{
  cout << single_locus_freq.back() << i << single_locus_freq[i]
       << endl << " Allele frequencies are not cumulative.\n"
       << "At each locus, subsequent alleles must have equal or\n"
       << "higher values than previous ones.\n"
       << "Additionally, each line must end in a 1\n"
       << "Another possibility is that the allele line is more than\n"
       << "256 characters long." << endl;
  exit(1);
}

    } 

  this−>freq = single_locus_freq;
  this−>num_alleles = single_locus_freq.size();
  this−>tree;
  incrementNumLoci();
#ifdef DEBUG
  cout << "DEBUG GlobalLocus()\t";
  printGlobalLocus();
#endif
  return;
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}

void GlobalLocus::printGlobalLocus() const
{
  cout << this−>loc_num << "\t";
  cout << this−>mut_prob << "\t";
  cout << this−>recomb_prob << "\t";
  cout << this−>type << "\t";
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>freq.size(); i++)
    {
      cout << freq[i] << "\t";
    }
  cout << endl;
  return;
}

char GlobalLocus::getGlobalLocusType() const
{
  return type;
}

int GlobalLocus::getGlobalLocusNum() const
{
  return loc_num;
}

int GlobalLocus::getNumAlleles() const
{
  return num_alleles;
}

double GlobalLocus::getMutProb() const
{
  return mut_prob;
}

double GlobalLocus::getRecombProb() const
{
  return recomb_prob;
} 

Tree GlobalLocus::getTree()
{
  return tree;
}

void GlobalLocus::incrementNumAlleles()
{
  this−>num_alleles++;
  return;
}

void GlobalLocus::incrementNumLoci()
{
  if(this−>type == ’A’)
    num_a_loci++;
  else if(this−>type == ’X’)
    num_x_loci++;
  else if(this−>type == ’Y’)
    num_y_loci++;
  else if(this−>type == ’W’)
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    num_w_loci++;
  else if(this−>type == ’Z’)
    num_z_loci++;
  else if(this−>type == ’M’)
    num_m_loci++;
  return;
}

int GlobalLocus::chooseAllele() const
{
  double random = gsl_rng_uniform(generator);
  //compare random number to vector of allele frequencies
  int i = 0; 
  bool cont = true;
  while(cont == true)
    {
      if(random > this−>freq[i])

{
  i++;
}

      else
{
  cont = false;
}

    }
#ifdef DEBUG
  cout << "DEBUG GlobalLocus::chooseAllele()\tRandom: " 
       << random << "\tAllele: " << i << endl;
#endif
  return i;
}

void GlobalLocus::printNumLoci() const
{
  cout << "Number of Loci of each type:\n";
  cout << "A: " << num_a_loci
       << "\tX: " << num_x_loci
       << "\tY: " << num_y_loci
       << "\tW: " << num_w_loci
       << "\tZ: " << num_z_loci
       << "\tM: " << num_m_loci << endl;
}
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/// \file
#ifndef __GRAPHICS_H__
#define __GRAPHICS_H__

#include "spatialpop.h"
#include "individual.h"
#include <QApplication>
#include <QMainWindow>
#include <QtGui>
#include <QtGui/QApplication>
#include <CGAL/Qt/GraphicsViewNavigation.h>
#include <CGAL/Qt/GraphicsItem.h>
#include <QLineF>
#include <QRectF>
#include <QPointF>

typedef CGAL::Point_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Point;
using namespace std;

///Class to display spatialpop
/**All that should be necessary to use this is to declare a
   QApplication app(argc, argv);
   Graphics g(spatialpop, magnification);
   app.exec();
*/
class Graphics
{ 
 public:
  Graphics();
  Graphics(const SpatialPop& spop, const double mag);
  void printPop();
  void printParentsOffspring(const Individual& p1, const Individual& p2, const I
ndividual& offspring);
  
  void printBoundary();
  void printUncrossable();
  void printCorridor();
  void printPolygon(Polygon p);
  

 private:
  QGraphicsScene scene; 
  SpatialPop spop;
  QPen pen;
  QBrush brush;
};

#endif //__GRAPHICS_H__
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#include "graphics.h"
using namespace std;

Graphics::Graphics()
{
}

Graphics::Graphics(const SpatialPop& spop, const double mag)
{
  pen.setWidth(0.5);
  pen.setStyle(Qt::SolidLine);
  pen.setBrush(Qt::black);
  pen.setCapStyle(Qt::RoundCap);
  brush.setStyle(Qt::SolidPattern);
  brush.setColor(Qt::black);
  this−>scene;  
  this−>spop = spop;
  scene.setSceneRect(−1,−1, spop.getHabitat().getMaxX()+2, 

     spop.getHabitat().getMaxY()+2);
  printPop();
  printBoundary();
  printUncrossable();
  printCorridor();
  QGraphicsView* view = new QGraphicsView(&scene);
  view−>scale(mag,mag*(−1));
  view−>show();
  
}

void Graphics::printPop()
{
  for(int i = 0; i < spop.getInds().size(); i++)
    {
      scene.addEllipse(spop.getInds()[i]−>getX()−0.25, 

       spop.getInds()[i]−>getY()−0.25,
       0.25, 0.25, pen, brush);

    }
  return;
}

void Graphics::printParentsOffspring(const Individual& p1, const Individual& p2,
 

     const Individual& offspring)
{
  printPop();
  QBrush old_brush = brush;
  brush.setColor(Qt::red);
  cout << "Offspring has location (" << offspring.getLocation().x() << "," 
       << offspring.getLocation().y() << ")\n";
  cout << "−−−P1 has location (" << p1.getLocation().x() << "," 
       << p1.getLocation().y() << ")\n";
  cout << "−−−P2 has location (" << p2.getLocation().x() << "," 
       << p2.getLocation().y() << ")\n";
  scene.addEllipse(p1.getLocation().x(),

   p1.getLocation().y(),
   0.5, 0.5, pen, brush);

  brush.setColor(Qt::blue);
  scene.addEllipse(p2.getLocation().x(),

   p2.getLocation().y(),
   0.5, 0.5, pen, brush);

  brush.setColor(Qt::green);
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  scene.addEllipse(offspring.getLocation().x()−0.5,
   offspring.getLocation().y(),
   0.5, 0.5, pen, brush);

  brush = old_brush;
  return;
}

  

void Graphics::printBoundary()
{
  int j = 0;
  for(int i = 1; i < spop.getHabitat().getOutsideBoundary().size(); i++)
    {
      scene.addLine(spop.getHabitat().getOutsideBoundary()[i].x(),

    spop.getHabitat().getOutsideBoundary()[i].y(),
    spop.getHabitat().getOutsideBoundary()[i−1].x(),
    spop.getHabitat().getOutsideBoundary()[i−1].y());

      j = i;
    }
  //Need to reconnect end of polygon to beginning
  scene.addLine(spop.getHabitat().getOutsideBoundary()[j].x(),

spop.getHabitat().getOutsideBoundary()[j].y(),
spop.getHabitat().getOutsideBoundary()[0].x(),
spop.getHabitat().getOutsideBoundary()[0].y());

  return;
}

void Graphics::printUncrossable()
{
  QPen old_pen = pen;
  pen.setCapStyle(Qt::FlatCap);
  pen.setWidthF(0.4);
  for(int i = 0; i < spop.getHabitat().getUncrossable().size(); i++)
    {
      pen.setColor(QColor(255, 0, 0, (112*(1−spop.getHabitat().getPermeability()
[i]))));
      

      scene.addLine(spop.getHabitat().getUncrossable()[i].source().x(),
    spop.getHabitat().getUncrossable()[i].source().y(),
    spop.getHabitat().getUncrossable()[i].target().x(),
    spop.getHabitat().getUncrossable()[i].target().y(),
    pen);

    }
  pen = old_pen;
  return;
}

void Graphics::printCorridor()
{
  QPen old_pen = pen;
  pen.setStyle(Qt::SolidLine);
  pen.setCapStyle(Qt::RoundCap);
  pen.setWidthF(0.4);
  pen.setColor(QColor(50, 50, 255, 255)); //last number is opacity
  for(int i = 0; i < spop.getHabitat().getCorridor().size(); i++)
    {
      scene.addLine(spop.getHabitat().getCorridor()[i].source().x(),

    spop.getHabitat().getCorridor()[i].source().y(),
    spop.getHabitat().getCorridor()[i].target().x(),
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    spop.getHabitat().getCorridor()[i].target().y(),
    pen);

    }
  pen = old_pen;
  return;
}

void Graphics::printPolygon(Polygon p)
{
  int j = 0;
  QPen old_pen = pen;
  pen.setWidth(0.2);
  for(int i = 1; i < p.size(); i++)
    {
      scene.addLine(p[i].x(),

    p[i].y(),
    p[i−1].x(),
    p[i−1].y());

      j = i;
    }
  //Need to reconnect end of polygon to beginning
  scene.addLine(p[j].x(),

p[j].y(),
p[0].x(),
p[0].y());

  pen = old_pen;
  return;
}
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/// \file
#ifndef __HABITAT_H__
#define __HABITAT_H__

#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h>
#include <fstream>
#include <string>
#include <vector>
#include <cassert>
#include <boost/program_options.hpp>

#ifdef NONSPATIAL
#include "point.h"
#else
#include <CGAL/Cartesian.h>
#include <CGAL/Point_set_2.h>
#include <CGAL/Polygon_2.h>
#include <CGAL/Polygon_2_algorithms.h>
#include <CGAL/circulator.h>
#include <CGAL/Cartesian.h>
#include <CGAL/intersections.h>

//#include <qapplication.h>
#endif
typedef CGAL::Point_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Point;
typedef CGAL::Segment_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Segment;
typedef CGAL::Segment_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Segment_double;
typedef CGAL::Polygon_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Polygon;
typedef CGAL::Circulator_from_container< std::vector<int> >  Circulator;

/* typedef CGAL::Cartesian<double> Rep; */
/* typedef CGAL::Point_2<Rep> Point_2; */
/* typedef CGAL::Segment_2<Rep> Segment; */

using namespace std;

///Class for holding habitat boundaries (currently, and possibly other attribute
s later.)
/**Individuals can be located on the boundary, so having line segments that are 
one unit apart will create an effective boundary but actually have a width of ze
ro.\n
   Uncrossable lines are those in which the parent−offspring segment cannot cros
s. If parents of an putative indivdual are chosen such that the parent−offspring
 segment does cross an uncrossable line, a new parent will be chosen.\n
   Indviduals can lie on the boundary of a habitat, but they may not lie on an u
ncrossable line. Thus, uncrossable lines should usually be represented by double
 precision numbers while the boundary should usually be represented by integers,
 although internally all are represented as double precision.*/
class Habitat
{
 public:
  ///Dummy constructor
  Habitat();
  ///Constructor to make a polygon out of points in file
  /**Polygon must be simple (must not have crossing boundaries\n

   \param file The filename of the file with the points. The format of this file
 is as follows:\n
   The boundary block begins with [[BEGIN_BOUNDARY]] and ends with −1.\n
   Each point along the boundary consists of a line with two numbers, an X and Y
 coordinate. The last point will be connected with the first to complete the pol
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ygon.\n
   The uncrossable block begins with [[BEGIN_UNCROSSABLE]] and ends with −1.\n
   Each uncrossable line consists of four numbers, X1 Y1 X2 Y2. If there are mul
tiple uncrossable lines, they must each have a beginning and end specified, in c
ontrast to the boundary construct, where the points are automatically connected 
by lines.*/
  Habitat(const string file);
  Habitat(const Polygon bound, 

  const vector<Segment_double> uncross, 
  const vector<double> permeability,
  const vector<Segment_double> corrid,
  const vector<int> num_const_migs,
  const vector<int> num_final_migs);

  ///Assignment operator for Habitat class
  void operator =(const Habitat& h);
  ///Generate a point within the boundary 
  /**\param random If true, point will be generated randomly\n
   if false, point will be generated to the right (or up a row) from the previou
sly generated point.
   @param density The density of the spatialpop. If points are generated systema
tically, they will only be generated at a frequency of density. If points are ra
ndomly generated, density has no effect.*/
  Point generatePoint();
  ///Checks that a randomly generated point is within the boundary
  /**\return false if not within boundary
     \return true if on boundary or within boundary*/
  bool isInsideHabitat(const Point& p) const;
  ///Checks to see whether the parent−offspring distance crosses any uncrossable
 line segment defined in habitat text file.
  /**\return 0 if there is no intersection, 
     1 if parent−offspring distance crosses uncrossable line
     @param p1 Point of either parent or offspring
     @param p2 Point of other individual (parent or offspring)
     @param my_uncrossable An EMPTY vector which will hold the index values
     of uncrossable lines that are intersected by the parent−offspring line 
     segment  */
  int isIntersectsWithUncrossable(const Point& p1,

  const Point& p2,
  vector<int>& my_uncrossable) const;

  bool isReachable(const Point& p1, const Point& p2) const;
  ///Set next_point equal to Point p
  /**@param p The point at which to set next_point*/
  void setNextPoint(const Point& p);
  ///Set the permeability of ’uncrossable’ boundaries
  void setPermeability(const int index, const double& perm);
  ///Get the permeabilities of uncrossable boundaries
  vector<double> getPermeability() const;
  ///Set next_point equal to (0,0)
  void resetNextPoint();
  ///Draw the habitat boundary in blue and uncrossable lines in red
  /**@param widget A valid Qt_widget*/
  //  void qtDrawHabitat(CGAL::Qt_widget* widget);
  ///Returns the largest X coordinate in the habitat
  double getMaxX() const;
  ///Returns the largest Y coordinate in the habitat
  double getMaxY() const;
  double getMinX() const;
  double getMinY() const;
  
  ///Calculate the capacity of the habitat
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  double getArea() const;
  Polygon getOutsideBoundary() const;
  Point getCenter() const;
  

  vector<Segment_double> getUncrossable() const;
  vector<Segment_double> getCorridor() const;
  vector<int> getConstMig() const;
  vector<int> getFinalMig() const;
  
  static gsl_rng* generator;
 private:
  ///Read boundary from file
  /**@param file A file with boundary data. See Habitat::Habitat() constructor f
or details.*/
  void readBoundary(const string file);
  void readCorridor(const string file);
  ///Read Uncrossable lines from file
  /**@param file A file with uncrossable line data. See Habitat::Habitat() const
ructor for details.*/
  void getMinMax(const Polygon p);
  void readUncrossable(const string file);
  ///Calculate the number of individuals that the habitat could possibly hold
  double calcArea();
  

  Polygon outside_boundary;
  vector<Segment_double> uncrossable;
  vector<Segment_double> corridor; 
  double max_x;
  double max_y;
  double min_x;
  double min_y;
  double area;
  Point next_point;
  vector<double> permeability;
  vector<int> num_const_migs;
  vector<int> num_final_migs;
};
//#endif
#endif //__HABITAT_H__
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#include "habitat.h"

// typedef CGAL::Point<CGAL::Cartesian<int> > Point;
// typedef CGAL::Polygon_2<CGAL::Cartesian<int> > Polygon;
// typedef CGAL::Circulator_from_container< std::vector<int> >  Circulator;
using namespace std;

Habitat::Habitat()
{
  return;
}

Habitat::Habitat(const string file)
{

  readBoundary(file);
  readUncrossable(file);
  readCorridor(file);
  this−>area = calcArea();
  this−>next_point = Point(0.5, 0.5);
  extern boost::program_options::variables_map vm;
  return;
}

Habitat::Habitat(const Polygon bound, 
 const vector<Segment_double> uncross,
 const vector<double> permeability,  
 const vector<Segment_double> corrid,
 const vector<int> num_const_migs,
 const vector<int> num_final_migs)

{
  this−>outside_boundary = bound;
  getMinMax(this−>outside_boundary);
  this−>uncrossable = uncross;
  this−>corridor = corrid;
  this−>num_const_migs = num_const_migs;
  this−>num_final_migs = num_final_migs;
  this−>area = calcArea();
  this−>next_point = Point(0.5, 0.5);
  extern boost::program_options::variables_map vm;
  this−>permeability = permeability;
  return;
}

void Habitat::operator =(const Habitat& h)
{
  this−>outside_boundary = h.outside_boundary;
  this−>uncrossable = h.uncrossable;
  this−>corridor = h.corridor;
  this−>num_const_migs = h.num_const_migs;
  this−>num_final_migs = h.num_final_migs;
  this−>max_x = h.max_x;
  this−>max_y = h.max_y;
  this−>min_x = h.min_x;
  this−>min_y = h.min_y;
  this−>area = h.area;
  this−>next_point = h.next_point;
  this−>permeability = h.permeability;
  return;
}
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Point Habitat::generatePoint()
{
  //Generate points randomly
  extern boost::program_options::variables_map vm;
  if(vm["lattice"].as<bool>() == false)
    {
      Point p(−1, −1);
      do

{
  p = Point(gsl_rng_uniform_pos(generator) * max_x, 

    gsl_rng_uniform_pos(generator) * max_y);
}  while(!isInsideHabitat(p));

      return p;
    }
  else //put points on lattice in the center of each square (ie at (0.5, 0.5))
    {
      Point p = next_point;
      double next_x = p.x();
      double next_y = p.y();
      if(p.x() + 1 > max_x) //if at the end of row

{
  if(p.y() + 1 > max_y) //if also at top row
    {
      next_x = this−>min_x + 0.5; //reset to bottom left corner
      next_y = this−>min_y + 0.5;
    }
  else
    {
      next_x = this−>min_x + 0.5; //if not at top row, reset 
      next_y = next_y + 1;  //   to next higher row
    }
}

      else                          //if not at end of row    
{
  next_x = next_x + 1;
}

      setNextPoint(Point(next_x, next_y));
      return p;
    }
}

bool Habitat::isInsideHabitat(const Point& p) const
{
  //allow points on the boundary to be considered within
  //bounded side == −1 is outside polygon
  //bounded side == 0 is on the polygon
  //bounded side == +1 is inside polygon
  if(outside_boundary.bounded_side(p) == −1) 
    {
      return false;
    }
  else
    {
      return true;
    }
}

void Habitat::setNextPoint(const Point& p)
{
  this−>next_point = p;
  return;
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}

void Habitat::setPermeability(const int index, const double& perm)
{
  this−>permeability[index] = perm;
  return;
}

vector<double> Habitat::getPermeability() const
{
  return this−>permeability;
}

void Habitat::resetNextPoint()
{
  this−>next_point = Point(0.5,0.5);
  return;
}

double Habitat::getMaxX() const
{
  return this−>max_x;
}

double Habitat::getMaxY() const
{
  return this−>max_y;
}

double Habitat::getMinX() const
{
  return this−>min_x;
}

double Habitat::getMinY() const
{
  return this−>min_y;
}

double Habitat::calcArea()
{
  this−>area = abs(outside_boundary.area());
  return area;
}

double Habitat::getArea() const
{
  return this−>area;
}

Polygon Habitat::getOutsideBoundary() const
{
  return this−>outside_boundary;
}

Point Habitat::getCenter() const
{
  return(Point(max_x/2, max_y/2));
}

vector<Segment_double> Habitat::getUncrossable() const
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{
  return this−>uncrossable;
}

vector<Segment_double> Habitat::getCorridor() const
{
  return this−>corridor;
}

vector<int> Habitat::getConstMig() const
{
  return this−>num_const_migs;
}

vector<int> Habitat::getFinalMig() const
{
  return this−>num_final_migs;
}

void Habitat::readBoundary(const string file)
{
  double x, y;
  this−>max_x = 0.0;
  this−>max_y = 0.0;
  ifstream fin;
  fin.open(file.c_str());
  if(fin.fail())
    {
      cout << "Opening file \"" << file << "\" for reading boundary failed\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  //find START BOUNDARY block
  string discard;
  while(discard != "[[BEGIN_BOUNDARY]]")
    {
      fin >> discard;
    }
  fin >> x >> y;
  while(x >= 0)
    {
      Point p(x,y);
      cout << x << "," << y << endl;
      this−>outside_boundary.push_back(p);
      fin >> x >> y;//get next point
    }
  if(!this−>outside_boundary.is_simple()) //if polygon is not simple
    {
      cout << "The boundary is not valid. Check to make sure no edges cross\n"; 
      exit(1);
    }
  fin.close();
  getMinMax(outside_boundary);
  return;
}

void Habitat::getMinMax(const Polygon p)
{
  Point bottom = *p.bottom_vertex();
  Point left = *p.left_vertex();
  Point top = *p.top_vertex();
  Point right = *p.right_vertex();
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  this−>min_x = static_cast<double>(left.x());
  this−>min_y = static_cast<double>(bottom.y());
  this−>max_x = static_cast<double>(right.x());
  this−>max_y = static_cast<double>(top.y());
  return;
}

void Habitat::readUncrossable(const string file)
{
  double x1, y1, x2, y2, perm;
  ifstream fin;
  fin.open(file.c_str());
  if(fin.fail())
    {
      cout << "Opening file \"" << file << "\" for reading uncrossables failed\n
";
      exit(1);
    }
  //find START BOUNDARYUNCROSSABLE block
  string discard;
  while(discard != "[[BEGIN_UNCROSSABLE]]")
    {
      fin >> discard;
    }
  fin >> x1 >> y1 >> x2 >> y2 >> perm;
  while(x1 >= 0)
    {
      Segment_double seg(Point(x1,y1),Point(x2,y2));
      uncrossable.push_back(seg);
      permeability.push_back(perm);
      fin >> x1 >> y1 >> x2 >> y2 >> perm;
    }
  for(int i = 0; i < uncrossable.size(); i++)
    {
      cout << "Uncrossable: " << uncrossable[i] 

   << "\tpermeability: " << permeability[i] << endl;
    }
  fin.close();
  return;
}

void Habitat::readCorridor(const string file)
{
  double x1, y1, x2, y2;
  int n_const, n_final;
  ifstream fin;
  fin.open(file.c_str());
  if(fin.fail())
    {
      cout << "Opening file \"" << file << "\" for reading Corridors failed\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  //find START CORRIDOR block
    string discard;
  while(discard != "[[BEGIN_CORRIDOR]]")
    {
      fin >> discard;
    }
  fin >> x1 >> y1 >> x2 >> y2 >> n_const >> n_final;
  while(x1 >= 0)
    {
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      Segment_double seg(Point(x1,y1),Point(x2,y2));
      corridor.push_back(seg);
      num_const_migs.push_back(n_const);
      num_final_migs.push_back(n_final);
      fin >> x1 >> y1 >> x2 >> y2 >> n_const >> n_final;
    }
  for(int i = 0; i < corridor.size(); i++)
    {
      cout << "Corridor: " << corridor[i] << endl;
    }
  fin.close();
  return;
}
  

int Habitat::isIntersectsWithUncrossable(const Point& p1, 
 const Point& p2,
 vector<int>& my_uncrossable) const

{
  Segment_double seg(p1, p2);
  //cout << "the line (" << p1.x() << "," << p1.y() << ")to (" 
  //     << p2.x() << "," << p2.y() << ")"<< endl;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < uncrossable.size(); i++)
    {
      if(do_intersect(seg, uncrossable[i]))

{
  //cout << " intersects with segment " << i << endl;
  my_uncrossable.push_back(i);
}

    }
  if(my_uncrossable.size() == 0)
    {
      return 0;
    }
  else
    {
      return 1;
    }
}
      
bool Habitat::isReachable(const Point& p1, const Point& p2) const
{
  vector<int> intersections;
  int is_intersects = isIntersectsWithUncrossable(p1, p2, intersections) ;

  //is_intersects now contains 0 if it doesn’t cross, 1 if it does
  //intersections now contains an index value for each one it crosses. For 
  // example, if it crosses lines 2 and 5, then the vector would be of size2
  // with elements 2 and 5.
  if(! is_intersects)
    {
      return true;
    }
  else 
    {
      for(int i = 0; i < intersections.size(); i++)

 {
   if(gsl_rng_uniform(generator) >=
      this−>permeability[intersections[i] ])
     {
       return false;
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     }
 }

    }
  return true;
}
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/// \file
#ifndef __INDIVIDUAL_H__
#define __INDIVIDUAL_H__

//#ifndef NONSPATIAL
#include <CGAL/Cartesian.h>
#include <CGAL/Point_set_2.h>
//#endif

#include <vector>
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <iomanip>
#include <string>
#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h>
#include "leslie.h"
#include "fitness.h"
#include "locus.h"
#include "globalLocus.h"
#include "genotype.h"

#ifdef NONSPATIAL
#include "point.h"
#else
typedef CGAL::Point_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Point;
#endif

using namespace std;
///Class for each individual holding all data relevant to it.
class Individual
{
 public:
  ///Dummy constructor to initialize all member variables
  /**Used for constructing the first generation*/
  Individual();

///Constructor for the first generation of individuals
/**Individuals are created with the following default values\n
generation = 0\n
sex = randomly chosen between males (1) and females (0) in 50/50 ratio\n
m_parent = 0\n
f_parent = 0\n
offspring = 0\n
location = given by parameter location\n
age = 0\n
genotype = automatically generated using globalLocus object freqs*/

  Individual(vector<GlobalLocus>& freqs,
     const Point& location,
     const int& population);

  ///Constructor for mating two individuals
  Individual(vector<GlobalLocus>& freqs,

     const Individual& mother, 
     const Individual& father,
     const Point& location,
     const int& population);

  void operator =(const Individual& rhs);
  ///Print all data for an individual
  /**Unfortunately, this is difficult to read as there is so much information fo
r each individual. A better alternative is almost certainly printIndividualSumma
ry().*/
  void printIndividual(ostream& fout) const;
  ///Print individual data and allele state data on one (wide) line.
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  void printIndividualSummary(ostream& fout) const;
  ///Print individual in Arlequin format
  void printForArlequin(ofstream& fout, const int& current_pop, 

const bool mito) const;
  ///Make a printout of the individual on one line for structure to read
  /**\param fout A valid ofstream object that is already linked to an outfile*/
  void printForStructure(ofstream& fout, const int& current_pop);
  ///Make a printout of the individual’s genotype for a Nexus file
  /**\param fout A valid ofstram object that is already linked to an outfile*/
  void printForNexus(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Make a printout of the individual for Genepop format
  void printForGenepop(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Print for Bayesass format
  void printForBayesass(ofstream& fout, const int pop_ID) const;
  ///Print for Geneland
  void printForGeneland(ofstream& fout1, ofstream& fout2) const;
  ///Make a printout of the individual’s genotype for PopGen format
  void printForPopGen(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Check to see that individual is fit enough to breed (true if yes)
  /**Generates a random number and checks that it is less than the fitness data 
member. Should be called each time an individual is asked to breed.
     \return True if breeding should be allowed
     \return False if breeding should not be allowed*/
  bool isFitEnough() const;
  ///Check to see that an individual is fertile to breed now (true if yes)
  /**Generates a random number and compares it with the age−related fertility
     from the leslie matrix corresponding to the individual’s sex
     @return True if breeding should be allowed
     @return False if breeding should not be allowed*/
  bool isFertile() const;
  ///Return a vector with the number of alleles at a given locus. 
  /**For an individual, returned values should be 0, 1, or 2 depending on homozy
gosity and hemizygosity
     \param loc A GlobalLocus object describing the locus of interest */
  vector<int> getAlleleCount(const GlobalLocus& loc) const;
  ///Increase the age of the individual by 1
  void advanceAge();
  ///Add an offspring’s ID to the list of an individual’s offspring
  void addOffspring(const int& id);
  ///Calculate the number of offspring this individual has had
  int getNumOffspring() const;
  ///Returns the generation to which the individual belongs
  int getGeneration() const;
  ///Set individual ID
  void setIndID(const int id);
  ///Returns the ID number of the individual
  int getIndID() const;
  ///Returns the ID number of the male parent
  int getMParentID() const;
  ///Returns the ID number of the female parent
  int getFParentID() const;
  ///Returns the genotype of the indivdiual
  Genotype getGenotype() const;
  ///Returns the sex of the individual
  int getSex() const;
  ///Returns the age of the individual
  int getAge() const;
  ///Set the absolute fitness of the individual according to the function specif
ied in class Fitness
  void setAbsFitness();
  ///Set the absolute fitness of the individual to a given value. Useful mainly 
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for testing code
  void setAbsFitness(const double fitness);
  ///Returns the absolute fitness of the individual
  double getAbsFitness() const;
  ///Set the relative fitness
  /**@param fitness_value The relative fitness value*/
  void setRelFitness(double fitness_value);
  ///Returns the relative fitness of the individual.
  double getRelFitness() const;
  ///Returns the survival rate of the individual
  /**Based on the Leslie matrix and the sex of the individual*/
  double getSurvivalRate() const;
  ///Set the location of the individual
  void setLocation(const Point& loc);
  ///Returns the location of the individual. The return value is Point class
  Point getLocation() const;
  ///Returns the x−coordinate of the individual.
  double getX() const;
  ///Returns the y−coordinate of the individual.
  double getY() const;
  ///Returns the birth population of the individual
  int getBirthPop() const;
  ///Returns the Leslie matrix for the individual
  Leslie getLeslie() const;
  ///Returns all leslie matrices for individual
  vector<Leslie> getLeslieAll() const;
  static gsl_rng* generator;
  static int ind_count;
  ///The last assigned sex of an individual
  static int next_sex;
  static vector<Leslie> leslie;
  static vector<Fitness> fitness_function;
 private:
  ///The unique identifier of this individual
  int ind_id;
  ///The generation in which this individual exists
  /**The generation is currently assigned as the mother’s + 1 though this should
 perhaps be changed to a more regular time measurement*/
  int generation;
  ///The gender of the individual. 0 = Female, 1 = Male
  int sex; //0=Female, 1 = Male
  ///The individual id of MALE parent (not to be confused with the mother)
  int m_parent;
  ///The individual id of FEMALE parent (not to be confused with the father)
  int f_parent;
  ///A vector of the ids of all the individual’s offspring
  vector<int> offspring;
  ///The current location of the indivdual
  Point location;
  ///The population the individual is born to
  int birth_pop;
  ///The age of the individual
  int age;
  ///The genotype of the individual
  Genotype ind_genotype;
  ///The assigned relative fitness of the individual. Ranges from 0 − 1.
  /**Fitness is used to calculate whether an individual will be allowed to breed
 during a certain encounter with another individual*/
  double rel_fitness;
  ///The assigned absolute fitness of the individual.
  /**Absolute fitness is always positive, but not necessarily bounded by 1.*/
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  double abs_fitness;
};
#endif // __INDIVIDUAL_H__
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#include "individual.h"

using namespace std;

Individual::Individual()
{
  ind_count++;
  this−>ind_id = ind_count;
  this−>generation = 0;
  this−>sex = gsl_rng_uniform_int(generator, 2); 
  //  this−>sex = next_sex;//!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
  ///  this−>next_sex = (this−>next_sex + 1)%2;//!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
  this−>m_parent = 0;
  this−>f_parent = 0;
  //don’t need to set offspring since there aren’t any
  this−>location = Point(−1, −1);
  this−>birth_pop = 0;
  this−>age = leslie[sex].getRandomAge();
  this−>abs_fitness = fitness_function[sex].assignFitness();
  this−>rel_fitness = 1.0;
  return;
}

Individual::Individual(vector<GlobalLocus>& freqs, 
       const Point& location,
       const int& population)

{
  ind_count++; 
  this−>ind_id = ind_count;
  this−>generation = 0;
  this−>sex = gsl_rng_uniform_int(generator, 2);
  //  this−>sex = next_sex;//!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
  //  this−>next_sex = (this−>next_sex + 1)%2;//!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11
  this−>m_parent = 0;
  this−>f_parent = 0;
  //don’t need to set offspring since there aren’t any.
  this−>location = location;
  this−>birth_pop = population;
  this−>age = leslie[sex].getRandomAge();
  Genotype genotype(freqs, this−>sex, population);
  this−>ind_genotype = genotype;
  setAbsFitness();
  this−>rel_fitness = 1;
  return;
}
 
Individual::Individual(vector<GlobalLocus>& freqs,

       const Individual& mother, 
       const Individual& father,
       const Point& location,
       const int& population)

{
  ind_count++;
  this−>ind_id = ind_count;
  this−>generation = mother.getGeneration() + 1;
  this−>sex = gsl_rng_uniform_int(generator, 2);
  //  this−>sex = next_sex; //!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
  //  this−>next_sex = (this−>next_sex + 1)%2;//!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11
  this−>m_parent = father.getIndID();
  this−>f_parent = mother.getIndID();
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  this−>location = location;
  this−>birth_pop = population;
  this−>age = 0;
  Genotype g(freqs, this−>sex, population, 

     mother.getGenotype(), father.getGenotype());
  this−>ind_genotype = g;
  setAbsFitness();
  this−>rel_fitness = 1;
  return;
}

void Individual::operator =(const Individual& rhs)
{
  this−>ind_id = rhs.ind_id;
  this−>generation = rhs.generation;
  this−>sex = rhs.sex;
  this−>m_parent = rhs.m_parent;
  this−>f_parent = rhs.f_parent;
  this−>offspring = rhs.offspring;
  this−>location = rhs.location;
  this−>birth_pop = rhs.birth_pop;
  this−>age = rhs.age;
  this−>ind_genotype = rhs.ind_genotype;
  this−>abs_fitness = rhs.abs_fitness;
  this−>rel_fitness = rhs.rel_fitness;
}

void Individual::printIndividual(ostream& fout) const
{
  fout << "pop: " << birth_pop
       << " ID: " << ind_id
       << " gen: " << generation
       << " sex: " << sex
       << " fpar: " << f_parent
       << " mpar: " << m_parent
       << " age: " << age << endl;
  this−>ind_genotype.printGenotype(fout);
  return;
}

void Individual::printIndividualSummary(ostream& fout) const
{
  fout.setf(ios::left);
  fout << "BP:" << birth_pop 
       << " ID:" << ind_id
       << " X:" << setw(5) << location.x()
       << " Y:" << setw(5) << location.y()
       << " gen:" << generation
       << " sex:" << sex
       << " fit:" << rel_fitness
       << " fpar:" << f_parent
       << " mpar:" << m_parent
       << " age:" << age << "  ";
    this−>ind_genotype.printGenotypeSummary(fout);
    return;
}

void Individual::printForArlequin(ofstream& fout, const int& current_pop, 
  const bool mito) const

{
  fout << current_pop << "−" << ind_id << "\t" << "1" << "\t";
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  ind_genotype.printForArlequin(fout, mito);
  return;
}

void Individual::printForStructure(ofstream& fout, const int& current_pop)
{
  fout << ind_id << "\t" << current_pop << "\t1\t";
  ind_genotype.printForStructure(fout);
  fout << endl;
  return;
}

void Individual::printForNexus(ofstream& fout) const
{
  fout << ind_id << "\t";
  getGenotype().printForNexus(fout);
  return;
}

void Individual::printForGenepop(ofstream& fout) const
{
  fout << getIndID() << ",\t";
  getGenotype().printForGenepop(fout, getSex() );
  return;
}

void Individual::printForBayesass(ofstream& fout, const int pop_ID) const
{
  for(int loc = 0; loc < getGenotype().getLoci().size(); loc++)
    {
      fout << "ind" << getIndID() << "\t"

   << "pop" << pop_ID     << "\t"
   << "loc" << getGenotype().getLoci()[loc].getGlobalLocusNumber() 
   << "\t";

      getGenotype().getLoci()[loc].printLocusSummary(fout);
      fout << endl;
    }
  return;
}

void Individual::printForGeneland(ofstream& fout1, ofstream& fout2) const
{
  for(int loc = 0; loc < getGenotype().getLoci().size(); loc++)
    {
      getGenotype().getLoci()[loc].printLocusSummary(fout1);
      fout1 << "\t";
    }
  fout1 << endl;
  fout2 << getLocation();
  fout2 << endl;
  return;
}

void Individual::printForPopGen(ofstream& fout) const
{
  getGenotype().printForPopGen(fout, getSex() );
} 

bool Individual::isFitEnough() const
{
  return(gsl_rng_uniform(generator) < this−>rel_fitness);
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}

bool Individual::isFertile() const
{
  return(gsl_rng_uniform(generator) < leslie[sex].getFertility(this−>age));
}

vector<int> Individual::getAlleleCount(const GlobalLocus& loc) const
{
  return ind_genotype.getAlleleCount(loc);
}

void Individual::advanceAge() 
{
  age++;
}

void Individual::addOffspring(const int& id)
{
  offspring.push_back(id);
  return;
}

int Individual::getNumOffspring() const
{
  return offspring.size();
}

int Individual::getGeneration() const
{
  return this−>generation;
}

void Individual::setIndID(const int id)
{
  this−>ind_id = id;
  return;
}

int Individual::getIndID() const
{
  return this−>ind_id;
}

int Individual::getMParentID() const
{
  return this−>m_parent;
}

int Individual::getFParentID() const
{
  return this−>f_parent;
}

Genotype Individual::getGenotype() const
{
  return this−>ind_genotype;
}

int Individual::getSex() const
{
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  return this−>sex;
}

int Individual::getAge() const
{
  return this−>age;
}

void Individual::setAbsFitness()
{
  this−>abs_fitness = fitness_function[sex].assignFitness();
}

void Individual::setAbsFitness(const double fitness)
{
  this−>abs_fitness = fitness;
}

double Individual::getAbsFitness() const
{
  return this−>abs_fitness;
}

void Individual::setRelFitness(double fitness_value)
{
  this−>rel_fitness = fitness_value;
  return;
}

double Individual::getRelFitness() const
{
  return this−>rel_fitness;
}

double Individual::getSurvivalRate() const
{
  if(getLeslie().getMaxAge() + 1 == 1)
    {
      return 1.0;
    }
  return leslie[sex].getSurvival(age);
}

void Individual::setLocation(const Point& loc)
{
  this−>location = loc;
  return;
}  

Point Individual::getLocation() const
{
  return this−>location;
}

double Individual::getX() const
{
  return this−>location.x();
}

double Individual::getY() const
{
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  return this−>location.y();
}

int Individual::getBirthPop() const
{
  return this−>birth_pop;
}

Leslie Individual::getLeslie() const
{
  return(leslie[sex]);
}

vector<Leslie> Individual::getLeslieAll() const
{
  return leslie;
}
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/// \file
#ifndef __LESLIE_H__
#define __LESLIE_H__

#include<iostream>
#include<string>
#include<cstring>
#include<fstream>
#include<vector>
#include<gsl/gsl_rng.h>

using namespace std;
///Class to hold Leslie matrix data
/**The matrix should be in the form of a Leslie matrix. That is, the only 
   non−zero values should be on the top row (fertilities) and in the lower
   subdiagonal. Actually, the top row (fertilities) are not really fertilities,
   but the probability that, if chosen to be a parent, an individual of that 
   age will have offspring this generation.\n
   The matrix \f[ \left[ \matrix{1} \right] \f] is an appropriate matrix for an 
ideal population in 
   which all individuals survive to adulthood, breed, and die. This has non−
   overlapping generation.*/

class Leslie
{
 public:
  Leslie();
  ///Constructor
  /**@param filename The name of the file where the Leslie matrix is. 
     The matrix should be simple and only have values in the top row 
     (fertilities − or actually the probability of having a baby given 
     the opportunity) and the lower subdiagonal (the probability of 
     survival from one stage to the next)*/
  Leslie(const string& filename);
  ///Print the Leslie matrix
  /**@param fout A valid ostream object. This can be cout or an object 
     that points to a file*/
  void printMatrix(ostream& fout) const;
  ///Return the fertility 0<f<1 for individuals of an age group
  /**The fertility is the top row of the Leslie matrix such that the 0th 
     element is the fertility of the 0th age class (newborns), and the
     1st element is the fertility of the yearlings. 
     @note Fertility here is defined as the probability that an individual
     has an offspring when given the chance, and so is in the range 0−1.
     This is different from traditional Leslie matrices.
     @param age The age for which the fertility is desired*/
  double getFertility(const unsigned int& age) const;
  ///Return an age based on probabilities given by cumulative_initial_age_dist
  /**This is for initially setting up a population with approximately a stable
     age distribution.*/
  int getRandomAge() const;
  ///Return the survival rate for individuals of an age group
  /**Here, the survival probability is the diagonal just below the primary
     diagonal. There is no possibility for complex life histories involving
     individuals that do not advance age class during each stage.
     @param age The age for which the survival probability is desired*/
  double getSurvival(const unsigned int& age) const;
  int getYoungestBreedingAge() const;
  vector<double> getInitialAgeDist() const;
  vector<double> getCumInitialAgeDist() const;
  int getMaxAge() const;
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  static gsl_rng* generator;
 private:
  ///The proportion of the population initialized at each age class
  /**This is calculated from the survival probabilities so, for example, 
     in an organism that lives 3 years with a survival of 50% each year, 
     at which point they die:\n
     0.5*0.5*0.5=0.125 would be 3\n
     0.5*0.5=0.25 would be 2\n
     0.5 would be 1\n
     1.0 would be 0\n
     so the sum of all age classes is 1+0.5+0.25+0.125=1.875\n
     and proportions are 1/1.875, 0.5/1.875 etc.
     @Return A vector of proportions that adds to one. The 0th element
     is the proportion of the 0th age class etc.*/
  vector<double> calcInitialAgeDist() const;
  ///The cumulative vector of initial age distributions.
  /**Each successive element is a sum of all previous elements in 
     Leslie::initial_age_dist. This can be used with random numbers to see 
     which age class to assign an individual to. For example, if less than 
     the first class, then assign it to that class, if greater than the first 
     but less than the second, assign it to the second etc.
     @eturn A vector<double> which is a cumulative probability of being in 
     an age class*/
  vector<double> calcCumInitialAgeDist() const;

  vector<vector<double> > matrix;
  ///See Leslie::calcInitialAgeDist()
  vector<double> initial_age_dist;
  ///See Leslie::calcCumInitialAgeDist()
  vector<double> cumulative_initial_age_dist;
};

#endif //__LESLIE_H__
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#include "leslie.h"

using namespace std;

Leslie::Leslie()
{
}

Leslie::Leslie(const string& filename)
{
  ifstream fin;
  fin.open(filename.c_str());
  if(fin.fail())
    {
      cout << "Could not open Leslie file called " << filename << ".\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  vector<double> horizontal;
  char* charPtr;
  char text[256]; //something to hold data read in
  //read a line
  while(! fin.eof())
    {
      fin.getline(text, 256);
      charPtr = strtok(text, " \t");
      while(charPtr != NULL)

{
  horizontal.push_back(atof(charPtr));
  charPtr = strtok(NULL, " \t");
}

      if(horizontal.size() != 0) //If this is a blank line esp at end of file
{
  matrix.push_back(horizontal);
}

      horizontal.clear();
    }
  fin.close();

  this−>initial_age_dist = calcInitialAgeDist();

  this−>cumulative_initial_age_dist = calcCumInitialAgeDist();
  return;
}

void Leslie::printMatrix(ostream& fout) const
{
  fout << "Leslie matrix\n";
  for(unsigned int h = 0; h < matrix.size(); h++)
    {
      for(unsigned int v = 0; v < matrix[h].size(); v++)

{
  fout << matrix[h][v] << "\t";
}

      fout << endl;
    }
  return;
}

double Leslie::getFertility(const unsigned int& age) const
{
  return matrix[0][age];
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}

int Leslie::getRandomAge() const
{
  double random = gsl_rng_uniform(generator);
  int age = 0;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < cumulative_initial_age_dist.size(); i++)
    {
      age = i;
      if(random <= cumulative_initial_age_dist[i])

{
  i = cumulative_initial_age_dist.size();
}

    }  
  return(age);
}

double Leslie::getSurvival(const unsigned int& age) const
{
  if(age >= matrix.size() − 1) // need to make sure we don’t access wrong elmnt
    {
      return 0.0;
    }
  else
    {
      return matrix[age+1][age];
    }
}

int Leslie::getYoungestBreedingAge() const
{
  int age = 0;
  for(int i = 0; i < this−>getMaxAge(); i++)
    {
      if(getFertility(i) < 0.00001) //fertility is a double, so can’t compare 0

{
  age = age + 1;
}

      else
{
  return age;
}

    }   
  
  return age;
}

vector<double> Leslie::getInitialAgeDist() const
{
  return(initial_age_dist);
}

vector<double> Leslie::calcInitialAgeDist() const
{
  //add up all the survival probabilities
  double sum = 1.0;//all relevant zygotes survive, so start with 1
  double previous_survival = 1.0;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < matrix.size(); i++)
    {
      previous_survival = previous_survival * getSurvival(i);
      //  cout << "prev surv: " << previous_survival << endl;
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      sum = sum + previous_survival;
      //  cout << "sum:       " << sum << endl;
    } 
  //calculate proportions for each age group
  vector<double> initial_freqs;
  initial_freqs.push_back(1 / sum);//all the zygotes survive, but only make 
  //up a portion of the total population
  double survival = 1;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < matrix.size(); i++)
    {
      survival = survival * getSurvival(i);
      initial_freqs.push_back(survival / sum);
    }
  initial_freqs.pop_back();
  return(initial_freqs);
}

vector<double> Leslie::calcCumInitialAgeDist() const
{
  vector<double> cum_init_age_dist;
  double sum = 0.0;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>initial_age_dist.size(); i++)
    {
      sum = sum + this−>initial_age_dist[i];
      cum_init_age_dist.push_back(sum);
    }
  return(cum_init_age_dist);
}

int Leslie::getMaxAge() const
{
  return(matrix.size() − 1);
  //need to subtract 1 because .size() is not zero−based
}
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/// \file
#ifndef __LOCUS_H__
#define __LOCUS_H__

#include <vector>
#include <cassert>
#include <fstream>
#include "allele.h"
#include "globalLocus.h"

using namespace std;

///Class to hold information for one locus for one individual.
/**Each locus consists of a maternal and paternal allele (for autosomes)*/
class Locus
{ 
 public:
  Locus();
  ///Dummy constructor for null alleles (those that aren’t present in a given se
x
  Locus(GlobalLocus& loc, int pop_id);
  //  Locus(const Locus& l); //copy constructor
  //  void operator =(const Locus& l);
  Locus(GlobalLocus& loc, 

const Allele& mat_allele, 
const Allele& pat_allele,
int pop_id);

  Locus(GlobalLocus& loc, const Allele& parent_allele, int pop_id);
  ///Constructor for creating first generation of individuals
  /**Most Loci will initially be created using this constructor
     \param freq A GlobalLocus object, usually read from an alleles file, that d
escribes the frequency with which each allele should appear.
     \param sex Either a 0 (female) or a 1 (male) that will determine how many a
lleles will be present at each locus. */
  Locus(GlobalLocus& freq, int sex, int pop_id);
  ///Returns the number of alleles held by an iindividual locus for the individu
al
  /**Returns either:\n
     0 (the individual’s locus does not hold any allele of that state),\n
     1 (the individual’s locus has one allele of that state),\n
     2 (the individual is homozygous for that allele).
     \note The highest value returned by a hemizygous locus should be 1
     \param allele_state An integer describing the state of the allele that is b
eing searched.*/
  int getNumAlleles(int allele_state) const;
  ///Return the (capitalized) locus type A,X,Y,W,Z,M
  char getLocusType() const;
  ///Return the globallocus number
  int getGlobalLocusNumber() const;
  ///Print extensive data to terminal 
  void printLocus(ostream& fout) const;
  ///Print only the allele states for the alleles present at that locus
  void printLocusSummary(ostream& fout) const;
  ///Return an allele at this locus
  /** \param allele_num Should be either a 0 or 1 specifying the first (0) or th
e second (1) allele to be returned*/
  Allele getAllele(const int allele_num) const;
  ///Returns a vector of all the alleles at this locus, usually of length 2 for 
diploids.
  vector<Allele> getAlleles() const;
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 private:
  ///The type of locus according to globallocus type (A, X, Y, W, Z, or M)
  char type;
  ///The identifier for the global locus that this locus is associated with
  unsigned short int global_locus_number;
  ///The 0, 1, or 2 alleles present at this locus
  vector<Allele> alleles;
  ///The population in which this locus was created
  int pop_id;
};

#endif // __LOCUS_H__
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#include "locus.h"

using namespace std;

Locus::Locus()
{
  return;
}

Locus::Locus(GlobalLocus& loc, int pop_id)
{
  this−>type = loc.getGlobalLocusType();
  this−>global_locus_number = loc.getGlobalLocusNum();
  this−>pop_id = pop_id;
  return;
}

// Locus::Locus(const Locus& l)
// {
//   this−>type = l.type;
//   this−>global_locus_number = l.global_locus_number;
//   this−>alleles = l.alleles;
//   //  this−>alleles.assign(l.alleles.begin(), l.alleles.end() );
// }

// void Locus::operator =(const Locus& l)
// {
//   this−>type = l.type;
//   this−>global_locus_number = l.global_locus_number;
//   this−>alleles = l.alleles;
//   //  this−>alleles.assign(l.alleles.begin(), l.alleles.end() );
//   return;
// }  

Locus::Locus(GlobalLocus& loc, 
     const Allele& mat_allele, 
     const Allele& pat_allele,
     int pop_id)

{
  this−>alleles.reserve(2);
  this−>pop_id = pop_id;
  this−>type = loc.getGlobalLocusType();
  this−>global_locus_number = mat_allele.getGlobalLocusNumber();
  assert(mat_allele.getGlobalLocusNumber()  == pat_allele.getGlobalLocusNumber()
);
  /***************************************************************************
  //Note that this assert can fail if the population is hermaphroditic and
  //you are using anything other than autosomal loci
  ****************************************************************************/
  Allele new_mat_allele(mat_allele, loc, pop_id);
  this−>alleles.push_back(new_mat_allele);
  Allele new_pat_allele(pat_allele, loc, pop_id);
  this−>alleles.push_back(new_pat_allele);
  return;
}

Locus::Locus(GlobalLocus& loc, const Allele& parent_allele, int pop_id)
{
  this−>pop_id = pop_id;
  this−>alleles.reserve(2);
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  this−>type = loc.getGlobalLocusType();
  this−>global_locus_number = parent_allele.getGlobalLocusNumber();
  Allele new_allele(parent_allele, loc, pop_id);
  this−>alleles.push_back(new_allele);
  return;
}
Locus::Locus(GlobalLocus& freq, int sex, int pop_id)
{
  this−>pop_id = pop_id;
  this−>type = freq.getGlobalLocusType();
  alleles.reserve(2);//reserve space for two elements to speed execution
  //In the following, allele a is from mother, b from father
  //Mother’s allele always precedes fathers.except when there is no 
  //maternal contribution such as for Y−linked loci.and Z chromosomes 
  //in Females
  if(this−>type == ’A’)
    {
      Allele a(freq, pop_id);
      this−>alleles.push_back(a);
      Allele b(freq, pop_id);
      this−>alleles.push_back(b);
    }
  if((this−>type == ’X’) && (sex == 0)) //female
    {
      Allele a(freq, pop_id);
      this−>alleles.push_back(a);
      Allele b(freq, pop_id);
      this−>alleles.push_back(b);
    }
  if((this−>type == ’X’) && (sex == 1)) //male
    {
      Allele a(freq, pop_id);
      this−>alleles.push_back(a);
    }
  //females do not carry Y chromosomes
  if((this−>type == ’Y’) && (sex == 1)) //male
    {
      Allele b(freq, pop_id);
      this−>alleles.push_back(b);
    }
  if((this−>type == ’W’) && (sex == 0)) //female
    {
      Allele a(freq, pop_id);
      this−>alleles.push_back(a);
    }
  //males do not carry W chromosomes
  if((this−>type == ’Z’) && (sex == 0)) //female
    {
      Allele b(freq, pop_id);
      this−>alleles.push_back(b); 
    }
  if((this−>type == ’Z’) && (sex == 1)) //male
    {  
      Allele a(freq, pop_id);
      this−>alleles.push_back(a);
      Allele b(freq, pop_id);
      this−>alleles.push_back(b);  
    }
  if(this−>type == ’M’)
    {
      Allele a(freq, pop_id);
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      this−>alleles.push_back(a);
    }

  return;
}

int Locus::getNumAlleles(int allele_state) const
{
  int count = 0;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < alleles.size(); i++)
    {
      count = count + alleles[i].isState(allele_state);
    }
  return count;
}

char Locus::getLocusType() const
{
  return type;
}

int Locus::getGlobalLocusNumber() const
{
  return global_locus_number;
}

void Locus::printLocus(ostream& fout) const
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < alleles.size(); i++)
    {
      alleles[i].printAllele(fout);
    }
  return;
}

void Locus::printLocusSummary(ostream& fout) const
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < alleles.size(); i++)
    {
      alleles[i].printAlleleSummary(fout);
    }
  return;
}

Allele Locus::getAllele(const int allele_num) const
{
  assert((allele_num == 0) || (allele_num == 1));
  return this−>alleles[allele_num];
}

vector<Allele> Locus::getAlleles() const
{
  return this−>alleles;
}
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/// \file
#ifndef __METAPOP_H__
#define __METAPOP_H__

// #define DEBUG

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
#include <fstream>
#include <string>
#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h> 
#include <boost/program_options.hpp>

#include "spatialpop.h"
#include "pop.h"
#include "individual.h"
#include "globalLocus.h"
#include "regulation.h"
#include "leslie.h"

using namespace std;
///Class to hold an assemblage of populations in a non−spatial manner and for do
ing statistics on such assemblages.
/**Different constructors can be used under a variety of conditions. For example
, Metapops can be defined for the island model by additionally giving the migrat
ion rate. They can also be created from an existing assemblage of populations − 
this may be useful for doing statistics such as Wright’s FST*/
class Metapop
{
 public:

  Metapop();
  //Constructor for making a metapopulation out of migration file and with varyi
ng number of individuals

/**\param migration_file The migration files for both males (_m) and fem
ales (_f) that specify the migration matrix. This file is structured as a 2d gri
d whereby each number represents the probability of an individual migrating from
 the row into the column.

As such, the matrix:\n
from\\to a   b\n
      a 0.0 0.1\n
      b 0.2 0.0\n
means that each individual from pop a has a 0.1 chance of migrating to p

op b and each individual from pop_b has a 0.2 chance of migrating to pop a. This
 is the same as m (as in Nm = 1). For the island model, individuals can migrate 
to their own population (See Takahata and Nei 1984, their first model) Thus, in 
order to get Nm=1 if each population has 10 individuals:\n

    a   b\n
a 0.05 0.05\n
b 0.05 0.05\n
This can be read as an individual having a 0.05 + 0.05 = 0.1 chance of m

igrating to population a (either from a or from b). Thus, if there are 10 indivi
duals per population then Nm will equal 1.

\param num_inds The vector of the number of individuals in each populati
on.

\param hermaphrodite Whether individuals can breed with any other indivi
dual (True) or whether they can only breed with a member of the opposite sex.

*/ 
  Metapop(const string migration_file_m,

  const string migration_file_f,
  const vector<int>& num_inds,
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  const bool hermaphrodite,
  const Regulation* regulation_ptr);

  ///Constructor for making a metapopulation according to the island model
  /**The island model stipulates that the migration rate is the same among all p
opulations and that each population is the same size. As with the other construc
tors, migration can go from one population back to itself (See first model of Ta
kahata and Nei 1984)
   @param migration_rate_m Nm: the number of male migrants. This should be input
 as Nm but it is then converted to the probability that any given individual is 
a migrant. This is done as follows:
   \f[ probmigrant = Nm / (numpops \times numinds) \f]
  @param migration_rate_f Nm: the number of female migrants.*/
  Metapop(const double& migration_rate_m,

  const double& migration_rate_f,
  const int& num_pops,
  const int& num_inds,
  const bool hermaphrodite,
  const Regulation* regulation_ptr);

  ///Constructor for making a population out of existing populations − probably 
most useful for statistics.
  /**For using just for statistical purposes, pops can be constructed out of ind
ividuals and fed into this constructor.
     \param num_pops The number of populations in the Metapop
     \param pops A vector of populations with size equal to num_pops
     \param migration_matrix_m A properly constructed migration matrix for males
. See other metapop constructor for details.
     \param migration_matrix_f A properly constructed migration matrix for femal
es. See other metapop constructor for details.*/
  Metapop(const int& num_pops,

  const vector<Pop>& pops,
  const vector<vector <double> >& migration_matrix_m,
  const vector<vector <double> >& migration_matrix_f);

  ///Constructor for making metapop with two pops out of a spatialpop that is si
mply divided in two.
  /**WARNING: This is a very specific function for making a metapop out of a 
   spatialpop. The spatialpop needs to be divided in two by an uncrossable
   boundary. Nothing should be done with the metapop except gather statistics
   because not all the fields are filled in correctly
   @param spop A spatialpop that is divided in two vertically by an 
   uncrossable boundary. The resulting metapop will have 2 pops.*/
  Metapop(const SpatialPop& spop);
  ///Assignment operator
  void operator =(const Metapop& m);
  ///Take a sample of individuals from the metapop and put them into a new metap
op.
  /**This was originally designed to simulate sampling and genotyping a number o
f populations. Statistics can then be done on the samples from the metapop.
     \param sample_size The number of individuals to sample from each population
.*/
  Metapop sampleInds(const int& sample_size) const;
  ///Take a sample of a few pops from a metapop and put them into a new metapop.
  /**This can be combined (sequentially) with sample() to simulate taking a 
     sample of some pops of the metapop and some individuals within each pop
     @param num_pops_sampled The number of populations to include in the new 
     metapop.*/
  Metapop samplePops(const int& num_pops_sampled) const;
  ///Make a new migration matrix that takes into account the fact that only 1 ag
e group will migrate (pre−breeders)
  /**If only the age group before breeding migrates, then each individual of tha
t age group needs to have a relatively high chance of migration. This function c
alculates how many there are in that age group (pre−breeders) and recalculates t
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he probabilities based on only those individuals, spread out over the total numb
er of populations. This should probably be called each generation, though for a 
stable age distribution, it probably doesn’t change much. 
     @post Changes the migration matrix for the class.   */
  void makeMigrationMatrix();
  ///Print the migration matrix to the screen
  void printMigrationMatrix(const bool male) const;
  ///Get the number of prebreeders
  /**@return Returns the number of prebreeders of each sex in each population. T
he 
     outer vector is the population, and the inner vector of size 2 is females a
nd 
     males.*/
  vector<int> calcNumPreBreeders(const int sex) const;
  vector<double> calcAvePropPreBreeders();
  
  ///Allow individuals to migrate among subpopulations of a metapop
  /**Individuals will migrate with probability specified in the migration matrix
. Depending on the migration matrix, individuals may be allowed to migrate to th
eir own population, as specified by the island model (see first model of Takahat
a and Nei 1984). No individual will be allowed to migrate twice during the same 
call to this function. Individuals only migrate as Age=0 individuals, therefore 
only migrate once in their lifetimes.*/
  void migrate();
  ///Force N individuals to migrate from each subpop to each subpop
  /**This is strictly for an island model and results in symmetric migration tha
t increases as the number of subpopulations increase (N individuals go from each
 of the populations to each of the other populations so with more populations, t
here is more migratio). This will usually be used just before a metapop is subje
ct to an assignment test.
     \param N The number of individuals (integer) that should migrate.*/
  void migrateNIndividuals(const int& N);
  ///Advance generation for all subpopulations in the metapop
  /**Calls Pop::advanceGeneration for each subpopulation*/
  void advanceGeneration();
  ///Returns the individuals that migrated, their population of origin, and the 
population in which it is currently found.
  /**The 2−D vector returned consists of the exterior vector in which each indiv
idual is an element and each individual consists of an interior vector which inc
ludes the individuals ID, their birth population and their current population. I
ndividuals are identified by non−equality of their current and birth populations
, so individuals that migrate to their birth population will not be identified b
y this method.*/
  vector <vector<int> > identifyMigrants();
  ///Print the population sizes
  /**For each population, print the population number and the number of individu
als*/
  void printPopSizes(ofstream& fout);
  ///Print the the metapop to the terminal
  void printMetapop(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Print metapop according to Arlequin format
  /**@param fout a valid outstream
     @param mito Boolean. Is this a mitochondrial locus? This function may need 
to
     be called once for each type of locus you want to print.*/
  void printForArlequin(ofstream& fout, const bool mito) const;
  ///Print the metapop in the format required by Pritchard’s Structure
  /**@param fout A valid outstream*/
  void printForStructure(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Print the metapop in the format required by Arlequin
  void printForNexus(ofstream& fout) const;
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  ///Print the metapop in the format requiredd by Genepop
  void printForGenepop(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Print the metapop in PopGen format
  void printForPopGen(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Returns the population specified by parameter index
  /**@param index The number of the population desired. Indices begin with zero.
*/
  Pop getPop(int index) const;
  ///Calculates the relative weight of each population according to Nei and Ches
ser 1983 p 254
  /**The output is an inner vector of the relative number of copies at each loc
    and the outer vector is a such a vector for each pop:\n
    vec[0][1] is 0th population, relative number of copies at 1st locus \n
    The resulting vectors could be represented as:\n
    −−−−−loc0 loc1 loc2\n
    pop0 0.6  0.5  0.5\n
    pop1 0.4  0.5  0.5\n
    Meaning that there are more copies of locus 0 in pop0 than there are in pop1
 but there are equal number of copies of the other two loci in each of the two p
opulations.*/
  vector<vector<double> > calcNeiW() const;
  ///Calculate global Hs
  /**@return A vector with each member being the global Hs for a locus*/
  vector<double> calcHs(const vector<vector<double> > w) const;
  ///Calculate global Ht
  vector<double> calcHt(const vector<vector<double> > w) const;

  ///Calculate GST for all loci.
  /**This is calculated according to Nei and Chesser 1983. 
     @Note Ht and Hs are calculated first over all loci and then GST is calculat
ed. This is more Wrightian than averaging GST over many loci. See Culley 2002.*/
  double GST() const;
  ///Calculate GST for a particulat locus. 
  /**This can be used for calculating GST for all loci by averaging after GST is
 calculated. However, this is not as Wrightian as using the function Metapop::GS
T() which specifically calculates Ht and Hs first. See Culley 2002.
     @param loc The locus number for which you want GST calculated.*/
  double GST(const int& loc) const;
  ///Calculate GST for a type of locus (A, X, Y, W, Z, M)
  /**@param type A char indicating the typr of locus. It must be either A, X, Y,
 W, Z, or M.*/
  double GST(const char& type,

     const vector<double> Hs,
     const vector<double> Ht) const;

  double calcFst2Alleles(const char& type) const;
  ///Get the allele count for the metapop
  /**@return A vector of allele counts for each population. This function calls 
Pop::getAlleleCount(), so check there for format.*/
  vector<vector<vector<int> > > getAlleleCount() const;
  ///Calculate the allele frecuency for the metapop.
  /**@return A vector of allele freqs. The outermost vector contains the populat
ions, the middle vector is a list of the loci, and the innermost vector is a lis
t of the allele frequencies for each allele at one locus.
     eg. for a vector called vec:
     vec[0][1][2] is the zeroth population, the 1st locus, and the 2nd allele*/
  vector<vector<vector<double> > > calcAlleleFreq() const;
  ///Print the allele frequency to the terminal
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  void printAlleleFreq();
  vector<int> calcActiveAlleles(double polymorphic_threshold,

bool printit,
ostream& fout);

  ///Calculate the proportion of males in all the subpops.
  /**\return A vector with the proportion of males in each subpopulation. */
  vector<double> calcSexRatio() const;
  ///Calculate the proportion of the adults that are males in all subpops
  /**return A vector with the proportion of adults that are males for each subpo
pulation.*/
  vector<double> calcAdultSexRatio() const;
  ///Calculate Len’s alpha: the proportion of the given sex that breeds.
  /**@note This includes a built−in poisson−distributed proportion of individual
s that do not breed. Therefore an alpha of 1 means that most individuals breed b
ut added to the breeders is the poisson−expected number of non−breeders. This po
isson correction is negligable when the number of breeders is low (and each has 
high fecundity) but is higher when fecundity is lower and more evenly distribute
d.
     @param sex The sex you are interested in: 0 for females, 1 for males. Amoun
ts to Alpha_f and Alpha_m respectively*/
  vector<double> calcAlpha(const int& sex) const;
  ///Calculate Kokko’s iterative skew index without confidence intervals
  vector<double> calcKokkoMed(const int& sex) const;
  ///Get the number of populations in the metapop
  int getNumPops() const;
  
  static gsl_rng* generator;
  static vector<GlobalLocus> GLfreqs;
 private:
  int num_pops;
  vector<Pop> pops;
  vector<vector<double> > migration_matrix_m;
  vector<vector<double> > migration_matrix_f;
  const Regulation* regulation_ptr;

};

#endif // __METAPOP_H__
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#include "metapop.h"
//#define DEBUG
using namespace std;

Metapop::Metapop()
{
  return;
}
Metapop::Metapop(const string migration_file_m,

 const string migration_file_f,
 const vector<int>& vec_num_inds,
 const bool hermaphrodite,
 const Regulation* regulation_ptr)

{
  ifstream fin_m;
  ifstream fin_f;
  fin_m.open(migration_file_m.c_str());
  if (fin_m.fail())
    {
      cout << "Opening file: " << migration_file_m << " failed...\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  fin_f.open(migration_file_f.c_str());
  if (fin_f.fail())
    {
      cout << "Opening file: " << migration_file_f << " failed...\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  //read in number of populations and compare male and female migration files
  fin_m >> num_pops;
  int temp_num_pops;
  fin_f >> temp_num_pops;
  if(num_pops != temp_num_pops)
    {
      cout << "number of pops in male and female mig files do not match\n";
      exit(1);
    }
  // read in migration matrix
  // Row population always migrates to column population
  /*Such that the matrix:
    from\to   a   b
    .      a 0.0 0.1
    .      b 0.2 0.0
    means that each individual from pop a has a 0.1 chance of migrating to pop b
 
    and each individual from pop_b has a 0.2 chance of migrating to pop a. This 
    is the same as m (as in Nm = 1). For the island model, individuals can 
    migrate to their own population (See Takahata and Nei 1984, their first 
    model) Thus, in order to get Nm=1 if each population has 10 individuals:
    .  a   b
    a 0.05 0.05
    b 0.05 0.05
    This can be read as an individual having a 0.05 + 0.05 = 0.1 chance of 
    migrating to population a (either from a or from b). Thus, if there are 
    10 individuals per population then Nm will equal 1.
  */
  for( int i = 0; i < num_pops; i++)
    {
      vector<double> temp_m; //each row in the matrix
      vector<double> temp_f; //each row in the matrix
      double mig_m;
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      double mig_f;
      for( int j = 0; j < num_pops; j++)

{
  fin_m >> mig_m;
  fin_f >> mig_f;
  temp_m.push_back(mig_m);
  temp_f.push_back(mig_f);
}

      migration_matrix_m.push_back(temp_m);
      migration_matrix_f.push_back(temp_f);
    }

  //read in populations
  pops.reserve(num_pops);
  for( int i = 0; i < num_pops; i++)
    {
      Pop population(vec_num_inds[i], hermaphrodite, regulation_ptr);
      pops.push_back(population);
    }
  fin_m.close();
  fin_f.close();
  return;
}

Metapop::Metapop(const double& migration_rate_m,
 const double& migration_rate_f,
 const int& num_pops,
 const int& num_inds,
 const bool hermaphrodite,
 const Regulation* regulation_ptr)

{
  this−>num_pops = num_pops;
  double prob_migration_m =
    static_cast<double>(migration_rate_m /

(static_cast<double>(num_pops) *
 static_cast<double>(num_inds)));

  double prob_migration_f =
    static_cast<double>(migration_rate_f /

(static_cast<double>(num_pops) *
 static_cast<double>(num_inds)));

  //Make migration matrices
  for(int j = 0; j < num_pops; j++)
    {
      vector<double> single_pop_mig_m;
      vector<double> single_pop_mig_f;
      for(int i = 0; i < num_pops; i++)

{
  single_pop_mig_m.push_back(prob_migration_m);
  single_pop_mig_f.push_back(prob_migration_f);
}

      this−>migration_matrix_m.push_back(single_pop_mig_m);
      this−>migration_matrix_f.push_back(single_pop_mig_f);
    }

  //Make subpopulations
  pops.reserve(num_pops);
  for(int i = 0; i < num_pops; i++)
    {
      Pop population(num_inds, hermaphrodite, regulation_ptr);
      pops.push_back(population);
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    }
  //  makeMigrationMatrix();
  return;
}

Metapop::Metapop(const int& num_pops,
 const vector<Pop>& pops,
 const vector<vector <double> >& migration_matrix_m,
 const vector<vector <double> >& migration_matrix_f)

{
  this−>num_pops = num_pops;
  this−>pops = pops;
  this−>migration_matrix_m = migration_matrix_m;
  this−>migration_matrix_f = migration_matrix_f;
  this−>regulation_ptr = pops[0].getRegulationPtr();
  return;
}

Metapop::Metapop(const SpatialPop& spop)
{
  this−>num_pops = 2;
  vector<vector<double> > zero_mig;
  for(int i = 0; i < num_pops; i++)
    {
      vector<double> row;
      for(int j = 0; j < num_pops; j++)

{
  row.push_back(0.0);
}

      zero_mig.push_back(row);
    }
  this−>migration_matrix_m = zero_mig;
  this−>migration_matrix_f = zero_mig;
  vector<Pop> vpops;
  vpops.push_back(Pop(0, spop.getHermaphrodite(), spop.getRegulationPtr()));
  vpops.push_back(Pop(0, spop.getHermaphrodite(), spop.getRegulationPtr()));
  //Get the x coordinate of the vertical uncrossable line. it should be the
  // 0th line in the vector of segments
  double uncrossable_x = spop.getHabitat().getUncrossable()[0].source().x();
  for(int i = 0; i < spop.getInds().size(); i++)
    {
      bool my_side = spop.getIndividual(i).getX() <= uncrossable_x;
      vpops[my_side].insertIndividual(spop.getIndividual(i));
    }
  this−>pops = vpops;
  return;
}

void Metapop::operator =(const Metapop& m)
{
  this−>num_pops = m.num_pops;
  this−>pops = m.pops;
  this−>migration_matrix_m = m.migration_matrix_m;
  this−>migration_matrix_f = m.migration_matrix_f;
  this−>regulation_ptr = m.regulation_ptr;
  return;
}

Metapop Metapop::sampleInds(const int& sample_size) const
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{
  vector<Pop> new_pops;
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      int my_sample_size = sample_size;
      if(sample_size > pops[p].getNumInds())

{
  cout << "You chose to sample more inds than in a pop "
       << p << endl
       << "Using full pop size as sample\n";
  my_sample_size = pops[p].getNumInds();
}

      new_pops.push_back(pops[p].sample(my_sample_size));
    }
  Metapop samp_metapop(this−>num_pops, new_pops,

       this−>migration_matrix_m,
       this−>migration_matrix_f);

  return samp_metapop;
}

Metapop Metapop::samplePops(const int& num_pops_sampled) const
{
  int my_num_pops_sampled = num_pops_sampled;
  if(num_pops_sampled > this−>num_pops)
    {
      cout << "You asked to sample more pops than in metapop\n"

   << "Using " << this−>num_pops << " as sample of pops\n";
      my_num_pops_sampled = this−>num_pops;
    }
  int num_sample[my_num_pops_sampled]; //array with a slot for each sample pop
  int total_pops[this−>num_pops];   //array with a slot for each available pop
  //Make the array num_sample have an int for each pop
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>num_pops; i++)
    {
      total_pops[i] = i;
    }
  gsl_ran_choose(generator, num_sample, my_num_pops_sampled,

 total_pops, this−>num_pops, sizeof( int));
  // num_sample now has a sample from 0 to num_pops
  vector<Pop> sampled_pops;
  for( int p = 0; p < my_num_pops_sampled; p++)
    {
      sampled_pops.push_back(pops[num_sample[p]]);
    }
  Metapop samp_metapop(my_num_pops_sampled, sampled_pops,

       this−>migration_matrix_m,
       this−>migration_matrix_f);

  return samp_metapop;
}

void Metapop::makeMigrationMatrix()
{
  extern boost::program_options::variables_map vm;
  //Calculate how many individuals are of the age class at 
  //  which they move (pre−breeders)
  vector<double> pre_breeders_f;
  vector<double> pre_breeders_m;
  vector<double> prop_pre_breeders = calcAvePropPreBreeders();
  for( int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      pre_breeders_f.push_back(prop_pre_breeders[0] * 
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       pops[p].getNumInds()  ); 
      pre_breeders_m.push_back(prop_pre_breeders[1] * 

       pops[p].getNumInds()  ); 
    }
  
  double migs_m = vm["migration_rate_m"].as<double>();
  double migs_f = vm["migration_rate_f"].as<double>();
  //  Make migration matrices
  this−>migration_matrix_m.clear();
  this−>migration_matrix_f.clear();
  for(int j = 0; j < num_pops; j++)//these are the "from" pops
    {    
      vector<double> single_pop_mig_f;
      vector<double> single_pop_mig_m;
      for(int i = 0; i < num_pops; i++) //these are the "to" pops

{
  single_pop_mig_f.push_back((static_cast<double>(migs_f) / 

      static_cast<double>(pre_breeders_f[j])) /
     static_cast<double>(num_pops));

  single_pop_mig_m.push_back((static_cast<double>(migs_m) /
      static_cast<double>(pre_breeders_m[j])) /
     static_cast<double>(num_pops));

}
      this−>migration_matrix_m.push_back(single_pop_mig_m);
      this−>migration_matrix_f.push_back(single_pop_mig_f);
    }
  return;
}

void Metapop::printMigrationMatrix(const bool male) const
{
  cout << "Migration Matrix:\n";
  cout << "Fr\\To\t";
  for(int i = 0; i < num_pops; i++)
    {
      cout << "_" << i << "_" << "\t";
    }
  cout << endl;
  for( int i = 0; i < num_pops; i++)
    {
      cout << i << "|\t ";
      for( int j = 0; j < num_pops; j++)

{
  if(male)
    {
      cout << migration_matrix_m[i][j] << "\t ";
    }
  else
    {
      cout << migration_matrix_f[i][j] << "\t ";
    }
}

      cout << endl;
    }
}

vector<int>  Metapop::calcNumPreBreeders(const int sex) const
{
  vector<int>  pre_breeders;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < num_pops; i++)
    {
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      pre_breeders.push_back(this−>pops[i].calcNumPreBreeders(sex));
    }
//   for(int i = 0; i < pre_breeders.size(); i++)
//     {
//       cout << pre_breeders[i] << "\t";
//     }
//   cout << endl;
  
  return pre_breeders;
}

namespace //Need to have a struct outside the function definition so that 
//the individual number, the pop from which it migrates and that to which 
//it goes, stay together even through a sort. Need to sort in order to 
//prevent erasure changing the index number.
{
  struct Movers
  {
    int ind;
    int to_pop;
    int from_pop;
  };
  struct sortMovers //this is essentially the criteria by which to sort
  {
    bool operator()(const Movers& lhs, const Movers& rhs) const
    {
      if(lhs.from_pop > rhs.from_pop) //sort first by from pop

{
  return true;
}

      else if(lhs.from_pop == rhs.from_pop)
{
  return ( lhs.ind > rhs.ind) ; //sort second by individual
}

      else
{
  return false;
}

    }
  };
}//end of namespace block

void Metapop::migrate()
{
  /*For each source population, calculate a vector of cumulative probabilities
    of migrating to the destination populations. Thus, if the migration prob
    is 0.1, the cumulative vector might be {0.1, 0.2, 0.3...}.
    This is repeated for each source population so the cumulative matrix is:
    0.1  0.2  0.3
    0.1  0.2  0.3
    0.1  0.2  0.3

    Then, for each individual, assign it a probability. Go through the vector,
    starting with the back end, comparing with the cumulative matrix. If
    the random number is larger than the matriix element, it won’t migrate.
    If it is smaller than the matrix element, compare with the next one. If
    smaller, then change the destination to reflect that destination. Loop
    until it is no longer smaller than the next (to the left of vector) element.

    Finally, put the to, from, and individual numbers into struct Movers.
    This is then sorted, and individuals are moved from the back of their
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    population vectors (so their removal doesn’t screw with the indexing) and
    put in the back of their destination population.

    Individuals can only migrate as juveniles, thus, only once in their
    lifetimes. No, this was changed 3/31/11 so that individuals move just before
 
    they start breeding. Actually, if they breed at the end of their first year,
    then they are breeding at age 0, and they 
    migrate before that (i.e. at age 0).
   */
  vector<Movers> M; //see struct definition above
  
  //make cumulative migration matrices
  vector<vector<double> > cum_mig_m = migration_matrix_m; //for reserving space
  vector<vector<double> > cum_mig_f = migration_matrix_f; //for reserving space
  for(int f=0; f<cum_mig_m.size(); f++)
    {
      double prev_element_m = 0;
      double prev_element_f = 0;
      for(int t=0; t<cum_mig_m[f].size(); t++)

{
  cum_mig_m[f][t] = migration_matrix_m[f][t] + prev_element_m;
  cum_mig_f[f][t] = cum_mig_f[f][t] + prev_element_f;
  prev_element_m = cum_mig_m[f][t];
  prev_element_f = cum_mig_f[f][t];
}

    }
  vector<vector<vector<double> > > cum_mig;
  cum_mig.push_back(cum_mig_f);
  cum_mig.push_back(cum_mig_m);

  //Print cumulative vector
//   for(int i=0; i<cum_mig_f.size(); i++)
//     {
//       for(int j=0; j<cum_mig_f[i].size(); j++)
// {
//   cout << cum_mig_f[i][j] << "\t";
// }
//       cout << endl;
//     }

  //having a vector of matrices (cum_mig) is useful because it allows us
  // to specify on one line whether we want migration for males or females
  for(int f=0; f<cum_mig_m.size(); f++)  // from population
    {
      double prob;
      for(int i = 0; i < pops[f].getNumInds(); i++) //for each individual
  {

  prob = gsl_rng_uniform(generator);
  int dest_pop = −1;
  bool do_move = false;
  for(int t=cum_mig_m.size()−1; t>=0; t−−) // to population
    {
      //make sure we get the correct cum_mig matrix (for correct sex)
      if(prob <= cum_mig[pops[f].getIndividual(i).getSex()][f][t])

{
  dest_pop = t;
  do_move = true;
}

      else
{
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  t = −1;        // break out of loop prematurely
}

    }
  // If the probability is right, 
  //and the age matches the min breeding age:
  if((do_move == true) && (pops[f].getIndividual(i).getAge() == 

   pops[f].getIndividual(i).getLeslie().
   getYoungestBreedingAge()))

    {
      Movers m;
      m.ind = i;
      m.to_pop = dest_pop;
      m.from_pop = f;
      M.push_back(m);
    }
}

    }

  std::sort(M.begin(), M.end(), sortMovers()); //sort first by from, then ind

  Individual I;
  for( unsigned int i = 0; i < M.size(); i++)
    {
      I = Individual(pops[M[i].from_pop].getIndividual(M[i].ind));
      pops[M[i].to_pop].insertIndividual(I);
      pops[M[i].from_pop].removeIndividual(M[i].ind);
    }
  return;
}

void Metapop::migrateNIndividuals(const int& N)
{
  //In each subpop, mark N*num_pops individuals to move. Some will move 
  //to their own population.
  //Move them to the back end of the vector
  //erase them from the originating pop.
  vector<int> num_inds;//number of individuals in each subpop
  //this is necessary to avoid migrating the same individual twice
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++) {
    num_inds.push_back(pops[p].getNumInds());
  }
  vector<double> pop_mig_prob;
  vector<vector<double> > metapop_mig_prob;
  for(unsigned int fp = 0; fp < pops.size(); fp++) {//from population fp
    for(unsigned int tp = 0; tp < pops.size(); tp++) {//to population tp
      for(int i = 0; i < N; i++) {

int index = gsl_rng_uniform_int(generator, num_inds[fp]);
pops[tp].insertIndividual(pops[fp].getIndividual(index));
pops[fp].removeIndividual(index);
//make sure inds that have been appended to the back of the 
//population aren’t targeted for movement
num_inds[fp]−−;

      }
    }
  }
  return;
}
void Metapop::advanceGeneration()
{
  //  printMetapop();
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  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      //      cout << "Popsize before survive: " << pops[p].getNumInds() << endl
;
      this−>pops[p].survive(p);
      //     cout << "Popsize after survive: " << pops[p].getNumInds() << endl;
    }
  //  printMetapop();
  //  printMigrationMatrix(0);
  //  printMigrationMatrix(1);
  migrate();

  //print ages of all inds
//   for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
//     {
//       cout << "Pop: " << p << endl;
//       for(unsigned int i = 0; i < pops[p].getInds().size(); i++)
// {
//   if(pops[p].getInds()[i]−>getSex() == 1)
//     cout << pops[p].getInds()[i]−>getAge();
// }
//       cout << endl;
//     }
//   cout << endl;
//   printMigrationMatrix(1);

  //  cout << "done migration\n";
  //  printMigrationMatrix(0);
  //  printMigrationMatrix(1);
  //   printMetapop();
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      this−>pops[p].breed(p);
    }
  // printMetapop();

  return;
}

vector <vector<int> > Metapop::identifyMigrants()
{
  vector<vector<int> > all;
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      vector<vector<int> > pop_migs = pops[p].identifyMigrants();
      all.insert(all.end(), pop_migs.begin(), pop_migs.end());
    }
  return all;
}

void Metapop::printPopSizes(ofstream& fout)
{
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      fout << "Pop " << p << " has " << pops[p].getNumInds() << " individuals\n"
;
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    }
  return;
}

void Metapop::printMetapop(ofstream& fout) const
{
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      pops[p].printPop(fout);
    }
  return;
}

void Metapop::printForArlequin(ofstream& fout, const bool mito) const
{
  fout << "[Profile]\n";
  if(mito)
    {
      fout << "Title=\"Simulated mitochondrial data\"\n";
      fout << "DataType=DNA\n";
      fout << "GenotypicData=0\n";
    }
  else
    {
      fout << "Title=\"Simulated autosomal data\"\n";
      fout << "DataType=STANDARD\n";
      fout << "GenotypicData=1\n";
    }
  fout << "NbSamples=" << num_pops << "\n";
  fout << "LocusSeparator=WHITESPACE\n";
  fout << "GameticPhase=0\n";
  fout << "\n[Data]\n";
  fout << "\n[[Samples]]\n";
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      pops[p].printForArlequin(fout, mito);
    }
  fout << "[[Structure]]\n";
  fout << "StructureName=\"All Populations\"\n";
  fout << "NbGroups=1\n";
  fout << "Group={\n";
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      fout << "\""<< pops[p].getPopID() << "\""<< endl;
    }
  fout << "}\n";
  
  return;
}

void Metapop::printForStructure(ofstream& fout) const
  {
    for( unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
      {

pops[p].printForStructure(fout, p+1);
//Structure requires population names between 1−K

      }
    return;
  }

void Metapop::printForNexus(ofstream& fout) const
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{
  fout << "#Nexus\n\n";
  fout << "begin alleles;\n";
  fout << "\tdimensions newpops npops=" << num_pops << " nloci="
       << getPop(0).getIndividual(0).getGenotype().getLoci().size()
       << ";\n";
  fout << "\tformat labels missing=? separator=/;\n";
  fout << "\tlocusallelelabels\n";
  for(unsigned int i = 0;
      i < getPop(0).getIndividual(0).getGenotype().getLoci().size();
      i++)
    {
      fout << "\t\t" << i+1 << "  "

   << getPop(0).getIndividual(0).getGenotype().getLoci()[i].getLocusType
()

   << i;
      if(i < getPop(0).getIndividual(0).getGenotype().getLoci().size() − 1)

{
  fout << ",";
}

      fout << "\n";
    }
  fout << "\t;\n";
  //start the data
  fout << "\tmatrix\n";
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      fout << "\t\tPop" << p << ":\n";
      for(int i = 0; i < getPop(p).getNumInds(); i++)

{
  fout << "\t\t\t";
  getPop(p).getIndividual(i).printForNexus(fout);
  if(i == getPop(p).getNumInds() − 1 && (p != pops.size() − 1)) {
    fout << "\t\t\t,\n";
  }
}

      if(p == pops.size() − 1) {
fout << "\t\t\t;\n";

      }
    }
  fout << "\nend;";
  fout << "\n\nbegin hickory;\n";
  fout << "\tset nBurnin=5000 nSample=25000 thin = 5;\n";
  fout << "end;\n";
}

void Metapop::printForGenepop(ofstream& fout) const
{
  fout << "# This was printed from the Metapop::printForGenepop() function\n";
  fout << "\t";
  //print locus names
  for(int loc = 0; loc < getPop(0).getGlobalLocus().size(); loc++)
    {
      fout << getPop(0).getGlobalLocus()[loc].getGlobalLocusType() << loc;
      if(loc < (getPop(0).getGlobalLocus().size() − 1))

{
  fout << ",\t";
}

    }
  fout << endl;
  //Print locus
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  for(int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      this−>pops[p].printForGenepop(fout);
    }
  return;
}

void Metapop::printForPopGen(ofstream& fout) const
{
  fout << "Pop\tInd\t";
  //print locus names
  for(int loc = 0; loc < getPop(0).getGlobalLocus().size(); loc++)
    {
      fout << getPop(0).getGlobalLocus()[loc].getGlobalLocusType() << loc;
      if(loc < (getPop(0).getGlobalLocus().size() − 1))

{
  fout << "\t";
}

    }
  fout << endl;
  //Print locus
  for(int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      this−>pops[p].printForPopGen(fout);
    }
  return;
}

Pop Metapop::getPop(int index) const
{
  return pops[index];
}

vector<vector<double> > Metapop::calcNeiW() const
{
  /*calculates the relative weight of each population according to
    Nei and Chesser 1983 p 254*/
  /*The output is an inner vector of the relative number of copies at each loc
    and the outer vector is a such a vector for each pop:
    vec[0][1] is 0th population, relative number of copies at 1st locus
    The resulting vectors could be represented as:
          loc0 loc1 loc2
    pop0  0.6  0.5  0.5
    pop1  0.4  0.5  0.5*/
  vector<vector<vector<int> > >  allele_count = getAlleleCount();
  vector<vector<double> > w;
  //add up all the alleles for each locus
  vector<vector<int> > copies_per_pop;
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < allele_count.size(); p++)
    {
      vector<int> copies_per_locus;
      for(unsigned int loc=0; loc < allele_count[p].size(); loc++)

{
  int copies = 0;
  for(unsigned int a=0; a < allele_count[p][loc].size(); a++)
    {
      copies = copies + allele_count[p][loc][a];
    }
  if(copies == 0)
    {
      cout << "There are no copies of any allele at locus " 
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   << loc << "in population " << p << endl;
    }
  copies_per_locus.push_back(copies);
}

      copies_per_pop.push_back(copies_per_locus);
    }

//   for(unsigned int a=0; a < copies_per_pop.size(); a++){
//     for(unsigned int b=0; b<copies_per_pop[a].size(); b++){
//       cout << copies_per_pop[a][b] << "\t";
//     }
//     cout << endl;
//   }

  //calculate total copies for each locus over whole metapop
  vector<int> metapop_copies;
  for(unsigned int loc = 0; loc < copies_per_pop[0].size(); loc++)
    {
      int metapop_copies_per_locus = 0;
      for(unsigned int p = 0; p < copies_per_pop.size(); p++)

{
  metapop_copies_per_locus = metapop_copies_per_locus +
    copies_per_pop[p][loc];
}

      //      cout << metapop_copies_per_locus << "\t";
      metapop_copies.push_back(metapop_copies_per_locus);
    }
  //  cout << endl;

  //turn everything into relative weights
  //divide each copies_per_pop by metapop_copies
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < copies_per_pop.size(); p++)
    {
      vector<double> loc_w;
      for(unsigned int loc = 0; loc < copies_per_pop[p].size(); loc++)
 {
   loc_w.push_back(static_cast<double>(copies_per_pop[p][loc]) /
   static_cast<double>(metapop_copies[loc]));
 }
      w.push_back(loc_w);
    }
  return w;
}

vector<double> Metapop::calcHs(const vector<vector<double> > w) const
{
  vector<vector<vector<double> > >  allele_freq = calcAlleleFreq();
  //vec[0][1][2] is the zeroth population, the 1st locus, and the 2nd allele
  //vector<vector<double> > w = calcNeiW();
  //vec[0][1] is 0th population, relative number of copies at 1st locus

  //loc, allele, pop
  vector<double> Hs;
  for(unsigned int loc = 0; loc < allele_freq[0].size(); loc++)
    {
      double sum_over_alleles = 0;
      for(unsigned int a = 0; a < allele_freq[0][loc].size(); a++)

{
  double sum_wp_squared = 0;
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < allele_freq.size(); p++)
    {
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      sum_wp_squared = sum_wp_squared +
(w[p][loc] *
 allele_freq[p][loc][a] *
 allele_freq[p][loc][a]);

    }
  sum_over_alleles = sum_over_alleles + sum_wp_squared;
}

      Hs.push_back(1 − sum_over_alleles);
    }
//  for(int i = 0; i < Hs.size(); i++)
//     {
//       cout << "Hs: " << Hs[i] << " at loc " << i << endl;
//     }
  return Hs;
}

vector<double> Metapop::calcHt(const vector<vector<double> > w) const
{
  vector<vector<vector<double> > >  allele_freq = calcAlleleFreq();
  //  vector<vector<double> > w = calcNeiW();

  //loc, allele, pop
  vector<double> Ht;
  for(unsigned int loc = 0; loc < allele_freq[0].size(); loc++)
    {
      double sum_over_alleles = 0;
      for(unsigned int a = 0; a < allele_freq[0][loc].size(); a++)

{
  double sum_wp = 0;
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < allele_freq.size(); p++)
    {
      sum_wp = sum_wp + (w[p][loc] * allele_freq[p][loc][a]);
    }
  sum_over_alleles = sum_over_alleles + (sum_wp * sum_wp);
}

      Ht.push_back(1 − sum_over_alleles);
    }
//  for(int i = 0; i < Ht.size(); i++)
//     {
//       cout << "Ht: " << Ht[i] << " at loc " << i << endl;
//     }
  return Ht;
}

double Metapop::GST() const
{
  vector<vector<double> > w  = calcNeiW();
  vector<double> Hs = calcHs(w);
  vector<double> Ht = calcHt(w);

//   double Hs_total = 0;
//   double Ht_total = 0;
//   for(unsigned int loc = 0; loc < Hs.size(); loc++)
//     {
//       Hs_total = Hs_total + Hs[loc];
//       Ht_total = Ht_total + Ht[loc];
//     }
//   double GST = 1 − (Hs_total / Ht_total);
  vector<double> Gst;
  for(int i = 0; i < Hs.size(); i++)
    {
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      Gst.push_back(1 − (Hs[i]/Ht[i]));
    }
  double Gst_sum = 0;
  for(int i = 0; i < Hs.size(); i++)
    {
      Gst_sum = Gst_sum + Gst[i];
    }
  double GST = Gst_sum;

  //Note that calculating the total Hs and Ht is the more wrightian way
  //rather than calculating locus−specific GST and then averaging those.
  //See Culley
  return GST;
}

double Metapop::GST(const int& loc) const
{
  vector<vector<double> > w = calcNeiW();
  vector<double> Hs = calcHs(w);
  vector<double> Ht = calcHt(w);
  //If a locus is fixed for the same allele at both (all?) subpopulations, 
  // Fst=1−(Hs/Ht) ends up dividing 0/0 which produces NaN (not a number) 
  // when it should in fact be zero.
  //Look for cases where 0/0 and make the resulting value 0 instead of NaN
  double GST = 0.0;
  if((Hs[loc] < 0.00000001) && (Hs[loc] > −0.00000001) &&
     (Ht[loc] < 0.00000001) && (Ht[loc] > −0.00000001))
    {
      GST = 0.0;
    }
  else
    {
      GST = 1 − (Hs[loc] / Ht[loc]);
    }
  return GST;
}

double Metapop::GST(const char& type,
    const vector<double> Hs,
    const vector<double> Ht) const

{
  //  vector<double> Hs = calcHs();
  //  vector<double> Ht = calcHt();
  double Hs_total = 0;
  double Ht_total = 0;
  double GST = 0.0;
  for(unsigned int loc = 0; loc < Hs.size(); loc++)
    {
      if(pops[0].getGlobalLocus()[loc].getGlobalLocusType() == type)

{
  Hs_total = Hs_total + Hs[loc];
  Ht_total = Ht_total + Ht[loc];
}

    }
  GST = 1 − (Hs_total / Ht_total);
  return GST;
}

double Metapop::calcFst2Alleles(const char& type) const
{
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  vector<vector<vector<double> > > freqs = this−>calcAlleleFreq();
  // Check to make sure there are only 2 alleles per locus
  for(int pop = 0; pop < freqs.size(); pop++)
    {
      for(int loc = 0; loc < freqs[pop].size(); loc++)

{
  if(freqs[pop][loc].size() > 2)
    {
      return(−1);
    }
}

    }
  vector<double> vars; //each element will be for a locus
  vector<double> means; //each element will be for a locus
  double *fst; //dynamically declared array with each member the fst for a locus
  int num_loci = 0;
  if(type == ’A’)
    num_loci = GlobalLocus::num_a_loci;
  else if(type == ’M’)
    num_loci = GlobalLocus::num_m_loci;
  else if(type == ’W’)
    num_loci = GlobalLocus::num_w_loci;
  else if(type == ’X’)
    num_loci = GlobalLocus::num_x_loci;
  else if(type == ’Y’)
    num_loci = GlobalLocus::num_y_loci;
  else if(type == ’Z’)
    num_loci = GlobalLocus::num_z_loci;
  fst = new double[num_loci];
  vector<double> frequencies;
  int locus_counter = 0; // loci that are actually of the right type
  for(int locus = 0; locus < freqs[0].size(); locus++)
    {
      if(getPop(0).getInds()[0]−>getGenotype().getLoci()[locus].getLocusType()

 == type)
{
  double *allele_freqs;
  allele_freqs = new double[freqs.size()]; //space for one freq per pop
  for(int p = 0; p < freqs.size(); p++) //each population
    {
      //   cout << " " << p << endl;
      //for(int loc = 0; loc < freqs[p].size(); loc++)
      //  {
      allele_freqs[p] = freqs[p][locus][0]; //the freq of the 0th allele
      //   cout << "  " << loc << endl;
      //}
      frequencies.push_back(allele_freqs[p]);
    }
  // cout << "frequencies\n";
  // for(int i = 0; i < frequencies.size(); i++)
  //   {
  //     cout << frequencies[i] << "\t";
  //   }
  // cout << endl;
  fst[locus_counter] = (gsl_stats_variance(allele_freqs, 1, 

   freqs.size()) /
(gsl_stats_mean(allele_freqs, 1, 

freqs.size())*
 (1 − gsl_stats_mean(allele_freqs,1,

     freqs.size()))));
  // for(int i = 0; i < freqs[0].size(); i++)
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  // {
  //   cout << fst[i] << "\t";
  // }
  // cout << endl;
  locus_counter++;
}

    }

  

  double mean_fst = gsl_stats_mean(fst, 1, num_loci);
  return mean_fst;

}

vector<vector<vector<int> > > Metapop::getAlleleCount() const
{
  vector<vector<vector<int> > > metapop_allele_count;
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      metapop_allele_count.push_back(pops[p].getAlleleCount());
    }
  return metapop_allele_count;
}

vector<vector<vector<double> > > Metapop::calcAlleleFreq() const
{
  //returns a vector of allele freqs. The outermost vector contains the 
  //populations, the middle vector is a list of the loci, and the innermost 
  //vector is a list of the allele frequencies for each allele at one locus.
  //eg. for a vector called vec:
  //vec[0][1][2] is the zeroth population, the 1st locus, and the 2nd allele
  vector<vector<vector<int> > > metapop_allele_count = getAlleleCount();
  vector<vector<vector<double> > > metapop_allele_freq;
  //initialize metapop_allele_freq complicated vector with zeros
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < metapop_allele_count.size(); p++)
    {
      vector<vector<double> > middle_vec;
      for(unsigned int loc = 0; loc < metapop_allele_count[p].size(); loc++)

{
  vector<double> innermost_vec;
  for(unsigned int a = 0; a < metapop_allele_count[p][loc].size(); a++)
    {
      innermost_vec.push_back(0.0);
    }
  middle_vec.push_back(innermost_vec);
}

      metapop_allele_freq.push_back(middle_vec);
    }

  //calculate allele frequencies from raw count data
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < metapop_allele_count.size(); p++)
    {
      for(unsigned int loc = 0; loc < metapop_allele_count[p].size(); loc++)

{
  int locus_total_alleles = 0;
  for(unsigned int a = 0; a < metapop_allele_count[p][loc].size(); a++)
    {
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      //add up the total number of alleles at this locus
      locus_total_alleles =

locus_total_alleles + metapop_allele_count[p][loc][a];
    }
  //   cout << "Pop#: " << p <<"\t#Alleles at locus " << loc
  //        << " = " << locus_total_alleles << endl;
  //go through each count vector again and divide by # to get a frequenc

y
  for(unsigned int a = 0; a < metapop_allele_count[p][loc].size(); a++)
    {
      metapop_allele_freq[p][loc][a] =

metapop_allele_count[p][loc][a] /
static_cast<double>(locus_total_alleles);

    }
}

    }
  return metapop_allele_freq;
}

void Metapop::printAlleleFreq()
{
  vector<vector<vector<double> > > freqs = calcAlleleFreq();
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < freqs.size(); p++)
    {
      cout << "Pop" << p << "  \tAllele1\tAllele2\tAllele3\tetc..." << endl;
      for(unsigned int l = 0; l < freqs[p].size(); l++)

{
  cout << "Locus" << l;
  for(unsigned int a = 0; a < freqs[p][l].size(); a++)
    {
      cout << "\t" << freqs[p][l][a];
    }
  cout << endl;
}

      cout << endl;
    }
  return;
}

vector<int> Metapop::calcActiveAlleles(double polymorphic_threshold,
       bool printit,
       ostream& fout)

{
  vector<vector<vector<double> > > freqs = calcAlleleFreq();
  vector<vector<double> > total;
  vector<double> locusfreqs;
  //initialize with zeros
  for(unsigned int l = 0; l < freqs[0].size(); l++)
    {
      locusfreqs.clear();
      for(unsigned int a = 0; a < freqs[0][l].size(); a++)

{
  locusfreqs.push_back(0.0);
}

      total.push_back(locusfreqs);
    }
  //add up frequencies from each population into vector total
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < freqs.size(); p++)
    {
      for(unsigned int l = 0; l < freqs[p].size(); l++)

{
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  for(unsigned int a = 0; a < freqs[p][l].size(); a++)
    {
      total[l][a] = total[l][a] + freqs[p][l][a];
    }
}

    }

  //get rid of zeros if combined sum of frequencies 
  //from all pops < polymorphic threshold
  for(unsigned int l = 0; l < total.size(); l++)
    {
      for(unsigned int a = 0; a < total[l].size(); a++)

{
  vector<double>::iterator start_iter = total[l].begin();
  if(total[l][a] < polymorphic_threshold)
    {
      total[l].erase(start_iter + a);
      a−−;
    }
}

    }
  //put number of alleles into a vector to return and print the vector
  vector<int> num_alleles;
  for(unsigned int l = 0; l < total.size(); l++)
    {
      num_alleles.push_back(total[l].size());
    }
  //print number of alleles for each locus on one line
  if(printit == true)
    {
      for(unsigned int i = 0; i < num_alleles.size(); i++)

{
  fout << num_alleles[i] << "\t";
}

    fout << endl;
    }
  return num_alleles;
}

vector<double> Metapop::calcSexRatio() const
{
  vector<double> r;
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      r.push_back(pops[p].calcSexRatio());
    }
  return r;
}

vector<double> Metapop::calcAdultSexRatio() const
{
  vector<double> r;
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      r.push_back(pops[p].calcAdultSexRatio());
    }
  return r;
}

vector<double> Metapop::calcAlpha(const int& sex) const
{
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  vector<double> vec;
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      vec.push_back(pops[p].calcAlpha(sex));
    }
  return vec;
}

vector<double> Metapop::calcKokkoMed(const int& sex) const
{
  vector<double> vec;
  for(unsigned int p = 0; p < pops.size(); p++)
    {
      vec.push_back(pops[p].kokkoMed(pops[p].calcNumOffspring(sex)));
    }
  return vec;
}

int Metapop::getNumPops() const
{
  return this−>num_pops;
}

vector<double> Metapop::calcAvePropPreBreeders()
{
  extern boost::program_options::variables_map vm;
  Regulation *reg_ptr;
  reg_ptr = new Regulation (vm["lambda"].as<double>(),

    vm["env_var"].as<double>(),
    vm["reg_type"].as<string>(),
    vm["correlation"].as<double>(),
    1,
    1000);

  // Make a population of 1000 individuals
  int gens = 100;
  
  Pop p(1000, false, reg_ptr);
  int tot_males = 0;
  int tot_females = 0;
  vector<double> vec;
  for(int i = 0; i < gens; i++)
    {
      reg_ptr−>calcNextGenSize();
      p.survive(0); //(0 is the pop index needed for pop regulation)
      p.breed(0);
      if(i >= 20) //include a ’burn−in’ period to settle the age distribution

{
  tot_females = tot_females + p.calcNumPreBreeders(0);
  tot_males = tot_males + p.calcNumPreBreeders(1);
}

    }
  // take average per generation, then make into proportion.
  //This is the proportion of the entire population that are pre−breeders of
  // a particular sex
  vec.push_back((static_cast<double>(tot_females) / 

 static_cast<double>(gens−20))/ 
static_cast<double>(1000));

  vec.push_back((static_cast<double>(tot_males) / 
 static_cast<double>(gens−20))/ 
static_cast<double>(1000));

  return vec;
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}
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#ifndef __POINT_H__
#define __POINT_H__

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

class Point
{
 public:
  Point();
  Point(double x_coord, double y_coord);
  double x() const;
  double y() const;
 private:
  double x_coord;
  double y_coord;

};

#endif //__POINT_H__
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#include "point.h"
using namespace std;

Point::Point()
{
  return;
}

Point::Point(double x_coord, double y_coord)
{
  this−>x_coord = x_coord;
  this−>y_coord = y_coord;
  return;
}
 
double Point::x() const
{
  return x_coord;
}

double Point::y() const
{
  return y_coord;
}
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/// \file
#ifndef __POP_H__
#define __POP_H__

#ifndef NONSPATIAL
#include <CGAL/Cartesian.h>
#include <CGAL/Point_set_2.h>
#endif

#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_randist.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_statistics_double.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_statistics_int.h>
#include <boost/shared_ptr.hpp>
#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
#include <math.h>

#include <algorithm>

#include "individual.h"
#include "tools.h"
#include "globalLocus.h"
#include "regulation.h"

#ifdef NONSPATIAL
#include "point.h"
#else
typedef CGAL::Point_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Point;
#endif

using namespace std;
typedef boost::shared_ptr<Individual> Ind_ptr;
///Class to hold a group of individuals and control their breeding etc.
/**Includes two vectors of individuals, one of which is a "holding tank" to hold
 individuals as they are created and before they can be used for breeding and mo
ving etc.\n
 class Pop:: is also a base class: SpatialPop is derived from it.*/
class Pop
{
 public:
  ///Constructor that doesn’t do anything
  Pop();
  ///Copy constructor providing a deep copy of the pop and individuals it contai
ns.
  /**Copies everything verbatim except that the static variable pop_count is inc
reased and pop_id reflects this increase
     @note Since individuals are copied, their ID stays the same and therefore a
fter copying the population, individuals will exist in more than one population 
at a time.*/
  Pop(const Pop& p);
  ///Assignment operator providing a deep copy of the pop and the individuals it
 contains.
  /**Copies everything verbatim except that the static variable pop_count is inc
reased and pop_id reflects this increase
     @note Since individuals are copied, their ID stays the same and therefore a
fter copying the population, individuals will exist in more than one population 
at a time.*/
  Pop operator =(const Pop& p);
  ///Constructor
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  /**\param num_inds The number of individuals this population should start with
.
     \param hermaphrodite Boolean indicating whether individuals can breed with 
any other individual (True) or whether they can only breed with a member of the 
opposite sex*/
  Pop(const int& num_inds, const bool hermaphrodite, const Regulation* regulatio
n_ptr);
  ///Destructor
  virtual ~Pop();
  ///Prints individual summary for entire population
  void printPop(ostream& fout) const;
  ///Diagnostic tool to Print individual summary for all individuals in next_gen
 "holding tank".
  void printPopNextGen(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Diagnostic tool to Print individual summary for all individuals in prev_gen
 "holding tank".
  void printPopPrevGen(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Diagnostic tool to Print individual summary for all individuals in dying_ge
n "holding tank".
  void printPopDyingGen(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Print pop according to Arlequin format
  /**@param fout a valid outstream
     @param mito Boolean. Is this a mitochondrial locus? This function may need 
to
     be called once for each type of locus you want to print.*/
  void printForArlequin(ofstream& fout, const bool mito) const;
  ///Prints individuals in form appropriate to be read by Pritchard’s program St
ructure (currently only for diploid markers)
  /**Prints individuals as one per line with the following columns:
   Individual’s ID | population | genotype data
   \param fout A valid ofstream object that is already linked to an outfile.*/
  void printForStructure(ofstream& fout, const int popnum) const;
  ///Prints for genepop
  void printForGenepop(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Prints for Bayesass
  void printForBayesass(ofstream& fout, const int pop_id) const;
  ///Prints for Geneland
  void printForGeneland(ofstream& fout1, ofstream& fout2) const;
  ///Prints for PopGen
  void printForPopGen(ofstream& fout) const;
  ///Advances the population by one generation
  /**−Figures out how many individuals should be in the next generation 
     (controlled by numNextGenOffspring()) \n
     −Places survivors into the next generation "holding tank", and places dying
 individuals in dying_generation. \n
     −Advances the age of all individuals, regardless of which vector they are i
n.\n
     −Creates new individuals to fill up next generation "holding tank" \n
     −Changes vectors so that the "holding tank" is now the real pop. \n
     −Updates the relative fitness based on who is of breeding age. \n */
  void survive(const int pop_index);

  void breed(const int pop_index);
  ///Selects surviving individuals and places them in "holding tank" (next_gen) 
and puts the rest in dying_gen.
  /**Checks that a random number is larger than the age−specific mortality 
     rate defined in LifeHist::getMortalityRate() and if the individual should
     survive, it will be pushed into the holding tank (next_gen). 
     Individuals that are dying are pushed into dying_gen.*/
  void advanceSurvivors();
  ///Returns the number of individuals the next generation should have
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  //**Currently only returns the size of the current generation*/
  int numNextGen(const int pop_index) const;
  ///Automatically generate an offspring
  /**Choose two parents of different sexes and use them to generate an offspring
     Places new individual at point (−1,−1) but this is overridden for an approp
riate value in the case of spatialpops*/
  virtual Ind_ptr generateIndividual();
  ///Find an individual to be a parent
  /**Selects an individual that is of the sex indicated and checks to see whethe
r it is a legitimate parent (high enough fitness, correct sex and high fertility
) by calling Pop::isLegitimateParent.
     @param offspring_location The spatial point at which the offspring will be 
located. Note that this is meaningless for class Pop but is necessary as a param
eter in order to make an identical function for class SpatialPop.
     @param evaluate_sex Do you care which sex the parent is? If False, the para
meter sex will not be used.
     @param sex The sex of the parent. Either 0 (female) or 1 (male)*/
  virtual Ind_ptr selectParent(const Point& offspring_location,

       const bool evaluate_sex,
       const int sex) const;

  ///Figure out if a parent is the correct sex, fit enough and fertile enough to
 be a parent
  /**@param ip A pointer to the parent you want to evaluate
     @param evaluate_sex True if you want to make sure the individual is the cor
rect sex, False if you do not care which sex the parent is.
     @param sex The parent must be this sex if it is legitimate. Values can be e
ither 0 or 1. Does nothing if hermaphrodite is true
     @return True if parent is correct sex, fit enough and fertile enough*/
  bool isLegitimateParent(const Ind_ptr ip,

  const bool evaluate_sex, 
  const int sex) const;

  ///Set the absolute fitness for all individuals in the population. Resetting t
he absolute fitness is in accordance with Len’s model.
  void setAbsFitness();
  ///Set the relative fitness for all individuals based on the max absolute fitn
ess.
  /**Divides the absolute fitness value by the highest fitness value found
     in this population*/
  void setRelFitness();
  ///Returns a location that a new individual can be put into. 
  /**For non−spatial pops, this location is simply (−1, −1) but for spatialpops,
 an empty cell is located.
     @param gen The generation for which a new location is desired. This will us
ually be next_gen*///
  virtual Point findVacantLocation(const vector<Ind_ptr>& gen);
  ///Clear all individuals from vector using clear. Leaves ind vector with size=
0
  void eraseAllInds();
  ///Returns the ID of the population
  int getPopID() const;
  ///Returns whether the population consists of hermaphrodites
  bool getHermaphrodite() const;
  ///Returns the number of individuals currently in the population.
  /**This returns a calculated actual value at the time it is called 
     and is not a target population size*/
  int getNumInds() const;
  ///Returns a vector of GlobalLocus objects
  vector<GlobalLocus> getGlobalLocus() const;
  ///Return a specific individual
  /**This provides a shallow copy of the individual. Use copyIndividual 
     in order to get a deep copy. As a shallow copy, only a pointer is returned
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     and thus the individual might change after this function is called.
     @param index The indexed location in the vector for the individual to 
     return*/
  Individual getIndividual(const int index) const
  {
    return *inds[index];
  }
  ///Removes an individual from a population
  /**\param index The index in the vector for the individual to remove*/
  void removeIndividual(const int index);
  ///Inserts an individual into the population
  /**\param I An individual object to insert at the end of the vector of inds*/
  void insertIndividual(const Individual I);
  ///Calculate the allele count in the population
  /**\return A vector of a vector containing allele frequencies \n
     The inner vector is of allele frequencies for a particular locus \n
     The outer vector includes multiple loci \n
     eg. Locus   Allele1  Allele2  Allele3 \n
          0       0.2      0.4      0.4\n
          1       0.3      0.1      0.6\n
          2       0.5      0.5 \n
     In order to get a number from the above example (disregarding locus column)
 with a vector called "vec": \n
     vec[0][1] will give 0.4 (the second allele of the first locus) \n
     vec[0][2] will give 0.4 \n
     vec[1][2] will give 0.6 \n */
   vector<vector<int> > getAlleleCount() const; 
   ///Get the vector of pointers that points to the current generation
   vector<Ind_ptr> getInds() const;
   ///Get the vector of pointers that points to the previous generation
   vector<Ind_ptr> getPrevGen();
   ///Get the regulation pointer
   const Regulation* getRegulationPtr() const;
  ///Identify individuals in the population that were not born to the pop.
  /**\returns A 2−D vector with each interior vector containing the individual’s
 ID (Individual::ind_id), the population of it’s birth (Individual::birth_pop), 
and the population in which it is currently found (Pop::pop_id)*/
  vector<vector<int> > identifyMigrants() const;
  ///Take a deep sample of the population (without replacement)
  /**Implementation involves copying the population then getting rid of individu
als until the desired size is reached. These can then be used for stats. A deep 
copy of the population is made so there is no worry about changing the sample by
 advancing he population.
     \param sample_size The desired size of the sample
\return A Pop with size=sample_size*/
  Pop sample(const int& sample_size) const;
  ///Calculate the number of each sex that are aged the year before breeding sta
rts
  /**@param sex The sex that you want the number of pre−breeders
     @returns Returns the number of pre−breeders of the specified sex*/
  int calcNumPreBreeders(const int sex) const;
  ///Calculate the sex ratio as the proportion of males divided by the total pop
ulation.
  /**\returns The proportion of the population that are males*/
  double calcSexRatio() const;
  ///Calculate the sex ratio (proportion of population that is male) only consid
ering adults
  /**\returns The proportion of the adult population that are males*/
  double calcAdultSexRatio() const;
  ///Calculate the number of offspring that the dying generation had
  /**Only calculate the offspring for the generation that is no longer active
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     ie. for dying_gen. 
  @returns A vector of the number of offspring. Note that sine this is only for 
a given sex, the vector corresponds to the zeroth male, the first male, the seco
nd male etc and not to the zeroth individual, the first individual etc in the ca
se of males.*/
  vector<int> calcNumOffspring(const int& sex) const;
  ///Calculate the number of individuals that have had 0, 1, 2...most_offspring 
offspring at the point when they die.
  /**@return A vector giving the frequency distribution of individuals who have 
had a given number of offspring*/
  vector<int> calcNumOffspringFreqDist(const int& sex) const;
  ///Return a vector with the number of individuals of each age group
  vector<int> calcAgeDist() const;
  ///Return a vector with the proportion of individuals of each age group
  vector<double> calcAgeDistProportion() const;
  ///Estimate Kokko and Lindstrom’s iterative skew index
  /**Estimate Kokko and Lindstrom’s iterative skew index (see Kokko and Lindstro
m, AmNat 1997 p794−799). This function makes use of Pop::kokkoDist() and Pop::ko
kkoSampleDist()
     @param num_offspring A vector with the number of offspring that each indivi
dual has had. This can be obtained with Pop::calcNumOffspring()
     @returns An estimate of lambda, the iterative skew index*/
  double kokkoMed(const vector<int> &num_offspring) const;
  ///Calculate Nunney’s Alpha_m or Alpha_F for a given pattern of breeding (for 
use only with non−overlapping generations)
  /**Alpha_m is approximately the proportion of males that breed. However, it ha
s a built−in number of individuals that attempt to breed but fail. These are poi
sson−distributed so that in extreme mating systems when the number of breeders i
s small and those that do breed have high success, the built−in number of non−br
eeders is negligable. However, if most individuals breed, the poisson number of 
non−breeders is non−negligable. For example, if breeding is completely poisson−d
istributed with a mean of 2 for each male, we would expect about 14% individuals
 to fail. Therefore, if we see 86 breeders and 14 non−breeders, alpha−m should b
e 1. This function calculates it as the proportion of males that do breed plus t
he poisson proportion expected to not breed. this poisson proportion is calculat
ed with \n lambda = mean number of offspring of actual breeders \n
   @param sex The sex. \n Sex=0 will return Alpha_f \n Sex=1 will return Alpha_m
   @note calcAlpha should only be used with non−overlapping generations because 
it uses only the dying generation from which to calculate the number of offsprin
g each individual has. Thus, it is not an accurate reflection of the number of m
atings in a given year or even over a lifetime as many juveniles will die before
 their first reproductive opportunity. This may be OK if survival of juveniles t
o breeding age is 100%.*/
  double calcAlpha(const int& sex) const;
  ///Print to terminal the sex and relative fitness for each individual, one per
 line.
  void printRelFit();
  static gsl_rng* generator;
  static vector<GlobalLocus> freqs;
  static int pop_count;
 protected:
  ///Calculate the distribution of gain for Kokko’s iterative skew index
  /**Calculates the expected proportion of gain for each member, according to ra
nk. See Kokko nd Lindstrom (Am. Nat. 1997 p794−799). See also Pop::kokkoSampleDi
st() and Pop::kokkoMed()
     @param lambda The skew index
     @param num The number of individuals in the group (lek)
     @returns A vector with the gain of the highest ranking individual, the seco
nd rank, third, etc. */
  vector<double> kokkoDist(const double& lambda, const int& num) const;
  ///Take many samples of the gains from Kokko’s iterative skew index
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  /**The distribution will be sampled ’times’ times and each time, ’times’ gains
 will be sampled. Thus, if ’times = 10’, there will be 10 sets of 10 samples. Th
e output is a vector of variances with each element being the variance of a samp
ling.
     @param lambda The skew index
     @param num The number of individuals in the group (lek)
     @param times The number of times to sample the distribution and the number 
of sets to do. A set consists of sampling the distribution times times.
     @returns A vector with elements describing the variance of each of the sets
 of samples.*/
  vector<double> kokkoSampleDist(const double& lambda,

 const int& num,
 const int& times) const;

  
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  int pop_id;
  bool hermaphrodite;
  ///Population regulation
  const Regulation* regulation_ptr;
  ///all the individuals that were previously in inds
  vector<Ind_ptr> prev_gen; 
  ///individuals that are dying and no longer active. Useful for stats
  vector<Ind_ptr> dying_gen; 
  ///all the individuals currently in the population
  vector<Ind_ptr> inds; 
  ///the individuals that will be in the population in the next generation
  vector<Ind_ptr> next_gen; 
  int num_inds;

};

#endif //__POP_H__
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#include "pop.h"

using namespace std;

Pop::Pop()
{
}

Pop::Pop(const Pop& p)
{
  this−>pop_count++;
  this−>pop_id = pop_count;
  this−>hermaphrodite = p.hermaphrodite;
  this−>regulation_ptr = p.regulation_ptr;
  this−>num_inds = p.num_inds;
  this−>inds.reserve(num_inds * 1.2); //reserve 20% extra space for migrants
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < p.inds.size(); i++)
    {
      Ind_ptr ptr( new Individual(*p.inds[i]));
      this−>inds.push_back(ptr);
    }
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < p.prev_gen.size(); i++)
    {
      Ind_ptr ptr( new Individual(*p.prev_gen[i]));
      this−>prev_gen.push_back(ptr);
    }
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < p.next_gen.size(); i++)
    {
      Ind_ptr ptr( new Individual(*p.next_gen[i]));
      this−>next_gen.push_back(ptr);
    }
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < p.dying_gen.size(); i++)
    {
      Ind_ptr ptr( new Individual(*p.dying_gen[i]));
      this−>dying_gen.push_back(ptr);
    }
}

Pop Pop::operator =(const Pop& p)
{
  this−>pop_count++;
  this−>pop_id = pop_count;
  this−>hermaphrodite = p.hermaphrodite;
  this−>regulation_ptr = p.regulation_ptr;
  this−>inds.reserve(p.inds.size() * 1.2); //reserve 20% extra space for migs
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < p.inds.size(); i++)
    {
      Ind_ptr ptr( new Individual(*p.inds[i]));
      this−>inds.push_back(ptr);
    }
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < p.prev_gen.size(); i++)
    {
      Ind_ptr ptr( new Individual(*p.prev_gen[i]));
      this−>prev_gen.push_back(ptr);
    }
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < p.next_gen.size(); i++)
    {
      Ind_ptr ptr( new Individual(*p.next_gen[i]));
      this−>next_gen.push_back(ptr);
    }
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < p.dying_gen.size(); i++)
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    {
      Ind_ptr ptr( new Individual(*p.dying_gen[i]));
      this−>dying_gen.push_back(ptr);
    }
  return *this;
}

Pop::Pop(const int& num_inds,
 const bool hermaphrodite,
 const Regulation* regulation_ptr)

{
  this−>pop_count++;
  this−>pop_id = pop_count;
  this−>num_inds = num_inds;
  this−>hermaphrodite = hermaphrodite;
  this−>regulation_ptr = regulation_ptr;
  //reserve enough space in each vector (reserve 20% extra space for migrants)
  inds.reserve(num_inds * 1.2);
  prev_gen.reserve(num_inds * 1.2);
  dying_gen.reserve(num_inds * 1.2);
  next_gen.reserve(num_inds * 1.2);
  //Fill up inds vector
  int i = 0;
  Point p(−1, −1);
  while(i < num_inds)
    {
      Ind_ptr I( new Individual(freqs, p, pop_id));
      inds.push_back(I);
      i++;
    }
  return;
}

Pop::~Pop()
{
  return;
}

void Pop::printPop(ostream& fout) const
{
  fout << "Pop #: " << pop_id << endl;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      fout << i << " ";
      (*inds[i]).printIndividualSummary(fout);
    }
  return;
}

void Pop::printPopNextGen(ofstream& fout) const
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < next_gen.size(); i++)
    {
      (*next_gen[i]).printIndividualSummary(fout);
    }
  return;
}

void Pop::printPopPrevGen(ofstream& fout) const
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < prev_gen.size(); i++)
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    {
      (*prev_gen[i]).printIndividualSummary(fout);
    }
  return;
}

void Pop::printPopDyingGen(ofstream& fout) const
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < dying_gen.size(); i++)
    {
      (*dying_gen[i]).printIndividualSummary(fout);
    }
  return;
}

void Pop::printForArlequin(ofstream& fout, const bool mito) const
{
  fout << "SampleName=\"" << this−>getPopID() << "\"" << endl;
  fout << "SampleSize=" << getNumInds() << endl;
  fout << "SampleData={\n";
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      inds[i]−>printForArlequin(fout, pop_id, mito);
    }
  fout << "}\n";
  return;
}

void Pop::printForStructure(ofstream& fout, const int popnum) const
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      inds[i]−>printForStructure(fout, popnum);
    }
  return;
}

void Pop::printForGenepop(ofstream& fout) const
{
  fout << "Pop\n";
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      inds[i]−>printForGenepop(fout);
    }
  return;
}

void Pop::printForBayesass(ofstream& fout, const int pop_id) const
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      inds[i]−>printForBayesass(fout, pop_id);
    }
  return;
}

void Pop::printForGeneland(ofstream& fout1, ofstream& fout2) const
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
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      inds[i]−>printForGeneland(fout1, fout2);
    }
  return;
}

void Pop::printForPopGen(ofstream& fout) const
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      fout << getPopID() << "\t"

   << inds[i]−>getIndID() << "\t";
      inds[i]−>printForPopGen(fout);
    }
  return;
}

//void Pop::advanceGeneration(const int pop_index)
void Pop::survive(const int pop_index)
{

  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //NOTE: This function is almost identical to SpatialPop::survive
  //Therefore if changes are needed here, they will probably be needed in that
  //function as well
  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //figure out how many inds in new generation
  //allow some individuals to survive into next generation
  //everyone turns one year older just before breeding
  //update relative fitness relative only to those of breeding age.
  //make new generation of offspring
  //move offspring generation to become parents generation
  unsigned int num_next_gen = numNextGen(pop_index);
  //make new generation
  //first clear out any remaining inds in next_gen 
  next_gen.clear();
  next_gen.reserve(num_next_gen * 1.2); //give 20% more space (for migrants)
  dying_gen.clear();
  dying_gen.reserve(num_next_gen);//this is usually more space than needed
  //put a pointer to individuals either in next_gen or dying gen
  //to indicate what will happen to them after this breeding season
  advanceSurvivors();
  //  cout << "advanced survivors\n";
  
  /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //In the case of an ideal population (with a leslie matrix of size 1),
  //  there is no mortality between generations. Therefore next_gen 
  //  also includes those that are a year old. We need to make sure to
  //  take care of this 
  /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //make inds vector the same as next_gen
  inds.assign(next_gen.begin(), next_gen.end());
  

  return;
}

void Pop::breed(const int pop_index)
{
  extern vector<Leslie> leslie;
  unsigned int num_next_gen = numNextGen(pop_index);
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  //Make next_gen vector the same as inds, to reflect potential migration.
  // At this point, inds includes all survivors (and migrants)
  if(Individual::leslie[0].getMaxAge() + 1 == 1) //special case for ideal pop
    {
      next_gen.clear();
      next_gen.reserve(num_next_gen * 1.2);
    }
  else
    {
      next_gen.assign(inds.begin(), inds.end());
    }

  //reset absolute fitness every generation. This is in accordance with Len’s
  //model. This applies to the inds vector
  setAbsFitness();
  //update relative fitness. This applies to the inds vector
  setRelFitness();

//   cout << "Pop: " << pop_index << endl;
//   for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
//     {
//       cout << inds[i]−>getSex() << "\t" 
//    << inds[i]−>getRelFitness() << endl;
//     }
//   cout << endl;
  
  //then make new individuals to fill up next_gen
  while( next_gen.size() < num_next_gen)
    {
      next_gen.push_back(generateIndividual());
    }

  //advance age of all individuals
  //This needs to be after generating individuals but it does not affect the
  //individuals generated this generation because they are in next_gen. 
  //Thus, individuals actually breed at age 0 in terms of the leslie matrix.
  //There is a copy of inds in next_gen, so this actually affects next_gen as we
ll.
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      inds[i]−>advanceAge();
    }

  //Move inds to prev_gen.
  //Move next_gen to inds. 
  prev_gen.clear();
  prev_gen.swap(inds);//for vectors, swap() runs in const time (fast)
  inds.swap(next_gen);//next_gen is also cleared
  return;
}

void Pop::advanceSurvivors()
{
  double survival;
  int num_survivors = 0;
  for(signed int i = inds.size()−1; i >= 0 ; i−−)
    {
      survival = gsl_rng_uniform(generator);
      if(inds[i]−>getSurvivalRate() >= survival)

{
  //     cout << "s:" << inds[i]−>getIndID() << " ";
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  next_gen.push_back(inds[i]);
  //Survivors now exist both in inds and next_gen
  num_survivors++;
}

      else
{
  //     cout << "d:" << inds[i]−>getIndID() << " ";
  dying_gen.push_back(inds[i]);
  //Dyers now exist both in inds and dying_gen
}

    }
  //    cout << endl << "Num survivors: " << num_survivors << endl;
  return;
}

int Pop::numNextGen(const int pop_index) const
{
  return this−>getRegulationPtr()−>getNextGenSize(pop_index);
}

Ind_ptr Pop::generateIndividual()
{
  //NOTE: This function should remain almost identical 
  // to spatialPop::generateIndividual()
  /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //figure out where individual will go
  Point p(findVacantLocation(next_gen));

  //figure out who parents will be
  //first select either parent. The 0 is unused
  // The sex of the first parent doesn’t matter
  Ind_ptr p1 = selectParent(p, false, 0);//the false is for not evaluating sex
  int p1_sex = p1−>getSex();
  int p2_sex;
  if(p1_sex == 0)
    {
      p2_sex = 1;
    }
  else 
    {
      p2_sex = 0;
    }
  Ind_ptr p2 = selectParent(p, true, p2_sex);
  //The function selectParent() considers hermaphroditism and parental fitness
  //Generate offspring but need to put parents in correct order for constructor
  Ind_ptr mother;
  Ind_ptr father;
  if(p1_sex == 0) //then p2_sex == 1
    {
      mother = p1;
      father = p2;
    }
  else
    {
      mother = p2;
      father = p1;
    }  
  Ind_ptr offspring_ptr( new Individual(freqs, *mother, *father, p, pop_id));
  //add offspring’s id to parents
  p1−>addOffspring(offspring_ptr−>getIndID());
  p2−>addOffspring(offspring_ptr−>getIndID());
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  return offspring_ptr;
}

Ind_ptr Pop::selectParent(const Point& offspring_location,
  const bool evaluate_sex,
  const int sex) const

{
  bool found = false;
  int index;
  while(found == false)
    {
      index = gsl_rng_uniform_int(generator, inds.size());
      found = isLegitimateParent(inds[index], evaluate_sex, sex);
    }
  // if(inds[index]−>getSex() == 1)
  //   {
  //     cout << "parent " << inds[index]−>getIndID() 
  //    << " of age " << inds[index]−>getAge()
  //    << " chosen as parent\n";
  //   }
  
  return inds[index];
}

bool Pop::isLegitimateParent(const Ind_ptr ip,
     const bool evaluate_sex,
     const int sex) const

{
  //If hermaphrodite is false, then require the correct sex and 
  // high enough fitness and fertility. If hermaphrodite is true, 
  // then just require high fitness and fertility
  if(this−>hermaphrodite == false && evaluate_sex == true)
    {
      if((ip−>getSex() == sex) && 

 (ip−>isFitEnough() == true) && 
 (ip−>isFertile() == true))
{
  return true;//legitimate parent
}

      else
{
  return false;//not a legitimate parent
}

    }
  else//hermaphrodite == true or we don’t need to evaluate sex//
    {
      if((ip−>isFitEnough() == true) &&

 (ip−>isFertile() == true))
{
  return true;//legit parent
}

      else
{
  return false; //not a legit parent
}

    }
}

void Pop::setAbsFitness()
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
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    {
      inds[i]−>setAbsFitness();
    }
  int num_breeding_males = 0;
  extern boost::program_options::variables_map vm;
  if(Individual::fitness_function[1].getMethod() == "STEP" &&
     hermaphrodite == false) 
    {
      //calculate how many males of breeding age there are in the pop
      int young_breed=inds[0]−>getLeslieAll()[1].getYoungestBreedingAge();
      int num_breeding_age_males = 0;
      for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)

{
  if(inds[i]−>getSex() == 1 &&
     inds[i]−>getAge() >= young_breed)
    {
      num_breeding_age_males++;
    }
}

      //calculate how many breeding males there should be
      //  This can either be a proportion of the actual males in the pop
      //  at a particular time, or a number based on how many individuals
      //  are _expected_ to be in the population at any given time. This 
      //  latter method is really only relevant for stable pop sizes.
      num_breeding_males = floor((vm["prop_males_lekking"].as<double>() *
   static_cast<double>(num_breeding_age_males))

 + 0.5);
//       num_breeding_males = floor((vm["prop_males_lekking"].as<double>() *
//   static_cast<double>(vm["popsize"].as<int>())/2
)
//  + 0.5);
      if(num_breeding_males < 1)

{
  num_breeding_males = 1;
}

      //Shuffle the vector, then assign the first n males in the vector to
      // have a fitness of 1, the rest have fitness of 0.
      //Shuffling is important because otherwise migrants (who end up at
      // the back end of the vectors) would never have a high fitness.
      int assigned_breeders = 0;
      random_shuffle(inds.begin(), inds.end());
      for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)

{
  if(inds[i]−>getSex() == 1)
    {
      if(inds[i]−>getAge() >= young_breed)

{
  if(assigned_breeders < num_breeding_males)
    {
      inds[i]−>setAbsFitness(1.0);
      assigned_breeders++;
    }
  else
    {
      inds[i]−>setAbsFitness(0.0);
    }
}

    }
}

    }
  return;
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}

void Pop::setRelFitness()
{
  extern boost::program_options::variables_map vm;
  double max = 0.0;
  int young_breed = 0;
  if(hermaphrodite == false)
    {
      for(int sex = 0; sex <= 1; sex++)

{
  //figure out what is the max absolute fitness (but only among age 
  //classes that can actually breed (this stipulation helps speed 
  //things up))
  //*********find Age classes that can breed
  young_breed=inds[0]−>getLeslieAll()[sex].getYoungestBreedingAge();
  max = 0.0;
  while(max < 0.01)
    {
      for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)

{
  if((inds[i]−>getSex() == sex) && 
     (inds[i]−>getAge() >= young_breed) &&
     (inds[i]−>getAbsFitness() > max))
    {
      max = inds[i]−>getAbsFitness();
    }
}

      //if max absolute fitness is really low, reset it for all
      if(max < 0.01)

{
  setAbsFitness();
}

    }
  if(isinf(max))
    {
      max = 1;
    }
  //recalculate and reassign relative fitness
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      if(inds[i]−>getSex() == sex)

{
  inds[i]−>setRelFitness(inds[i]−>getAbsFitness() / max);
}

    }
}

    }
  
  else //hermaphrodite == true
    {
      young_breed=min(inds[0]−>getLeslieAll()[0].getYoungestBreedingAge(),

      inds[0]−>getLeslieAll()[1].getYoungestBreedingAge());
      max = 0.0;
      for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)

{
  if((inds[i]−>getAge() >= young_breed) &&
     (inds[i]−>getAbsFitness() > max))
    {
      max = inds[i]−>getAbsFitness();
    }
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}
      for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)

{
  inds[i]−>setRelFitness(inds[i]−>getAbsFitness() / max);
}

    }
  //  printPop();
  return;
}

Point Pop::findVacantLocation(const vector<Ind_ptr>& gen)
{
  //this is a polymorphic function returning a meaningless point for 
  //Non−spatial simulations but calling the appropriate class in spatial 
  //situations.
  return Point(−1, −1); 
}

void Pop::eraseAllInds()
{
  inds.clear();
  return;
}

int Pop::getPopID() const
{
  return pop_id;
}

bool Pop::getHermaphrodite() const
{
    return hermaphrodite;
}

int Pop::getNumInds() const
{

  return inds.size();
}

vector<GlobalLocus> Pop::getGlobalLocus() const
{
  return Pop::freqs;
}

// inline Individual Pop::getIndividual(const int index) const
// {
//   return *inds[index];
// }

void Pop::removeIndividual(const int index)
{
  inds.erase(inds.begin() + index);
  return;
}

void Pop::insertIndividual(const Individual I)
{
  Ind_ptr ptr( new Individual(I));
  inds.push_back(ptr);
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  return;
}

vector<vector<int> > Pop::getAlleleCount() const
{
  //the inner vector is of allele counts for a particular locus
  //the outer vector includes multiple loci
  //eg. Locus   Allele1  Allele2  Allele3
  //    0       0.2      0.4      0.4
  //    1       0.3      0.1      0.6
  //    2       0.5      0.5      0.0
  //In order to get a number from the above example (disregarding locus column)
  //with a vector called "vec":
  //vec[0][1] will give 0.4 (the second allele of the first locus)
  //vec[0][2] will give 0.4
  //vec[1][2] will give 0.6
  vector<vector<int> > pop_allele_count;  
  //ask each individual which alleles it has at that locus, 
  // then add a count to the appropriate member of the vector
  for(unsigned int loc = 0; loc < freqs.size(); loc++)
    {
      vector<int> allele_count;
      int copies = 0;
      //make space in vector and initialize with zeros
      allele_count.reserve(freqs[loc].getNumAlleles());
      for(int a = 0; a < freqs[loc].getNumAlleles(); a++)

{
  allele_count.push_back(0); 
}

      for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
{
  //get the state of each allele and increment by one the proper 
  // place in the allele_count vector
  for(unsigned int allele = 0; 
      allele < (inds[i]−>

getGenotype().getLoci()[loc].getAlleles().size()); 
      allele++)
    {
      //if male and loci is not mitochondrial
      //  or if female
      if((inds[i]−>getSex() == 1 && 

  inds[i]−>getGenotype().getLoci()[loc].getLocusType() != ’M’)
 ||
 inds[i]−>getSex() == 0)
{
  

      int allele_state = inds[i]−>
getGenotype().getLoci()[loc].getAllele(allele).getAlleleState();

      allele_count[allele_state]++;
      copies++;

}
    }
}

      pop_allele_count.push_back(allele_count);
    }
  //   print the frequencies for diagnostics
//   for(unsigned int loc=0; loc < pop_allele_count.size(); loc++) 
//     {
//       for(unsigned int a=0; a < pop_allele_count[loc].size(); a++)
// {
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//   cout << pop_allele_count[loc][a] << "\t";
// }
//       cout << endl;
//     }
  return pop_allele_count;
}

vector<Ind_ptr> Pop::getInds() const
{
  return this−>inds;
}

vector<Ind_ptr> Pop::getPrevGen()
{
  return this−>prev_gen;
}

const Regulation* Pop::getRegulationPtr() const
{
  return this−>regulation_ptr;
}

vector<vector<int> > Pop::identifyMigrants() const
{
  /*Make an interior vector called mig that consists of the individual’s ID, 
    birth pop, and the current pop_id (in that order) then put all of those 
    vectors into a vector of vectors called all_migs that gets returned by 
    the function*/
  vector<vector<int> > all_migs;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      vector<int> mig;
      if(inds[i]−>getBirthPop() != this−>pop_id)

{
  mig.push_back(inds[i]−>getIndID());
  mig.push_back(inds[i]−>getBirthPop());
  mig.push_back(this−>pop_id);
}

      if(mig.size() > 0) {
all_migs.push_back(mig);

      }
    }
  return all_migs;
}
      

Pop Pop::sample(const int& sample_size) const
{
  //make a deep copy of the population
  //eliminate individuals until only the required number remain
  //This procedure may take a bit more overhead than making a new pop with 
  // only the sampled inds, but it is easier to implement and is unlikely 
  // to be used more than once or twice per run. 
  Pop sampled = *this;
  //   cout << endl << "Printing *this: " << endl;
  //   this−>printPop();
  int index;
  while(sampled.getNumInds() > sample_size)
    {
      index = gsl_rng_uniform_int(generator, sampled.getNumInds());
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      //       cout << "Remove ind: " << index << endl;
      sampled.removeIndividual(index);
    }
  //   cout << endl << "Printing sampled pop: " << endl;
  //   sampled.printPop();
    return sampled;
}

int Pop::calcNumPreBreeders(const int sex) const
{
 
  int pre_breed; //age before breeding starts for the queried sex
  // This age is the YoungestBreedingAge and is the age of the first 
  // non−zero element in the leslie matrix. It is considered pre−breeding
  // because breeding happens just before the age of individuals 
  // is incremented.
  pre_breed = getIndividual(0).getLeslieAll()[sex].getYoungestBreedingAge();
//   cout << "Youngest Breeding Age for sex " << sex << " is: " 
//        << pre_breed << endl;
  int num_pre_breeders = 0;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      num_pre_breeders = num_pre_breeders + 

((inds[i]−>getAge() == pre_breed) &&
 (inds[i]−>getSex() == sex));

      //The second term above is boolean so will add 1 if the ages and sexes mat
ch
    }
  return num_pre_breeders;
}

  

double Pop::calcSexRatio() const
{
  double r = 0;
  int count = 0;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      if(inds[i]−>getSex() == 1)

{
  count++;
}

    }
  r = static_cast<double>(count) / inds.size();
  return r;
}

double Pop::calcAdultSexRatio() const
{
  double r = 0;
  int ad_males = 0;
  int adults = 0;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      if(inds[i]−>getAge() >=

 inds[i]−>getLeslieAll()[inds[i]−>getSex()].getYoungestBreedingAge())
{
  if(inds[i]−>getSex() == 1)
    {
      ad_males++;
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    }
  adults++;
}

    }
  r = static_cast<double>(ad_males) / static_cast<double>(adults);
return r;
} 

vector<int> Pop::calcNumOffspring(const int& sex) const
{
  vector<int> num_offspring;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < dying_gen.size(); i++)
    {
      if(dying_gen[i]−>getSex() == sex) //only count for correct sex

{
  num_offspring.push_back(dying_gen[i]−>getNumOffspring());
}

    }
  return num_offspring;
}

vector<int> Pop::calcNumOffspringFreqDist(const int& sex) const
{
  //return a vector showing the number of individuals 
  // that have had 0, 1, 2, 3..19+ offspring.
  vector<int> frequency;
  unsigned int num_offspring = 0;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < dying_gen.size(); i++)
    {
      if(dying_gen[i]−>getSex() == sex) //only count for correct sex

{
  num_offspring = dying_gen[i]−>getNumOffspring();
  //prevent individuals with lots of offspring running over vector
  while(num_offspring >= frequency.size())
    {
      frequency.push_back(0);
    }
  frequency[num_offspring]++;//add one to correct component of the vec.
}

    }
  return frequency;
}
      
vector<int> Pop::calcAgeDist() const
{
  vector<int> age_dist;
  int max_age = inds[0]−>getLeslie().getMaxAge();
  age_dist.assign(max_age+1, 0);//put in max_age+1 copies of zeros
  int age = 0;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      age = inds[i]−>getAge();
      age_dist[age]++;//add one to the proper vector element
    }
  return(age_dist);
}

vector<double> Pop::calcAgeDistProportion() const
{
  vector<double> age_dist_prop;
  vector<int> age_dist = calcAgeDist();
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  //figure out total number of inds represented in vector
  int tot_inds = 0;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < age_dist.size(); i++)
    {
      tot_inds = tot_inds + age_dist[i];
    }
  //figure out proportions
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < age_dist.size(); i++)
    {
      age_dist_prop.push_back(static_cast<double>(age_dist[i]) / 

      static_cast<double>(tot_inds));
    }
  return age_dist_prop;
}

    
vector<double> Pop::kokkoDist(const double& lambda, const int& num) const
{
  //should return a vector giving the number of matings of male of highest
  //rank, second place, third place etc.
  vector<double> expected;
  expected.reserve(num); //reserve num spaces in vector
  for(int r = 1; r <= num; r++)//start r at 1 for the highest ranking ind.
    {
      expected.push_back((lambda*pow((1−lambda),r−1)) / 

 (1−(pow((1−lambda),num))));
    }
  return(expected);
}

vector<double> Pop::kokkoSampleDist(const double& lambda, 
    const int& num,
    const int& times) const

{
  //return a vector of variances, with one element for each time the 
  //distribution was sampled
  vector<double> dist = kokkoDist(lambda, num); //actual distribution sampled
  vector<double> variances;//a vector to hold the variances for each time
  variances.reserve(times);
  vector<double> sample;//a vector to hold the samples
  sample.reserve(times);
  for(int i = 0; i < times; i++)
    {
      for(int s = 0; s < times; s++)

{
  //in order to take a sample with replacement, generate random numbers
  //and then apply those to the indices
  sample.push_back(dist[gsl_rng_uniform_int(generator, dist.size())]);
}

      variances.push_back(gsl_stats_variance(&sample[0], 1, sample.size()));
      sample.clear();
      sample.reserve(times);
    }
  return(variances);
}

double Pop::kokkoMed(const vector<int> &num_offspring) const
{
  //need to change num_offspring into proportions
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////
  int sum = 0;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < num_offspring.size(); i++)
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    {
      sum = sum + num_offspring[i];
    }
  vector<double> prop_offspring;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < num_offspring.size(); i++)
    {
      prop_offspring.push_back(num_offspring[i] / static_cast<double>(sum));
    }
  ///////////////////////////////////////////////
  double obs_var = gsl_stats_variance(&prop_offspring[0],

      1,
      prop_offspring.size());//observed var

  double samp_var = 0.0;
  double low_lambda = 0.0;
  double hi_lambda = 1.0;
  double this_lambda = 0.0;
  double difference = 1.0;
  int count = 0;
  while((difference > 0.000001) && (count < 100))
    {
      this_lambda = (low_lambda + hi_lambda) / 2.0;
      vector<double> sampled_variances = kokkoSampleDist(this_lambda,

 num_offspring.size(),
 num_offspring.size());

      std::sort(sampled_variances.begin(), sampled_variances.end());
      samp_var = gsl_stats_median_from_sorted_data(&sampled_variances[0],

   1,
   sampled_variances.size());

      //samp_var is now the median value from sampling the distribution
      //now, need to compare it to obs_var
      difference = fabs(samp_var − obs_var);
      if(samp_var < obs_var) // the chosen lambda is too low

{
  low_lambda = this_lambda;
}

      else //the chosen lambda is too high
{
  hi_lambda = this_lambda;
}

      count++;
    }
      return(this_lambda);
}

double Pop::calcAlpha(const int& sex) const
{
  double alpha=0.0;
  //figure out the average number of matings for each individual 
  // that does actually mate
  vector<int> num_offspring = calcNumOffspring(sex);
  int sum = 0; //sum of all offspring
  int num_parents = 0; // number of parents that have offspring
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < num_offspring.size(); i++)
    {
      if(num_offspring[i] > 0)

{
  sum = sum + num_offspring[i];
  num_parents++;
}

    }
  double prop_with_matings = (static_cast<double>(num_parents) /
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      num_offspring.size());
  double ave = (static_cast<double>(sum) / 

     static_cast<double>(num_parents)) + 0.5;//round ints
  int ave_matings = static_cast<int>(ave);
  double poisson_no_mate = gsl_ran_poisson_pdf(0,ave_matings);
  //this is the proportion of individuals that will have no matings
  alpha = prop_with_matings + poisson_no_mate;
  return alpha;
}

void Pop::printRelFit()
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      cout << "Sex: " << inds[i]−>getSex() << "\tRelFit: " 

   << inds[i]−>getRelFitness() << endl;
    }
  return;
}
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/// \file
#ifndef __REGULATION_H__
#define __REGULATION_H__

#include <iostream>
#include <string>
#include <fstream>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_matrix.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_linalg.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_randist.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_blas.h>

#include <math.h>

using namespace std;

///Class to describe how population size is regulated each year
class Regulation
{
 public:
  ///Dummy constructor
  Regulation();
  ///Constructor
  /**@param lambda growth rate of population
     @param environmental_var Variance in growth rate. 
     This reduces the mean growth.
     @param type Type of density regulation. 
     Options are: NONE, CONSTANT, POISSON, CEILING, BH, LOGISTIC and CYCLICHALF.
     CONSTANT keeps the populations the same size as they were when set up.
     POISSON sets the population size to a Poisson−distributed variable
     with mean and variance of popsize
     CEILING uses exponential growth capped at the carrying capacity. 
     Random numbers are drawn from an appropriate lognormal distribution.
     CYCLICHALF cycles the population sizes between k and k/2, but all are
     perfectly in sync with one another.
     @param correlation The correlation among habitat patches
     @param num_pops The number of subpopulations (or habitat patches)
     @param popsize The number of individuals in each subpopulation
     @param k Carrying capacity for each subpopulation*/
  Regulation(const double lambda,

     const double environmental_var,
     const string type,
     const double correlation,
     const int num_pops,
     const int popsize);

  ///Get the vector of sizes for next year.
  /**Other than setting up the instance of Regulation, this and getnextGenSize()
     should usually be the only functions that need to be called.*/
  gsl_vector* calcNextGenSize();
  ///Retrieve the next year’s size of population pop_num
  /**@param pop_num The number of the population for which the next 
     size is desired.
     @return Returns the size for the next year*/
  int getNextGenSize(const int pop_num) const;
  double getLambda();
  double getEnvironmental_var();
  string getType();
  double getCorrelation();
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  ///Print a gsl_matrix
  void printMatrix(ostream& fout, gsl_matrix* mat);
  ///Print a gsl_vector
  void printVector(ostream& fout, gsl_vector* vec);
  ///Random number generator
  static gsl_rng* generator;  

 private:
  ///Convert a standard (mean=0, sd=var=1) normal variate to a lognormal with th
e specified mean and variance.
  /**Although the lognormal distribution comes from the normal, the mean and
     variance are not related in the same way. For population simulatios,
     it is desirable to generate normal variates for stochasticity if operating
     on the log scale, but lognormal variates on the linear scale.
     If r is the long−term growth rate, 
     \f[ \bar{r} = \ln{\bar{\lambda}} − \frac{\sigma^2_r}{2} \f]
     where
     \f[ \sigma^2_r = \ln(1+\frac{\sigma^2_{\lambda}}{\bar{\lambda}^2}) \f]
     This function calculates the mean and variance required of a normal 
     distribution such that when it is exponentiated, the resulting lognormal 
     distribution has the mean and variance specified. 
     @note In population simulations, we want to use the normal distribution 
     if the population is growing on the log scale. On the linear scale, we
     use a lognormal. This function can be used for that purpose and does not 
     need to be altered further to account for the difference in mean values
     between the normal and lognormal.
  */
  gsl_vector* norm2lognorm(const double& lognormal_mean,

   const double& lognormal_var);
  ///Make a set of correlated unit normal variates
  /**@Return Returns a vector pointer to random numbers whose pairwise correlati
ons 
     are determined by correlation.*/
  gsl_vector* getCorrelatedNumbers();
  ///Geometric growth with a ceiling at k
  gsl_vector* ceiling();
  ///Population fluctuates between k and k/2
  gsl_vector* cyclicHalf();
  ///Population fluctuates according to a Poisson distribution with mean and var
iance equal to the population size.
  gsl_vector* poisson();
  ///Population size does not change
  gsl_vector* constant();

  gsl_matrix* cor_mat;  // Correlation matrix (correlation among subpops)
  gsl_matrix* chol_mat; // Cholesky decomposition of correlation matrix
  gsl_vector* gaussian_random;//Standard normal random numbers
  gsl_vector* cor_random;     //Correlated random numbers distributed as norm
  gsl_vector* dist_random;    //Correlated random number distributed as lognorm
  gsl_vector* prev_pop_sizes;
  gsl_vector* next_pop_sizes; //Next year’s size of each subpopulation
  gsl_vector* pops_k;         //Carrying capacity of each subpopulation
  double lambda;
  double environmental_var;
  string type;
  double correlation;
};

#endif // __REGULATION_H__
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#include "regulation.h"
using namespace std;

Regulation::Regulation()
{
  return;
}

Regulation::Regulation(const double lambda,
       const double environmental_var,
       const string type,
       const double correlation,
       const int num_pops,
       const int popsize)

{
  this−>lambda = lambda;
  this−>environmental_var = environmental_var;
  this−>type = type;
  this−>correlation = correlation;
  // Make correlation matrix
  gsl_matrix* cor_mat = gsl_matrix_alloc(num_pops, num_pops);
  gsl_matrix_set_all(cor_mat, correlation);
  // Diagonals of correlation matrix need to be 1
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < num_pops; i++)
    {
      gsl_matrix_set(cor_mat, i, i, 1);
    }
  // Get cholesky decomposition
  gsl_matrix* chol_mat = gsl_matrix_alloc(num_pops, num_pops);
  gsl_matrix_memcpy(chol_mat, cor_mat);
  gsl_linalg_cholesky_decomp(chol_mat);
  // Put zeros in lower triangle
  for(int i = 0; i < chol_mat−>size1; i++)
    {
      for(int j = 0; j < chol_mat−>size2; j++)

{
  if(i>j)
    {
      gsl_matrix_set(chol_mat, i, j, 0);
    }
}

    }
  this−>cor_mat = cor_mat;
  this−>chol_mat = chol_mat;
  this−>prev_pop_sizes = gsl_vector_alloc(num_pops);
  gsl_vector_set_all(prev_pop_sizes, popsize);
  this−>next_pop_sizes = gsl_vector_alloc(num_pops);
  gsl_vector_set_all(next_pop_sizes, popsize);
  this−>pops_k = gsl_vector_alloc(num_pops);
  gsl_vector_set_all(pops_k, popsize);               //initialize k to popsize
  this−>gaussian_random = gsl_vector_calloc(num_pops); //initialize to 0
  this−>cor_random = gsl_vector_calloc(num_pops);
  this−>dist_random = gsl_vector_calloc(num_pops);
  return;
}

gsl_vector* Regulation::calcNextGenSize()
{
  getCorrelatedNumbers(); //puts new set of correlated numbers in cor_random
  norm2lognorm(this−>lambda, this−>environmental_var);//lognorm in dist_random
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  if(this−>type=="CEILING")
    {
      ceiling();
    }
  else if(this−>type=="CYCLICHALF")
    {
      cyclicHalf();
    }
  else if(this−>type=="POISSON")
    {
      poisson();
    }
  else if(this−>type=="CONSTANT")
    {
      constant();
    }
  else
    {
      cout << this−>type << " regulation is not yet implemented.\n"

   << " Please see getNextGenSize() in regulation.cpp to see\n"
   << " which types have been.\n";

      exit(1);
    }
  return this−>next_pop_sizes;
}

int Regulation::getNextGenSize(const int pop_num) const
{
  return gsl_vector_get(next_pop_sizes, pop_num);
}

double Regulation::getLambda()
{
  return lambda;
}

double Regulation::getEnvironmental_var()
{
  return environmental_var;
}

string Regulation::getType()
{
  return type;
}

double Regulation::getCorrelation()
{
  return correlation;
}

gsl_vector* Regulation::getCorrelatedNumbers()
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>gaussian_random−>size; i++)
    {
      gsl_vector_set(gaussian_random, i, gsl_ran_gaussian(generator, 1.0));
    }
  gsl_blas_dgemv(CblasTrans, 1.0,

 chol_mat, gaussian_random, 0.0, cor_random);
  return cor_random;
}
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gsl_vector* Regulation::ceiling()
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>prev_pop_sizes−>size; i++)
    {
      //multiply prev_pop_sizes by dist_random and place in next_pop_sizes
      gsl_vector_set(next_pop_sizes, i, gsl_vector_get(prev_pop_sizes, i) *

     gsl_vector_get(dist_random, i));
      // If next year is greater than k, set it to k
      if(gsl_vector_get(next_pop_sizes, i) > gsl_vector_get(pops_k, i))

{
  gsl_vector_set(next_pop_sizes, i, gsl_vector_get(pops_k, i));
}

      //make prev_pop_sizes the same as next_pop_sizes
      gsl_vector_set(prev_pop_sizes, i, gsl_vector_get(next_pop_sizes, i));
    }
  return this−>next_pop_sizes;
}

gsl_vector* Regulation::cyclicHalf()
{
  // If pops were at k, reduce next year to k/2. Test with first pop
  if(gsl_vector_get(next_pop_sizes, 0) == gsl_vector_get(pops_k, 0))
    {
      for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>prev_pop_sizes−>size; i++)

{
  gsl_vector_set(next_pop_sizes, i, gsl_vector_get(pops_k, i)/2);
  gsl_vector_set(prev_pop_sizes, i, gsl_vector_get(next_pop_sizes, i));
}

    }
  else //pops were not at k, so set next year to k
    {
      for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>prev_pop_sizes−>size; i++)

{
  gsl_vector_set(next_pop_sizes, i, gsl_vector_get(pops_k, i));
  gsl_vector_set(prev_pop_sizes, i, gsl_vector_get(next_pop_sizes, i));
}

    }
  return(next_pop_sizes);
}

gsl_vector* Regulation::poisson()
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>prev_pop_sizes−>size; i++)
    {
      gsl_vector_set(next_pop_sizes, i, 

     gsl_ran_poisson(generator, gsl_vector_get(pops_k, i)));
    }
  return(next_pop_sizes);
}

gsl_vector* Regulation::constant()
{
  return(next_pop_sizes);
}

gsl_vector* Regulation::norm2lognorm(const double& lognormal_mean,
     const double& lognormal_var)

{
  // We already have a standard normally distributed varaiate (original)
  // Need to change the mean and variance so that when the it is exponentiated
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  // the final distribution has the correct mean and variance
  // let n_ be the normal distribution and ln_ be the lognormal
  // n_var = log(1 + (sqrt(ln_var)/ln_mean)^2)  #Lande 1.5a
  double n_var = log(1 + pow((sqrt(lognormal_var) / lognormal_mean),2));
  double n_mean = log(lognormal_mean) − n_var / 2;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < this−>gaussian_random−>size; i++)
    {
      gsl_vector_set(dist_random, i, exp(gsl_vector_get(cor_random, i) * 

 sqrt(n_var) + n_mean));
    }
  return dist_random;
}

void Regulation::printVector(ostream& fout, gsl_vector* vec)
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < vec−>size; i++)
    {
      fout << gsl_vector_get(vec, i) << "\t";
    }
  fout << endl;
  return;
}

void Regulation::printMatrix(ostream& fout, gsl_matrix* mat)
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < mat−>size1; i++)
    {
      for(unsigned int j = 0; j < mat−>size2; j++)

{
  fout << gsl_matrix_get(mat, i, j);
  fout << "\t";
}

      fout << endl;
    } 
  return;
}
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/// \file
#ifndef __SPATIALPOP_H__
#define __SPATIALPOP_H__

#ifndef NONSPATIAL
#include <CGAL/Cartesian.h>
#include <CGAL/Point_set_2.h>
#include <CGAL/Exact_predicates_inexact_constructions_kernel.h>
#include <CGAL/Triangulation_2.h>
#include <CGAL/Delaunay_triangulation_2.h>
#include <CGAL/Triangulation_vertex_base_with_info_2.h>
#include <CGAL/Triangulation_hierarchy_2.h>
#include <CGAL/Polygon_2_algorithms.h> //for calculating area
#include <CGAL/Point_set_2.h>
#include <CGAL/int.h>
//#include <CGAL/IO/Qt_widget_Delaunay_triangulation_2.h>
#include <CGAL/IO/Geomview_stream.h>
//#include <CGAL/IO/Triangulation_geomview_ostream_2.h>
//#include <CGAL/IO/Triangulation_geomview_ostream_3.h>
#include "habitat.h"
#endif

#include <gsl/gsl_sf_trig.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_math.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h>

#include <time.h>

#include "pop.h"

struct K : CGAL::Exact_predicates_inexact_constructions_kernel {};
typedef CGAL::Triangulation_vertex_base_with_info_2<boost::shared_ptr<Individual
>, K > Vb;
typedef CGAL::Triangulation_hierarchy_vertex_base_2<Vb> hierarchy_vb;
typedef CGAL::Triangulation_data_structure_2<hierarchy_vb> Tds;
typedef CGAL::Delaunay_triangulation_2<K, Tds> Delaunay_Triangulation;
typedef CGAL::Triangulation_hierarchy_2<Delaunay_Triangulation> Triangulation;
typedef Triangulation::Point   TriPoint;
typedef CGAL::Point_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Point;
typedef CGAL::Segment_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Segment_double;
typedef CGAL::Polygon_2<CGAL::Cartesian<double> > Polygon;

using namespace std;

///Class derived from Pop specifically for pops where individuals have exact geo
graphic locations.

class SpatialPop : public Pop
{
 public:
  SpatialPop();
  ///Constructor which takes a number of individuals that will be in the pop.
  /**@param num_inds The number of individuals that will be in the population. T
he constructor checks to make sure that there are not more than there are space 
for.
   @param hermaphrodite Whether hermaphroditic mating is allowed. This can cause
 problems for sex−linked and mitochondrial loci.
   @param habitat A valid Habitat object.
   @param sigma The standard variation in parent−offspring distance.*/
  SpatialPop(const int& num_inds,

     const bool hermaphrodite,
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     const Regulation* regulation_ptr,
     Habitat& habitat,
     const double& sigma);

  ///Constructor which takes a proportion of the habitat that is filled with ind
ividuals.
  /**@param density The density of inividuals in the habitat. A density of 1.0 w
ill fill all cells.
     Other parameters are as in previous constructor*/
  SpatialPop(const double& density,

     const bool hermaphrodite,
     const Regulation* regulation_ptr,
     Habitat& habitat, 
     const double& sigma);

  ///Copy constructor which also increments the pop count
  SpatialPop(const SpatialPop& sp);
  ///Overloaded assignment operator
  SpatialPop operator =(const SpatialPop& sp);
  ///Go forward one generation in time.
  /**This function should remain identical to Pop::advanceGeneration*/
  void survive(const int pop_index);
  void breed(const int pop_index);
  ///Generate an offspring individual and return a pointer to it.
  /**Find a vacant location in the space occupied by the coming generation\n
   Select two parents of opposite sex and at the correct distance by calling Spa
tialPop::selectParent() for each. SpatialPop::selectParent() deals with hermaphr
oditism.\n
  Makes a new offspring\n
  Adds this new offspring to the list of offspring of the parents
  @return Pointer to the offspring.*/
  Ind_ptr generateIndividual();
  ///Finds the point from which the closest parent is then searched
/**Selects a point that is a random distance based on sigma and a normal distrib
ution and a random direction from the point where the offspring will be. From th
is point, the closest individual in the parent population is chosen to be the po
tential parent. If this potential parent is found to be legitimate (using isLegi
timateParent() then it’s pointer is returned. If not legitimate, a new point and
 new parent are found.
   @note The point from which a parent is searched for is constrained to be with
in the boundary. This is necessary otherwise individuals at the edge would get m
ore opportunities than interior individuals when sigma is large. */
  Ind_ptr selectParent(const Point& offspring_location,

       const bool evaluate_sex,
       const int sex) const;

  ///Find a location
  /**@return A Point*/
  Point findVacantLocation();
  ///Determines whether any individuals in generation gen occupy the focal_point
  /**@param focal_point The point you want to check whether it is occupied
     @param gen The generation (inds, next_gen, prev_gen, dying_gen) of individu
als to check whether any of them occupy the point.
     @return True if the cell is vacant.
     @return False if the cell is occupied.*/
/*   bool isVacantCell(const Point& focal_point, */
/*     const vector<Ind_ptr>& gen) const; */
  ///Establish the triangulation in CGAL so that it can be effectively searched.
  void makeTriangulation();
  CGAL::Geomview_stream setGeomviewStream();
  void printSpatialPop() const;
  void printForGenepop(ofstream& fout, bool first) const;
  void printForGenepopIsolde(ofstream& fout) const;
  Triangulation getTriangulation() const;
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  Habitat getHabitat() const;
  void setHabitatPermeability(const int uncrossable, const double perm);

  double getDensity() const;
  SpatialPop sample(const int& sample_size) const;
  vector<SpatialPop> sample4Neighborhoods(const int separation) const;
  SpatialPop makeNewSpatialPop(const Polygon& p) const;
  void passNThruCorridors(bool final_mig);

 protected:
  Habitat habitat;
  double sigma;
  double density;
  ///Triangulation that is useful for storing the points and searching. 
  /**Triangulation can be searched by tri.nearest_vertex(Point())   */
  Triangulation tri;
  // Point_set_2 point_set;
};
#endif // __SPATIALPOP_H__
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#include "spatialpop.h"

SpatialPop::SpatialPop()
{
}

SpatialPop::SpatialPop(const int& num_inds,
       const bool hermaphrodite,
       const Regulation* regulation_ptr,
       Habitat& habitat,
       const double& sigma)

  : Pop(num_inds, hermaphrodite, regulation_ptr)
{   
  this−>habitat = habitat;
  this−>sigma = sigma;
  this−>density = static_cast<double>(num_inds) / static_cast<double>(habitat.ge
tArea());
  
  //Pop::Pop initialized the points to (−1,−1), need to 
  //reset them with spatially explicit points
  habitat.resetNextPoint();
  for(int i = 0; i < num_inds; i++)
    {
      inds[i]−>setLocation(findVacantLocation());
    }
  habitat.resetNextPoint();
  makeTriangulation();
}

SpatialPop::SpatialPop(const double& density,
       const bool hermaphrodite,
       const Regulation* regulation_ptr,
       Habitat& habitat,
       const double& sigma)

  : Pop(static_cast<int>(habitat.getArea() * density), 
hermaphrodite, regulation_ptr)

{
  this−>habitat = habitat;
  this−>sigma = sigma;
  this−>density = density;
  //Pop::Pop initialized the points to (−1,−1), need to 
  //reset them with spatially explicit points
  habitat.resetNextPoint();
  for(int i = 0; i < num_inds; i++)
    {
      inds[i]−>setLocation(findVacantLocation());
    }
  habitat.resetNextPoint();
  makeTriangulation();
}

SpatialPop::SpatialPop(const SpatialPop& sp)
  : Pop(sp), habitat(sp.habitat),
    sigma(sp.sigma), density(sp.density), tri(sp.tri)
{
}

SpatialPop SpatialPop::operator =(const SpatialPop& sp)
{
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  Pop::operator =(sp); // deal with the inherited part
  this−>habitat = sp.habitat;
  this−>sigma = sp.sigma;
  this−>density = sp.density;
  this−>tri = sp.tri;
  makeTriangulation();
  return *this;
}

void SpatialPop::makeTriangulation()
{
  tri.clear();
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      TriPoint tp(inds[i]−>getX(), inds[i]−>getY());
      Triangulation::Vertex_handle vh = tri.insert(tp);//tri.insert returns a ve
rtex handle that is then put into info
      vh−>info() = inds[i];
    }
  //  cout << "num vertices: " << tri.number_of_vertices() 
  //       << "\tNum faces: " << tri.number_of_faces() << endl;
  return;
}

void SpatialPop::survive(const int pop_index)
{
  //most of this function is identical to Pop::survive
  //See Pop::survive for details
  unsigned int num_next_gen = numNextGen(pop_index);
  next_gen.clear();
  next_gen.reserve(num_next_gen); //Different from pop::survive
  dying_gen.clear();
  dying_gen.reserve(num_next_gen);
  habitat.resetNextPoint();    //Different from pop::survive
  Pop::advanceSurvivors();
  inds.assign(next_gen.begin(), next_gen.end());
  return;
}

void SpatialPop::breed(const int pop_index)
{
  extern vector<Leslie> leslie;
  unsigned int num_next_gen = numNextGen(pop_index);
  //Make next_gen vector the same as inds, to reflect potential migration.
  // At this point, inds includes all survivors (and migrants)
  if(Individual::leslie[0].getMaxAge() + 1 == 1) //special case for ideal pop
    {
      next_gen.clear();
      next_gen.reserve(num_next_gen * 1.2);
    }
  else
    {
      next_gen.assign(inds.begin(), inds.end());
    }
  //reset absolute fitness every generation. This is in accordance with Len’s
  //model. This applies to the inds vector
  setAbsFitness();
  setRelFitness();
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  while( next_gen.size() < num_next_gen)
    {
      next_gen.push_back(SpatialPop::generateIndividual());
    }
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      inds[i]−>advanceAge();
    }
  prev_gen.clear();
  prev_gen.swap(inds);
  inds.swap(next_gen);
  //The next call is the only difference with Pop::breed
  makeTriangulation();
  return;
}

Ind_ptr SpatialPop::generateIndividual()
{
  //NOTE: This function should remain almost identical to Pop::generateIndividua
l()
  /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  //figure out where individual will go
  Point p(findVacantLocation());
  //cout << "New individual is at Point (" << p.x() << "," << p.y() << ").\n";
  //figure out who parents will be
  //first select either parent. The 0 is unused (ignored)
  Ind_ptr p1 = SpatialPop::selectParent(p, false,  0);
  int p1_sex = p1−>getSex();
  int p2_sex;
  if(p1_sex == 0)
    {
      p2_sex = 1;
    }
  else 
    {
      p2_sex = 0;
    }
  Ind_ptr p2 = SpatialPop::selectParent(p, true, p2_sex);
  //The function selectParent() considers hermaphroditism and parental fitness
  //Generate offspring but need to put parents in correct order for constructor
  Ind_ptr mother;
  Ind_ptr father;
  if(p1_sex == 0) //then p2_sex == 1
    {
      mother = p1;
      father = p2;
    }
  else
    {
      mother = p2;
      father = p1;
    }  
  Ind_ptr offspring_ptr( new Individual(freqs, *mother, *father, p, pop_id));
  //add offspring’s id to parents
  p1−>addOffspring(offspring_ptr−>getIndID());
  p2−>addOffspring(offspring_ptr−>getIndID());
  return offspring_ptr;
}

Ind_ptr SpatialPop::selectParent(const Point& offspring_location,
 const bool evaluate_sex,
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 const int sex) const
{
  extern boost::program_options::variables_map vm;
  bool found = false;
  Triangulation::Vertex_handle vh;
  double x_coord, y_coord;
  while(found == false)
    {
      //First find a point to which the parent will be closest
      if(vm["panmictic"].as<bool>() == false)

{
  double angle = gsl_rng_uniform(generator);
  angle = 2.0*M_PI*(angle);
  double dist = gsl_ran_gaussian_ziggurat (generator, sigma);
  //      cout << "xxxxxx\t" << dist << endl;
  x_coord = static_cast<double>(offspring_location.x())
    + (dist * gsl_sf_sin(angle));
  y_coord = static_cast<double>(offspring_location.y())
    + (dist * gsl_sf_cos(angle));
}

      else //"panmictic" is true
{
  x_coord = gsl_rng_uniform(generator) * habitat.getMaxX();
  y_coord = gsl_rng_uniform(generator) * habitat.getMaxY();
}

      //If the point is within the habitat, look for the nearest parent and 
      //evaluate the legitimacy of that parent.
      //If all is good, break out of loop, otherwise try again.
      if(habitat.isInsideHabitat(Point(x_coord, y_coord)))

{
  TriPoint tp(x_coord, y_coord);
  vh = tri.nearest_vertex(tp);

//   cout << "Nearest parent to (" << x_coord << "," << y_coord 
//        << ") is at: (" << vh−>info()−>getLocation() 
//        << ") of sex " << vh−>info()−>getSex() << "\n";

  if(( isLegitimateParent(vh−>info(), evaluate_sex, sex)) &&
     habitat.isReachable(vh−>info()−>getLocation(), offspring_location))
    {
      found = true;
      //cout << "found legit parent\n";
      //Print out the distance between the offspring and parents
      // for diagnostic purposes
      // double x = offspring_location.x() − vh−>info()−>getLocation().x

();
      // double x_sq = gsl_pow_2(x);
      // double y = offspring_location.y() − vh−>info()−>getLocation().y

();
      // double y_sq = gsl_pow_2(y);
      // double distance = sqrt(x_sq + y_sq);

       // cout << "xxxxxxxxx\t" << distance << endl;
    }
  else
    {
      found = false;
      //cout << "parent is not legitimate\n";
    }
}

      else
{
  found = false;
}
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    }
  //   cout << "offspring: (" << offspring_location.x() << "," 
//        << offspring_location.y() << ")\t" 
//        << "parent: (" << (vh−>info())−>getX() << "," 
//        << (vh−>info())−>getY() <<  ")" << endl;
  return vh−>info();
}

Point SpatialPop::findVacantLocation()
{
  Point p;
  p = habitat.generatePoint();
  return p;
}

CGAL::Geomview_stream SpatialPop::setGeomviewStream()
{
  CGAL::Geomview_stream gs(CGAL::Bbox_3(0,0,0,

habitat.getMaxX(),habitat.getMaxY(),0));
  return gs;
}

void SpatialPop::printSpatialPop() const
{
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      cout << inds[i]−>getIndID() << " "

   << "x: " << inds[i]−>getLocation().x() << " "
   << "y: " << inds[i]−>getLocation().y() << "\t"
   << "fpar: " << inds[i]−>getFParentID() << " "
   << "mpar: " << inds[i]−>getMParentID() << endl;

    }
}

void SpatialPop::printForGenepop(ofstream& fout, bool first) const
{
  if(first)
    {
      fout << "# This was printed from the spatialpop::printForGenepop()\n";
      fout << "\t";
      //print locus names
      for(int loc = 0; loc < getGlobalLocus().size(); loc++)

{
  fout << getGlobalLocus()[loc].getGlobalLocusType() << loc;
  if(loc < (getGlobalLocus().size() − 1))
    {
      fout << ",\t";
    }
}

      fout << endl;
    }
  
  fout << "Pop\n";
  //Print locus
  for(int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      inds[i]−>getGenotype().printForGenepop(fout, inds[i]−>getSex());
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    }
  return;
}

void SpatialPop::printForGenepopIsolde(ofstream& fout) const
{
  fout << "# This was printed from the Spatialpop::printForGenepopIsolde() funct
ion\n";
  fout << "\t";
  //print locus names
  for(int loc = 0; loc < getGlobalLocus().size(); loc++)
    {
      fout << getGlobalLocus()[loc].getGlobalLocusType() << loc;
      if(loc < (getGlobalLocus().size() − 1))

{
  fout << ",\t";
}

    }
  fout << endl;
  //Print locus
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < inds.size(); i++)
    {
      fout << "Pop\n";
      fout << inds[i]−>getLocation().x() << " " << inds[i]−>getLocation().y() <<
 ",\t";
      inds[i]−>getGenotype().printForGenepop(fout, inds[i]−>getSex());
    }
  return;
}

Triangulation SpatialPop::getTriangulation() const
{
  return this−>tri;
}

Habitat SpatialPop::getHabitat() const
{
  return this−>habitat;
}

void SpatialPop::setHabitatPermeability(const int uncrossable, const double perm
)
{
  this−>habitat.setPermeability(uncrossable, perm);
  return;
}

double SpatialPop::getDensity() const
{
  return this−>density;
}

SpatialPop SpatialPop::sample(const int& sample_size) const
{
  extern boost::program_options::variables_map vm;
  //make a deep copy of the population
  //eliminate individuals until only the required number remain
  //This procedure may take a bit more overhead than making a new pop with 
  // only the sampled inds, but it is easier to implement and is unlikely 
  // to be used more than once or twice per run. 
  SpatialPop sampled = *this;
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  int index;
  while(sampled.getNumInds() > sample_size)
    {
      index = gsl_rng_uniform_int(generator, sampled.getNumInds());
      //make sure to not remove individuals that have been specifically migrated
      //in to check assignment tests. These will have low ID numbers. 
      //If 5 are swapped (usually this will only be 1) then we need to make sure
      //that only individuals with IDs greater than 40 are removed
      int tot_migs = 0;
      for(int i = 0; i < habitat.getFinalMig().size(); i++)

{
  tot_migs = tot_migs + (habitat.getFinalMig()[i] * 2); 
  //1 mig for each end of each corridor.
}

      if(sampled.getIndividual(index).getIndID() > tot_migs)
{
  sampled.removeIndividual(index);
}

    }
    return sampled;
}

vector<SpatialPop> SpatialPop::sample4Neighborhoods(const int separation) const
{
  //separation specifies how many neighborhoods separate the two on same side
  //Get center of entire habitat
  Point center = this−>habitat.getCenter();
  
  //Calculate neighborhood size as square with edge twice disp distance
  // The centers of such squares are therefore 2*sigma from the center of main 
  // habitat.
  // see Wright 1951 p332 (though this should technically be with circles)
  //Neighborhoods are counted clockwise from 12:00 and are given by centers
  Point c1 = Point(center.x() + (2*this−>sigma), 

   center.y() + ((2*this−>sigma)+(separation*2*this−>sigma)));
  Point c2 = Point(center.x() + (2*this−>sigma), 

   center.y() − ((2*this−>sigma)+(separation*2*this−>sigma)));
  Point c3 = Point(center.x() − (2*this−>sigma), 

   center.y() − ((2*this−>sigma)+(separation*2*this−>sigma)));
  Point c4 = Point(center.x() − (2*this−>sigma), 

   center.y() + ((2*this−>sigma)+(separation*2*this−>sigma)));
  
  vector<Point> centers;
  centers.push_back(c1);
  centers.push_back(c2);
  centers.push_back(c3);
  centers.push_back(c4);
  //Make new polygons based on these centers
  vector<Polygon> poly;
  for(int i = 0; i < centers.size(); i++)
    {
      Polygon p;
      p.push_back(Point(centers[i].x() + (2*sigma), centers[i].y() + (2*sigma)))
;
      p.push_back(Point(centers[i].x() + (2*sigma), centers[i].y() − (2*sigma)))
;
      p.push_back(Point(centers[i].x() − (2*sigma), centers[i].y() − (2*sigma)))
;
      p.push_back(Point(centers[i].x() − (2*sigma), centers[i].y() + (2*sigma)))
;
      poly.push_back(p);
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    }
  vector<SpatialPop> vec_spop;
  for(int i = 0; i < poly.size(); i++)
    {
      vec_spop.push_back(this−>makeNewSpatialPop(poly[i]));
    }
  return vec_spop;
}

SpatialPop SpatialPop::makeNewSpatialPop(const Polygon& p) const
{
  extern boost::program_options::variables_map vm;
  //make polygon into a habitat
  Habitat hab(p, this−>habitat.getUncrossable(), 

      this−>habitat.getPermeability(), 
      this−>habitat.getCorridor(),
      this−>habitat.getConstMig(),
      this−>habitat.getFinalMig());

  //set up regulation the same as the ’mother’ pop except for size
  Regulation regulation(vm["lambda"].as<double>(),

vm["env_var"].as<double>(),
vm["reg_type"].as<string>(),
vm["correlation"].as<double>(),
vm["num_pops"].as<int>(),
hab.getArea() * vm["density"].as<double>());

  SpatialPop new_spop(this−>density,
      this−>hermaphrodite,
      &regulation,
      hab,
      this−>sigma);

  //remove all individuals that get created by default
  new_spop.eraseAllInds();

  //put individuals from old spatialpop into new
  for(int i = 0; i < getNumInds(); i++)
    {
      if(hab.isInsideHabitat(this−>getIndividual(i).getLocation()))

{
   new_spop.insertIndividual(this−>getIndividual(i));
}

    }
  //Check to make sure that the new pop fits completely within old
  //by making sure the leftmost, rightmost etc. are not as far out as old poly
  if((new_spop.getHabitat().getMaxX() > this−>getHabitat().getMaxX()) ||
     (new_spop.getHabitat().getMaxY() > this−>getHabitat().getMaxY()) ||
     (new_spop.getHabitat().getMinX() < this−>getHabitat().getMinX()) ||
     (new_spop.getHabitat().getMinY() < this−>getHabitat().getMinY()) )
    {
      cout << "The new habitat you are trying to make in "

   << "\"makeNewSpatialPop()\" \nextends outside the original "
   << "population.\nYou may be attempting to sample neighborhoods"
   << "\nthat are large due to large value of sigma\n"
   << "Exiting\n";

      exit(1);
    }
  return new_spop;
}

void SpatialPop::passNThruCorridors(bool final_mig)
{
  vector<int> N;
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  if(final_mig){
    N = habitat.getFinalMig();}
  else{
    N = habitat.getConstMig();}
  Triangulation::Vertex_handle vh;
  vector<Segment_double> corridors = habitat.getCorridor();
  //New id to give to moved inds to mark them as movers. If this is the 
  //final migration in which assignment will be tested, give new ids of less 
  // than 10 (2 through each of four corridors). If this is recurring mig,
  // then assign new id of >= 10.
  int new_id = 10;
  if(final_mig == true)
    {
      new_id = 0;
    }
  for(int i = 0; i < corridors.size(); i++)
    {
      for(int terminal = 0; terminal < 2; terminal++)
       {

  //The migrant will be chosen from a location determined in the same 
  //way as parents are chosen. i.e. it will depend on dispersal 
  //distance. This basically adds considerably more migration 
  //for these individuals, but unless we do this, we risk 
  //essentially just sampling a very few right from the 
  //vicinity of the corridor.
  //Similarly, when they are placed into the other side of the barrier, 
  //they will be placed a distance again depending on the dispersal 
  //parameter.

  //extract N individuals, putting them into the movers vector
  for(int n = 0; n < N[i]; n++)
    {
      double d_to, d_fro, angle_to, angle_fro, x_coord_to, x_coord_fro, 

y_coord_to, y_coord_fro;
      vector<int> intersections; 
      do //Get point it is going to

{
  d_to = gsl_ran_gaussian_ziggurat (generator, sigma/1000);
  angle_to = gsl_rng_uniform(generator);
  angle_to = 2.0*M_PI*(angle_to);
  x_coord_to = static_cast<double>
    (corridors[i].vertex(terminal+1).x())
    + (d_to * gsl_sf_sin(angle_to));
  y_coord_to = static_cast<double>
    (corridors[i].vertex(terminal+1).y())
    + (d_to * gsl_sf_cos(angle_to));
  intersections.clear();
} while(habitat.isIntersectsWithUncrossable(corridors[i].

vertex(terminal+1), 
Point(x_coord_to,
      y_coord_to),
intersections) ||

!  habitat.isInsideHabitat(Point(x_coord_to, 
     y_coord_to)));

      // corridors[i].vertex() is modulo 2

      do //get point it is coming from
{
  d_fro = gsl_ran_gaussian_ziggurat (generator, sigma);
  angle_fro = gsl_rng_uniform(generator);
  angle_fro = 2.0*M_PI*(angle_fro);
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  x_coord_fro = static_cast<double>
    (corridors[i].vertex(terminal).x())
    + (d_fro * gsl_sf_sin(angle_fro));
  y_coord_fro = static_cast<double>
    (corridors[i].vertex(terminal).y())
    + (d_fro * gsl_sf_cos(angle_fro));
  //Find the nearest individual to the point on "from" side
  vh = tri.nearest_vertex(TriPoint(x_coord_fro, y_coord_fro));
  intersections.clear();
} while(habitat.isIntersectsWithUncrossable(corridors[i].

vertex(terminal), 
vh−>info()−>
getLocation(),
intersections));

      
      TriPoint tri_to_point(x_coord_to, y_coord_to);
      TriPoint tri_fro_point(x_coord_fro, y_coord_fro);
      Point to_point(x_coord_to, y_coord_to);
      Point fro_point(x_coord_fro, y_coord_fro);
      //Give each mover a new ID so that they can be properly identified
      new_id++;
      vh−>info()−>setIndID(new_id);
      //Give it new coordinates on new side
      //There shouldn’t be any risk of moving any individuals twice
      //since they will be removed from the triangulation and not 
      //added back until all individuals have been removed
      vh−>info()−>setLocation(to_point);
      //remove it from triangulation
      tri.remove(vh);
    }

       }
    }
  //Remake triangulation
  makeTriangulation();
  return;
}
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/// \file tree.h
#ifndef __TREE_H__
#define __TREE_H__

#include <list>  
#include <vector>
#include <iostream>  
#include <fstream>  
#include <sstream>  
#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h>  

struct sentinel;
struct node;
///A node is pointer that marks an allele
/**Nodes are in a doubly linked list with pointers to the previous one, the
   next one, their ancestor (in a different year) and the sentinel that marks
   the beginning of the list to which they belong.*/
struct node
{
  int ID; 
  int gen;
  int num_descendants;
  int pop_id;
  node* ancestor_ptr;
  node* next_ptr; //next for a given generation
  node* prev_ptr; //previous for a given generation
  sentinel* sentinel_ptr; //generation marker
};

///Sentinels mark the beginning of a linked list of nodes
/**There is a sentinel for each year*/
struct sentinel
{
  int gen;
  sentinel* next_sentinel;
  node* next_node;
};
using namespace std;

///This is a class to hold tree info and to manipulate it.
class Tree
{
 public:
  ///Create a tree by making a head node and nothing else.
  /**Trees are complex structures consisting mostly of pointers. The easiest
     way to conceptualize it is as follows. 
     At each generation, there is a ’sentinel’ which marks the beginning 
     of a list for the nodes in that generation.
     The first sentinel is created and called ’Head’. Head always points to the 
     next sentinel in the list, which is NULL at the beginning. It also points
     to the first node for that generation, which is also NULL at the beginning.
     When a generation is added, it is added behind Head so that the address
     of Head never changes. Since it is added behind Head, Head will be made to 
     point to it, and it will then point to the sentinel that Head used to 
     point to (initially NULL).
     Each generation, there is a list of nodes, the first of which is pointed
     to by the sentinel for that generation. Each node points to the next node
     in the list, the previous one in the list, the sentinel for the generation,
     and it’s ancestor. Nodes are inserted at the head of the list so that
     each new one is briefly pointed to by the sentinel pointer. 
     The functions in this class take care of moving the pointers around as 
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     nodes are deleted via tree pruning (which should be done every generation.)
     While it is possible to traverse the tree from the current time backwards 
     (ie by following ancestors), it isn’t possible to go forward in time
     because each node knows who it’s ancestor is and how many descendants
     it has, but it doesn’t know who those descendants are.*/ 
  Tree();
  ///Add a node to a tree, adding any necessary sentinels (generations)
  /**Nodes are added right "behind" the sentinel and therefore become 
     the first in the list. The new node’s ancestor will also be updated to
     reflect this new descendant.
     @param ID The numeric ID to attach to the node
     @param gen The generation number of the node. If this generation 
     doesn’t yet exist, it (and any intervening ones) will be created.
     @param num_descendants Number of descendants the node currently has.
     @param ancestor_ptr Pointer to the new node’s ancestor*/
  node* addNode(int ID, int gen, int num_descendants, int pop_id,

node* ancestor_ptr);
  ///Add a sentinel (generation) just behind head
  void addGen();
  ///Get the address of the head of the entire tree. 
  /**This is the only way into the tree.*/
  sentinel* getHead();
  ///Return the number of generations. This is zero−based.
  /**The return value is zero−based, so a return value of zero indicates one
     generation.*/
  int getNumGens();
  ///Print the tree to a dot file that can be handled by graphviz
  /**The command to process the tree may be:
     \verbatim dot −Tps temp.dot −o temp.pdf \verbatim
     @param file The dot file to be printed to.*/
  void printTree(string file);
  ///Print information about all nodes in a current generation
  /**Prints node ID, generation, number of descendants, and address info
     for nodes to which it is attached. Note that after pruning and shortening
     the tree, there may be no nodes for a certain generation and so nothing
     is printed.
     @param mygen The generation about which information is desired*/
  void printGen(int mygen);
  node* deleteNode(node* del_node);
  int getGenSize(int desired_gen);
  void pruneTree();
  void pruneVertically(node* mynode);
  void shortenTree();
  void deleteMiddleNodes(node* mynode);
  int findCommonAncestor(node* node1, node* node2);
  ///Get a random node from the latest generation
  node* getRandomNode();
  node* getRandomNodeByPop(int pop_id, vector<vector<node*> >& node_vec_vec);
  vector<vector<node*> > identifyNodesByPop();

  ///Calculate Slatkin’s 1991 Fst
  /**Calculate \f[F_{ST}=\frac{\bar{t} − \bar{t_0}}{\bar{t}}]\f by repeatedly
     taking pairs of allele nodes and calculating their coalescence time
     in terms of years before the present. This is done for pairs that are 
     chosen from the same deme (\f$\bar{t_0}$\f) or 
     from any deme (\f$bar{t}$\f)*/
  double calcTZero();
  double calcT();
  double calcSlatkinFst();
  ///Random number generator
    static gsl_rng* generator;
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 private:
  sentinel* head;
};

#endif //__TREE_H__
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/// \file tree.cpp
#include "tree.h"

using namespace std;

Tree::Tree()
{
  sentinel* mysentinel;
  mysentinel = new sentinel;
  mysentinel−>gen = −1;
  mysentinel−>next_sentinel = NULL;
  mysentinel−>next_node = NULL;
  head = mysentinel;
  return;
}

node* Tree::addNode(int ID, int gen, int num_descendants, int pop_id,
    node* ancestor_ptr)

{
  //Make sure that there are the correct number of generations, adding them
  //if necessary
  if(head−>next_sentinel == NULL)
    {
      addGen();
    }
  while(head−>next_sentinel−>gen < gen)
    {
      addGen();//head);
    }
  //All new nodes should be placed in the most recent list.
  //The most recent is one layer behind "head".
  node* mynode;
  mynode = new node;
  mynode−>ID = ID;
  mynode−>gen = gen;
  mynode−>num_descendants = num_descendants;
  mynode−>pop_id = pop_id;
  if(ancestor_ptr != NULL)
    {
      ancestor_ptr−>num_descendants++; //update num_descendants for parent
    }
  mynode−>ancestor_ptr = ancestor_ptr;
  mynode−>next_ptr = head−>next_sentinel−>next_node;
  mynode−>prev_ptr = NULL; //prev_ptr should not point back to sentinel
  mynode−>sentinel_ptr = head−>next_sentinel;
  //update all the surrounding links. This node is inserted at the beginning
  //The current generation’s sentinel should point to the new node
  head−>next_sentinel−>next_node = mynode;
  //the node that used to be first should now have a prev_ptr to the new node
  if(mynode−>next_ptr != NULL)
    {
      mynode−>next_ptr−>prev_ptr = mynode;
    }
  return mynode;
}

void Tree::addGen()
{
  //Add to front of list (so the current gen is first in list, behind head)
  sentinel* mysentinel;
  mysentinel = new sentinel;
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  mysentinel−>next_node = NULL;
  mysentinel−>next_sentinel = head−>next_sentinel;
  if(head−>next_sentinel != NULL)
    {
      head−>gen = head−>gen + 1;//(head−>next_sentinel−>gen)+1;
    }
  else
    {
      head−>gen = 0;
    }
  this−>head−>next_sentinel = mysentinel;
  this−>head−>next_sentinel−>gen = this−>head−>gen − 1;
  return;
}

sentinel* Tree::getHead()
{
  return head;
}

int Tree::getNumGens()
{
  //this is zero−based so a return value of 0 means that there is one gen.
  //The constructor creates the first gen, so it’s impossible to get −1 gens
  int num_gens = −1; 
  //needs to be −1 because head−>next_sentinel is NULL 
  //before anything is added. When the first gen is made, next_sentinel is
  //no longer NULL and should be called generation 0
  sentinel* iter = getHead();
  while(iter−>next_sentinel != NULL)
    {
      num_gens++;
      iter = iter−>next_sentinel;
    }
  return num_gens;
}

void Tree::printTree(string file)
{
  ofstream fout;
  fout.open(file.c_str());
  fout << "digraph G {\nranksep=equally;\nrandkir=TB;\nfixedsize=true;\nsplines=
line;\npack=true;\n\n"
       << "node [shape=circle];\n";
  //Iterate through each sentinel, recording the members as we go
  sentinel* mysentinel = getHead()−>next_sentinel;
  node* mynode;
  do
    {
      string gen_members; //sequence of members of a particular generation
      mynode = mysentinel−>next_node;
      while(mynode != NULL)

{
  stringstream out;
  out << mysentinel−>gen << "." << mynode−>ID << ";";
  //cout << mysentinel−>gen << "." << mynode−>ID << ";";
  gen_members += out.str();
  mynode = mynode−>next_ptr;
}

      fout << "{rank=same; " << mysentinel−>gen << ";" << gen_members << "};\n";
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      mysentinel = mysentinel−>next_sentinel;
   }
  while(mysentinel != NULL);

 //print the labels
  mysentinel = head−>next_sentinel; 
  do
    {
      mynode = mysentinel−>next_node;
      if(mynode != NULL)

{
  fout << mynode−>gen << endl;//" [style=\"invis\"];" << endl;
}

      while(mynode != NULL)
{

   if(mynode−>ancestor_ptr != NULL)
     {
       fout << mynode−>gen << "." << mynode−>ID << " [label=\"" 

   << mynode−>gen << "." << mynode−>ID << "\\n" 
   << mynode−>num_descendants << "\\n"
   << mynode−>pop_id << "\"];" 
   << endl;

     }
  mynode = mynode−>next_ptr;
}

      mysentinel = mysentinel−>next_sentinel;
    }
  while(mysentinel != NULL);

 //print the links
  for(int i = 0; i < getNumGens(); i++)
    {
      fout << i << "−>";
    }
  fout << getNumGens() << " [style=\"invis\"];" << endl;
  
  mysentinel = head−>next_sentinel;
  do
    {
      mynode = mysentinel−>next_node;
      while(mynode != NULL)

{
   if(mynode−>ancestor_ptr != NULL)
     {
       fout << mynode−>ancestor_ptr−>gen << "." 

   << mynode−>ancestor_ptr−>ID 
    << " −> "
    << mynode−>gen << "." << mynode−>ID << ";" << endl;
     }

  mynode = mynode−>next_ptr;
}

      mysentinel = mysentinel−>next_sentinel;
    }
  while(mysentinel != NULL);
  fout << "}\n";
  return;
}

int Tree::getGenSize(int desired_gen)
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{
  //get to appropriate generation via the sentinels
  sentinel* iter = getHead()−>next_sentinel;
  while(iter−>gen != desired_gen && iter−>next_sentinel != NULL)
    {
      iter = iter−>next_sentinel;
    }
  //iter is now at the correct sentinel*
  int ind_count = 0;
  node* n_iter = iter−>next_node;
  while(n_iter != NULL)
    {
      ind_count++;
      n_iter = n_iter−>next_ptr;
    }
  return ind_count;
}

//returns the ancestor!!!
node* Tree::deleteNode(node* del_node)
{
  node* ancestor = del_node−>ancestor_ptr;
  //Deal with the within−generation pointers first:
  if(del_node−>next_ptr == NULL && del_node−>prev_ptr == NULL)
    {//If this is the only node
      del_node−>sentinel_ptr−>next_node = NULL;
    }      
  else if(del_node−>prev_ptr == NULL)
    {  //If this node is the first in a generation
      del_node−>sentinel_ptr−>next_node = del_node−>next_ptr;
      del_node−>next_ptr−>prev_ptr = NULL;
    }
  else if(del_node−>next_ptr == NULL)
    { //If this node is the last in a generation
      del_node−>prev_ptr−>next_ptr = NULL;
    }
  else  
    { //This node is in the middle of a generation
      del_node−>prev_ptr−>next_ptr = del_node−>next_ptr;
      del_node−>next_ptr−>prev_ptr = del_node−>prev_ptr;
    }
  //Now deal with ancestor. It is the same regardless of position
  if(del_node−>ancestor_ptr != NULL)
    {
      del_node−>ancestor_ptr−>num_descendants−−;
    }
  //Nothing further needs to change with the sentinel pointer
  //Now delete the node
  delete del_node;
  return ancestor;
}
 
void Tree::pruneTree()
{
  sentinel* iter = getHead()−>next_sentinel−>next_sentinel;
  node* n_iter = iter−>next_node;
  node* next_n = n_iter−>next_ptr;
  node* prev_n = n_iter−>prev_ptr;
  while(n_iter != NULL)  
    {
      if(n_iter−>num_descendants == 0)
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{
  if(prev_n == NULL && next_n == NULL)
    {//if the first is the last (if there is only one)
      pruneVertically(n_iter);
      n_iter = NULL;
      return;
    }
  else if(prev_n == NULL)
    {//if the first
      pruneVertically(n_iter);
    }
  else if(next_n == NULL)
    {//if the last
      pruneVertically(n_iter);
      n_iter = NULL;
      return;
    }
  else
    {//deleting in the middle
      pruneVertically(n_iter);
    }
}  

      if(next_n != NULL)
{
  n_iter = next_n;
  next_n = n_iter−>next_ptr;
  prev_n = n_iter−>prev_ptr;  
}

      else
{
  n_iter = NULL;
}

    }  
  return;
}

  
  

void Tree::printGen(int mygen)
{
  node* n_iter;
  sentinel* s_iter;
  s_iter = head−>next_sentinel;
  while(s_iter−>gen > mygen)
    {
      cout << "entered\n";
      s_iter = s_iter−>next_sentinel;
      cout << s_iter−>gen << endl;
    }
  n_iter = s_iter−>next_node;
  while(n_iter != NULL)
    {
      cout << n_iter−>ID 

   << "  gen: " << n_iter−>gen
   << "  #desc: " << n_iter−>num_descendants
   << "  par: " << n_iter−>ancestor_ptr
   << "  prev: " << n_iter−>prev_ptr
   << "  address: " << n_iter
   << "  next: " << n_iter−>next_ptr
   << endl;
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      n_iter = n_iter−>next_ptr;
    }
   
  return;
}

void Tree::pruneVertically(node* mynode)
{
  node* myancestor = mynode−>ancestor_ptr;
  if(myancestor != NULL)
    {
      if(mynode−>num_descendants == 0)

{
  deleteNode(mynode);
  pruneVertically(myancestor);
}

    }
  else
    {
      if(mynode−>num_descendants == 0)

{
  deleteNode(mynode);
}

    }
  return;
}

void Tree::shortenTree()
{
  sentinel* mysentinel = getHead()−>next_sentinel;
  node* mynode = mysentinel−>next_node;
  while(mynode != NULL)
    {
      deleteMiddleNodes(mynode);
      mynode = mynode−>next_ptr;
    }
  
  return;
}

void Tree::deleteMiddleNodes(node* mynode)
{
  node* node_holder = mynode;
  if(mynode−>ancestor_ptr != NULL)
    {
      while(mynode−>ancestor_ptr−>ancestor_ptr != NULL)

{
  if(mynode−>ancestor_ptr−>num_descendants == 1)
    {
      mynode−>ancestor_ptr−>ancestor_ptr−>num_descendants++;//delete wil

l reduce this
      node_holder = mynode−>ancestor_ptr;
      mynode−>ancestor_ptr = mynode−>ancestor_ptr−>ancestor_ptr;
      deleteNode(node_holder);
    }
  else
    {
      mynode = mynode−>ancestor_ptr;
    }
}

    }
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  return;
}
 
int Tree::findCommonAncestor(node* node1, node* node2)
{
  int ancestor_gen = 0;
  //if node1 is from an earlier generation, go back through node2
  //otherwise, go back through node1 
  while((node1−>ID != node2−>ID) && node1−>gen > 1 && node2−>gen > 1)
    {
      if(node1−>gen < node2−>gen)

{
  node2 = node2−>ancestor_ptr;
}

      else
{
  node1 = node1−>ancestor_ptr;
}

    } 
  if(node1−>gen <= 1 || node2−>gen <= 1)
    {
      return 0;
    }
  ancestor_gen = node1−>gen;
  //  cout << "common ancestor: " << node1−>ID << endl;
  return ancestor_gen;
}

node* Tree::getRandomNode()
{
  node* mynode = getHead()−>next_sentinel−>next_node;
  int my_gen = getHead()−>next_sentinel−>gen;
  int ind_num = gsl_rng_uniform_int(generator, getGenSize(my_gen));
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < ind_num; i++)
    {
      mynode = mynode−>next_ptr;
    }
  return mynode;
}

node* Tree::getRandomNodeByPop(int pop_id, vector<vector<node*> >& node_vec_vec)
{
  int psize = node_vec_vec[pop_id].size(); // Size of the vector
  int random = gsl_rng_uniform_int(generator, psize);
  return node_vec_vec[pop_id][random];
}

vector<vector<node*> > Tree::identifyNodesByPop()
{
  vector<vector<node*> > nodes_by_pop;
  node* mynode = getHead()−>next_sentinel−>next_node;
  int my_gen = getHead()−>next_sentinel−>gen;
  int num_pops = −1;
  for(unsigned int i = 0; i < getGenSize(my_gen); i++)
    {
      while(mynode−>pop_id > num_pops)

{
  vector<node*> vec;
  nodes_by_pop.push_back(vec);
  num_pops++;
}
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      nodes_by_pop[mynode−>pop_id].push_back(mynode);
      mynode = mynode−>next_ptr;
    }
  // Because of the way pops are numbered (all constructors increment the pop
  // number), pop_id does not reflect the number of pops accurately. Some are
  // empty but we keep them in so that they can be indexed by pop number
  return nodes_by_pop;
}
 
double Tree::calcTZero()  
{
  //First calculate t0
  vector<vector<node*> > node_vec_vec = identifyNodesByPop();
  //Figure out how many nodes are in each population so that samples can be 
  // taken proportionally, then calculate cumulative proportions
  vector<int> nodes_per_pop;

  
  int total_nodes = 0;
  for(int i = 0; i < node_vec_vec.size(); i++)
    {
      nodes_per_pop.push_back(node_vec_vec[i].size());
      total_nodes = total_nodes + node_vec_vec[i].size();
    }
  vector<double> proportion_nodes_per_pop;
  for(int i = 0; i < nodes_per_pop.size(); i++)
    {
      proportion_nodes_per_pop.push_back(static_cast<double>(nodes_per_pop[i])/

 static_cast<double>(total_nodes));
    }
  vector<double> cum_prop_nodes_per_pop;
  double cum_total = 0;
  for(int i = 0; i < proportion_nodes_per_pop.size(); i++)
    {
      cum_total = cum_total + proportion_nodes_per_pop[i];
      cum_prop_nodes_per_pop.push_back(cum_total);
    }
  
  //Take the same number of pairs as there are nodes
  int num_pairs = total_nodes;
  double sum_coal_times = 0.0;
  for(int i = 0; i < num_pairs; i++)
    {
      //choose a random population for each pair
      int random_pop = −1;
      double random = gsl_rng_uniform(generator);
      for(int j = 0; j < cum_prop_nodes_per_pop.size(); j++)

{
  if(random < cum_prop_nodes_per_pop[j])
    {
      random_pop = j;
      j = cum_prop_nodes_per_pop.size();
    }
}

      //get two nodes from that population
      node* node1 = getRandomNodeByPop(random_pop, node_vec_vec);
      node* node2 = getRandomNodeByPop(random_pop, node_vec_vec);
      //find common ancestor
      int coalescence_gen = findCommonAncestor(node1, node2);
      //figure out how many years in past is common ancestor
      int coalescence_time = getHead()−>next_sentinel−>gen − coalescence_gen;
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      sum_coal_times = sum_coal_times + static_cast<double>(coalescence_time);
    }
  double mean_coal_time = sum_coal_times / static_cast<double>(num_pairs);
  
  ////////////////////////////////////
  // Check to see that t0 = 2Ntotal //
  ////////////////////////////////////
  return mean_coal_time;;
}

double Tree::calcT()
{
  int num_pairs = getGenSize(getHead()−>next_sentinel−>gen);
  cout << "pairs: " << num_pairs << endl;
  double sum_coal_times = 0;
  for(int i = 0; i < num_pairs; i++)
    {
      int coal_gen = findCommonAncestor(getRandomNode(), getRandomNode());
      int coal_time = getHead()−>next_sentinel−>gen − coal_gen;
      sum_coal_times = sum_coal_times + static_cast<double>(coal_time);
    }
  double mean_coal_time = sum_coal_times / static_cast<double>(num_pairs);
  return mean_coal_time;
}

double Tree::calcSlatkinFst()
{
  double t = calcT();
  return ((t − calcTZero()) / t);
}
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